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Colorize [kuhl-uh-rahyz]
–verb (used with object), -ized, -izing.
To cause to appear in color; enhance with color
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colorize
Surrounded by rural fields and open spaces, Eastern is
a hidden gem in the heart of East Central Illinois. The gray
stone, cold walls of Old Main mask the colorful campus that
sits behind its gate. Old Main is more than a castle covered
in ivy; it is a landmark welcoming visitors to our vibrant
campus.
We had the privilege this year to not only colorize the
yearbook, but to bring to light the true spirit of Eastern.
Our staff goal: to define Eastern by historically
documenting the year.
Plan of attack: to colorize everything and everyone who
makes this campus the diamond in the rough we know it is.
An eclectic mix of students, faculty, workers, extracurricular and student groups fill this campus and make
Eastern multi-faceted, multi-hued and a rich treasure hard to
define.
What is Eastern Illinois University? We attempt to
answer this abstract question in 240 pages. Not only does
this book document major events that occurred on campus
from March 2009 to March 2010, but it goes further to
uncover what it means to be a part of EIU.
In these pages we will paint the portrait of Eastern. We
shine light on the diamond in the rough and vividly portray
what it is to be EIU through enhancing the hues each
student, faculty and group contribute to the rainbow.
Photo Illustration by Christine Godbey
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Photo by Danny Damiani

(Above) Protecting its afternoon
meal, a squirrel in the Triad starts
to pack on the pounds before
winter.

Photo illustration by Danny
Damiani

(Above, right) In order to save
room in Booth Library, movable
bookshelves were installed in the
basement. This photo was taken
using a slow shutter speed to put
emphasis on the motion of the
bookshelf.

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Right) Brandon Stevens, a
sophomore at Lake Land College,
and Brant Ratishauser, a junior
business management major,
practice medieval combat at
Pantherpalooza Sept. 15, 2009 to
promote their group Belegarth.
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moving bookshelf in the Booth
Library
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warbler staff
Street lights illuminate Old Main
after the fog from a heavy rain storm
sets in.

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Above) Street lights illuminate Old Main after the fog from a heavy rain
storm sets in.

Photo by Brittney Ferris

(Left) Eastern students take a break from classes at Lake Charleston on
Nov. 11, 2009.
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student life

color the campus

Students are the heart and soul of
the university, their thoughts, their values, their
backgrounds and their actions. Without them the
residence halls would be dull, the classrooms would
be lifeless and the grounds would be drab and
empty. Students and their activities breathe life into
the buildings, embellish the campus and emblazon
Eastern with a unique energy. Each individual student
casts a hue onto the greater university and because
of it, the effects glow. Student life colors the campus!
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Photo by Eric Hiltner

Students gather into groups based on
different birth months during the new
student mixer in the South Quad on Thurs
Aug. 20, 2009. The University Board and
Office of Orientation planned a week of
events in order to help freshmen meet
friends.
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the man behind the
From his desk in his office just inside the
front door of Old Main, looking out onto Lincoln
Avenue as students walk by, he mans the
helm. His office is a demure, oak-lined room.
His walls are adorned with art produced by
the students and faculty of Eastern, which he
describes with a glowing sense of pride that is
impossible to ignore.
President William Perry commands the
ship as the 10th president in the university’s
history.
His day is a hustle and bustle of meetings,
both with administrators, department heads
and students. In the rare time in between, when
many would take the opportunity to rest, he
catches up on paperwork, taking only enough
time for himself to peruse The Wall Street
Journal, Times-Courier and Daily Eastern
News.
But it is the man behind the desk, behind
the suit and tie, who is far more surprising than
anything his job may require.
Perry has a sense of down-home
sensibility that is almost disarming. In the field
of academia and higher education, one may be
surprised to find someone in such a position
with such a sense of Midwestern values:
“Family comes first,” Perry said with absolute
conviction.
Through it all, however, he still maintains
the lessons he learned as a boy in rural
Missouri.
Born in Trenton, a town that even today
boasts barely 6,000 people, he recalls his
childhood with “great fondness.” His father in
the Army, Perry learned at a young age to cope
with bouncing from place to place, moving to
Kansas City, Mo. at the age of 8.
“My parents always said ‘Do your best,’
and I really followed that,” he said. “I found it
was when you don’t follow that advice, that’s

when you get into trouble.”
And Perry said he did, indeed, follow that
advice throughout school. He found at an early
age that education was his calling, finding a
deep interest in mathematics in high school.
He attributes his love of mathematics to his
geometry teacher, Mrs. Hale.
“She enabled me to love mathematics,”
he said. “I had fun solving equations. It was
very logical, the theorems and the proofs.
It was a little intimidating, but if you have a
great teacher, the teacher can make it fun and
interesting and that’s what Mrs. Hale did.”
After high school he attended Park
College in Parkville, Mo. where he majored in
mathematics and history.
It was at Park College that he met his
wife, Linda, with whom he can be seen walking
around campus many evenings, hand-in-hand.
“At the end of the day it’s really nice to
have someone to walk with,” he said. “It’s a
good time to just talk and work some things out
that you might not if you didn’t have someone
to talk to.”
From there he went on to attend the
University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign
where he attained his master’s and doctorate.
in mathematics and then Texas A&M University
where he began his teaching career and would
spend more than 30 years before finally making
his way to Eastern.
Once again, it is his lifetime of small, rural
communities and humble Midwest sensibilities
that come shining through. As he talks about
his youth in Missouri, one cannot help but
notice how he attaches an “a” to the end of the
state.
At the end of the day, Perry said, he likes
to go home and simply sit, talk with Linda and
read — he said it is common for him to be
working on two to three books at a time.

And he likes to get his hands dirty, as well.
One of his favorite hobbies is working on cars
and around the house.
“I think the common thread in all that is,
at the end of the day, you see progress,” Perry
said. “If you work on a car, it runs better or now
the light switch really works. Around the house,
working on things that need fixing, washing
mildew off the side of the house, all of these
things.”
It should not be much of a surprise that
someone with such a history in small towns
enjoys such down-home activities, but, once
again, his matter-of-fact manner of speaking
can be almost disarming.
He enjoys walking around the community
he has adopted as his own and just enjoying
the small, connected campus he has come to
love.
After all, it was the sense of friendliness
and connection he felt about Eastern’s campus
that ultimately brought him here, he said. It’s
the type of connection he felt growing up in
Trenton and Kansas City.
Whether it is reading, working on an old
car or watching movies (his favorite is the
Vietnam classic “Platoon”) or just sitting down
and talking about his day with his wife, Perry
is a family man, realizing the importance of
education and community involvement.
And as he sits in his office, legs crossed
but arms wide open, one cannot help but notice
his obvious love of Eastern’s campus as he
practically beams when he talks about the
university he knows and leads.
His presence on campus is noticeable, his
care for students is palpable and, when it all
comes down to it, his job is just the tip of the
iceberg.

Story by David Thill
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Kicking off a school year in a brand new environment
can be a very difficult task. However, for the incoming
freshmen and transfer students at Eastern, the transition was
made a little easier. Thanks to the Prowl program, freshmen
participated in many different activities where they met
people and were able to bond with their new classmates.
“[Prowl is] a student program that offers educational
and social opportunities for you to learn about community
expectations and how you connect to Eastern – opportunities
that will provide you with a solid foundation for both personal
and academic success,” said Kimberlie Moock, director of
new student programs.
Freshmen Prowl activities included an EIU Reads
discussion in which students were assigned to a classroom
where they gathered to discuss their required summer
reading, “This I Believe.” Although many of the discussions
were based on completely different topics, they focused on
students sharing their own beliefs with one another.
Other Prowl activities included educational meetings, a
mandatory community service project and multiple nights of
social events on the South Quad.
Each student chose a volunteer activity to participate in,
out of approximately 35.
“I loved the activity because I knew I was helping others
and letting them know that somebody cared,” said Natalie

Gaughan, a freshman early childhood education major. “I
think the Prowl activities were a good way to meet people
and help others.”
Gaughan participated in “Sew Fun,” which made fleece
blankets for local charities.
Another requirement for the incoming freshmen was to
complete an online program called Alcohol Edu. This was a
sequence of videos and informational slides regarding the
dangers of alcohol and the safety procedures young adults
should take.
“I’m sure that it helped a bunch of people better
understand things about alcohol,” said Mackinzee Smith, a
freshman physical therapy major who finished the program in
two and a half hours.
Overall, Prowl was a positive experience for the
incoming freshmen, as well as the transfer students. The
combination of events ensured a smooth start to a new life at
Eastern.
“Prowl makes the transition for new students simpler and
less stressful,” said Kate Gramley, a first-year Prowl leader.
“We are able to provide them with all the information they
need to know before the school year kicks off and guide them
in the direction that they are looking for.”
Story by Jessi Smith

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Right) Dr. Jay Allison
speaks about “This I
Believe” in the Grand
Ballroom on Sept. 29,
2009. As the editor of
the publication, Allison
explained the significance
of many different articles in
the book.

Photo by Audrey Sawyer

(Below) Students wait on
the steps outside of the
Doudna Fine Arts Center
hoping that there are spots
left for them to volunteer
on Panther Service Day on
Aug. 22,2009.
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Photo by Eric Hiltner

Students gather into new groups based
on different birth months during the
Aug. 20, 2009 new student mix-up in
the South Quad.
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Photo by Danny Damiani

Eastern police officers Ron Carrell, James Williams and Kent
Martin stand in front of the department’s new police car. The
university police officers respond to reports of misconduct on
campus and in the surrounding area.

student code of conduct

If there is one thing at Eastern that defines
controversy, it is the code of conduct. Students,
parents, professors and other staff members all have
completely different views on what the rule book
should consist of. Major disagreements revolved
around plagiarism, drug and alcohol policies and
housing rules.
In 2006 there were 146 recorded cases of
academic misconduct at Eastern, in which all suspects
were found guilty by either the individual professor or
the office of Student Standards. A director looks over
the case and then passes it on to the vice president
of Student Affairs for a final decision.
“Plagiarism should be the most strictly enforced
rule because it’s not right to steal your paper or specific
details from someone or the Internet without giving
the proper credit,” said Amanda Bach, a senior math
major.
There were also severe problems with illegal
substances on campus. Nearly 500 tickets were
distributed for illegal or underage possession of drugs
and alcohol during the 2005-2006 academic school
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year.
“One party that I went to got busted and I
got myself a drinking ticket,” said Jim Siemers, a
freshman undecided major. “But when the cops came
in we tried to sober up by playing Mario Kart.”
Most students tend to think the authorities and
more specifically, the Charleston and University
police are far too strict.
However, Nikki Fairbairn, a freshman middle
school education major, was able to see the positives
in the matter.
“I don’t think they are too strict, because this is the
time when we are supposed to be building our futures,
and the police are just there helping to keep us in line,”
she said.
Another point of controversy was the list of
housing rules. Erica Roa, Eastern’s alcohol standards
specialist, said students who violate dorm rules such
as visitation hours or failing to escort guests may face
consequences as extreme as being removed from
the hall.

Story by Jessi Smith

2004-2005 Top 10
Student Conduct Code
violations

504 alcohol policy violations
428 underage possession of
alcohol
146 academic misconduct
113 excessive noise
76 fight/assaults/threats
53 marijuana
52 damage/vandalism
43 group living situations/parties
39 safety/false alarms/elevators/
candles/Iicense
32 housing visitation policy:
hours violation

student
Legal Fee

This fee pays for legal advice
for full-time students related to
off-campus housing and limited
representation on misdemeanors
and municipal ordinance
violations.

(get in trouble? us?)
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Health Service Fee

This fee funds the operations of the
Student Health Service and Pharmacy

(on the off chance you get the
swine flu you could go here . . .at
least until they send you home)

Textbook Rental Fee

This fee covers the rental of textbooks.
The rental system represents a significant
cost savings for students as opposed
to purchasing books. Students have
the option to purchase textbooks if they
desire . . . or if they get them wet,

bend the pages or even open it.
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going gree
The “Going Green” campaign has spread
like wildfire, especially on university campuses.
Eastern has been recognized for its efforts
to promote recycling and energy sufficient
practices.
Ryan Siegel, the campus energy and
sustainability coordinator, said Eastern has
been “Going Green” since the early ‘90s.
“EIU has always felt that conservation
has to make economic sense,” Siegel said.
“[Eastern] has been creative to find ways to
reduce energy consumption without having to
raise fees or ask for more taxes.”
Eastern’s recycling program makes
it possible for more than 1 million pounds
of disposables to avoid going to a landfill.
However, the program is going through
some changes, because of the retirement of

green campus
Photo by Danny Damiani

With growing concern over global warming,
going green is a growing trend. Not to be left out,
Eastern is going green, too.
Jason Davis, senior kinesiology major, reuses
plastic bottles and then recycles them. He also sees
many students using the reusable plastic bottles
Housing and Dining hands out.
Mike Coventry, a Klehm Hall building service
worker, said the university is “recycling everything
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Allan Rathe, the recycling coordinator. The
department is moving to the Office of Energy
and Sustainability and the Web site is also
going through major changes.
Gary Reed, the director of EIU Facilities
Planning and Management, said Eastern was
doing energy conservation efforts before it
became popular to do so.
“We always knew we could do things
to save energy,” Reed said. “It just took an
investment to do so.”
Eastern’s other conservation project is the
new energy plant, which broke ground in late
November, 2009.
The previous plant burned coal. The new
one will run mostly on burnt hardwood chips
and a small amount of electricity. It will have a
solar powered panel.

Photo by Danny Damiani
from newspapers to plastic to printer cartridges,
toners and light bulbs.”
Recycling and reusing is not the only way
Eastern is going green.
Andrew Lilek freshman mathematics major
with a teacher certification Andrew Lilek said, “For
one thing I left my car at home because it is not fuel
efficient.”
Lilek also mentioned motion sensor lights
in the bathrooms as another way to be more
environmentally friendly.

Parts of the plant were built in the 1920s,
and Reed said the campus needs a permanent
fix for the plant.
“The existing plant is no longer reliable
enough to depend on,” Siegel said. “A major
failure could close the university due to lack of
heating.”
Other things that Eastern is doing to go
green vary. A 400-foot hole drilled into the
Campus Pond pumps water into the athletic
fields for irrigation purposes. Any tree that dies
on campus is either made into firewood and
sold or made into wood chips and then mulch.
The proceeds go to purchasing new trees to
plant on campus.
Story by Melissa Sturtevant

Photo Illustration by Kristin Jording
According to Coventry, BSWs are using
greener and less toxic cleaning products on the job.
Not all students are as concerned. Carissa
Tarver, a junior business and finance major, admits
she has not thought about going green. She said
currently grades are her biggest worry right now.
For the most part, Coventry observes the
opposite.
“Students and faculty both seem to be making
an effort to recycle,” he said, “because, as you
know, it is hard to get everybody on board.”
Story by Colleen Kitka

n

Photo Illustration by Kristin Jording
Photo Illustration by Kristin Jording
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Photos and information provided by Kristin Jording

fallow by carey netherton

(Above) This sculpture is made out of concrete and
steel. It is filled with the prairie grass that covers Illinois.
He made it the cornucopia shape to reference our natural
surroundings; even though we rearrange nature to the
way we would like it.
“I develop a lot of my inspirations from a lot of
spontaneous wandering of the imagination,” Netherton
said.
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The Eastern Illinois University Summer Sculpture Residency program
started in summer 2008. The purpose of the program is to bring in artists
from Illinois and surrounding areas, who are working on their master of fine
arts, to show their talent around campus.
Each year the program chooses four students. The students are
provided with $1,500 to cover all expenses, besides living arrangements.
“This was a program designed to encourage people to make a visual
arts connection between the new Dounda Fine Arts Center and the Tarble
Arts Center,” EIUSSR Director Jeff Boshart said.
The pieces are placed between Tarble and Doudna along Seventh
Street to be a sculpture walk for students.

........

(Above) Balance is meant to show the life of a
college student. Achterbery wanted his sculpture to
complement Eastern. Achterbery participated in the
program because he wanted to show his work to a new
audience, who may never see anything like it otherwise.
“At the beginning you are on the ground and not too
elaborate, much like the lower element of the sculpture.
Then college hits and you’re flung into intellectual
maturity, thus the connecting rods are the journey and
the elaborate top piece shows the result of graduating
above any previous mode of thought,” Achterberg said.

........

balance by luke achterberg

archaeological jig by eric peterson

(Above) This sculpture is made out of pine plywood and wood glue. Peterson’s
inspiration came from other sculptures at museums, such as the Field Museum,
where they have dinosaurs made from scratch. The sculpture is made to look like it
was dug up from under the school.
“A woolly mammoth skeleton had been uncovered in 1999 at Principia College,
just 150 miles west of Eastern. With this information in hand, I decided that EIU
must find its own mammoth-on-campus, which gives us the species name ‘eiu’
genius,” Peterson said.

......................................
dinosaurs
by matt moyer
(Left) Dinosaurs is made from
welded steel and paint. The color
is meant to represent the worn
aspect of old machines.
“My inspiration for the work
is old heavy machinery--both
functioning and defunct--that
dots the Midwestern landscape. I
grew up in Illinois and traveled
throughout the United States and
I have always been fascinated
with the history that is captured
in heavy construction and farm
machinery as I see them during
my travels.”

spector
by matthew searle

(Left) This sculpture is made from
salvaged wood, which Searle found
around the Charleston area. It is made
out of cedar, salvaged wood and
corrugated steel. Searle wanted the
piece to stick out on campus.
“The piece represents the forms
of everything from a tree house,
birdhouse, and a hunting blind to a
fortress and a watchtower. It’s meant
to resemble the various types of
architecture in the area,” Searle said.

the heart of americana
by clint shaw
(Right) This sculpture is about
America, but it focuses on the
automotive industry, Shaw said. It’s
made to symbolize the 1950s’ Chief
Pontiac hood ornament. His inspiration
came from working in his family’s
custom exhaust shop. The sculpture is
made from polychrome steel.
“The Heart of Americana is about
America, with its multitude of cultures
and a celebration of individualization,”
Shaw said.

......
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across campus

stevenson hall

The highest point in Coles
County, Stevenson Hall, towers over
the rest of campus. Its namesake,
Adlai Stevenson, was an Illinois
senator but Complex Director
Michelle Hopper said other than that
no one’s really sure why the building
was named after him. Established
in 1967, Stevenson is reserved for
Eastern’s upper-class students and
is co-ed. Students must be 21 years
old and have at least 60 credit hours,
which is where the 2009 theme,
“Experience Upperclass,” comes
from, Hopper said.

lincoln hall

The all-female residence hall
named after Abraham Lincoln was
established in 1954. Associate
Resident Director Miranda Ambuske
said most people think Lincoln only
houses athletes, but only 35 percent
of the students residing there are
athletes. The hall requires no key for
residents to move from floor to floor,
unlike most other residence halls.
Ambuske said this unique aspect
of the hall inspired Lincoln’s slogan
“Lincoln is large enough to make new
friends, small enough to make them
family.”
018 student life

......

carman hall

Standing lonely at the southernmost end of campus is the hallmark
freshman hall, Carman. Women live
in the North tower and men in the
South tower. The Carman Dining
Center is known for its Asian Jump
Cuisine, which serves up student
specific stir-fries that are popular
with students from every part of
campus.

douglas hall

Right next to Lincoln, you can
find Douglas Hall. The all-male hall
named after Stephen Douglas can
house a maximum of 200 students.
Douglas has a recreation room in the
basement, which includes a pool and
a big screen TV. A piano lounge can
be found on the first floor and study
lounges on the second and third floors.

taylor hall

Most people don’t know that
Taylor is a co-ed building and can
house approximately 600 women and
men. It has two towers, which are
five stories high each and are joined
by a lobby. Taylor is joined to Lawson
Hall through the dining center. The
theme for the year was “Lights,
Camera, Action,” said Associate
Resident Director Kolin Straub.

thomas hall

The largest all-male residence
hall on campus, Thomas’ slogan
is “Tradition and Honor.” Named
after Simeon Thomas, an Eastern
professor and built in 1963, Thomas
is linked with Andrews Hall through
the dining center. The hall is 80
percent freshmen and 20 percent
upperclassmen and draws students
with its two pool tables, a ping-pong
table, a big-screen TV and several
arcade games located in the lobby,
said Complex Director Jacob Knight.

residence halls
Photo Illustration by Christine Godbey

pemberton hall
mckinney hall

If you’re searching for the center
of campus, just look for the Triad.
McKinney Hall is one of the three
residence halls that make up the
Triad. Established in 1958, it was
named after Isabelle McKinney,
a former head of the English
department. It houses many honor
students.

ford hall

Another part of the infamous
Triad is a residence hall named
Ford Hall. Ford has four resident
assistants and an associate resident
director. With wheelchair access
and specially-designed rooms, Ford
is structured to house Eastern’s
students with disabilities. It is a nonsmoking, air-conditioned building.

andrews hall

They call themselves the
“Andrew’s Angels” which is
appropriate since Andrews was the
first high rise building at Eastern,
built in 1964. Named after Franklin
Andrews, who was an instructor in
the English department, the allwomen residence hall has been
known to win several intramural
awards over the years, said Pat
Sparks, Andrew’s secretary. The
ninth floor is a quiet lifestyle floor,
while the basement has a pool table,
big-screen TV, snack machines and a

weller hall

Its residents are called Weller
Dwellers, and this hall is the final
piece of the Triad complex. Weller
has two wings, each with two floors
and can hold around 150 residents. It
has 24-hour visitation and is a small
community with a big atmosphere,
said Associate Resident Director
Justin Schuch. Weller has won
several awards over the years
for the best-decorated lobby and
the Resident Hall Association’s
Residents On Campus (ROC) fest
competition.

On the north end of campus,
you will find a historical landmark.
Built in 1908, Pemberton is not only
the first residence hall to be built on
Eastern’s campus, but also the oldest
women’s residence hall in the state.
It was named after Sen. Stanton
Pemberton, who helped Eastern get
the funding for the residence hall
through the state legislature, said
Associate Resident Director Kate
Schmidt. Schmidt said the women
who live in Pemberton take a lot
of pride in its history and its small
community.

lawson hall

“L’s in the air,” it’s the Lawson
Ladies. Built in 1966 and named
after Elizabeth Lawson, a former
instructor and a dean, Lawson is an
all-women residence hall that houses
mostly freshmen. It has a very laid
back, comfortable atmosphere,
said Resident Director Temetria
Hargett. The office of Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information Service
is located in the basement of
Lawson. Most people don’t know this,
Hargett said, but the actress Joan
Allen lived in Lawson Hall when she
attended Eastern.
residence halls 019
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Photos by Kaci Ogden
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An $11 million renovation of the two-story
Robert G. Buzzard Hall in the early 1990s
transformed Buzzard from a laboratory school to
a state-of-the-art facility. Today it is home to the
College of Education and Professional Studies,
the department of journalism, Student Publications
and the WEIU broadcast facilities. Small children
can be heard playing in the playground, but
work is being done, too, from the award-winning
NewsWatch and The Daily Eastern News, to the
work in the Instructional Technology Center, where
education majors work on class projects, to the
Story by Colleen Kitka student teaching office where people sign up for
their student teaching experiences.

The towers, turrets and pinnacles of the Gothic castle,
among groomed gardens, dominate Eastern's northern
side of campus. Affectionately known as Old Main, the
ivy-covered limestone castle is the university's beloved
icon. Today Old Main, formally named the Livingston
C. Lord Building after Eastern's first president, houses
the math department and administrative offices. Ivy still
clings to the graying limestone walls, while the interior
reminds students of its age with dark wood paneling,
wrought iron staircases, gold and ivory relief and trim,
and oversized original doors with names of what was
formerly held in this historic building.
			

1

		

2

Story by Jennifer Newsom

Since opening in 1965, Coleman Hall has been
the home to Eastern’s speech, foreign language,
English, history and economics departments –
an entire spectrum of learning. Perhaps all of
this scholarly activity has to do with the building’s
balanced, symmetrical architecture, in which every
hallway runs into another. All three of Coleman’s
floors are nearly uniform, with parallel classrooms
and washrooms. The even feel suggests a calmness,
which is conducive to learning.
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Story by Eric Loranger

What was once only seen as a
dream became a reality on Tuesday,
Nov. 28, 1990 when the new business
building Lumpkin Hall was dedicated.
Gov. James Thompson dedicated
the new building, named after R.A.
Lumpkin, the former president of
Consolidated
Communications.
With its marble-laden floors and
televisions with current events on,
the building is perfect for its school,
the Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences.
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Story by Dane Urban
Story by Dane Urban
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Doudna Fine Arts Center is the newest building to be renovated on campus,
completed in 2009. The building was named after Quincy Van Ogden Doudna,
Eastern’s president from 1956 to 1971. In 1959, the original Quincy V. Doudna
Fine Arts Center, made of stone and bricks, opened its doors to its students. It
contained theaters, music rooms and classrooms, similar to the facility today.
The structure of the building is abstract in a sense that it’s non-rhythmatic. Mirrors
fill the hallways. In one area of the building, there is the red zone, where the
majority of students pass through everyday. In another area, the gray stairs offset
the black interior.
						

“To take the arts to the people” is the
main purpose and logo of the white Tarble
Arts Center on Ninth Street at Cleveland
Street. Named after the Tarble family, it is
paid for through private funding and a $1
million donation by Newton E. Tarble, an
Eastern alumnus and co-founder of SnapOn Tools, and his wife, Pat. The Tarble
family has donated more than $11 million to
benefit the arts at the university through the
years. Tarble’s permanent collection holds
approximately 1,000 pieces of art inside,
since first opened in 1982. On the outside
of the building, there are sculptures and
works of art to be viewed by the public.
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Story by Cyndi Francois
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One of the oldest buildings on campus is the
McAfee Building. It has an interesting history of how
it came to be. Before the original McAfee building
once stood, there first was a lake called “Lake
Ahmoweenah.” From the old heating vents to the
curved railings and the tiled floors, McAfee has an old
architecture look that makes it one of the oldest and
most beautiful buildings on campus.

			

Story by Jennifer Brown

It’s big, it’s square, and it’s best
known for the collegiate-sized basketball
arena (with a new playing surface)
that sits in its center, but Lantz Arena
is so much more than the home for the
Eastern men’s and women’s basketball
and women’s volleyball teams. What
makes Lantz Arena unique may also be
its biggest downfall. In the basketball
portion of the arena, the bottom portion is
literally a small arena with only room for a
few hundred fans sitting courtside. But a
short trip upstairs after exiting the arena
finds seats for a few thousand more fans,
along with the pep band, cheering from
the rafters.
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Story by Collin Whitchurch

Story by Kelsey Karstrand

“Hodgepodge” is how one tour guide
described Klehm Hall on freshmen visitation
day. She talked about all the random things
that take place in that one building on any
given day: ROTC students rapelling off the
building, family and consumer science majors
cooking and sewing away, and technology
students hard at work in the lab. Klehm is
home to TAGA , a graphic design and printing
group, as well as Pantera, a completely
student-run restaurant. Klehm, located in the
South Quad, was built in 1967 and known as
the Applied Arts Education Center until 1987
when it was named after Walter A. Klehm,
former dean of the School of Industrial Arts
and Technology.
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Story by Brandy Provaznik
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artin luther king jr.

food court

Lunchtime in the University Food Court is like traffic during rush
hour. Everyone’s waiting, merging, turning around, heading toward
the route that best suits them. You could go the Subway route for a
sandwich, but that’s always pretty backed up; maybe you’d rather detour
to Connie’s for a large slice of pizza. Travel times for Panther Grille seem
significantly shorter, but we’ve got a pile up near the cashiers...
Out in the lobby, there’s a radio station overhead but nobody
hears it. Steely Dan’s “Rikki Don’t Lose That Number” is drowned out
by the aural blur of some 20 separate
conversations blending. Turnstiles click
faster and faster as individuals, couples,
and groups file out with green trays full
of soups, salads, chicken wings and
whatever else smelled tasty.
There are some tables with only one
occupant, but those people keep their
cell phones out in front of them so people
know they are important and they do have
friends. Whenever they get that phone call
they’re waiting for, it should be even louder
in here – which must be why everybody
brings along headphones!

Photo by Molly Bartus

Story by Eric Loranger

A quiet stealth and task-oriented air hangs in the atmosphere of
the Bridge Lounge in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. As a
hidden nook and convenient oasis to eat, study, meet or relax inside the
heart of the campus, the lounge is a melting pot of purposes, students,
and faculty alike.
At 11:40 a.m. the room is fairly quiet except for the pattering of
shoes on tile from the regular stream of people passing by, the flat
screen TV in the background, the occasional rustle of paper as someone
turns a page in a book and the steady hum of the power plant that gives
this area a blissful steadiness.
Shaun Billman, a commuter student working to get his elementary
education teaching certificate, spends hours here five days a week
because it is an ideal warm and welcoming atmosphere. Today he is
sitting with a hot pretzel and pop in hand and working on his laptop.
“This is the right combination of noise, not too loud to distract, but
not too quiet,” Billman said.
Navy blue padded chairs at gray oval and square tables welcome
individuals and groups of various sizes to relax and meet. Oversized
and overstuffed black leather sofas with snuggly accent pillows provide
a more intimate setting and one student in gray sweats has succumbed
to sleep with shoes on and feet up on the inviting couch. Floor to ceiling
windows on the north and south ends filter in natural light and frame
beautiful campus views of the Library Quad and the less aesthetically
pleasing power plant.
Jacob Unterberger, a sophomore communication studies student,
crams for a test while relieving tension by sitting in one of the two black
full-body massage chairs provided in the relaxation zone in the lounge.
At the moment it is quiet--- to quiet for Unterberger’s liking, but soon
traffic picks up. More people gather, conversations pick up and people
bring their lunches into the lounge to enjoy this welcoming and warm
environment.
Story by Colleen Kitka
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union
shear illusions
java
beanery & bakery

In the front of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union a little
coffee shop is in the opening that many people walk past every day.
The coffee shop is full of warm coffee smells, and along with humming
and rumblings of espresso machines.
On one of the first cold mornings of the fall semester people are
busily coming and stopping by this coffee shop to get a nice warm drink.
“Hi, can I get something started for you?” asks one of the four Java
Beanery employees.
As a customer
orders his drink the
rumbling of the espresso
maker starts, followed
by the hissing of the
steamer.
One student walks
past and takes a step
back as he smells the
scent of the rich coffee
and the cinnamon
muffins. In an open
display customers ogle
over what sweet treat
they are going to order.
Photo by Molly Bartus
Muffins, cookies, bagels
and other colorful treats all look delicious.
In the lounge area people munch on their muffins and your mouth
waters…
Students relax and chat before their next class. A group of girls
sits at the wood-grained high top tables, and couples sit on the colorful
swirled cloth couches.
As workers busily work in their new expanded space, student and
teachers alike pass through to get their hot coffees on a chilled morning.
Story by Jennifer Newsom

A rerun of VH1’s “My Antonio” rattles off the TV white senior
psychology major Tara Crawford has her hair straightened by Decatur
native Brittanie Trimble.
Trimble drives every Wednesday, from Decatur to Eastern, to work
her second salon, Shear Illusions Part II. The salon is tucked away in
a small room in the basement of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, fitting only two styling chairs and two shampooing chairs and
sinks.
The small salon, open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesdays, is invaluable
to many black women on campus and in the community, who otherwise
would have to drive to Champaign for the closest hair care tailored to
their needs.
Crawford said her freshman year she was at a loss because she
would have to wait for an opportunity to go home to Chicago and get
her hair done. When she heard
of Shear Illusions through word of
mouth, she immediately checked
it out and has been for two years
now.
On an average day Trimble
said she has anywhere from
seven to 12 appointments and
offers discounts to those who
refer friends, in order to keep
business steady.
The smell of hair products
filter through the air and the
TV hums in the background as
Trimble and Crawford gossip
about life.
“It’s like girl talk all the time,”
Trimble said. “I learn all about
Photo by Molly Bartus
their lives; school, boys, etc.,
Katana Wilder, a freshman nursing
and I get to do hair, which I love. It
major, works on her homework while
couldn’t be any better.”
getting her hair cut and styled at
Shear Illustions.

Story by Brandy Provaznik
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crossing
campus
Every morning thousands of Eastern students wake up, put on their
shoes and walk to class along the same sidewalks as the day before. But
weaving in and out of those students with ease are the few, the proud: the
ones with an alternate mode of transportation.
One popular way to get around is via bicycle. At any given residence
hall or academic building, 10 to 30 bikes can be parked at a time.
“Personally I love having a bike because I live in Carman and it’s a long
walk from everything,” said Katie Ramsey, a freshman psychology major.
“It’s always easier to get to class if I wake up late or need to get somewhere
in a hurry.”
Another method is skateboarding.
“Skateboarding actually has helped me get to know a lot of people,”
said Ryan McNulty, a freshman undecided major.
McNulty said that not only did skateboarding nearly cut the time it took
to get to class in half, but it was also something to do for fun.
“Ninety-nine out of a 100 of those people don’t skate anymore, but
it would be impossible for me to just call it quits. Being on the board and
riding is just life,” McNulty explained.
But there are also negative effects.
Jim Campian, a freshman art major, said while skateboarding
helped in getting places faster, there are issues with being a rider as
well.
“Depending on the distance, skateboarding to class can save
me anywhere from five to 15 minutes; however, there are a lot of
people in your way,” Campian said. “Maneuverability is a pain
sometimes.”
Some other transportation methods included the Panther
Shuttle Bus, scooters and even jogging to classes.
“I intentionally wait until the last minute to leave for
class so that I am forced into running,” said Robert
Williams, a freshman business and family and
consumer science major.

Photo by
Danny Damiani

Kyle Judge,
a freshman
communication
studies major,
skateboards on his
way to class on
Sept. 9, 2009.

Story by Jessi Smith

new bus stops
1.
2.
3.
4.

$15,200

university apartments,
parking lot
married student
housing, east side
andrews hall,
parking lot overhang
greek court, across
from 9th street hall
*Information courtesy of University
Chief of Police Adam Due

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Above) Clint Judge, a sophomore psychology major,
heads toward the library on his bike on Sept. 23,
2009. Some students take their bike seats to class
with them to prevent theft.

Photo by Danny Damiani
(Left) Anthony Boyd, a freshman theater
arts major, locks up his electric scooter
outside of Coleman Hall on Sept. 9,
2009. Scooters like his are rare; most
students walk or ride bicylces.
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cribs
Photo by Danny Damiani

Gabe Cipkar, a freshman kinesiology major, and
Shawn Hutson, a freshman managment information
major play pool in Thomas Hall on Nov. 6, 2009.
Students who live in dorms have access to pool tables,
lounge, laundry facilties and vending machines.

Photo by Cyndi Francois

Kerrianne O’Connor, a junior early childhood
education major, plays with her kitten in her offcampus apartment on Sept. 19, 2009.
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When a student lives on campus,
Internet, television, water, electricity and
security are all included with the semester
long bill. On average, it costs $3,884 for a
semester and $7,768 for a year of on campus
living.
Compare that to an apartment.
“Living on campus is a lot less stress
than living in an apartment because in
an apartment, you have to take care of
everything,” said David Smith, a freshman
English major living in Carman Hall.
Bills, maintaining the bathroom and
buying your own food are some things Smith
had to do when he lived in an apartment in
Palatine before he came to Eastern.
Kerrianne O’Connor, a senior early
childhood education major, lived off-campus
for the first time in 2009.
“I like it a lot,” she said. “I didn’t like being

confined to a little room with another person at
all times.”
O’Connor said even though the meals
are provided for you in the dorms, she likes
cooking her own food.
Robyn Sykes, a senior nursing major and
former resident assistant, said there are no
disadvantages to living on campus.
“Residence halls provide a variety of
fun ways to get involved, like hall council
and RHA,” Sykes said. “In addition, there
are always people to be there for you and it
provides a sense of comfort.”
Smith disagreed.
“Living in the dorms can get pretty
boring,” Smith said. “There’s lots of sitting
around until you actually have classes.”
Story by Cyndi Francois

on campus vs. off campus

comparing the. .percosts
year
*all values based on averages

On campus
Off campus

$7,768

•monthly rent

$375 x 12

•water bill

$12 x 12

•gas/
elecric bill

$40 x 12

•food bill

$150 x 8

•cable/
internet

$40 x 8

•trash pick-up

$100

TOTAL

$5,784

*most leases are for 12 months. Students usually
occupy their residences for 8 months

Photo by Cyndi Francois

David Smith, a freshman English major, practices his guitar in his dorm room in
Carman Hall in September.

*information courtesy: http://www.eiu.
edu/~housing/COST.pdf
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Most Eastern students have at least one roommate. For many people,
these roommates can be their best friend or, in some cases, their worst
enemy. The unlucky few who end up sharing space with someone who can
be described as terrible or dreadful usually have more than one story they are
willing to share.
Kyle Cavanaugh, a resident of Carman Hall, took his chances with a
random roommate and, for the most part, has had a good experience. That is
not to say things are perfect, though.
“My roommate leaves his crap everywhere,” Cavanaugh said. “We have
four chairs in our room and none of which actually usable. They’re covered
in either dirty clothes, old laundry or a combination of both. It’s frustrating to
clean all day just to see your hard word ruined in a few minutes.”
Even knowing your roommate prior to living together is no guarantee.
Danny Conrad, a freshman from Carman Hall, moved in with his best friend
from home. For the most part they got along, but having him as a roommate
was different than he expected.
“I came home late on a Saturday night to find my roommate passed out
naked on his bed,” Conrad said. “He doesn’t remember that happening at
all, and I think it’s probably for the best. I don’t even want to know how that
happened.”
Ryan Hickman from Taylor Hall has known his roommate since seventh
grade and thought he knew what to expect.
“The only real altercation we had was when I asked him to turn off
his disco ball. It had been going since the day we first moved in, and I just
couldn’t take it anymore,” Hickman said. “Three weeks straight of a constant
barrage of color and light was more than enough.”
The threat of physical violence was enough to bring down the disco.

roommate issues
Story by Jonathan Posch

sometimes require a tissue

Photos by Kristin Jording
(Left) Roommates Lori
Beth Alford, a junior family
and consumer sciences
major, and Maura Smyth,
an elementary education
major, are best friends who
sometimes fight over petty
things. The two have lived
together for the past two
years.
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Photo illustration by Danny Damiani

Shane Johnson, a freshman business
major, shoots Derek Young, a sophomore
mathematics major with teachers
certification, in the face with a Nerf gun as
he works on a paper.

Sharing parents, a birthday and a room

Ryan and Chris Colles, twins born only moments apart, had the
luxury of having their own space back at home. Their freshman year,
however, taught them that even though they might look the same, deep
down they’re actually quite different.
“It started with the little stuff,” Chris Colles said. “Our food
preferences are way different, so when our mom would send us a care
package, one of us was bound to be disappointed.”
“Even the kind of Pop-Tarts we like are different, so you can imagine
the frustration of being sent blueberry Pop-Tarts when you only like
chocolate. Meanwhile your brother is gorging himself,” Ryan Colles said.
It is not all bad for the Colles twins, however.

“We knew each other well enough to the point where we usually
didn’t tick each other off too bad,” Ryan Colles said.
Chris Colles added, “It was annoying for the first few weeks. People
on our floor always confused us, and rightfully so, though it didn’t make it
any less annoying.”
Overall though, they say the experience has made them better
brothers. Ryan Colles closed with, “so far, things are still going great and
we’re closer than ever. I couldn’t have imagined having anyone else be
my roommate. It just wouldn’t be the same without Ryan.”
Story by Jonathan Posch
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Photos by Kristin Jording

Wendy Durdel, a junior nursing major,
works in the Student Publications office
between classes. She finds time to work
each day, take 11 credit hours and take
care of her three children.
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2009 full-time
non-traditional
Eastern students
age
# students
25-29
331
30-34
110
35-39
59
40-49
82
50-64
29
65 +
2
2009 part-time
non-traditional
Eastern students
age
# students
146
25-29
115
30-34
101
35-39
173
40-49
104
50-64
1
65 +

a
nontraditional
		 life

Children, a full-time job, a household, bills and
college are not responsibilities your everyday college
student experiences, but for a non-traditional student,
it is all too common.
For some students when they start out in school,
life changes, and they need to put their education
to the side. Wendy Durdel, a junior nursing major, is
one example.
Durdel has three children, ages 13, seven and
three. In addition to being a mother, she is also taking
11 credit hours.
Before she came to Eastern in fall 2007, she
was taking some classes at Lake Land Community
College, while working full time.
“It was really hard being a single mom, trying to
work and go to school,” Durdel said.
On top of going to class and being a single
mother, Durdel also works on campus in Student
Publications.
“There are not enough hours in the day,” Durdel
said. “It’s hard to be a non-traditional student because
most of my classmates are [in their] late teens, early
20s, and have no real responsibilities.”
Durdel said she hopes to work in labor delivery
when she graduates.
Steve Shafer, a graduate student, went to
Illinois State University right after high school on a
football scholarship, but broke his back playing. He
quit college because he couldn’t play. Shafer decided
to go back to school in 1997, and he received a

older students
earn their degrees

certificate in elementary education.
Now Shafer works at Circle Academy in Urbana. He
helps special needs students, mostly with behavior problems.
Shafer is going back to school to receive certification in special
education.
“It’s a 100-mile day when I come here,” Shafer said.
Eastern is developing ways to make it easier for nontraditional students to finish their degrees. The School of
Continuing Education works with other departments to offer
classes at off-campus site such as Champaign, Arlington
Heights and Effingham.
The Bachelors Art of General Studies program works
with community colleges to transfer in as many classes as
possible, according to Beth Craig, coordinator of program
development in the School of Continuing Education.
Night classes and online courses provide help for nontraditional students as they cope with their busy schedules.
Shafer says that sometimes he has an advantage over
other students because he has experienced it all before. Still
he thinks there is no difference between traditional and nontraditional students.
“We’re all here for the same purpose,” Shafer said.
Story by Kristin Jording
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night life campus style with university board
Photo by Brittney Ferris

(Right) University Board
members Tom Usher,
senior Exercise Science
and Kinesiology major,
and Krystina LaMorte,
junior English major, hold
a snake at Quakin’ the
Quad: Jammin’ Jamaica on
Saturday, Aug. 22, 2009.
This was the last of three
events that welcomed new
students to campus when
they first moved in.

Photo by Alycia Rockey

(Below) Shwayze performs
at the spring concert on
Saturday, April 4 at Lantz
Arena.

Photo by
Brittney Ferris

(Left) During
University Board’s
annual Welcome
Weekend Up All Nite,
students stop by
informational booths
to find our about
campus organizations
such as Rubber
Lovers between
activities on Friday,
Aug. 21, 2009 in the
Martin Luther King
Jr. Union. The theme
this year was Fantasy
Factory.

Photo by Brittney Ferris

(Right) Students dress up
in Halloween costumes to
attend University Board’s
“Night of Comedy, Costumes
and Candy” featuring a
costume contest, Mission
Improvable and Lunchbox
Voodoo on Wednesday, Oct.
21, 2009.
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Photo by Molly Bartus

Lilly Mae, who performs vocals and the
fiddle for the musical group Jypsi, played
for students in the Library Quad on
Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2009.

••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••
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battle of the bands
little boy junior chosen to play at panther stock 2009

The five finalists for the annual Verge and
University Board Battle of the Bands were AJ
Schubert, Howard, Learn to Fly, Little Boy Jr. and
MugWump Specific. These performers competed
at 7th Street Underground, April 16 for the
chance to perform at Panther Stock 2009, the
annual celebration of arts held in May.
LEARN TO FLY
Veterans of Battle of the Bands, Learn to
Fly, is made up of three Eastern students: Andy
Masters on vocals and guitar, Adam Schneider
on bass, and Bryant Fritz on drums, and Lake
Land student Caleb Francis on guitar and
backup vocals. Francis described their sound as
a mix of “progressive rock and indie.”
“It is exactly the music scene I would expect
to come from EIU,” Schneider said. “It is small
and decent.”
LITTLE BOY JUNIOR
This group is another battle-hardened
competitor. The band’s name comes from the
song title of a Swedish garage-rock band called
Photo by Karolina Strack

Bryan Rolfsen (lett) and Dylan
Cain (right) perform at Battle of
the Bands on April 16, 2009.
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Mando Diao, which influenced LBJ’s sound.
Other influences, said guitarist and vocalist Joe
Courtney, are from MoTown and 1960s garagerock. Like many Charleston bands during 2009,
LBJ witnessed a large jump in the number of
performances. Courtney said they were playing
every weekend and “getting the opportunity to
network with a bunch of bands,” whereas the
year before, “I think we played two shows.”
A.J. SCHUBERT
A newcomer to the Charleston music scene,
A.J. Schubert brought a style influenced by John
Mayer and the Goo-Goo Dolls to the Battle of the
Bands.
Although his name stands alone in the
headline, A.J. is by no means a solo performer.
When he plays smaller venues A.J. said it’s
him and his brother, but for Battle of the Bands a
bassist and a drummer were added.
HOWARD
This group described itself as fusion
alternative rock, ranging anywhere from grunge

to alternative and funk to reggae. It was formed
by Bryan Rolfsen, lead vocals and guitarist, and
Dylan Cain, guitarist, in 2006. Other members
include Sam Fisher on bass and Kyle Ingram on
drums.
“We feel good about (the battle), we’ve been
gigging a lot and made a name for ourself this
year,” Rolfsen said.
MUGWUMP SPECIFIC
Formed at an open mic night at Jackson
Avenue Coffee House by Chris Frederick, drums,
and Joe Garrison, lead vocals and guitarist, this
group describes itself as a mix of punk rock and
blues with some funk and jazz. Other members
include Bob Zordani, on harmonica, Joe
Maestro, on bass guitar, and Colin St. Michael,
on keyboards.
“When we first started out we just were
playing house parties, booze drinkin’ music. The
people started inviting us out and we’ve been
doing it ever since,” Frederick said.
Story by Nick Draper

last comic
standing

Andy Luttrell opens for Aries Spears with his original
comedy act on April 23, 2009 in the Grand Ballroom.
Although only a rookie to the art of stand-up comedy, his
performance wowed the crowd.

Andy Luttrell, a senior psychology major
and self-proclaimed comedy nerd, says making
people laugh is unlike anything else in the
world.
Luttrell won Last Comic Standing on April
13, 2009 and opened a show for comedian
Aries Spears 10 days later.
Being involved with comedy on campus
gave Luttrell an advantage over the other
competitors. He was a part of Lunchbox
Voodoo, Eastern’s sketch comedy group, and
Hello Dali, the improvisation comedy troupe.
Luttrell always wanted to try stand-up
because its much different from improvisation
and sketch, so he tried it for his first time at Last
Comic Standing student competition.
Inspiration doesn’t come from one place or
person for Luttrell.
“I think my favorite things to write are

grossly exaggerated caricatures of human folly,”
Luttrell said.
Luttrell’s performance was completely
different from Spear’s performance. Spears
was in-your-face, while Luttrell was quirky and
subtle.
“Andy is a good comedian because he
keeps things fresh. His style is not something
that you see everyday,” said Erin Drone, a
senior early childhood education major and a
fellow member of Lunchbox Voodoo. “He also
tends to keep most of his comedy relatively
clean, which is something that doesn’t always
happen in comedy.”
Luttrell said some of his favorite standup comedians are Michael Showalter, Paton
Oswalt, Mitch Hedberg and Zach Galifianakis.
“In a way, all of these writers and
performers influence me, and I think a lot of

my comedic style is in part evolved from their
combined influence,” Luttrell said.
Although comedy is a passion for Luttrell,
he will probably not pursue it as a career.
Comedy isn’t really the lifestyle he is looking for,
but once he graduates he will continue doing
comedy on the side, Luttrell said.
Fellow student comedian Tim Tholl, a
junior secondary education major who is also
a member of Hello Dali, said Luttrell always is
aware of the audience.
“His quirky sense of humor also makes him
so likeable on stage. Whether it be a singing
barber, a drunkin’ Irish man, or just an average
Joe, the audience is always right there with him
laughing.”
Story by Kristin Jording
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Photo by Brittney Ferris

Marvin Cosby poses at the end of the
runway in the Grand Ballroom during the
Black Student Union Fashion Show March
27, 2009.

Fashion Show Sponsors
•Rue 21
•Hot Topic
•DEB
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•Wal Mart
•Maurices
•Signature Ink, fashion
designer

Spotlights. Loud Music. Neon leggings. Stiletto pumps. Crowd screaming. The
annual Black Student Union Fashion Show transformed the Grand Ballroom in the
Martin Luther King Jr. Student Union into a fashion extravaganza with the theme
“Remix the Runway.”
The fashion show, on March 27, 2009, gave a portion of its proceeds to a BSU
scholarship fund. It featured clothing from local stores and incorporated the looks
into nine different scenes, such as “Single Ladies” and “EIU Gear.”
“I’ve been in the show twice, two years ago and this year,” said Tamela
Wilcoxon, a junior biology/pre-medicine major. “It was a lot of fun, and I had a really
good experience this time.”
Christopher Hightower, an Eastern alumnus, and Taylor Johnson, a freshman
elementary education major, hosted the event and entertained the crowd between
acts. They interacted with the audience, giving a top 10 list of “Fashion Do’s and
Don’ts.”
“Ladies, do have a stash of basics on hand,” Hightower said.
The hosts also made a shout-out to each student organization that was in
attendance. They brought up one of the designers featured in the show and promoted
his line, titled Signature Ink. This particular designer had brought some shirts to sell
afterward.
During intermission, dance group Rhythm & X-Tacy performed. Following the
show, Hightower and Johnson invited audience members up to walk the runway and
have their chance in the spotlight.
“I think the show is really good,” said Caprice Williams, a freshman. “It’s actually
my first time seeing it.”
The BSU Fashion Show filled the Grand Ballroom and was an event to remember
– until next year’s fashion show.
Story by Brittney Ferris
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parents’ weekend
styxx and bingo were family favorites
The first weekend of October, for the annual Parents’ Weekend
celebration, Eastern offered tours, breakfasts, activities and much
more.
This year’s events were put together a little different than the
years in the past.
On Friday there were tours, dinners and a movie night that were
offered to students and parents before the Comedy Magic Show that
was put on by the University Board Special Events team.
Spike and Hammer, one of Las Vegas’ most requested comedy
magic teams, performed. It was followed by Family Bingo Mania.
Bingo was such a huge event people could barely fit in the room.
“Bingo gets bigger and bigger every year,” said Sheila Hurley,
vice chair for University Board. “Our campus goes crazy for prizes.”
Saturday’s events included more tours, followed by a continental
breakfast before the 1.5-mile walk on the Panther Trail. Sand art

Photo by Danny Damiani

Hammer throws up a deck of cards at the beginning of the Spike and
Hammer magic show to entertain students and their parents.
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bottles, face painting, a pre-game Panther picnic, wine tasting and
tailgating before the football game were also part of the day.
The night ended with more than 5,000 fans packed in Lantz
Arena for two Styxx concerts, More than 5,600 tickets were sold.
“Overall, there was a lot of excitement for Styxx,” Hurley said.
Steve Graal, a junior accounting major, was one of the students
who attended the concert.
“I am a big Styxx fan and thought they were playing their best
songs,” Graal said. “I enjoyed the concert very much. I was sitting
third row and loved every second of it.”
The weekend wrapped up with the weekend breakfast finale
and the women’s soccer game before the parents departed and went
home.
Story by Kelsey Karstrand

Photo by Danny Damiani

Donnie Davis of the Martin Luther King Jr. Union directs a family to be
seated by students during the family feast on Saturday, Oct. 3, 2009.

Photo by Danny Damiani

During the Spike and Hammer magic show for Parents’ Weekend, Spike holds an envelope that contains cards for their mind reading act on Friday, Oct. 2,
2009.
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Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Jarrod Scherle, a senior finance and applied
physics major, stands with Amelia Turner, a
family and consumer sciences and business
major, after being crowned 2009 Homecoming
king and queen in McAfee Gymnasium.
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“Back to Blue,” the 2009 homecoming theme brought school spirit back to campus.
To kick off the week of festivities, Royal Blue Coronation was held Monday, Oct. 12 in
McAfee Gymnasium. Jarrod Scherle, a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, was named king, and
Amelia Turner, member of Alpha Gamma, was crowned queen. Aaron Wiessing, a fraternity
brother of Scherle’s, was announced prince, and Abbye Lakin, a Delta Zeta member, was
crowned princess.
On Tuesday, the Homecoming Committee collected recyclables and exchanged old
T-shirts for Eastern shirts. Later that night, students played against faculty members in the
Hoops for HOPE basketball game to raise money for charity.
Families joined students in the Grand Ballroom for the Family Fun Night Bluau (a blue
luau) on Wednesday. Children enjoyed games, such as Bozo buckets, while students played
bingo for prizes.
At the Yell Like Hell and Who Wants to be a Mascot competitions, last year’s champion
Mike Leon defended his title with a Michael Jackson themed routine, coming out on top.
McAfee Gymnasium was packed for the event and the crowd’s spirit stayed up from start to
finish. Kappa Delta and Sigma Pi, who dedicated their performance to Cameron Chana their
friend and former Sigma Pi, won the cheer competition.
On Friday, the Back to Blue Pep Rally gave students a chance to get ready for the football
game, with the band, cheerleaders and football team all in attendance.
Homecoming Week ended Saturday with a full day of events. The parade attracted
students and Charleston residents, with its new route finishing at O’Brien Stadium. Billy’s
Backyard Tailgate offered free food and games until the football game against Tennessee Tech
began. The winning football game concluded Homecoming Week 2009.
Story by Brittney Ferris

Photo by Danny Damiani

Joseph Hammonds plays in the Hoops for Hope
charity basketball game on Tuesday, Oct. 13,
2009.

Photo by Danny Damiani

Omar Solomon, a senior communications major,
emceed the Pep Rally during Homecoming Week
on Friday, Oct. 16, 2009.

homecoming 2009

go blue or go home
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sexist, racist, anti-gay

you can’t take our night away
Take Back the Night was held in the early evening of Oct. 1, 2009,
after rain had been plaguing Charleston since the early morning hours.
Jeannie Ludlow, program coordinator of the Women’s Studies
Program, was asked if Take Back the Night would be canceled.
“Violence doesn’t stop for the weather, and we’re not going to stop
for the weather, either,” she said.
An uproar of cheers went up from the excited crowd, and the cold
wind seemed to subside.
Take Back the Night is an event held to help raise awareness about
sexual assault, rape, domestic violence, and sexual abuse.
Around Campus Pond, hundreds gathered to support the General
Federation of Women’s Clubs that support women throughout the
United States, with more than 4,000 clubs throughout cities, suburban
areas and rural communities. The GFWC is a nonprofit volunteer
organization that prides itself on expanding possibilities for women,
bettering their communities, and extending support and kindness to
women in need.
People from a variety of ages, lifestyles, education and ethnicities
participated. A sense of fellowship was felt as people lit candles and
made small talk among people they didn’t know but would be marching
through the campus with during the vigil.
After the candles were lit, sexual abuse and assault survivor Angie
Hunt welcomed the crowd and told them how much the GFWC helped
her and changed her life.
“I carry this with me all year around and am amazed so many
people cared,” Hunt said.
As the crowd began to march down Seventh Street, people came
out onto their balconies to chant along with the supporters: “Claim our
bodies, claim our rights, take a stand, take back the night!”
The supporters grew in numbers. People stopped what they were
doing to march with friends they knew from a club, a sorority, or just to
join in with strangers.
Every two minutes someone in the U.S. is sexually assaulted,
and one out of every four will be a victim of physical abuse. Take Back
the Night gave the people of Charleston hope these figures would not
longer be a fact. Although funding was cut for the organization this year,
it was apparent spirits definitely were not.
Photos by Molly Bartus
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Students and faculty gather around Campus
Pond with lit candles Oct. 1, 2009, to listen to
inspirational speeches and music. These set the
tone and increased passion in the participants as
they prepared for the march around campus.

JOIN TOGETHER
FREE OUR LIVES
WE WILL NOT BE VICTIMIZED
NA-NA-NA-NA
NA-NA-NA-NA
HEY RAPISTS ... GOOD-BYE
CLAIM OUT BODIES
CLAIM OUR RIGHTS
TAKE A STAND
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
STOP THE VIOLENCE
END THE SILENCE
WOMEN’S BODIES
WOMEN’S LIVES
WE WILL NOT BE TERRORIZED
MY NAME’S NOT HONEY
MY NAME’S NOT BABY
NO MEANS NO
IT DON’T MEAN MAYBE
MY NAME AIN’T THELMA
MY NAME AIN’T LOUISE
I’LL WALK WHERE I WANT
AND I’LL WEAR
WHAT I PLEASE

......
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dream
jobs
College students go to college
to get an education in preparation for
their dream job.
Most students look for jobs
in the United States when they
graduate. But Sarah Haynes, a junior
elementary education major, dreams
of being a teacher overseas. Haynes
would love to work in Nairobi, Kenya.
Her mother, who went back
to school to become a teacher,
influenced Hayne’s ideas for her own
future. After the various mission trips
Haynes has taken, her desire to go
overseas for work has expanded.
Money can be an issue when
planning to go overseas as a teacher,
and Haynes will have to find people to
support her.
“I think that if I don’t have the
money to go overseas then that’s
going to hinder me,” Haynes said.
Margaret Xenakis, a sophomore
communication disorders and
sciences major, said she dreams of
becoming a speech pathologist.
“It’s a very rewarding profession
and you can change people lives in it,
and I’ve always been interested in it,”
Xenakis said.
Speech pathologists can work
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with people of all ages, but Xenakis
wants to work in the school setting
because if she weren’t going to be a
speech pathologist then she would be
a teacher.
The field is competitive; in
order to be a speech pathologist
graduate school is required. Xenakis
said people also have to keep on
top of their grades, which can be
challenging.
Douglas Jackson, a freshman
undecided major, does not necessarily
know what his dream job is going to
be. However, he definetly wants to
work with computers in the future. He
can see himself being a computer
analyst.
One thing that could get in
Jackson’s way is himself, and not
doing his work, he said.
Unlike most people, money does
not influence his job choice.
“I don’t really have that much
interest in money,” Jackson said.
He said college is giving him
more opportunities, even though he
does not know exactly what he wants
to do.
Story by Kristin Jording

student to professional
q & a with Mitchell Means

Q: What is your year and major?
A: I’m a post-bacc student earning my teaching certificate in Business
Education. My bachelor's degree is in marketing.
Q: What careers are you looking into for after graduation?
A: I am looking for a high school teaching position, and will work
towards my masters in administration while teaching.
Q: If you are going to student teach, or have, what were you able to
learn from that might help you in the future?
A: I will be student teaching in Fall of 2010. I did have my practicum
this past semester at Arcola High School, and I learned more than I'd
ever imagine in the time allotted. I actually got to plan the lessons
and teach the business concepts course.
Q: Do you see certain technological professions succeeding in the
future?
A: With an increase in popularity among vocational courses at the
high school level, I see a lot of opportunity for students. Funding
should increase with this popularity, and hopefully the job field will
expand. I see only good things in the future!
Q: Have the classes that you have taken at Eastern so far helped you
learn about possible career options?
A: Yes. The classes have helped me realize my passion for teaching,
and at the same time I have "touched up" on my business knowledge.
I knew I wanted to teach business, but the extra support from the
Career and Technical Education teachers have made my decision that
much more secure.

Story by Kyle Pruden

alumni reaches dreams

q & a with mike cowling

Q: How often do you edit the New
York Times and which sections do
you edit?
A: For 12 summers, from 1997
through 2008, I worked in New
York as a copy editor for The New
York Times. I worked on various
desks, including National, Foreign
and Business. My duties primarily
included editing copy and writing
headlines and photo captions... I
continue to work part time.
Q: When you were a freshman in
college, what did you want to do
Photo provided by Mike Cowling
with your life?
A: When I was a freshman at Eastern, I knew that I wanted a career in
journalism. I was sports editor of my high school paper in Mt. Carmel,
Ill., my senior year, and wrote for my hometown newspaper during my
senior year and during summers while I was in college. At Eastern,
I actually wrote a story for the Eastern News about the football team
before I attended my first class as a freshman. So I had a pretty good
idea that working for a newspaper was what I wanted to do, but I
wasn’t really clear yet exactly what job I would prefer. I just knew that I
wanted some day to work for a large metropolitan newspaper.
Q: What influenced you in choosing your dream job?
A: I began as a sports reporter, and gradually moved into covering
hard news. From there, and I’m not sure why, I began doing editing
work as a line editor and copy editor. I seemed to enjoy that, and
my career took me in that direction, of being an editor in various

capacities. I guess one influence in choosing my dream job was that
I believed I could have more impact as an editor than as a reporter.
I would have more opportunities to help shape stories, and to help
others improve their writing. I did a lot of page design work, and I
found that very rewarding. Before I began teaching full time at UWOshkosh in the fall of 1994, I worked for eight years as a national
news editor at The Los Angeles Times. At the time, that was probably
my dream job because I was often responsible for designing the
national news pages and determining where the stories and photos
appeared on those pages. Later, working part time during summers
at The New York Times, that was my dream job because I believe it
is such a highly respected newspaper with a long tradition of doing
important journalism. As now as a professor, I believe that is a dream
job because I really enjoy working with students. The bottom line might
be that I have had several “dream jobs” in my life, and I owe that to
the skills and ideals I learned as a student.
Q: How did you make it as far as you did?
A: I’ve made it this far in my career because I have never lost my
enthusiasm for journalism. It is a job where something different is
happening every day. If you get bored doing journalism, then I don’t
believe there is any job that you would find exciting. I started as a lot
of students do, working in entry-level positions where I had a chance to
improve my skills and knowledge of the industry. I then kept working
my way up to larger publications. I also didn’t let rejections of my job
applications discourage me. Persistence is a trait that all journalists
need.
Q: What advice would you give to college students who are hoping to
reach their dream job someday?
A: My advice to any student would be not to give up on your dream. It
might take awhile – even longer than you would want. But if you want
something bad enough, keep trying. Dreams don’t come true unless
you are willing to work to make them so.
Story by Kristin Jording
Photo provided by Joy L. Russell

Practicum is a course provided to
prospective teachers. This course
allows students to learn by experiencing
support for planning and teaching in the
core, exploratory, academic enrichment
and advisory areas in middle school.
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Photo by Kristin Jording

Daniel Chavez, junior physical education major, and Andrea Novak, a junior elementary education major, walk along Johnson Street. They had been
dating nine months as of December 2009.
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When two hearts are meant for each other, no distance is too far,
no time is too long, and no other love can break them apart.

You've had my heart since hello.
Nothing will ever change that.
Not distance, not time, not space.
Nothing will ever take my heart
away from you.

Time goes by a lot slower when
you miss the one you love.

Distance means so little,
when someone means so much

Distance never separates two hearts that really care. If distance is what I have to overcome to be with
The distance is only physical, my love. you, then give me a map. I'm gonna find you.
Distance between two hearts is not an obstacle, rather a great reminder of just how strong true love can be.

The argument that the human heart is the most
fragile object known to mankind is one easily made by
those who hold on to long-distance relationships.
Many students date significant others who are still
in high school, attend different universities, or have
been called for duty in the military. Some date college
graduates who already have jobs.
Jess Cosme, a senior kinesiology and sports
studies major, became engaged in September of her
senior year to her boyfriend of three-and-a-half years
who was stationed in Sicily, Italy, to serve in the U.S.
Navy.
“I think our relationship has grown stronger as a
result of the relationship,” Cosme said. “I have been
forced to grow up and mature not only in my life, but
also as a communicator.”
Without a doubt, all of the new technology helped
students and their significant others to communicate.
The newest, and arguably most efficient, way to
communicate, was Skype. By downloading the Skype
program on the Internet, students could call, video

Absence diminishes small loves
I hate missing
and increases great ones, as the
you, but I love
wind blows out the candle and
having you to miss.
blows up the bonfire

and Web chat for free. Technological advances make
a tremendous difference for those in a long-distance
relationship to have face-to-face discussion, making
their relationships more successful.
James Thompson, a freshman communication
studies major, was another Eastern student
who weathered the hardships of a long-distance
relationship. He and his girlfriend of two years
attended schools five hours apart.
“While it does cost a lot,” Thompson said. “We
are building both trust and a solid foundation for our
future.”
For those who succeeded in making it through
the distance, every mile’s struggle was well worth the
reward.
“If it really is worth the daily work of being long
distance, then you know that the relationship is worth
fighting for,” Cosme said.
Written by Jessi Smith

You are far away, but yet your love remains, I can feel it all around. It embraces

Distance, it is a test of love, many me and holds me tight, night after night.
Together forever and never apart,
will fail, but for those who can
Maybe in distance, but never in heart withstand it have the answer: true One more day without you is one more day closer to being with you.
love.
Distance cannot
The simple lack of her is more
separate our two
to me than others' presence.
joined hearts

If you never apart, you will never
know how strong your love really is.

Absence makes thy heart grow fonder.

And ever has it been known that love knows
Missing someone is a Missing someone gets easier everyday because even though you
not its own depth until the hour of separation.
In true love the smallest distance is too great, and the greatest distance can be bridged.

part of loving them.

are one day further from the last time you saw them, you are
one day closer to the next time you will see them.
Quotes compiled by Brittney Ferris
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Photo by Danny Damiani

Kile Boatright and Lisa Piasecki
catch up after a day of classes
in Boatright’s apartment. The
couple makes it a priority to
eat together every night, and
Piasecki enjoys being her
fiance’s guinea pig.

Let’s Talk About Sex Baby

When it comes to the topic of sex, Eastern’s students can be
surprisingly tight-lipped, but once they open their mouths, it’s
obvious that the campus does not agree on the issue. Despite
the common misconception that all college students unanimously
support sex before marriage, it wasn’t hard to find some that vote
against it.
“I’m for it because it is enjoyable,” said Jenny Williams, a
senior biology and psychology major.
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“I’m for it,” said Michael Usher, a senior communications
major. “You have to test out the cars before you buy one.”
“Well, I’m against, but what if you have the urge?” said
Michael Stopka, a junior political science major.
When it comes down to it, sex before marriage is a personal
choice, and you decide what’s best for you!
Sidebar by Brittney Ferris & Kelsey Karstrand

Kile Boatright, 21, sits at his kitchen table
surrounded by a mix-match of chairs in the
comfortable, eclectic one-bedroom apartment
on Sixth Street.
His fiancée, Lisa Piasecki, 21, lives
across the hall in the same apartment
complex, but today she sits quietly next to the
tall senior biology major.
She listens patiently as he recalls how he
had proposed at the end of September. They
celebrated their two-year anniversary with a
private tour of Cameo Vineyards in Greenup
and a vegetarian dinner at Bangkock Thai
Restaurant in Charleston. Afterward, Boatright
suggested they go to the dock at Lake
Charleston to watch the sunset, the same
spot as their first date.
Piasecki, responded with a chuckle and
a smile. They call it “their spot,” but have only
been there twice.
As the sun sank below the tree line and
the air-cooled, Piasecki went to the car to
grab her jacket. Before she took another step,
Boatright called her name. She turned around
and he dropped to one knee with ring in hand.
“It was
so perfect,”
Piasecki
chimes in. “It
as a gift from God.”
Boatright and Piasecki are marrying
sooner than many of their peers. Despite their
age, the two speak with the wisdom of an old
married couple. Their common values in faith
lead them both to meet at a Christian Campus
House picnic at the beginning of the school
year. Boatright and Piasecki were on the
same team.
Boatright was impressed by her ability.
She scored seven points playing Ultimate
Frisbee, and all in a dress. They found a
common interest in the television sitcom
“Scrubs” and made plans to watch it.
Emily Wadsworth, Piasecki’s high school
friend and former roommate, said, “It was

pretty fast moving, but they were meant
for each other.”
If opposites attract, then Boatright
and Piasecki have blossomed together.
Many of their interests are different,
but they share a common passion for
cooking, vegetarian dishes, environmental
causes and zeal for actively living their faith.
Enthusiastically involved with the Newman
Catholic Center, Piasecki devotes much
time there as chairwoman for the Social
Committee, an usher and greeter, a Catholic
Scholar and a former member of the Newman
Ministry Team.
Boatright and Piasecki have both gone
on mission trips sponsored by the Student
Volunteer Center at Newman.
Piasecki said she chose to come to
Eastern because of numerous programs and
opportunities at the Newman Catholic Center.
Newman’s campus director and minister
of 25 years, Roy Lanham, works with Piasecki
as she serves at Newman. He calls the couple
“two puppies in love,” but has full faith they
will grow with each other in their faith and in

graduation.
According to Lanham, Newman would
hold three pre-Cannas a year in the 1980s,
now there is only one a year with 15 to
20 couples. Lanham is also seeing fewer
weddings conducted within the church. The
campus minister said outside and destination
weddings are contributors to the shrinking
numbers at marriage counseling sessions.
Despite the changes some things never do
change.
“People go away to college and fall in
love,” Lanham said.
For Boatright and Piasecki, they did,
and they plan to tie the knot in August 2010
in Piasecki’s hometown and home church
in New Lenox, Ill., where they will also go
through marriage counseling.
The newlyweds plan to return to Eastern
and graduate in December 2010. They then
hope to get jobs
and move close
to either set of
parents in New
Lenox or Carey.
Piasecki’s mother, Ann Piasecki,
said, “They grew up together, they are 21.
Technically, they are done growing, but
they still are learning. And if you can do that
together with the foundation they have, [then]
it is good.”
That foundation is their faith.
Boatright lovingly gazes up at his fiancée.
A confident and sure look comes across his
face.
“As long as we have that in line,”
Boatright said, “then our future is secure.”
		
				

“Part of being a good couple,” Boatright said, “is learning
from each other and boosting each other’s weak parts.”
their relationship.
The Roman Catholic Church requires
each couple, married with the blessing of the
church, to go through marriage counseling
and take a compatibility test. Newman offers
marriage counseling sessions, called preCannasv (named after a story in The Bible),
over the weekend.
Over Lanham’s many years at Newman,
he has noticed many trends between couples,
engagements and marriage statistics.
Lanham recalls when numerous seniors
would have rings on their fingers by January
of their senior year. Now couples are getting
engaged later in life, often after college and
frequently because of job uncertainties after

Story by Colleen Kitka
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Photo by Danny Damiani

Participating in the wand making section of “Muggle Day”
Sonja Jones and granddaughter Madison Jones work on
rolling their wand up Oct. 24, 2009 in the Booth Library’s
Ballenger Teachers Center.
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About 10 to 15 Eastern students gather
every Thursday night to share games and
discussion about the beloved Harry Potter
series; the group is formally known as the
Harry Potter Club.
The club was founded in 2005 by an
Eastern student at the time, Stephanie Drozd,
and has been growing ever since.
President of the club, Emma Walsh, a
senior industrial technology major, said the
weekly meetings are very relaxed with games,
trivia, and discussion about new Harry Potter
movies and books.
“It’s a book you really get into– it’s exciting,
funny, drama, action–it just pulls a lot of people
in,” Walsh said.
At the beginning of the year, the group
begins by assigning members to one of
the four Harry Potter houses: Gryffindor,
Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, or Slytherin, by taking a
personality-type quiz.
Then, of course, there is a “Death Day”
party for Halloween and a “Yule Ball” for
Christmas.
Although the group enjoys all the magical
fantasies of the series, co-vice president
Amanda Deplewski said the group is not what
people think it is.
“Everyone expects us to be sitting
there with wands and lightning bolts on our
foreheads, but you don’t have to be that
obsessed; you just have to enjoy it,” Deplewski
said.
The members even agree the best part of
this club is just meeting new people who have
something in common and forming “close-knit”
friendships.
“I think it’s also an outlet to do something
on campus without the stigmas of alcohol;
there’s enough to talk about without saying
‘What are you doing Saturday?’” said Brandon
Heller, a physics secondary education major.
The group helped organize the Harry
Potter library exhibit this year, and said they
would also be starting a Muggle Quiddich team
in the coming year.
Story by Rachel Morris

Photo by Danny Damiani

The first event of “Muggle
Day” was story time; and
senior elementary education
major Vanessa Ross took
this oportunity to read a few
books about magic Oct. 24,
2009 in the Booth Library’s
Ballenger Teachers Center.

Photo by Danny Damiani

Jordan Socarras runs to
score a point during a
game of Quidditch Oct. 24,
2009, at the Booth Library’s
“Muggle Day.”

By Kristin Jording

Lisa Cerny, senior
history major with
teacher certification,
and Anne Koester,
sophomore
accounting major,
listen to a lecture
about magic by
Donald Holly,
anthropology
professor, in Booth
library.

A group of enthusiasts gathered for a
chance to demonstrate their Harry Potter
knowledge in a round of trivia, each student
more confident he knew the most about the
Harry Potter universe.
It was all part of the Game Night Oct.
22, 2009, in Booth Library as part of the
library’s Harry Potter’s World Program which
ran from Oct. 5 through Nov. 14, 2009.
The biggest attractions were the board
games, particularly Harry Potter Clue. It
played much like the classic board game
Clue, except instead of solving a murder the
players had to solve a disappearance.
Pat Pasquesi, a freshman business
major, was among the Harry Potter
detectives. “It’s great that they have
something like this for all the Harry Potter
fans,” Pasquesi said. “It’s nice to be able to
have fun with fellow Harry Potter fans. I hope
they do something like this again.”
Many dressed in appropriate Harry
Potter garb, everything from Harry’s
trademark scarf, to full on wizard gowns.
Everyone there was ready to have some
Harry Potter fun, which there was no
shortage of thanks to the game nights
coordinator Janice Derr.
Several Wii’s were hooked up to large
projector screens each playing Harry Potter
and the Half-Blood Prince, each with a
growing line to play as the virtual Harry
Potter.
Story by Jonathan Posch
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for the love of music

At least, that’s what guitarist Steve Kaiser’s
been told. It’s revealed to him in a phone call
that most of the guys scheduled to play – a
drummer, a saxophonist and a trumpet player –
won’t be able to make it out to the coffee shop
this evening.
With his Gibson ES-175 in hand, Steve is
standing outside Jackson Avenue Coffee when
an older man with a backwards baseball cap
spots him and notices the guitar case. “I saw
that thing and I just had to ask him to jam!” says
Randy Rogers, a percussionist who, as luck
would have it, is carrying a set of bongos and
congas in his car at that very moment. This is
the first time the two musicians have ever met.
Steve quickly calls up the bassist, Conner
Davis, and tells him that it’s on. This gig,
Wednesday, Sept. 30, has been restored.
After quickly tuning up, the trio launches
into a couple of jazz standards at full force. All
in all the set will be about half impromptu, with
a coffee-shop-jazz take on Tool’s “Schism”
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and a couple free-form jams, and half classic
jazz. Steve plays the head (main melody) of
the tune as it’s written, and then he and Connor
improvise.
Steve’s thin in a navy green t-shirt and blue
jeans. He sips from a latte that the waitress
recently brought out to him, and gets steadily
more and more pumped as the coffee enters his
system. He feels every note. His feet tap. His
head nods. He rocks back and forth, swings his
legs in and out, and smiles like there’s no place
in the world he’d rather be.
“Let’s lay down some funk!” he calls out
enthusiastically before kicking into an A-flat
groove. Now he’s stomping his feet, snapping
his fingers, and mouthing many of the notes as
he plays them. He winces and convulses like
he’s possessed by some otherworldly power as
the music moves through his body.
Tapping away at the fretboard with one
hand and maneuvering a red guitar pick with the
other, he makes it all look pretty easy. He can
(and does) solo with his eyes closed. I start to

wonder if he could pull it off with one hand tied
behind his back. Probably.
The jam sessions at the JAC are a weekly
phenomenon, although this is only the third
week, and all future sessions will take place
at Friends & Co. He also teaches guitar
lessons three times a week through Eastern’s
Community Music Program, a program in which
graduate and undergraduate music majors learn
to teach what they’ve been taught in a one-onone scenario. He finds the program beneficial
to himself as well as his pupils. “You adjust to
their ways of learning, and you learn from it too,”
he says. “It makes you examine your own skills
when you work with different types of people.”
He works hard in class and has a reputation
for his ethic. Paul Johnston, who directs the EIU
Jazz Lab Band and has worked with Steve for
two years, says that Steve “just keeps getting
better and better, and it’s been fun to work with
him and watch him progress.”
Story by Eric Loranger

Photos by Emily Van Ostran
(Far left) Steve Kaiser says
he never stops practicing
his guitar. From the time he
wakes up in the morning to
the time he goes to sleep,
he’s thinking about his music.
(Right) Don Short works
roughly 30 hours a week
at the Charleston Walmart.
Meanwhile, he is enrolled in
13 credit hours at Eastern.
Short is hard working and is
able to effectively balance a
busy lifestyle.
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discipline and balance are keys for student employees
Don Short’s name is somewhat of a
relative oxymoron.
The senior education major with a teacher
certification is 6 feet and 11 inches and his list
of responsibilities seems almost as tall.
Short, 22, said he juggles 20-25 hours a
week of work, 20 credit hours of classes and
28-30 hours of tuba practice while also being
member of the men’s music fraternity Phi Mu
Alpha, the University Concert Choir and a tuba
player in a band.
“I don’t sleep more than five or six hours
a night,” said Short. “I know people complain
when they are tired from partying and only get
five or six hours, but have they ever stayed up

til 1 a.m. practicing in Doudna because you
have a recital the next day?”
Short’s tuba instructor, Todd French, said
he never hears him complain.
“I never see him stressed or overworked,”
said French. “He always seems extremely
positive and anxious to learn.”
Short is not the only one with such a busy
school schedule, who works 20 or more hours
a week.
Brittany Tharp, a junior marketing major,
works 25-30 hours at Tan Express, takes
15 credit hours of classes at Eastern and
is a member of the Americans Marketing
Association’s group on campus.

“I seriously feel like a 40-year-old woman,”
said Tharp.
Tharp’s tiring schedule revolves around
classes, work, and schoolwork. Her roommate,
Lauren Ftimac, a sophomore elementary
and special education major said after she
gets back from work between 9 or 10 p.m.,
she makes dinner and checks in with her
housemates. Then goes up to her room to work
on school work, and she will not see her the
rest of the night.
Tharp said on her days off she either
sleeps or tries to work ahead on school work.

Story by Colleen Kitka
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to raise awareness about HIV/AIDS
An estimated 40 million people
are now living with HIV, and even
though there is no cure, everyone
can do their part by helping provide
support for those with HIV/AIDS.
On Dec. 3, 2009 in the
Grand Ballroom, the New Student
Programs put on The Red Show, to
help spread awareness about HIV/
AIDS.

The show consisted of modeling, spoken
word and special performances by some
fraternities and sororities, who were there to
show their support and to help raise awareness.
“This is the second year that we have put
on this show,” Cordeous Love said.
Love, the director of New Student
programs, said that he and his team started to
prepare for the show earlier in the summer by
getting committees together, and getting people
to help sponsor the event.
Love had help from a lot of the

organizations on campus, such as the chorus “Foam,” who
started the show off with the song “Don’t Stop Believing.”
He also got help from some of the residence hall’s such as
Carman Hall, and from the fraternity Alpha Phi Alpha and
along with sorority Delta Sigma Theta.
Shereece Parker a member of Delta Sigma Theta said
she and her sorority sisters were co-sponsors of the event
and they did their part by selling tickets and even held their
own event to help spread awareness about HIV/AIDS.
Love expressed how important it was for him personally
to raise awareness about HIV/AIDS, saying that he has a
Bachelor’s in rehabilitation, so this is something that he deals
with.
“It’s just something I have to do,” Love said.
Love said that HIV/AIDS was out there when he was
growing up and he feels like people have forgotten how
important it is to try and prevent it.
“Thirty seconds of pleasure could be a lifetime of pain.”
Love said.
All proceeds from The Red Show went to Partners
in Health/HIV Equity Initiative to bring HIV medicine to
individuals battling HIV/AIDS.
Story by Rikki Wright

Photo by Molly Bartus

Senior FCS major Jasmin Jeffries
makes a delta symbol with her hands
at the end of the runway on Dec. 3,
2009 during the RED Show.

Photo by Molly Bartus

Photo by Molly Bartus
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Antoine Thomas, a training and development specialist, and
Krishna Ignalaga, a graduate student, participate in the formal
attire portion of the Red Show.

Photo by Molly
Bartus
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christmas on campus
With the holiday season in full swing,
being away from your family and friends
may be difficult, but there are plenty of ways
to celebrate in Charleston with your current
home-away-from-home, college friends.
Take advantage of the opportunity to make
new Christmas traditions.
Just outside of Arcola, there is a Christmas
light display with more than one million
lights you can walk through at the Rockome
Gardens. Peterson Park in Mattoon puts lights
up as well.
Walmart, Walgreens and Dollar General
are packed with inexpensive decorations.
Wal-mart also has smaller, affordable, fake
Christmas trees.
Some students have already formed their
own traditions during their college career.
“We decorate our house, make paper
snowflakes and we hang stockings,” said
Jenny Williams, a senior psychology major.
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“Usually we do secret santa, then make a
Christmas dinner before we all leave.”
Williams said she and her friends used to
decorate their dorm rooms too.
Kelsey Wyss, a freshman kinesiology and
sports studies major said, “We decorate our
doors and hang lights all around rooms. One
of my friends even hung decorations from her
ceiling.”
Traditionally, the dorms are the most
decorated buildings on campus. Students have
less space but they have doors and hallway
areas that they work on together to decorate
and make feel more like home.
Student athletes have a different holiday
experience during their time at Eastern
because their sport keeps them at school
longer than normal students. Marie Baker a
senior family and consumer sciences major
who plays for the women’s basketball team,
knows exactly what that is like.

“Since I’m an athlete at school, I don’t get
to go home for very long during the holidays,
so I have traditions with my roommates and
teammates. In the past we’ve done Secret
Santa, which is really fun,” Baker said. “We
also make Christmas cookies and decorate our
house with a Christmas tree and stockings.”
Baker said she and her friends even took a
Christmas picture one year and sent it home to
family and friends.
If you don’t have a car or don’t feel like
driving, the Internet has made holiday shopping
even easier with online deals and some stores
have free shipping if you spend enough.
Even though Charleston is not a big city
with shopping centers and Christmas themed
windows, there are still plenty of ways to get
into the holiday spirit.
Story by Ashley Thomas

Photos by Emily Van Ostran

Andrews Hall displays Christmas spirit as it shows off all of their holiday decorations. Each year, the
residence halls try to get creative and put up zesty and crafty decor.
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Jenny Holdefer

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Alexis Evans, a sophomore
public relations major, acts as
the crazy professor in the play
“Love Course,” at rehersals
for the One Acts on Dec. 2,
2009. “Love Course” was
directed by Kayla Jane Blue,
a senior theatre and English
education major.

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Embracing Rob Browy, the
spotted man, Scarlet Mays, a
junior secondary education
major, acts in “The Spotted Man”
at rehersals on Dec. 2, 2009.
Jenny Holdefer, a senior theatre
arts major, was the director.

Jenny Holdefer, a senior theatre arts major, directed “The Spotted Man.”
She chose to submit for the one-acts because the play was a little raunchy and she liked it, she
said. For the one-acts, the directors had to submit three different plays and “The Spotted Man” was
her last choice.
“It was totally an accident that it actually became the one-act that it is… It was just kind of a
stuck of luck really that it happened to kind of fall in my hands when it did” Holdefer said.
Holdefer did her blocking a little differently than the other directors. First, she blocked it herself
then went back through with the actors and did what felt natural to them.
Seeing the characters grow and learn was the most rewarding part of directing for Holdefer. She
saw this as a small step towards becoming the director she wants to be in the future.
The student-directed one-acts were held from Dec. 4 to 6 in the Movement Studio of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
The last play, “The Spotted Man” by Walter Wykes, was directed by Holdefer. The play is about
a man, Eugene, who comes into the doctor’s office with spots all over his body, but none of the
doctors and nurses believe him.
“The nurse goes crazy and the doctors are not really there in the first place, the specialist is a whole
other ordeal… The end result is ‘yeah its kinda tragic but it’s comedic,’” Holdefer said.
One-acts are a great opportunity for student to show what they can do, Ashley Corbett, actress in
“The Spotted Man” said.

Kayla Jane Blue

Kayla Jane Blue, senior theatre and English
education major, dreams of teaching English and
theater along with directing high school students in
plays.
One problem Blue ran into was not having a
very large pool of people trying out, but she still
looked for volume, attitude, projection and the way
the person used their body. The directors had their
eye on a few of the same actors, so they had to
divvy them up.
Although Blue did not have this problem, she
said she believes there can be a conflict of interest
when choosing an actor since the department is
small.
Blue directed “The Love Course” by A. R.
Gurney. She chose this play because it appealed
to her interest in literature. For Blue, choosing the
characters’ movememt, called blocking, is natural.
She lets her actors help.
“(The actors) felt like they had more of a role
in deciding what was going on on stage, which
I think is key because they know their character
very well… If they think that is what their character
would do I was more than welcome to have them
try it,” Blue said
Blue said this directing experience has helped
her a lot because it is what she will be doing in the
future. She has learned a lot while doing this job,
and would not do anything differently because the
end result was amazing, she said.

Aubrey Wiggs
Aubrey Wiggs, senior theatre arts major,
directed the play “Laundry and Bourbon,” by
James McLure.
“It’s really about people sitting and talking,”
Wiggs said.
She said she likes to see deep characters in
plays, which is one of the main reasons she chose
“Laundry and Bourbon.” The cast and Wiggs spent
a lot of time researching and talking about the
characters.
Wiggs has always had her heart set on acting,
but this experience has let her see both sides of
the stage. She was recommended to submit to the
one-acts after taking the advanced directing class.
Being in control of a group of peers can be
tough, especially for Wiggs who says she isn’t
very bossy, but for her, it has been helpful and she
has found that she can take charge more that she
thought she could.
“One of my most rewarding directing moments
for me was when I was at home and we weren’t in
rehearsal or anything and I get a call from one of
my girls and two of them are hanging out together
talking about their characters, thinking about their
characters, running their lines and they had some
questions about their characters and I thought
‘Wow, I’m glad I inspired you to do this in your free
time,’” Wiggs said.
Stories by Kristin Jording
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women share their monologues
Eve Ensler wrote the Vagina Monologues in 1996. They
were performed in Tarble Arts Center on February 4-6.
The event included a silent auction and the tickets were
$5 each. All of the proceeds from the auction and tickets
sales went to SACIS and HOPE.

“I turned out that Bob loved vaginas”
Because He Likes To Look At It- Tracy
Harpster
A story about an experience with a normal
guy named Bob, but he wasn’t so normal
in bed.

vagina style

“She transformed my sorry ass coochie
snorcher into a piece of heaven”
The Little Coochie Snorcher That
Could- Dominique Dixon
A story about a woman who was raped
when she was younger, but found herself
through another woman.

“It would pour out of me.
It would pour and pour”
The Flood- Jamie Flood
A story of an older woman, who shared
her first experience with a boy named
Andy.

“I became a moaner”
The Woman Who Loved To Make
Vaginas Happy- Dawn Eve Levy
A story about woman who started off in
corporate law changed her life direction.
She wanted to make women moan.

“The heart is capable of sacrifice,
so is the vagina”
I Was There In The Room- Melanie
Mills
A story about the author’s experience of
her granddaughter being born.

Vagina Monologues cast and director
Front Row: Paige Schagemann, Christopher Mitchell, Misty Baker, Rebecca Berkowicz; Second Row: Crystal Grissom, Jessica Fernandez, Becki Rowe, Bailey DeBus,
Emily Steele; Third Row: Tracy Harpster (Director), Molly McGuire, Jamie Flood, Lisa Taylor, Dominique Dixon, A.J. Walsh, Rachel Heicher, Melanie Mills, Dawn Eve
Levy

Photo by Emily Van Ostran
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(Right) Before her performance Feb. 6, 2009,
psychology major Becki Rowe jokes and laughs
with fellow cast members. Since most of the show
consisted of monologues, cast members spent
most of the show together in room until it was
their time to take the stage.

all about
sacis

Four faculty members founded the Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information Service in 1977. The group
wants to provide a place for victims of sexual assault to
receive support, counseling and advocacy.
SACIS was originally called Coles Country Women
Against Rape, but changed the name to take out ‘WAR’
in order to get more male volunteers in 1987.
SACIS became an early member of the Illinois
Coalition of Women Against Sexual Assault.
Public education and professional training programs
have expanded over time. One major accomplishment
for SACIS was the establishment of child sexual abuse
prevention programs in the public school system in 1984.
The office is located in Lawson Hall, and they
provide counseling, advocacy, public education,
profession training and institutional advocacy.

Courtesy of www.sacis.org

hope

The mission of HOPE is to empower persons to live
independent, non-violent live through the provisions of
Housing, Outreach, Prevention and Education.
Koralie Murad started HOPE after being abused
by her partner. In 1979 Murad and Louise Jackson, an
instructor in the psychology department, started the
Coles County Task Force Against Domestic Violence,
then changed its name to the Coalition Against Domestic
Violence.
In 1985, the demand made the CADV grow the
program and moved into a more permanent location, a
four-bedroom house.
CADV not only protected battered women, they
provided homeless shelters, transition and prevention
services, which is why they took on the name HOPE.
Today, HOPE has two major housing programs, the
domestic violence emergency shelter and 10 transitional
housing locations through local apartments. The shelter
can house up to 24 women and children.
Hope offers programs aimed at decreasing domestic
violence, this includes educational efforts and counseling
to empower victims to lead successful lives.

Courtesy of www.hope.eci.org
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define volunteering
Webster’s Dictionary defines a volunteer as a
person who voluntarily undertakes or expresses a
willingness to undertake a service. Eastern students
define what it really means to volunteer, while
Webster’s definition barely skims the edge of what a
volunteer is.
Michelle Carlson, a sophomore duel certification
in elementary and special education, volunteers two
times a week at the Newman Center at the AfterSchool Program. She also volunteers throughout the
year at Andrews Hall and Special Olympics.
Carlson says volunteering doesn’t take up much
of your time, and it will make you feel better about
yourself.
“Volunteering means taking time from your own
life to put more effort, more time and more willingness
into somebody else’s life that needs help,” Carlson
said.
Katie O’Brien, senior biology major, said it feels
good to help people, especially people in need.
Patrick Morrissey, undecided freshman, helped at
the Hilltop Convalescent Center to set up for a family
night. He volunteers to get hours for his fraternity,
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Morrissey volunteers to give back to the
community and help people in need.
Lindsey McCormack, a senior family consumer
sciences major, and Brittnie Ellis, a junior sociology
major, both volunteer at the Teen Reach center.
McCormack said she likes helping kids because
everyday is different, while Ellis says she likes talking
to the children because she was just like them.
Alisha Stevens, an elementary education major,
volunteers with Pemberton’s Hall sorority, Phi Epsilon
Mu, and with the education associations she is a part
of.
Stevens said that volunteering makes her happy
to see that she has helped other people. Along with
helping others, students can also find other students
with common interests while volunteering, she said.
“To me, volunteering is giving your time to help
somebody else,” Stevens said.
Story by Kristin Jording
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Photo by Danny Damiani

Sophomore communication disorders major and Eastern volunteer Brittany Wallace works with
other volunteers to controlling the scoreboard and keeping track of the game. Volunteers went to
Effingham for an all day Special Olympics Basketball Tournament Jan. 31, 2010. The volunteers
had many different jobs ranging from participating as spectators to helping hand out lunches.

Photo by Danny
Damiani

Volunteers from Eastern
cheer on the different
teams competing in the
all day Special Olympics
Basketball Tournament
in Effingham on Jan. 31,
2010.

Photo by Danny Damiani

Sophomore communication disorders and sciences major Brittany Wallace, Nicole Papp,
junior kinesiology and sports studies major Justin Tomaska, and sophomore kinesiology
and sports studies major Gina Gawron take score and work the score board for an all
day Special Olympics Basketball Tournament in Effingham on Jan. 31, 2010.

a little extra can mean so much
eastern volunteers

•In the office’s first year - Student Community Service increased
the total number of service hours by 10 percent bringing the total
of service hours to 54,000 hours of volunteer work by Eastern
students.
• This year more than 2,000 students have specifically
volunteered with Student Community Service events.
• Eastern has created more than 90 different service events in Fall
2009.
• Eastern students currently volunteer and assist more than 30
different non-profits in the community
• Student Community Service has initiated three All Campus
Service Events.
•Information provided by Rachel Fisher, Student Community
Service interim director.

off campus
volunteering opportunities

County Animal Rescue & Education
After-School Program (Newman Catholic Center)
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Charleston Public Library
Hilltop Convalescent Center
Teen Reach
Lakewood Village
American Red Cross
Soup Stop
Habitat for Humanity
Salvation Army
Camp New Hope
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divas strut their stuff

at the drag show

Photo by Kristin Jording
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Red lights lined the runway as the Divas strutted down
in fish net stocking’s and high heels for a good cause.
Eastern’s organization, Pride, hosted the event on
November 16 at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
Pride is a recognized student organization that provides
an accepting environment for gays, lesbians, and people of
alternative lifestyles. Vice president Kristen Bowns, who is a
special education major, organized the event, she said,
“It represents a different aspect of our community. It’s
wild and out there.”
Six queens were brought in and one king, the models
came in from Champaign and cost $100 each.
Twenty-five percent of the proceeds were donated to
Project Lazarus, a housing project funded by donations to
house people whose family can no longer take care of them
or the homeless living with AIDS. Their services include 24
hour care, meals, social services, transportation, recreation,
and assistance with medications.
The other organization Pride was raising money for was
the Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Service. This
organization provides assistance and support for victims of
sexual abuse and sexual assault.
It was $3 to get into the show and the ballroom was
completely packed Pride undoubtedly donated a significant
amount to each group, not to mention all the money the
divas earned while dancing and lip synching to artists like
Lady Gaga, Michael Jackson and Taylor Swift.
Students rushed up to the stage in an excited frenzy
to give money to the Divas. Chanel Carrington, Ceduxion
Carrington and Amaya Mann had the crowd completely
captivated and at times in complete shock, not knowing what
would happen next in this racy show.
Story by Nicole Conness

(Above) Photos by Kristin Jording

Photo by Kelsey Karstrand
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Haiti Connection
offers relief after

Megan Kutz and Tony
Curcuru, were two of 15
students who piled into two
trucks after a long flight, four in
each cab and the rest in back
with the luggage.
They drove through the
crowded and un-orderly
streets of the Haitian capital
city of Port-au-Prince.
Children played in the
streets, piles of trash lay
scattered about and the
Haitians either made faces or
simply stared.
“We stuck out like a sore
thumb, a truck full of white people,”
Curcuru, a senior foreign language major
said. “Some are just curious, while some
may not be so gentle or nice.”
These foreigners would spend the next
10 days delivering social aid to the poorest
country in the southern hemisphere.
A few days later, on Jan. 12, 2010, the recent visitors
were in shock when they heard the news that a 7.0 magnitude
earthquake struck the small island nation of only 9 million people.
Three million were in need of emergency aid.
Curcuru said going to Haiti before the earthquake was
heartbreaking, now it is even worse. Back in the United States,
Curcuru said he often thinks about those people he came in contact
with and how they are faring after the earthquake.
Curcuru went to Haiti on the biannual service trip sponsored by
the Haiti Connection. The Haiti Connection is an organization through
the Newman Catholic Center that helps create awareness, raise funds,
deliver aid and develop relationships with Haitians in need.
An emergency meeting was called a few days after the tragedy,
and soon the Haiti Connection moved to deliver relief to their island
friends.
“We need to take active part right away while it is still in front
of people’s mind,” said Kutz, the Haiti Connection’s president and
sophomore elementary major. “We need to let people know (of their
presence) on campus and give to them instead of other national
organizations like the Red Cross.”
The organization moved quickly, and by Jan. 22 they had raised
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more than $25,500.
“We were getting
checks from alumni and
friends,” Kutz said. “We
don’t even know where
they were coming from, checks
from Washington, out East and West, from
members of the organization and from them telling friends and family.”
Curcuru said the aid just trickled down. The overwhelming
response was heartfelt.
“Our adviser was just stuck in his office with calls from
parishioners, friends, parents, and alumni,” Curcuru said.
At their weekly Tuesday meeting a couple of weeks after the
earthquake Roy Lanham, the campus minister at the Newman Catholic
Center and Haiti Connection adviser, sat in a circle with more than 30
other members. In his lap were piles of letters and e-mails, penned and
typed, offering their prayers, sympathy and inquiries for them and their
partners in Haiti. Checks poured in, some for $20, $50, $100 and one
even for $500.
The group sat silent, but a strong, collective sense of solidarity
and quiet strength rippled through the room knowing they would all get
through this tragedy with such campus and nationwide support.
The Haiti Connection has taken numerous strides to help their
partners in the poverty ridden and collapsed country. A campuswide
Day for Haiti event raised more than $600, collaborations with sister
organization at the University of Illinois, a T-shirt sale campaign,
medical and T-shirt drives, and numerous other fundraisers have
raised or will soon help to raise more funds. These donations will be
used for the Haiti Connection’s many programs, which include cleanwater programs, a teenage vocational school and a women’s literacy
program. The group will also make their annual May service trip.
Kutz said it is important the group continually let the Haitians know
they have not forgotten them; they will continue to focus on earthquake
relief and long-term aid even when international aid and relief runs out
or stops.
Story by Colleen Kitka
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Photos submitted by Julia Novotny

Julie Novotany (in blue shirt) and a group of students active in the
Newman Center Haiti Connection left for Haiti Dec. 30, 2009 and returned
Jan. 8, 2010. While in Haiti, Julie and her peers helped build a water
system and volunteered at an orphanage.
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The Haiti
Connection first emerged
on Eastern’s campus in 1989.
Rex Rund, an Eastern graduate
student, gave a presentation on
campus through the Newman Catholic
Center after he served in the Peace Corps in
Haiti. Only five students were at the presentation,
but Roy Lanham, the group’s adviser said he lit the
fire, and students were the match.
The Haiti Connection ignited into a blazingly
active group to deliver social justice and aid in Haiti.
Around 240 students have volunteered on one of the
group’s two to three yearly mission service trips and
approximately 300 students have been involved with
the group.
Haiti Connection has funded and helped to install
800 in-home water purification systems, 54 village
cisterns, built or repaired 30 simple homes that cost
about $1,000 a piece, built and funded two community
centers and one school, sponsored 150 school children the
past three years and raised $60,000 to open Funkoze, which
provides 200 women with adult literacy classes. The group has
planted 1,000 trees with a reforestation group, provided medical
supplies and care, built a village corn mill and helped inspire a handful
of students to volunteer a year or more in Haiti after they graduated.
Story by Colleen Kitka
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all the single ladies

valentine’s day with friends
Story by Jessi Smith

While
Valentine’s Day is generally
considered to be a special day for
couples to celebrate their love, the single ladies
at Eastern had a different story to tell.
Loneliness, mounds of chocolate and depression? Not so
much.
“Being a single girl, Valentine’s Day is more of a day not about
a boyfriend, but loving those around me like friends and family,” said
Lauren Majka, a sophomore special education major.
Briana Bach, a freshman elementary education major, agreed.
“It’s a day to celebrate the loved ones in my life,” she said. “Just because
I don’t have a significant other doesn’t mean I don’t have loved ones. I just
celebrate in a different way, either with family or friends.”
Some of the other singles had an even different opinion on the holiday for
love.
“I spent Valentine’s Day with the girls,” said Julie Cole, a senior history
major with teacher certification. “We got dressed up and, ironically, went to
see the movie “Valentine’s Day.””
Still, others had singles parties and large get-togethers. “I went to a
hot tub party for single people only,” said Annie Hedgar, a freshman
undecided major.
Still, Cole said the holiday is more about the date, than
showing love.
“It’s funny how on February 13 there are not a lot of
couples showing their love,” said Cole. “Then February 14
hits and it’s like everywhere you turn there’s a couple in
love and making out. And when February 15 comes,
the couples magically realize that they are better
off without the other person.”
Many different and very strong
opinions tended to rise when Valentine’s
Day was brought up on campus.
“When it comes down to it,
I like being single,” Majka
said. “I think I can
handle just one day
being dedicated
to couples in
love.”
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Photo Illustration by Molly Bartus

Katie Lambert, a sophomore psychology major, Maggie O’Connor, a
sophomore FCS major, and Britney Jones, a sophomore communication
studies major, make scrapbooks together at their off-campus house
on Second Street. Like other single women, they spend their time on
Valentine’s Day looking through photos, creating new pages in their
scrapbooks, and spending time with friends.

“

I hate PDA with an immense passion. If your mother was
sitting behind you and she caught you touching your
boyfriend inappropriately, what would she say?
- Julie Cole, senior history major with teacher certification

“

”

Everyone has the right to show affection toward someone
they care about, but it is their business, not mine. Go back
to your dorm room or apartment
- Briana Bach, freshman elementary education major

your thoughts on pda

“

“
”

public displays of affection

Totally unnecessary
- Annie Hedgar, freshman undecided major

”

”

I do not mind people holding hands and a kiss here and there.
Full on making out in front of a crowd is something that I do
not care to look at, and I don’t think other people do either
-Lauren Majka, sophomore special education major

......
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As Eastern students flooded campus day in
and day out, many of them brought their faith along
with them. Students from all different denominations
participated in groups, both small and large, to discuss
and grow in their relationships with God.
One of the broader student religious groups was
Crusade for Christ. This was a group for people of all
Christian denominations who came together to celebrate
in their faith.
“The goals of CRU are to give people opportunities
to engage in conversations about their faith, Jesus, and
how to have a personal relationship with God, said CRU
treasurer Christine Motsinger, a junior psychology major.
The Newman Catholic Center was a place with
many involved students, as well.
“There is a chapel with twenty-four-hour prayer
time and always people to hang with,” said Kara Davis,
a sophomore communication disorders and sciences
major. “Newman is known for its hospitality and sense of
community for all, Catholic and non-Catholic.”
Not only was Davis an active member at the
church, but she was also the chair woman of the EIU
Students for Life group.
“In January, 11 of us embarked on a pilgrimage to
Washington D.C. for the March for Life,” Davis said.
“We celebrated mass with 50,000 other Catholics at the
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception. It was an
awesome experience and everyone had a great time”
Another active Christian group was the Immanuel
Lutheran Campus Ministry. Students participated in
small group bible studies, volunteer work, softball and
volleyball competitions and fellowship time together.
Ann Voss, a senior communication disorders and
sciences major, was a bible study leader for the ministry.
“ILCM has allowed me to strengthen my faith and
allowed me an opportunity I never thought I’d have, that
being, leading others to Christ,” she said.
Seth Knolhoff, another bible study leader and a
junior biology major, said that his favorite part about
ILCM was all of the people that he met. “You meet
good people that you might otherwise not,” he said.
“It puts you in a situation with people that have similar
interests.”
Story by Jessi Smith
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Christ

Photo by Christine Motsinger

(Top) Sarah Englert, a freshman geography major, Cara Huck and Alex
Luhring, both sophomore kinesiology and sports studies majors, talk
during bowling.

Photo by Ann Voss

(Above) Rachael Jannusch, a sophomore family and consumer
sciences dietetics major, helps senior marketing major Aaron Heldt, a
senior journalism major Colleen Kitka and senior biology major Seth
Knolholff dry-wall at the Crisis Pregnancy Center in Charleston.
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Photo by Colleen Kitka

Amanda Bach, a senior secondary education major, Aaron Heldt, a senior marketing
major, and Amanda Ossler, a junior elementary education major lead chapel for
children. All are members of the Immanuel Lutheran Campus Ministry.

......
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the random, the unusual, and sometimes disgusting!
Eastern’s campus is overflowing with countless random
items students have left behind. Department offices,
student services and residence hall offices across campus
accommodate for the numerous misplaced belongings in their
overstuffed lost and founds.
Booth Library alone has three lost and founds, each one
keeping different items. Residence halls collect a cornucopia of
things from their own buildings and often from the dining halls
attached. At the Martin Luther King Jr. Union unclaimed objects
are eventually turned into the ticket office.
One of the ticket office’s most unusual items is a black bag
filled with hundreds of condoms. Diana Pepperdine, a staff
clerk in the ticket office, said it was quite the conversation piece,
but the workers have come across other bizarre items as well.
“After a dance one time, after a wedding, someone found a
bustier for a well endowed woman,” Pepperdine said.
The ticket office’s lost and found also contains cell
phones, sunglasses, a Hawaiian lei, car keys, a shoe box full
of Christmas CDs, clothes, calculators, shoes, backpacks,
Panther cards, a camera battery charger, a hole puncher, rings
and several wallets.
Christine Derrickson, a Booth Library office manager, said
Panther cards are one of the most common items lost. During
the library’s busy season around final and midterm times more

lose something at the rec?

The Student Recreation Center is a finder’s treasure chest.
If the lost valuable is not claimed within four weeks, the
worker who found the item can keep it.
Most items are left in the cup holders of the cardio
machines, or sometimes in the lockers.
Sarah Daugherty, the Rec’s program director, said the
worst lost item was a pair of underwear, which was immediately
discarded.
“Anything disgusting or unsanitary gets thrown out,”
Daugherty said.
Most valuables such as iPods, expensive jewelry and cell
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items are left behind. In September, 30 Panther cards were
turned into the lost and found, in January, only 16. They are
frequently found in card readers near the printers and copiers.
“I am always impressed with students because they return
it to the desk,” Derrickson said.
The library office manager said students have even turned
in money found on the sidewalks outside the library.
Across campus, items whose owners are identifiable, often
are contacted via campus e-mail. After 48 hours Panther cards
are turned into the Panther card office.
Depending on the particular office that runs the lost and
found, forgotten goods are kept for a month or until the end of
the semester. It all depends on the item though.
“I had someone bring a banana once,” said Tabitha Brown,
a Booth Library assistant. “But, we don’t keep food in the lost
and found. That’s my one policy.”
Less valuable items, which are unclaimed, are often
donated. Valuables such as wallets, credit or debit cards,
jewelry and keys are turned into the University Police
Department, where they are permanently stored until someone
claims them. If the lost objects are campus property, they are
returned to Eastern.

Story by Colleen Kitka

phones are usually claimed within a few days. After a month,
non-valuables are put in a trashcan for anyone to take or are
donated to charity.
The Rec’s lost and found overflows with towels, water
bottles, inhalers, a USB cable, a social security card, a license,
eye glasses (one with a missing lens), digital wrist watches,
gym shoes, basketballs, sweatshirts, shorts, car keys, one
earring missing its mate, rings, costume jewelry, iPod holders,
a work out notebook journal, scarves and weight lifting gloves.
Story by Colleen Kitka

Photo Illustration by Emily Van Ostran

On a snowy winter day, freshman Brenna
Hand digs through the snow in search of her
lost Panther card. Many students lost their
Panter cards throughtout the year.

items in
booth library’s
lost and found
• backpacks
• notebooks
• paintings from art
class
• laptop power cords
• sunglasses
• eyeglasses
• broken umbrellas
• calculators
• cosmetic bag
• DVDs
• textbooks
• flash drives
• hair ties
• headbands
• make-up
• headphones
• photographs
• panther cards

......
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panther catering
Panther Catering isn’t your average
campus employer. First of all, it does not
have set schedules; employees get to
pick when they want to work.
Panther Catering has a book of
events planned. The events can include
small gatherings of 10 to 12 people or
large dinners of 200-300 people, just
depending on the day. For each event
there are a certain number of people
needed to work, the more people eating
at the event, the more employees.
Employees sign up for different shifts
depending on their school schedule.
People do not have to schedule
themselves during a week if they have
several exams. There are usually events
on the weekend and many during the
week. A person can work from about two
to eight hours in a day, depending on the
shift.
For each event employees are
required to wear black dress pants,
black shoes and a button up white shirt.
A nametag, bow tie and apron are all
provided.
To set up for each event, employees
must put tablecloths on the tables and set
up folded napkins at each chair. Usually
if it is a buffet dinner or lunch, there will
be two forks on the left, and on the right
the knife-edge faces the napkin with the
spoon on the outside.
The water cup goes just above the
knife while, if needed, the coffee cup and
saucer go just to the right of the spoon. In
the middle of the table employees will put
drinks, salt, pepper, sugar and creamer.
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There are typically two sides for
people to get food from on the buffet line.
Most meals include a salad, a vegetable,
a side, meat, bread and a dessert.
Typically after guests arrive, the
person in charge will say a few words, then
the guests will eat. One or two employees
are in charge of changing the food out
when it runs low. While the guests eat,
other employees will check on drinks and
take any plates that are empty.
After everyone is done eating,
the buffet line will be taken down. Also
employees will take silverware and plates
to be washed. The guests usually start
speaking, so the employees will take the
dishes and food down into the kitchen
and dishwasher area.
Employees get to eat any food left
over from the event on break, which is
the best aspect of Panther Catering. After
employees are done eating, they will do
most of the dishes while waiting for the
event to finish.
Once the event is over, employees
will go clear the rest of the dishes and
food, all the way down to the tablecloths.
After all of the dishes are done, employees
put away all of the dishes, silverware and
other necessities.
Panther Catering may not be a hard
job, but it is an unusual campus job.
Employees are not guaranteed hours
and everything they do is all about the
customer and making the customer
happy.
Story by Kristin Jording
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Photo by Danny Damiani

Resolve sales representative Cindy Moser works her booth at the Panther Catering Expo Feb. 2,
2010 in the Rathskeller Room of the MLK Jr. Union. The Panther Catering Expo was a chance for
Panther Catering to show off the selections of food they plan to purchase and ask for feedback.

......
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future fiddlers
practice makes perfect for Doudna’s first musical

Photos by Molly Bartus

(Left) Group dancers gather on stage during rehearsal
of “Fiddler on the Roof” and practice the “Bottle Dance”
on Feb. 24, 2010 in the Dounda Fine Arts Center.
(Top) Ashley McHugh, a senior voice major, practices a
solo during rehearsal of “Fiddler on the Roof” Feb. 24,
2010 in the Dounda Fine Arts Center.
(Above) Jack Milo of Burbank,Calif., has been an
audience favorite at The Little Theatre on the Square
in Sullivan, Ill. for 20 years. He plays the role of Tevye,
a father of five daughters, struggling in the developing
country of Czarist, Russia. His wife, Golde, is played
by Therese Kincade. Kincade is a Charleston resident
and owner of the restaurant What’s Cookin’. She has
been involved in theater for years and directs the
spring musicals at Charleston High School. The two
rehearseon Feb. 24, 2010 in the Dounda Fine Arts
Center.

Doudna hosted “Fiddler on the Roof,”
making it their first musical held in the
building.
It was performed by Eastern’s students,
with the exemption of two professional adult
actors, and music by Eastern’s Symphony
Orchestra.
Jack Milo, an actor in theater and film
from southern California, was flown out to
play the main character Tevye.
Milo’s film credits include: “That Thing
You Do,” “Sunflower” and “Conversations
in Limbo.” He also performed in “South
Pacific,” “Damn Yankees” and “Anything
Goes.”
“I have played the role of Tevye a
countless number of times, and the one
thing I have found out from this play is that it
is timeless,” Milo said. “What happens in the
play is the same thing that still goes around
today in some part of the world, so it makes
it easy to relate to.”
Auditions for the cast were held fall
semester and students were required to
bring a monologue and to perform 16 bars
of music as well.
John Oertling, chairman of the theatre
arts department, said he knows that the
workload for the cast is a heavy one.
“They had to work on their music over
Christmas break, and when they returned
they started rehearsing,” Oertling said.
“They rehearse Sunday through Thursday
from 7 to 10 p.m. or later.”
Ashley Jenkins, a senior communication
studies major, plays the role of Tzeitel, one
of Tevye’s daughters.
“Rehearsal can become really tough,
especially with trying to manage school and
ROTC on top of it,” Jenkins said. “However,

this is my favorite musical and I love the role
I am playing. It also makes it much better
when we are working with Tralen Doler, a
professional.”
Jenkins seemed to really appreciate
working along side with Milo too. She even
jokes around and calls him ‘Dad,’ since he
plays her father.
“Jack is a really easy-going funny guy.
He basically knew the whole part of Tevye,
and I think his confidence has benefited
the cast,” Jenkins said. “There were some
performers that were not sure how much
to play up their role, but when they saw
that Jack could do it, then I think it gave
everyone else extra confidence to play it
up.”
Jenkins hopes her hard work and
the rest of the cast’s pays off during the
performances.
“We have practiced for over two
months and we are not allowed to film the
performance, because we did not buy out
the rights,” Jenkins said. “So, I am hoping
that the audience will enjoy it to the fullest
and laugh when it is funny and cry when it is
sad. We only have five times to perform it,
and then all of our hard work is gone.”
Milo has been able to give advice
to the students, and has really enjoyed
working with them. He admitted it has been
awhile since he has worked with a group of
performers that are young and full of energy.
“I like to tell them that you need to learn
what it takes to focus on a show, and work
so hard at it,” Milo said. “Then when the
show is all over, you get to enjoy the fact
that you knew exactly what you were doing.”
Story by Samantha Masterson

......
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swine flu

scare

changes to aid in prevention

hand, and they are now supplying paper towels or hand
dryers in residence hall restrooms.
Lynette Drake, Eastern Health Services director,
said the best thing students can do is to “know what the
symptoms are. Know the 3 C’s and stay away from others
if sick.” The 3 C’s included clean, cover, and contain.
Drake said if you do become sick, the best thing to
do is to return home and get healthy. She said Health
Services is telling students they must be fever free for 24
hours without the use of other medicines before returning
to school or work.
Dr. Baker said an emergency management team is
on campus and has been planning in the event that a
major outbreak takes place on campus. She noted H1N1
is also affecting air travel, with China being the strictest on
traveling.
Dining Services on campus has been implementing
changes in their sanitation standards because of the flu.
According to a student worker who works in the dining
centers, Ashley Wallace, checkers are required to wear
gloves at all times, especially when handling silverware,
and they have to wipe down the tables and chairs
constantly.
Wallace noted, “We also have to change out tongs
and salad utensils every 30 minutes, along with checking
the hand sanitizer machines frequently and changing
them if needed.”

Eastern has
experienced 73
probable cases of
swine flu, according
to a message by Dan
Nadler, Student Affairs
vice president.

august

26

The Center for
Disease Control reported
that Illinois had the third
highest number (2,875
confirmed and probable
cases) of the 53 total areas
included in the update (50
states, Puerto Rico, the
District of Columbia, and
the Virgin Islands).

Story by Kyle Pruden

Fliers are put all over
campus to make everyone
aware of the flu and how
to prevent it.

Alcohol-based sanitizers
are installed in MLK Jr.
Union and other buildings
across campus.

june
No cases of swine flu
in Illinois yet.
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april

H1N1 flu timeline

2009

Flu season started around the world earlier this
year, with global swine flu attacks beginning between
late March and early April. The flu is usually most often
seen from October through February, but with the swine
flu evolving and spreading in late July and early August,
many doctors began to see more patients coming in with
flu-like symptoms.
Eastern Health Services has seen around 50
students who have symptoms qualifying them for H1N1,
according to Dr. Sheila Baker, Eastern Health Services
medical director, during an H1N1 lecture on campus
about facts vs. fears. Baker said very few of those people
actually tested positive for H1N1, and very few patients
have been hospitalized from it.
Sheila Simons, associate professor of health studies
and chair of UPI Health and Safety Committee, presented
the H1N1 lecture at the Lumpkin Auditorium on Sept. 22.
According to Simons, “We (people 18-24-years-old) are
the target population. This is a level 6-pandemic and is
found in every country.”
Simons noted a safe vaccine is coming out that will
help fight H1N1 that is different from the regular flu shots
people can receive.
Simons said, “Forty percent of the world population
will have some type of symptom to H1N1, including 1-in-5
college students.”
Simons noted building service workers on campus
are working differently to combat H1N1, and they have
guidelines they have to meet when cleaning. She said
they are keeping more supplies, such as hand soap, on

According to the
Associated Press, 22
people in Illinois have
died of swine flu and
there have been 542
hospitalizations due to
the disease.

Seven confirmed cases
of H1N1 in Coles
County since May
2009.

Coles County receives
its first batch of H1N1
vaccines.

october

Anna Mazo, a freshman
psychology major uses
hand sanitizer outside the
Grand Ballroom.

Photo by Emily Van
Ostran

Teresa Brown, licensed
practical nurse, gives a shot
to Pat Adair, Charleston, at
Family Medical Center in
Mattoon.

Photo by Cody Rich
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At H1N1 lecture on
campus on Facts vs. Fears
Sept. 23, Sheila Baker,
the medical director
of Health Service, said
approximately 50 students
have been affected with
flu-like symptoms.

About 20-30 H1N1 or
influenza-like cases had
been reported to Health
Services.

More hand sanitizing
stations were added to
campus with intentions of
students preventing the
flu.

september

Students fill their plates at Taylor dining center. Eastern
displayed signs all over campus to promote healthy habits,
such as washing your hands, to prevent the flu.

Photo by Danny Damiani
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Climbing treadwall
$10,000
Arc trainers
$3,000 each

Treadmills
$5,500 each

Circuit Express
$2,000 each

15
20
21
44

.........................................

.........................................
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1
1
5
10
10

Rowing machine
$2,000

Indoor cycling bikes
$1,250 each
Stationary bikes with monitors
$3,500 each

Elliptical trainers with monitors
$5,000 each
Selected weight machines
$2,800 each

Total $418,950

spin out new
The Student Recreation Center
underwent a facelift the summer of 2009,
with new equipment, new programs and
a new look.
“We had a very busy summer,”
said Ken Baker, the director of campus
recreation since 2000.
A new floor was put in, renovations
to the workout studio were made and new
machines and lockers were added to the
SRC.
The Student Apportionment Board
donated $31,000 for the new lockers
and the new spin cycles. More than 100
combination lockers were made available
for student and faculty use, twice as many
as the previously available open-access
cubbies.
The AB also donated 15 spin cycles
for the new cycling program the SRC
began offering. The cycling room itself
was also a new improvement to the back
studio, Baker said.
“Only two-thirds of the room was
being used during the most popular

classes, so we took that third that wasn’t
being used properly and turned it into the
new cycling room.”
The room holds the 15 spin cycles
and also has a sound system, a projector
and a projection screen for a new class
that has been widely popular with
students.
The spin cycle class is an instructorguided simulated bicycling course. The
cycle machine is a concise version of a
normal bicycle with only one front wheel.
“It is part of a larger vision to repaint
and renovate the SRC to hopefully make
it a source of pride for our students,
faculty, staff and administrators,” Program
Director Sarah Daugherty said. “Not only
for its content, but also for its style.”
The new blue, gray and white color
scheme in the SRC is now coordinated
with the walls, furniture and the floor.
“It should promote school spirit and
pride,” Baker said.
Story by Ashley Thomas

Photo by Danny Damiani

Jeff Barber grabs his gym
equipment out of one of the
brand new free lockers after
his workout on Sept. 14,
2009.

Photo by Danny Damiani

Hannah Wilkins waits for her results on the weight
machine after she is done working out at the
Student Recreation Center on Sept. 9, 2009.
rec center improvements
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nutrition
just say ‘no’ to the dreaded 15
From toasted ravioli to Asian stir-fry, Eastern’s dining halls Taylor,
Thomas, Carman, Stevenson and the University Food Court offer an
assortment of dining options for students on campus. Coming along
with that is the terror of the Freshman 15, which is on all college
students’ minds as they grab their tray in the lunch line. And the allyou-can-eat style buffets can be tempting for students to overindulge.
Sarah Gaines, the nutritional director of the Health Education
Resource Center, said the greatest ammunition a student has is to
“remember what you eat.” She goes on to say that “moderation is
key.” With only 1,832 calories required daily for women and 2,473
calories for men, students must choose their meals wisely.
The dining halls offer students a variety of healthy or nonhealthy
options. But, even seemingly healthy choices such as salads can be
high in calories. Buttermilk ranch dressing has 153 calories, while
fat-free thousand island dressing has only 48 calories.
On the dining Web site a nutritional calculator is available for
students curious about the nutritional value of their food. The dining
halls give students the freedom to choose how nutritional their diets
will be.
Molly Button, a freshmen history with teacher certification major,
said it’s hard to eat healthy in a college setting.
“The Eastern student can make a healthy meal, but the
nutritional options are repetitive,” Button said. “The choice of being
healthy is up to the student.”
Story by Elizabeth Edwards

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Erin O’Grady, a senior social sciences major, scoops herself some ice cream in Taylor
dining hall.

Q & A with Anna Freerksen, freshman vegetarian

Q: Why did you decide to become a vegetarian?
A: Throughout my life, I personally did not like how animals were being treated, but after seeing Body World at a
science museum I decided to become a vegetarian.
Q: How hard is it to receive the necessary nutrients in the dining halls?
A: It is possible to receive the protein I need, but harder than back home. For example, I usually can only get my
protein through cheese and can only get eggs on the weekend. I also catch myself eating a lot of carbs such as bread
and pastas.
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Q: What do you think of the salad bars offered at the dining halls?
A: Personally, I think they are lacking in options. They have vegetables and fruits, but they are the same every day.

hygiene

“it’s just the little things and common sense practice.”
Eastern has always made it a priority to promote hygiene and a
healthy lifestyles among students, but in 2009 it became crucial.
While the H1N1 virus, formerly known as Swine Flu, started
internationally, it worked its way to the United States, spreading quickly
across the country, targeting college campuses. Eastern took many
safety precautions to protect students from contracting this potentially
deadly virus and contain its spread.
With all the talk about how to keep from getting sick and what
actions they could take, Sheldon Naylor, a senior sports management
major, actively took precautions to avoid getting sick.
“I’m a neat freak. I take about three showers a day and clean my
apartment every day. I try and wash my hands daily especially after I
touch a door knob or use the rest room,” Naylor said. “Health Service
does a good job with posting fliers all around campus informing students
on washing their hands before and after they eat, or enter a building.”
Trying to balance being a full-time student and working a part-time
job, too, can take a toll on the strength and health of a student’s body.
As a way to help, the Health Education Resource Center and the Health
Services Medical Clinic at Eastern offered student-oriented and primary
care medical services.
Ryan Messinger, the health education coordinator, said with the
H1N1 virus there are some hygiene concerns students should take as a
precaution.
“With the scare and awareness of the H1N1 seasonal flu virus going
around, the masks that you would see at the clinic are just a precaution

so that the virus does not spread. H1N1 is a respiratory condition so
coughing and sneezing can help with spreading,” Messinger said.
Messinger went on to explain several precautions that the HERC
recommended. One of which was students should wash their hands with
soap and water for a minimum of 20 seconds or use hand sanitizers. An
increased amount of hand sanitizer stations appeared all around campus
in the spring 2009 semester with additional sanitizers arriving later.
“If we can get at least 90 percent of people to wash their hands, we
will be just fine. It’s just the little things and common sense practice,”
Messinger said.
College students may often forget the essentials that always seem to
get overlooked, such as wiping down surfaces and disinfecting common
high-traffic areas. Other concerns Messinger talks about are personal
responsibilities that students should take at hand when working on their
personal hygiene.
Students can go to the HERC or the medical clinic Web site for
information on just about everything about their health they want and
need to know.
Eastern worked together with HERC, offering several programs on
campus for students, such as self-care and nutrition.
Students and faculty were prompted to properly sanitize their hands
before and after entering a building. Eastern supported this initiative by
purchasing hand sanitizer machines and placing them throughout the
campus, reminding students that a healthy lifestyle is for life.

Story by Jennifer Meyers

Photo by Danny Damiani

Q & A with Ryan Messinger, health education coordinator

Q: What are some college student’s hygiene concerns?
A: With the scare and awareness of the H1N1 seasonal flu virus going around, the masks that you would see at the
clinic are just a precaution so that the virus does not spread. H1N1 is a respiratory condition so coughing and sneezing
can help with spreading.
Q: What do college students need to work on?
A: Personal responsibility is something that students should take at hand when working on their personal hygiene.
When you sneeze or cough, make sure that you cough or sneeze into the sleeve of your shirt. If you use your hand, too,
you risk spreading your germs if you touch someone or shake their hand.
Q: How does Eastern help promote good hygiene and healthy lifestyles?
A: Students can go to the HERC or medical clinic Web site for information on just about any and everything they want
and need to know. There has been an increasing amount of hand sanitizer stations all around campus and additional
sanitizers that are on the way.

......
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Photo illustration by Brittney Ferris

Victoria Hines, a junior psychology
major, said she could never live
without her television, cell phone and
the Internet.
“I constantly watch TV, it’s my
escape from everything,” Hines said.
The Internet is a way to keep in
contact and have fun, Hines said.
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“The Internet is affecting my
grades because I’m always on
Facebook,” she said. “I should be
doing my homework but instead I get
on facebook.”
Marcus La Rue, a senior
management information systems
major, said he could never live without

his computer.
“I have everything on my
computer,” he said.
La Rue said his grades weren’t
affected by being on his computer
a lot because he does a lot of his
homework on it.
Story by Kristin Jording
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48 hours without technology

Written by Jessi Smith
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what’s your game?

eastern gamers pledge their allegiance

Video gaming around the country has become widely popular, though, for
Eastern students, they pledge their allegiance to the big three corporations at war
with one another.
Sony, Microsoft and Nintendo battle for customer loyalty. Sony is known for
the PlayStation 3, but some would argue that there are more games available for
its other popular, but older PlayStation 2 entertainment system. Microsoft backs its
Xbox 360, while the Wii represents Nintendo.
Mike Whildin, a senior geography major, said his PS3 is the only thing he needs
because it gives him what he wants out of a gaming system; free Internet.
The cost of a gaming system can be expensive for college students, but in fall
of 2009 prices dropped for many of the major gaming systems.
According to recent advertisements, a regular 80 GB PS3 can set consumers
back around $400. Gamestop.com in October 2009 listed a refurbished 80 GB PS3
at $279.99 with tax and the 120 GB PS3 at $299.99 with tax.
The Xbox 360 carries many versions to its systems like an arcade version,
an elite version and versions for certain games such as Resident Evil 5. They can
range anywhere from $300 to $400. The Gamestop Web site priced the Limited
Edition Modern Warfare 2 Xbox 360 at $399.99 with tax.
The Nintendo Wii has seen a fairly significant price drop. Originally $250, the
Wii is now blacklisted at $200.
The cost of game for the various systems can also put a dent in a student’s
wallet. Newer games like Madden NFL 2010, WWE Smackdown vs. RAW 2010,
Saw and Uncharted 2: Among Thieves cost $60. Networking for the Xbox 360 costs
$50 for a yearly subscription.
Passionate gamers have their favorite systems and games; Eastern students
do, too.
The most popular game out on the market according to students at Eastern
is Madden NFL ’10, but there is an overall consensus that ranges around sports
games as well as shooting ones.
Rauvon Gaston, sophomore pre-dentistry major, said he prefers the Xbox 360,
mainly because he owns one and his favorite games are on it.
“Right now, it would have to be Madden or Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2,” Gaston
said.
Zach Schwulst, a freshman majoring in marketing, said he does not own a
gaming system, but still enjoys playing the shooters like Call of Duty 4.
“That’s really old, but people still play it,” Schwulst said.
Whildin’s favorites are similar.
“I play sports games,” Whildin said, “but as far as my opinion as the most
popular, it’s Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2, then Madden NFL ’10 right behind it.”
Story by Jose Gonzalez
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Photo by Jordan Boner

Sammie Drake, a senior accounting major, plays Wii Tennis at
a Local Area Network party hosted by the Eastern chapter of the
Association of Information Technology Professionals.

Photo by Jordan Boner

Josh Stout, a senior
management information
systems major, Zach Caskey,
a freshman management
information systems major, and
Steven Baker, a sophomore
management information
systems major, play Rock
Band at a Local Area Network
party hosted by the Eastern
chapter of the Association
of Information Technology
Professionals.

what’s your
favorite
video game?
“The original Super Mario Bros. because it was
my very first gaming experience and of all the
games, that was the hardest.”
Michael Frisby, sophomore psychology major
“Left for Dead because it’s good to play by
yourself, but also with a lot of people.”
Taylor Davis, freshman history major
“Grand Theft Auto because it’s violent and I get
to shoot people.”
Demetrius Murphy, freshman political science
major
“Sims Bustin’ Out because it’s fake humans on
a video game and it seems like reality.”
Richard J. Greenfield, freshman music teacher
certification and African American Studies
minor
“Drums on Rockband because I love the songs
and playing the drums because I’ve always
wished that I played in real life.”
Colleen Nelson, sophomore special education
major
“Mario Kart for Wii because then I don’t have
to do my homework. Plus, it’s fun to be Mario
and pretend like you’re driving a real car on
Rainbow Road.”
Nicole Tatge, sophomore pre-nursing major
“Fall Out Three because I like the story. You
have to try to survive in a world after a nuclear
Holocaust.”
Billy Tatom, sophomore history major
Story by Jessi Smith
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misery draws company

In this day and age there are very few, if any, who
can honestly say they do not complain on a daily basis.
“A complaint can be a way to force other people to
carry some of your negative feeling,” literature professor
Ilana Simons said. “You flex a muscle in the form of
argument without making changes, and so unload your
frustration onto others.”
Complains run rampant among college students.
Pilar Walker, a sophomore sociology-psychology major,
said complainers are looking for a response because it is
natural for people to want to be around others who feel
the same way as they do.
“Misery draws company,” she said. “And complainers
are a perfect example of this.”
Walker also said complaining can become a habit
and can be very unhealthy for a person. Complaining is
also an annoyance to society and the people who have to
listen to it.
Now, the thing to do is to let everyone else know what
you are complaining about through social media devices.
Facebook, Twitter and blogs allow you to share your
frustrations with your friends and followers.
Professional keynote speaker Craig Price gives his
audiences three steps to handling complaints. The first
step is to listen to the complaint and figure out what
is true about it. The second step is to recognize why
someone is complaining. Sometimes it is just the most
comfortable way for them to be heard. Valuing the opinion
is important, but justifying it is not. The third step is to
solve the problem, usually easier said than done. Again,
don’t ignore the complaint completely.
Written by Ashley Thomas
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the reason
behind the whine
Mike Tozer, a professional
counselor at the Counseling
Center, said the center does not
deal with chronic complainers but
with more psychological issues
compared to behavioral issues
like complaining.
“Imagine each individual
has reasons why they complain
about something,” Tozer said.
“One is stressed out, or someone
could upset them, or they are
very passionate about something
that leads them to exhibit those
behaviors. Some people blog,
some people gossip, some
people complain.”

By Colleen Kitka

Complaining
Compiled by Colleen Kitka

“I have the worst phone ever,”

a student’s Facebook status.
“I’m so hungover,” a student in a dining hall.

“My eyes are bothering me because of my allergies,”

a student in class replies after he was asked how he was doing. The student with red,

		

irritated eyes further retorted,

“I want to stab my eyes out!”

“It frightens me that the patients who go into health services need to wear masks,” said a concerned
student, who had walked through health services. “They also keep the door wide open. If they are trying to
keep the H1N1 virus contained, wouldn’t they keep the door closed to keep the germs in?”

“Sometimes lectures get a little boring, not yours, but in general,”

		

a male student said to a professor after she told the class there would not be a lecture that day.

“I didn’t study because rainy weather makes me sleepy,” a student

said after the instructor questions why no one is prepared for the day’s quiz.

“Working 30 hours a week and going to school sucks,” a senior student said.
“Don’t none of my teachers speak English,” one student wondered out loud.
“I don’t get these smart boards,” a professor struggling with technological advances in the classroom complained. “I prefer the chalk boards.”
“The EWP (Electric Writing Portfolio) is stupid,” a senior complained. “It’s
not like employers hire you based on your [EWP] grade.”

“But I love their BBQ chicken pizza!” said a student after hearing the local
pizza joint Boxa shut its doors for good. “Why do they have to close?”

......
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Marty’s

new face on an old tradition

Eastern’s beloved bar, Marty’s, had some renovations done just in time for students
to get back to school.
Marty’s owner, Dave Kinnaird, said the renovations add a lot to the atmosphere.
“We were trying to tie Marty’s into the rest of the neighborhood,” Kinnaird said. “It
has the same type of roof as the new apartments right next to it and the false balcony on
top adds a lot.”
The pool tables inside were taken out, which leaves more room for people to walk
around. Other changes that were made include new windows and completely redone
restrooms.
Katie Glaze, a senior broadcast news major, said the
renovations made things a lot better on the inside.
“Before, the bathrooms were horrible,”
Glaze said. “Now they are a lot cleaner than
before. The whole thing was nicely renovated.”
Marty’s is well-known on campus. It has been
around since 1973 with the same ownership and
management. Kinnaird said there are students
working there now whose parents worked there when
they went to school.
“We have alumni that go back 38 years, as long
as [Marty’s] has been here,” Kinnaird said. “Now we
have second generation workers. We go back a long
way.”
Marty’s got its name from Marty Patton who
played baseball at Easern and went on to play in the
Major Leagues for many years.
Along with the new atmosphere, Marty’s has a
menu with a variety of foods.
“People say we have really good burgers,”
Kinnaird said. “We have spicy chicken and also grilled
chicken for people who don’t like deep-fried things.”
The burgers come in fresh every day and have
never been frozen. Marty’s also offers jalapeno poppers,
onion rings, french fries and mozzarella sticks.
“Our guests seem to like the Panther Patio when they
go out there,” Kinnaird said. “We’re very excited about
being able to accommodate people better.”
Story by Melissa Sturtevant  
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Photos by Danny Damiani
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rubber lover
it makes condom sense

Julie Huck’s best friend at Eastern
became pregnant.
“She was only 18 years old and
ended up having to drop out of school,
which was very traumatic for me,”
Huck said in an e-mail. “I wanted to get
more involved to help people prevent
pregnancies.”
The sophomore nursing major is
now interning with Rubber Lovers to
promote safe sex practices. Rubber
Lovers is a two-year-old organization
on campus educating and promoting
awareness about the benefits of safe
sex, the proper use of contraceptives
and the dangers of sexually transmitted
illnesses. Valorre Harmon, sexual
health education coordinator, gives
presentations to different classes,
groups and audiences across campus.
During these presentations, statistics
and facts are given about sex and STIs
and students learn the proper 18 steps
to using condoms through demonstration
and hands-on practice.
Harmon said 85 to 90 percent of
the sexual assaults involve the use
of alcohol. Knowing this staggering
percentage, she makes a point to
demonstrate alcohol’s serious impacts in
sexual relations.
During the presentation, two
students are asked to put on a condom
while wearing beer goggles, which
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simulates the vision of an intoxicated
individual.
Jaclynn Murray, a senior family and
consumer major, was one volunteer at a
presentation.
“I totally sucked,” she laughed. “I
could not get the condom all the way
down. It was very dizzy and very hard to
concentrate at something.”
Once students attend a meeting,
they are made an official member of
the Rubber Lovers and presented with
a certificate. Rubber Lovers are eligible
to pick up a monthly safe sex packet at
the Health Education Resource Center.
After picking up three packages in a
row, students can pick up a free Rubber
Lover’s T-shirt with the slogan, “I am a
rubber lover, it just makes CONDOM
sense!”
The program has grown leaps and
bounds in the last two years. During the
2008-2009 school year 899 people were
inducted as Rubber Lovers and 797
packets were picked up.
“[Rubber Lovers is] one of the most
popular program this campus has ever
seen,” said Eric Davidson, the associate
director of health service.
“Almost all of my friends are
Rubber Lovers and a lot of their friends
are Rubber Lovers as well,” said Huck.

Story by Colleen Kitka

Photo by Danny Damiani

HERC employee Valoree Harmon demonstrates how to properly put
on a condom at a Rubber Lovers meeting on Aug. 25, 2009. The
HERC says there are 18 steps to properly put on a condom.

Photo by Danny Damiani

Photo by Danny Damiani

Melissa Degroate, Courtney Brahegg and Alysia Austin stop to pose while
practicing how to properly put on a condom at a Rubbers Lovers meeting on
Aug. 25, 2009.

Ashley Grant and Andrew Welsh pick from a prize bag of condoms after
answering a trivia question correctly at a Rubbers Lovers meeting on Aug. 25,
2009. The audience of students acitively participated in the presentation.

stop the cycle

the truth behind birth control

Birth control prices increased dramatically in 2007 after the federal
government passed a law ending incentives for companies who provide
discounts to college students.
However, early in 2009 President Obama reversed the legislation,
but prices remained high, said Amy Malmen, Eastern’s Health Services
pharmacist.
“Insurance companies are starting to cover the costs of birth control
more than they did before,” she said. Malmen cites this as one reason
the prices aren’t falling.
Birth control was developed in 1962 and the use has been somewhat
of a taboo subject, but now it is more widely used and accepted. It is not
uncommon for teenagers and young women to use oral contraceptives.
There are more than 30 different combinations of birth control available in
the U.S.
The Health Services pharmacy on campus offers 18 oral
contraceptives, as well as the Nuva Ring (“the ring”) and a birth control
shot. One of the oral contraceptives is Jolessa and it is the only 91-day
pill available. The rest are 28-day cycle packs.
Health Services has most birth control pills available for $25 per
cycle, Nuva Ring for $50 per cycle, and the shot for $50 per injection.

Dr. Sheila Baker, Dr. Katie Blesch and Dr. John Hutchinson specialize in
women’s health at Health Services.
Walgreens’ Pharmacy also had birth control available by prescription.
It carries nine brand name contraceptives and the Nuva Ring. Some of
the contraceptives offered were Trivora, $19.97, Kutera, $33.99, Ortho
Tri-Cyclen 10, $65.99 and Seasonique, a 91-day cycle pack, $194.99.
These prices are higher because they are a name brand, whereas the
pharmacy on campus provides mostly generic brands.
Wal-Mart also carries birth control in its pharmacy. It has 12 name
brand contraceptives, all 28-day cycle packs, and five generic versions of
the name brand drugs, also all 28-day cycles. Wal-Mart also offers Ortho
Evra, also known as the patch. The name brand contraceptives run from
$9 (Tri-Sprintec) to $78.68 (Yaz and Yasmin). By taking a generic brand
you can save more money.
Health Services confirmed that contraception is the No. 1 reason
birth control is used, but some students take it for medical reasons or to
keep their menstrual cycle regular.
Story by Nicole Conness

.......................................................................
The Health Education Resource
Center provides FREE safe sex
packets to all participating
students of Eastern once a month.
To become a Rubber Lover, all
you have to do is attend a onehour meeting and get certified!

fun facts

..................

rubber lover package

Male Condom

97 percent effective when used correctly
Available at EIU pharmacy
6 condoms/$1.00

Female Condom

95 percent effective when used
correctly
Available at local pharmacies
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greed

save me from debt,
the truth about credit

What exactly does no interest mean, or
why do students receive credit cards in the mail
that already have their names punched into them?
Both of these are two of the marketing tactics that
businesses use to lure in potential customers. When
students hear “no interest” or “no down payments” they
think, free money! But it really isn’t all that free. And
when they receive these shiny credit cards in the mail
for no reason, they automatically feel inclined to start
swiping them.
College students tend to get sucked into this
downward spiral of false marketing.
To help these students out, the Health Education
Resource Center puts on a 10-week money
management program.
Students learn about how to manage their money,
how and why to invest, how to stay out of debt, as well
as general tips for consumers. Many of these tips come
from short clips of advice from Dave Ramsey, who is
well known on the radio and known for the books he
has written on money management.
Jackie See runs the Debtbusters program at
Eastern and is the financial coordinator at the HERC.
She said she believes the reason student have money
issues is limited funding.
“One of the main causes for student debt across
the country is the lack of financial education,” See said.
“College students are bombarded with credit offers,
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loan applications, quick cash fixes and pressures to
compare to society’s standards.”
She said students will take out federal and private
loans to attend the college they want, but they have to
fend for themselves when it comes to expenses.
And this is when the credit card companies begin
to get students into trouble.
See also said that students think if they sign up for
zero percent interest, they can just pay their debt off
and have no accumulating interest. But they are wrong,
according to Ramsey.
He said that more than three-fourths of the people
who do the zero percent interest offer will, in the end,
suffer from higher interest rates.
There has been a trend of students in debt due to
lack of employment at Eastern, See said.
“When I ask them to give me a reason why they
think they are in debt, it usually is because a loss of
employment,” See said. “Many students continue to use
their credit cards after losing their jobs. They believe
that they will pay off their debt once they have found
another job. This is not always the case, though.”
To battle the issues of money management the
HERC provides one-on-one assessments, gives out
material, puts on presentations and holds many other
events.
Story by Molly Bartus

greed

Photo illustration
by Christine Godbey
(Right) A junior communication

studies major shows off how much
cash she carries around with her.

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Below) Java Bearnery and Bakery is
a popular place for students to spend
their money. Edward Swingler, a
freshman international business major,
Lena Elmuti, a freshman biology major,
and Jonathan Jones, a freshman preenginnering major, wait in line at Java.
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fashion and trends

It’s time to clean out your closet. It’s out with the old and in with the new if a family
and consumer science major has anything to say about it.
Eastern offers a merchandising concentration through the family and consumer
sciences major. It also offers a print and textile design concentration, which can help
make students more marketable. After graduation students could find work in the fashion
market buying, selling or constructing. Many students start off at the bottom and work
their way up, said FCS professor Mary Lou Hubbard.
Karla Browning, a junior FCS major with minors in merchandising and apparel and
textiles design, created an evening gown last year, and plans to make another this year.
“You allow yourself to have so much creativity in the field,” Browning said.
Knowing fashion, trends and fads is important for these student fashionistas.
Browning said two current trends are neon colors and eco-friendly clothing.
“One of the things they always say is when money gets rough with the economy,
the skirt length goes down because it’s actually cheaper to produce a longer skirt than it
is a short skirt,” Browning said.
Trends start with designers, or even students, who take a risk. Joshua Jackson, a
freshman communication studies major, likes to be a risk-taker and a trend-setter.
“Trends start with whatever you wanna make it … . I go to stores all the time and I
just see stuff that catches my interest, and I’ll wear it,” Jackson said. “Then my friends
will catch on and wanna wear it.”
In order to stay trendy on a small budget, Browning advises to mix and match all
outfits and accessories, which are a big trend.
Denim is still in, but Jackson says dark-wash skinny jeans are a must-have for both
men and women.
Leggings are popular, but can also be a major fashion faux pas.
“I think leggings are a great accessory that can be complementing to many outfits,
to many dresses, but they’re not pants,” Browning said.
In the end no matter if you’re wearing sweatpants or an evening gown, Jackson
believes you should wear it with confidence.
“Confidence makes an outfit, not the details or prints. It’s all about your confidence,”
Jackson said.

Story by Kristin Jording
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in one day...

Photo by Kristin Jording

(Above) Karla Browning entered her evening wear dress into the Chicago
Merchandise Design Competetion. The dress made it into the second round.

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Above) Surging the edge of fabric as they finish their final projects, junior
FCS with teachers certification majors Brittany Marzullo and Courtney
Mildren work in clothing and soft goods construction class Dec. 9, 2009.
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gluttony
alcohol overindulgence
The first week of school 162 drinking
tickets were issued. Is it the plethora of
freedom or the social norm for college
students? The perception is that students
drink three nights a week when in actuality
they drink one night a week or less.
The Office of Student Standards will
see approximately 300 to 400 students
for drinking on campus; many are repeat
offenders. A handful of students are rushed
to the emergency room each week due
to complications involving alcohol. Before
students go out they should make sure they

have a drinking plan that includes nonalcoholic beverages and try to avoid drinking
games, especially if they are novices.
Eastern was awarded a $100,000-a-year
grant for three years to work with the city to
enforce underage drinking laws and increase
patrols. That’s not all Eastern’s doing to
cut back on drinking. It has implemented
programs like Alcohol Education, Six Pack
program, Good Neighbors, and CRAWL for
first time offenders.
Instead of building their social capital
through earning a reputation for being the

tapping your finances

beer pong champ, students can get involved
with on-campus activities and religious
organizations. Students who participate in
activities are less likely to drink and deal with
the sanctions Eastern is enforcing.
Story by Nicole Conness

Information provided by the HERC

$6.3 billion

$410

$350

$300-$350

$110

$350

$425-$500

$110

$200

collected for underage drinking in 2005 open possession of alcohol (if under 21)

underage drinking ticket

underage at a bar
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open possession of alcohol (if 21)

public urination

sale to a minor

sale without license

..........
keg violation

$900

hosting a party

Photos by Danny Damiani

Sarah Gaines, nutrition education coordinator, gives a
presentation about the amount of alcohol in different
drinks during a Six-Pack educational held on Sept.
23, 2009.

drowning in alcohol education
The Six-Pack series consists of six different
presentations covering a wide range of alcoholrelated subjects. Any student who attended all
six of the sessions was entered into a drawing
for a $50 gift card to the Union Bookstore.

Drowning in Alcohol:
Pop Culture, Media, Alcohol and YOU

A six-pack was handed to students holding no
liquids but containing information about alcohol
abuse and responsible decision-making in the
college setting. Brad Tribble, the substance
abuse education coordinator, wants students to
take away “a greater knowledge of how alcohol
can impact every portion of their life.
Whether it be financially, academically, legally,
sexually or socially, alcohol can have a negative
affect on students,” he said.
Story by Frank Benik

Wallet Dry? Tap Into How Alcohol
Drains Your Finances

On average, a person who goes out drinking
will spend at least $35 in a night between
parties and bars. Throwing a party can be more
expensive. The average cost of a keg is more
than $70, and a typical charge of $50 for a tap.
Getting caught drinking alcohol underage could
be the most costly; just one underage drinking
ticket could cost more than $300. The party
host could also get charged with selling alcohol
without a license or selling to a minor, which
could total $900 in tickets.
Story by Jon Dastych

Wasted Calories:
Think Before You Drink

In an average night of drinking, most students
consume around 2,600 calories in alcohol
alone.
Sarah Gaines, the nutrition coordinator for the
Health Education Resource Center, tested
students on their knowledge of alcohol caloric
content, such as a 12-ounce light beer typically
contains 118 calories. Gaines said students
often enjoy late night foods, which typically
adds on another 500-plus calories.
“Alcohol can stimulate your appetite and is often
consumed in settings where food choices are
high in calories and low in nutrients,” Gaines
said.
Story by Kristin Vetrovec

Love, Sex and Booze:
What You Have to Lose

The effects of alcohol can lead to awkward
situations and awkward conversations.
“Fifty percent of unplanned sexual activity,
90 percent of sexual assault, and two-thirds
of unplanned pregnancies occur while under
the influence,” said Valorre Harmon, sexual
education health coordinator. Volunteers were
called to the front and asked to put a condom
on a model while wearing intoxication goggles.
Neither did it correctly.

Law and Ordering

University Police Officer Risinger explained
the possible consequences someone could
face when dealing with alcohol abuse, drug
abuse and the police. Ticket fines could range
anywhere from $300 to $500 fine, and a
mandatory four-hour education course for a first
offense and court dates is required.
“Don’t walk home holding your heels, because
it’s a dead giveaway,” said Alexandria Tucker,
a junior psychology major who attended the
program.
Story by Jose Gonzalez

Alcohol Jeopardy

Brad Tribble, the HERC alcohol and tobacco
education coordinator, offered various
strategies to avoid being one of the 700,000
college students injured annually in alcoholrelated incidents. Having one drink per hour,
starting later and taking time to actually enjoy a
drink are all strategies to help to ensure there
is no vomit, embarrassing texts or hefty police
fines come morning. “One of our goals is to
reduce the amount of drinking tickets given to
students,” Tribble said.
Story by Ryan Owen
Stories provided by the DEN

Story by Chelsea Grady
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...... don’t stress about stress .....................................
College students don’t have time to do
college.
Balancing homework, jobs (or lack of),
social lives and time to oneself is just flat-out
stressful. College students all experience
the wrath of stress. Stress is anything that
creates pressure for a person. Feeling
depressed, worthless, irritable, worrisome,
distracted and emotional are symptoms of
negative stress, or distress, which can also
affect your physical health, causing illnesses
and anxiety.
“Everything stresses me out, especially
school,” said junior family and consumer
science major Natalie Masciopinto. “If I don’t
keep my grades up I could lose one of the
most important things to me, my (sorority)
house.”
But stress isn’t always harmful. When
managed correctly, good amounts of stress,
called eustress, can prove to be useful.
Eustress can provide a boost of energy
and creativity for someone tackling a task
and can inspire innovative ways to solve
problems.
Mark Hansen, a graduate assistant at
the counseling center, explains, “We feel
stressed when demands on our system
are not met with equally effective coping
strategies.” He also said students stress
out for three main reasons: when changes
in life have an unsettling effect, when they
are feeling challenged or threatened by an
outside force or when they experience a
loss of personal control.
“When experiencing any of these
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factors, a person can either resist it, avoid it
or adapt to it,” Hansen said.
For most students, Eastern is their
first experience living on their own. Finding
a job, budgeting money and paying bills
is an entirely new world of stress. As if
the pressure of living alone isn’t enough,
students have to remember to stay focused
on school. Students have found varieties
of ways to cope with the burdens of stress,
some more productive than others.
“I tend to get very overwhelmed thinking
about everything I need to get done,” said
Elizabeth Dwyer, a junior political science
major. “I usually wind up just sitting there.”
To cope, Dwyer takes breaks to talk
with family and friends to help recharge
herself.
“I also make tons of lists,” Dwyer adds.
Masciopinto also practices one of the
coping strategies recommended by Hansen.
“When I’m stressed I go to the Rec
(Student Recreation Center) to work out my
feelings,” she said.
When all is said and done, the
difference between the two forms of stress
is how a student perceives and copes with
a situation. What may cause distress for
one student may be a form of eustress for
another.
Stress is a part of college life. Accept it
and learn to use it beneficially. A change in
attitude is all it takes to avoid the wrath that
stress brings.
Story by Monica Becker

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Elizabeth Kistner, a junior family and consumer sciences
major, practices in the yoga class at the Student Rec Center
on Nov. 8, 2009. Yoga is one way student can relieve stress.
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Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Christian Madrid, a freshman business major, spots for Jack Rauen, a freshman history major, in the free weights section of the Rec Center on Nov. 8, 2009.
Excercising and lifting weights are good ways for a lot of students to relieve stress.
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facing up to facebook
Ambrea Holloway went to the library at 6:30 p.m. to do a research paper. Before
she knew it the library was getting to ready to close at 12:45 a.m., and she had made
very little progress.
The reason– Facebook.
Holloway, a freshman undecided major, spends up to four hours a day on
Facebook, more time than she spends watching time. Holloway is similar to many
students across Eastern’s campus. Social media sites, like Facebook, are distracting.
Jenny Feliciano agrees. The senior family and consumer sciences major said
when she was a freshman, she would be on Facebook seven to eight times a day and
have the site minimized on her computer screen when doing homework.
“I would be on it all day and have to do homework all night,” Felicianoconfessed. “It
affected my sleeping habits.”
The popularity of social media sites has spread throughout Eastern’s campus and
across the globe. In a world of constantly updated news feeds, comments posted on
friends’ walls, countless addicting applications and realms of top friends, Facebook has
sucked in more than 300 million active users worldwide into its virtual social grip.
Taisha Mikell, a student success specialist from the new Student Success Center,
referred to Facebook as a black hole that can distract students from what their primary
goals are.
“If you are distracted, then we are more prone to procrastinate,” Mikell said,
Students may be distracted by Facebook on their own time, but history professor
Roger Beck has not noticed a problem with in-class computer use and Facebook.
In an e-mail, Beck gave his thoughts about Facebook, writing that the small class
sizes at Eastern helps him keep tight control on students’ computer use. He requests
students get his permission to use a computer in class for note-taking purposes.
Holloway learned how to manage Facebook the hard way. She stayed up all night
to finish her paper. She now prioritizes, does her homework first and attempts to go on
Facebook only once a day.
By Colleen Kitka

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

Freshman journalism major Ash Elkins checks out her
Facebook page during her freshman Honors Forum class
taught by Bonnie Irwin on Sept. 28, 2009. Many college
students were distracted in their classes by computer
games and Internet sites such as Facebook.
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pride
is forever
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Pride is a powerful word. Americans take pride seriously; they have pride in their country, themselves
and their schools.
Eastern students got a pride check this year with Panther Nation. Creators Michelle Murphy, Jarrod
Scherle, Demarlon Brown and Otis Seawood call it “the revival of school spirit.”
Blue Crew had a negative stigma attached to it, said Murphy, a senior rhetoric and public advocacy
major and student body president. So while she was campaigning for president she wanted to give the
student group a fresh start and a new name. Murphy knew Eastern had the potential to be a high-powered
school spirit machine.
With 430 new members in November, Panther Nation has defined pride at Eastern. But pride has
different meanings for every member, but to Scherle, a senior finance major, ‘bleeding blue’ is more than a
phrase, it means so much more.
“To never leave a game before the clock runs out, to never give up hope that the Panthers will win. To
proudly wear blue and know the fight song. Occasionally singing ‘I’m so glad I go to EIU’ because it’s stuck
in your head and deep down, you’re so glad you came here,” he said.
Character
When students go to a game, they can’t help but notice a 6-foot-2 beer-bellied man in a cheerleading
uniform. That’s Dan Obenchain.
For every game Obenchain dresses up in a cheerleading uniform and a blue wig. Not only does he
call attention, he also is a part of Panther Nation, which he joined for the good seats and people to cheer
with.
Wearing the short-skirted, navel-baring outfit during every game is “not so much me expressing my
pride it’s me encouraging other people to just let loose; I mean that what cheering is all about its going and
screaming and the top of your lungs,” said Obenchain.
Walking around campus Murphy and Obenchain often noticed people wearing other schools
paraphernalia, and as Obenchain puts it, this is Eastern, so why not support your school by wearing it?
“I think it’s bad to be a defensive person by nature, but when it comes to EIU – I always defend
it,” Murphy said. “I think students are proud to be EIU, and it’s easy to show that by coming to a game,
wearing a blue t-shirt, or cheering.”
Panther Nation awards points to members for attending certain games, the games are randomly
selected and include all sports.
Kelly Arigi, a freshman elementary education major, attends most Panther Nation games. She decided
to join Panther Nation because she loves sports and would have been at the games anyway, she said.
“I like how many people I’ve met through Panther Nation, I have a lot of new friends and my old friends
are closer. We cheer and freeze together, and it’s a totally blast,” Arigi said.
In the end, “being cold and getting sick are merely temporary, pride is forever,” Scherle said.

Story by Kristin Jording
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Swag Surfin EIU Style

The Panthers got that swag
The (insert team name here) never had
You know we got that swag
The (insert team name here) never had

....................................................................................
I Gotta Feelin’

Boom Boom Pow

I gotta feeling (oooooooooooo)
That the Panthers will win tonight
That the Panthers will win tonight
That the Panthers will win TO TO night

Boom Boom Pow, I’m a Panther (3x)
We Ready
We Ready, We Ready, We Ready for yall! (3x)

..................

..................

Panther Nation Chants

All Panthers Have Pride

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Top) Sophomore finance major Chris Arnholz signs out and
sophomore sociology major Hakeem Smith takes over as the
desk assistant for Thomas Hall. Chris expresses his pride
for Thomas Hall because “It is a great community, everyone
is really close, and you see people you know everywhere.”
Hakeem later adds that “Thomas Hall is more than a group of
hallmates. It’s a family.”

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Above) Vice president of Rhythm & X-tacy, the only co-ed
dance team at Eastern, junior corporate communications
major Adriana Alexander shows her pride through dance. “I
have been dancing for a very long time” Adriana says. “It’s a
way to relieve my stress.”

Photo by Danny Damiani

(Left) Students in Panther Nation, including Dan Obenchain,
cheering section support the football team during Parents’
Weekend on Saturday, Oct. 3, 2009.
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academics
behold brilliance

Knowledge is like a prism. Looking inside, numerous
colors pour forth. Shine a light through and a rainbow
is cast. Each body of knowledge, each major and
each impacting instructor produces a distinct color.
Eastern students come to learn and professors open
their minds, beaming light into the prism. When
students apply what they have learned, think for
themselves and make discoveries, a new tint of the
rainbow is cast. Behold the brilliance of that rainbow!
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Photo illustration by Danny Damiani
Johanna Sneed, a freshman philosophy
major, looks through books in the book
stacks area of Booth Library.
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2008
2009

5,378 resumes viewed and critiqued
3,970 student/alumni appointments
5,531 students attended presentations
and workshops

50 percent graduates found
full-time jobs when the national average
is

80 percent

Photo by Audrey Sawyer

Eastern alumni gather to help students learn techniques to be
successful in the job market at Career Bootcamp on Saturday,
Aug. 29, 2009.

job search
Photo by Audrey Sawyer

Eastern alumni answered student’s questions and gave them
tips on successful ways to get a job, at Career Bootcamp on
Saturday, Aug. 29,2009.
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career
The room sat silent and at attention at
0930 hours.
For an intense six and a half hour day,
122 students and approximately 30 Eastern
alumni crowded into the Grand Ballroom at
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union for
the Career Boot Camp 2009.
It was a sunny Saturday in August,
with a pleasant cool breeze going through
campus. Despite other attractions, students
worked with career services staff and alumni
at workshops, panels and roundtables. These
students gave up their first Saturday back at
Eastern to “invest” in themselves, as Linda
Moore, the director for Career Services,
called it.
A hearty burst of the Marine Corps
battle cry “Oorah!” resounded throughout the
ballroom to recognize all alumni volunteers
and former Marine Corps Sgt. Justin
Sanchez, a recruiter for Caterpillar Inc.
The cry repeated, ending introductions,
and starting a day of rigorous career
conditioning. The third annual career
preparation day, sponsored by Caterpillar,
was divided into morning breakout sessions
for resume and cover letter workshops.
“The alumni gave a lot of good feedback
because they have been through it before,
and they [now] are interviewers and know
what a good answer is,” said Courtney
Anderson, a junior finance major.
Anderson found the different sessions,
especially the one about interviewing,

beneficial. She was seeking a summer
internship with State Farm Insurance and
wishes to become a full-time employee with
them one day.
Later in the day, students mingled with
alumni professionals over a buffet lunch.
Followed by an afternoon of roundtable
discussions with topics such as developing
your brand image, professional attire,
graduate schools, developing interview
skills and job search tactics in a tight and
financially-strapped economy.
Throughout the day, emphasis was
placed on networking and encouraging
students to know their industry and
prospective employers.
Career Services discussed the new
craze of social media like Twitter and
LinkedIn, professional networking sites that
help connect professionals in a field.
In 2009, 80 percent of recruiters were
hiring fewer people. Sanchez offered
encouraging words.
“Right now with this economy, finding a
job is a job,” Sanchez said. “You need to be
willing to put the time into it to find the job you
want.”
At the end of the day, the Career Boot
Camp graduates took home manuals as
a handy reference tool, and to reflect their
ordeal they graduated with a T-shirt saying “I
survived Career Boot Camp 2009.”
Story by Colleen Kitka
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One-page wonders
Effective resumes can help with job hunt
Career Services offers students a chance to critique
and learn new tips about their resumes. Resumes are
key for students who have upcoming graduations and
job offers. But what the other students don’t know is that
it is just as important for them to have resumes, too.
Over time, resume requirements change and also
students aren’t aware of the different style of resumes
that are specific to what they might be interested in. To
help these students, Career Services holds 15-minute
meetings, handing out sample resumes and critiquing
what students came in with.
Debbie Endsley, a Career Services employee, gives
out many helpful tips during her sessions with students.
Endsley stressed that resumes are important because
over time they change.
“It’s important for students to learn about resumes
because there are different parts of resumes that they
don’t know how to fill out,” Endsley said.
She also talked about having keywords on resumes,

to make them major specific. One of the most important
tips Endsley gave was to keep your resume to one page.
She explained that if students’ resumes go over one
page, businesses won’t even look at them.
“When businesses look at your resume, they spend
about 30 to 40 seconds looking over it,” Endsley said.
Britney Jones, a sophomore communications
studies major, was one of the students who met with a
career services employee.
“I had jobs before, but I never had to make a
resume for them,” Jones said. “I needed help to start
building one for when I go out into the working world.”
Maggie O’Conner, a senior family consumer science
major, said it was a helpful experience to have her
resume critiqued because she is planning on graduating
in December 2010.
Story by Molly Bartus

Photo by Kaci Ogden
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Nicolas Brown, a junior
industrial technology
major, works on his
resumé with the help
of Joe Ethington,
a Career Services
employee.

Resume Styles
Chronological Resume

Photo by Molly Bartus

Brandon Farley, a graduate student in
school counseling, meets with Jennifer
Peterson, a Career Services adviser, on
Dec. 1, 2009 to go over his resume for
a job listing.

Use if your education and/or experience closely relates to your career goals.
Lists education and work experience in reverse chronological order (most recent information in
each section first).
Most commonly used resume format.

Functional Resume

Puts greater emphasis on skills and less on work history or educational background.
Effective when work experience does not show a direct relationship to the job, or when there are
significant gaps in experience.

Combination Resume

Shows a short skills summary.
Maintains use of reverse chronological order for education and experience sections.

Scannable Resume

Many employers using this method to store the large number of resumes they receive.
Use keywords or phrases applicable to the career field or related to the job applying for.

Information provided by Career Services
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Photo by Kristin Jording

Matt Black, a junior music major, practices on a Friday afternoon for the Eastern Percussion Ensemble
performance. The performance was at the Dvork Concert Hall in Dounda on Nov. 25, 2009.
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costly
major
Information courtesy
Linda Holloway
at the office of Student Accounts

Photo by Danny Damiani

Although all Eastern students pay the same amount
of tuition money, there are definitely some who end
up paying more than others. Certain classes have
extra course fees depending on what the class is.
The most expensive major is art. These
students have many extra fees such as paints and
brushes, sketchbooks and lab fees. Most of the
time, the lab fees cover material usage and payment
for extra classroom time. More specifically, the art
majors have high costs due to the metal they work
with in their classes.

Working late, Kathy Bryant, a 3D studio art graduate student finishes
the last hem on a wall hanging in the Daudna Fine Arts Center.
Bryant said she takes pride in this form of art because she is "taking
thread and creating something beatiful and functional." She added,
"It is a carry on of what has been going on throughout eternity."

Determining a major was quite a task for
many students as they entered college and
started down the path to adulthood.
Picking a major not only establishes
which classes students are required to take
and how much work they need to put into their
schooling, but it also symbolizes their decision
as to what they may be doing for the rest of
their lives.
Students had all sorts of reasons for
choosing their particular majors.
“I wanted to do something that involved
outdoor work,” said Craig Sharp, a freshman
geology major. “As geologists, we get to play
with a lot of rocks and minerals.
“A job behind a desk has never been
appealing to me, so I chose geology to do
some hands-on work,” he explained.
Tara Rosenbaum, a junior public relations
major, on the other hand, chose her career
path under a completely different light. She
took an introduction to public relations class at

Illinois Community College her freshman year
and loved it.
“There is a lot that interests me about
my major,” Rosenbaum said, “always having
something to do, never doing the same work
each day and dealing with crisis.”
Rosenbaum’s experience as a residence
assistant helped establish essential public
relation traits she will need, the ability to
handle stressful situations and times of chaos
extremely well.
While Sharp and Rosenbaum conquered
the decision-making struggle on their own,
many can’t.
According to Academic Advising counselor
Norman Isacson, 70 percent of Eastern
students changed majors at least one time
throughout their college careers.
Academic advisers can help students who
just can’t make up their minds. For example,
Alan Broaddus, a freshman pre-business major
in the marketing field, came in at the beginning

of the school year as an undecided major. He
could not choose between criminal justice and
marketing.
With encouragement and direction from
his adviser, he chose marketing because it had
always been something that had interested
him.
“With a job in marketing, I will have the
ability to go on many business trips and have
the opportunity to go to new places and meet
new people,” Broaddus said. “Also, I knew that
EIU had a good business program, and further,
a good marketing program.”
For many it was clear in choosing a
lifelong career path, for others it was the
hardest task of all.
Sharp simply followed his passion, when
choosing his geology major.
“It may be corny,” Sharp said, “but geology
rocks!”
Story by Jessi Smith
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In 1899, the Textbook Rental Service must
have been something brand new and exciting;
yet, at the same time—it must have been a
sentimental loss for the students.
According to the Eastern Centennial, the
original Pemberton home of textbook rental was
a gymnasium for the students of Eastern Illinois
State Normal School. It was housed in Old Main
until 1907 and made its move to Pemberton in
1969.
On the third floor of textbook rental service,
the rafters of the old gym are still visible. The
ceiling has been retiled, and workers can feel
how small the area really is.
The current facility has obstacles impacting
workers and students who use it.
Carol Miller, deputy director of textbook
rental service, has worked at textbook rental for
34 years. She said the current facility houses
230,000 books. This is spread out over three
levels of the facility, and they have to keep
stocking during busy times.
“We’ve developed a system where we split
it,” Miller said. “We have some departments
upstairs and some in the basement.”
The volumes in the basement may contain
200 books in each set, and they have been
placed on pallets to keep them from getting

damaged.
“The shelves have to be restocked,” Miller
said. “The big textbooks have to be in front, on
the back wall and in the bins -- without them, we
wouldn’t have any room.”
Miller explained Textbook Rental Service has
used a freight elevator for 25 to 30 years to help
move the books between the levels.
Peak times for Textbook Rental Service
begin two months before each semester, and it
may employ up to 60 additional workers.
“The condition of the current facility spills
over onto our students as they are subjected to
inclement weather due to the lack of space for
any type of waiting area,” Miller said. “These are
the individuals that truly suffer the consequences
of the elements.”			
Alex Leuty, a business education major, has
worked for Textbook Rental Service spring and
fall 2009, and will be working the upcoming spring
2010. He recognizes the need, first-hand, for
the new facility to replace the current small and
congested one.
“When someone is loading a book cart, it
can be an inconvenience for the workers getting
books,” Leuty said.
Story by Jennifer Brown

in with the new

Photos by Eric Hiltner,
Kyle Pruden and Molly
Bartus

new textbook rental

Fifty years later, the Textbook Rental Service
is transitioning into its new home. The new stateof-the-art facility is one floor and will prove to be a
better fit for the university.
“Groundbreaking took place on November
21, 2008 with construction beginning on January
2009,” said Dan Nadler, vice president for Student
Affairs. “There had been discussions about
building a new facility for Textbook Rental Service
for over 20 years.”
The current facility has space and heating and
cooling limitations, but this will no longer be the
case in the new facility.
“The benefits are numerous including, but
not limited to, cutting-edge technology including
scanning and a book return drop box; a larger
facility to bring students inside rather than having
them stand outside; safe off-street parking,
and better organization of books with new and
improved shelving,” Nadler said.
“One level construction will lend itself a much
more efficient and less labor intensive operation,”
Miller said. “RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)
will be much quicker and more accurate in
recording and storing information.”
The new facility is scheduled to open in April
2010, and spring semester is the last semester
students will pick up books in Pemberton Hall. In

May, the students will have to return their books to
the new facility on Edgar Drive.
“We’ve designed a shuttle bus stop in front
of the facility,” Nadler said. “The frequency will be
determined as we move forward.”
According to Eastern’s Web site, Textbook
Rental Service is expected to be 19,200 squarefeet. It’s going to have offices and a workroom for
the staff.
According to a 1999 article in the Daily
Eastern News, Textbook Rental Service’s move to
Edgar Drive is part of the university’s master plan.
The plan was originally to provide more
parking and have a self-service system, which is
just what Textbook Rental is completing with the
new facility.
Miller and her staff haven’t starting packing for
the big move to the facility yet.“Everything has to
be tagged before it can be moved,” Miller said. “We
have to organize all three levels and get the books
ready for spring.”
The new facility benefits students because it
is closer to the residence halls, but Miller is slightly
saddened with the new transition.
“I’m going to miss being close to Old Main,”
Miller said.
Story by Jennifer Brown
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Photo by Eric Hiltner

President Bill Perry gives a speech during the new Student Success Center ribbon cutting on Sept. 4, 2009. Students and
faculty gathered at the ribbon cutting ceremony to learn about the center and tour the facility.
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new center for success
tips and tools for
student success

The Student Success Center not only helps students in need but
also gives tips and advice to all students.
Student Success Specialist Taisha Mikell said the Student Success
Center sees more students around midterms when D/F slips come out.
Others go to the center every semester in order to get themselves off to
a good start.
Justin Gross, a senior special education major with a dual certificate
in elementary education, has made use of the Student Success Center.
“A lot of people have a certain misconception about [the Student
Success Center] that only those who are either close to flunking out
or those that are on academic probation are the ones that seek their
services,” Gross said. “But really it’s available for the straight-A student or
the student that is struggling academically.”
To help him succeed, Gross has made a study schedule each
semester since freshman year. A study schedule is made by taking the
number of semester hours a person has then fitting that number of hours
into their schedule for studying.
Some students are required to see the Student Success Center
because of their grades.
“We want this to be a warm comfortable environment for students,”
Mikell said. “We see ourselves as academic coaches or academic
doctors, where we’re cheering them on and giving them some advice that
they need to do better.”
To help all students, the Student Success Center offers
approximately six different workshops every semester, including “The
Inside Scoop” and “Better Grades in Less Time.”
This year the Student Success Center has organized a group called
Study Buddies in Carman Hall, where they offer study tables. They want
to instill good habits in freshman to get them off to a good start.
The BOOST program is also run through the center and helps
unprepared and unmotivated students get into the college lifestyle. Mikell
said these students can have the potential to succeed, which is why the
program is there.
Desiree Fiorini agrees and knows this first hand because she was
part of the BOOST program as an undergraduate.
Now she is a Student Success Center graduate assistant.
Story by Kristin Jording

Photo by Eric Hiltner

Students visit the new Student Success Center to review tests and learn new
test-taking skills.

Photo by Eric Hiltner

Danielle Steibel gives a tour of the new Student Success Center to people who
attended the ribbon cutting on Sept. 4, 2009.

Photo from Student Success Center homepage

The Student Success Center is a new addition to the Ninth Street Hall
academic advising building.

......
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technology
at our fingertips

This year Eastern students were introduced to the Gregg
Technology Center. The building is next to Booth Library and was
previously known as the Triad Computer Lab.
It was decided that a name change would suit the updated
facility. It would also more accurately describe the building’s
functions.
“We do more than offer just computers,” said lab coordinator
Don Braswell.
The new technology center has changed for the better.
Braswell pointed out the changes in the lab’s functions included
checkouts for things like laptops, iPods and cameras, computers
set up with Mac and PC programming, a multimedia center, a
video conferencing room, a training area and an open
computer lab.
What do all these changes mean? For students it means
making things easier.
The Gregg Technology Center conveniently offers the
technological needs of Eastern students in a location and
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atmosphere where they can feel comfortable. The lab offers an
area for students with learning disabilities.
Students in the lab seem content with what they are doing in
the open lab, which ranges from classwork to surfing popular sites
like Facebook. Rory Mott, junior biology major, uses the lab to do
homework and to kill time.
Lab workers at the building have a number of responsibilities.
They are “doing things behind the scenes,” Braswell said.
These student workers are the ones in charge of making
sure that the 18 computer labs and 200 technology-enhanced
classrooms are running smoothly.
The lab has open hours throughout the week. For the 20092010 school year, it is open from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m. Monday through
Thursday. On Friday the hours take a slight cut running from 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m. Saturday the lab is available from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. And
on Sunday the hours are 2 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Story by Kathryn Neeves

Photo by
Danny Damiani

Provost Blair Lord,
left, joins new faculty
and returning
members at the
Gregg Technology Lab
as they participate
in the cutting of the
ribbon at the open
house on
Sept. 16, 2009.

Hours
Monday-Thursday
7 a.m. – 2 a.m.
Friday 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. – 2 a.m.

Laptop Initiative
Program
• The communications disorders and sciences
major was the first to add a laptop program,
coordinated with the Union Bookstore.
• The journalism department began a similar
program for incoming freshmen entering fall
2009.
• Students in the Communication Disorders and
Science program have the option of purchasing
an HP Student Program Notebook, Student
Program Standard Tablet or Student Program
Performance Tablet.
• Journalism students are able to purchase
Apple laptops, from two choices. The 13-inch
MacBook bundle is recommended for students
whose concentration is writing and reporting or
editing. The 13-inch or 15-inch MacBook Pro is
recommended for students whose concentration
is broadcast news.
• According to Bookstore Manager Mitch Coe,
several students have taken advantage of both
of these programs and are able to save a lot of
money when purchasing their computers from
the Bookstore. “Students are able to save a
huge amount of money through the Bookstore.
Journalism students pay the education price
through Apple, which allows them to receive
programs included with their laptops,” Coe said.
Photo by Danny Damiani

Michael Hoadley, assistant vice president of academic
affairs for technology, tells his audience at the open
house about the new features in the Gregg Technology
Lab on Sept. 16, 2009.

Photo by Danny Damiani

Gordon Higelmire, a technology
graduate assistant, sets up
a display of the new video
equipment that can be rented
out by students and faculty. His
display was shown at the open
house of the Gregg Technology
Lab on Sept. 16, 2009.
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“Work is play, and life is to be lived.”
Editors Note:

Colleen Kitka was a senior journalism major who studeied abroad in Italy to expand her culinary writing experiences.

One Week to Go!
1-19-09

Italians know how to live well, and have made it an art form. And in such an
environment I plan to spend the next 16 weeks learning as much as I can. Florence
is an art mecca, and in the heart of gourmet region of Tuscany known for its simply
tantalizing dishes and even more dazzling wines, of which I plan to make full use
of. I will be spending my weekdays taking courses at the Apicius International
Hospitality School and learning Italian. On the weekends though, I hope to take
advantage of the cheap air fare and convenient railroad system to discover all of
Europe.

Patience is a Virtue
2-6-09

The food here is something else all together, too. Florence is in the heart of Tuscany,
and you can’t ask for much better food. The Florentines are not so much about
complex dishes, but about good quality and simple dishes. The quality and superior
of the food gives all the flavor you need. In my cooking classes I am learning this
more and more. The bread here is without salt, but that is because the bland bread
is meant to balance out the other more tasteful savory dishes.

What a Day!
2-14-09
Photos submitted by Colleen Kitka

(Above) Colleen Kitka , junior journalism major, tours a
Parmigiano-Reggiano factory in the Italian province of
Parma. (Below) Colleen Kitka (left) enjoys fresh paninis
in a small Tuscan hill town outside Florence with fellow
Apicius students, Andrew Marin and Sofia Morales.

Once off the bus we realized we were in for the climb, but every step was well worth
the effort. Our first stop was to the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi. It was a beautiful
church built in the mid-1200s to house the remains of the canonized saint. After
walking in and trying to figure out the place and artwork with our guidebooks, we
came across the hint that we could have a tour in English of the place with only a
donation to the church to support the alms. After figuring out what we had to do, we
were on our way to having a personal tour of the church with our own Franciscan
monk from Buffalo, N.Y. What a small world!

Life in the Slow Lane: The art of Living Well.
2-20-09

Americans love their social time and spending time with friends and family, but we
set lines and boundaries for when we can do each. Italians don’t. Work is play, and
life is to be lived. It does not matter if they are at work as a cashier and talking to
their friend when a customer comes in. The customer will have to wait to check out
until the conversation is over. Socializing and personal time is a priority here, and
customer service is just a secondary obligation. It is no wonder the Tuscans have
mastered a lovely art, the art form of living well.
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Cheating the system
We decided to run our cheating story through a
plagiarism database: www.plagiarismdetect.com.
The red sections of the story set off ‘plagiarism
alerts,’ even though the story and quotes are 100
percent original.
Professors can use such sentences to verify the
authenticity of their students’ papers.

Students given choice to admit cheating or risk
www.dnj.com
.

Kieran Healy’s Weblog – Copycats
www.kieranhealy.org

Baptist preacher Fred Phelps: Anti-LDS and
anti-GLBT activist
www.adherents.com

CNN Political Ticker: All politics, all the time Blog
Archive
politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com
122 academics

......

Suspension, expulsion, failure. These were just a few of the possible
punishments for violating the codes of academic cheating.
“Academic dishonesty is a very serious violation because it devalues the
education that our students are pursuing,” said Heather Webb, director of Student
Standards.
Depending on the professor, students receive a wide array of punishments
for their actions. One professor, who had caught several students cheating on
tests or research projects, was Michael Cornebise a professor in the geology and
geography department.
“My policy is to give the student a zero for the particular assignment or
test for the first offense and give them a warning,” Cornebise said. “If there is a
second offense, I will report the student to the judicial board.”
Helen Wood, a professor in the education department, on the other hand,
chose to go about matters differently.
“I feel the first thing is to find out why the student cheated,” she said. “And
then decide on the type of punishment.”
From a student perspective, the act of cheating was looked at slightly
differently.
“If a student has to research something or look it up, they should give credit
where it’s due and quote it,” said Steve Kass, a freshman mathematics major. “I
don’t think the punishment should be so severe as expulsion or anything though,
because out of all the people in the world, two people are bound to be thinking
the exact same thing anyway.”
Samantha Webb, a freshman elementary education major, agreed that
consequences may have been a little too strict.
“Expulsion is a little bit too severe,” she said, “I think that if a student is
caught cheating or plagiarizing, their professor just should give them a zero on
the assignment, test or paper.”
Cornebise defended his right as a professor to fail a student for cheating.
“Instructors have the right to issue an automatic F for a course grade in the
event of cheating, but I have not done so yet,” Cornebise said. “My experience
is that a zero on an exam or term paper is enough to bring grades down
substantially, and sometimes even to an earned F.”
Most cheating incidents reported to Student Standards involved plagiarism
of some kind. While most believed that this was the most severe offense, it was
still clear that students all over campus were opting to copy and steal homework
assignments from classmates.
“Cheating on homework isn’t such a big deal because the student who
cheats will not have learned anything, and won’t do well once the material is
tested,” Samantha Webb said.
According to the Student Standards office, 88 cases of academic dishonesty
were reported in the 2008-2009 school year.
“However,” Heather Webb said, “we know that there are far more students
who are choosing to cheat than the number that is reported.”
Story by Jessi Smith

We cheated when putting this page together and got away with it.

Wil you?

F
......
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are you smarter than a
Teachers no longer need to rely on clunky overhead
projectors and transparencies to teach a lesson. Instead, all
they need is a 2-gigabyte flash drive.
Now professors have more freedom when it comes to
teaching their lessons, thanks to the intervention of new
technology.
Among the arsenal of new technological devices is the
SMARTBoard, interactive chalkboards that interface with a
computer for a variety of uses. Undoubtedly, the most important
feature is the ability to have a visual aid for nearly any situation.
“If our lecture is about the World War II, we can just watch
a clip of one of the battles,” said John Nolan, a freshman
history major. “It’s an invaluable learning tool, I can’t even
imagine how some of my classes would be without it.”
The boards are touch sensitive, and portray PowerPoint
presentations, Web sites and video with ease, leaving more
time for teaching and less for technological mishaps.
While new learning tools in the classroom benefit students
the most, teachers can appreciate the new devices like the
smart board, perhaps even more so. Carrying around Vis-a-Vis
markers and loads of transparencies are a thing of the past;
now teachers can have their entire lecture on a tiny flash drive.
“It’s so much more convenient; seven years ago having to
use the overhead was such a hassle,” said Christina Yousaf,
a family relations teacher. “And my fingers don’t get messy
anymore from the markers, so I’m happy.”
Joking aside, the SMARTBoards and accompanied
computers have changed the way our teachers teach and
students learn. Those students who don’t respond well to pure
oral lectures now have a constant visual aid to help guide
them.
While not everyone is into the new technology, the vast
majority of teachers are welcoming it with open arms, said
John Henderson, director of Instructional Technology Services.
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“We provide training to faculty on all classroom equipment,” Henderson
said. “I would have to say that faculty complaints are minimal.”
Overall, this is just the first step on our way to a whole new way of
learning. If less than a decade could bring classroom technology from clunky
overhead machines to computer equipped SMARTBoards, it’s hard to
imagine what we’d have to top that in such a short amount of time.

Story by Jonathan Posch

Photos by Jordan Boner

Lamar Holliday, a junior journalism major, listens to instructions from professor
Brian Poulter on using the many design elements in Photoshop. Poulter’s
Introduction to Visual Communication students learned many ways to use technology
to make photos even better. (Right) Journalism professor Dan Hagen illustrates on
a SMARTBoard during a class. “(The SMARTBoard) has helped us to examine stories
and see the strengths and weaknesses together as a class,” Hagen said.

SMART

Board?

......
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deans
meet the...

Dean Jeffrey Lynch had never visited Illinois before he took a teaching position with
the Eastern English department.
“It was a fly-over state for me,” Lynch confessed. “I am an original New Yorker.”
Born in 1947, the tall and athletically built Lynch played football and swam in high
school. Lynch earned his bachelor’s and masters of arts from the University of Dayton.
He moved to Illinois right after graduating the University of Maryland with his doctorate.
Within two months his wife fell gravely ill with what would prove to be a fatal brain
disease.
“I was forced to raise alone two infant children while teaching full time, making it
impossible for me to complete the dissertation,” Lynch wrote in an e-mail. “Something
had to give; it wasn’t going to be my kids or my job, so it had to be not completing the
degree; one of the true low points in my life and career.”
His colleagues at Eastern recognized his tenure and promotion case as special.
Lynch worked his way up to become associate dean and chairman of the Faculty Senate. He served as an interim dean until June 30, 2009.
He misses teaching and the interaction with students, but he now finds his greatest pleasure in seeing the College of Arts and Humanities, or the “heart and soul of the
university,” succeed.
Previously, the dean had hosted the Lynch Colloquium on WEIU-TV, a one-hour
news talk show with guest speakers talking about important issues and ideas. He was
named the Daily Eastern News “Person of the Year” and was given the Outstanding
Faculty Merit Award.
He considers one of his greatest achievements an interactive college literature
course called “Living Literature,” which introduces students to the primary literacy texts
that have influenced the Western culture.
A lover of learning, he continues to try new things. He recently acted for the first
time by playing the biased bully Jay Cob in “12 Angry Men.”
Lynch jokes “It was not really acting, just being my Brooklyn self.”
Outside of academia, the dean is a proud father, husband to Stacia Lynch, a deeprooted family man and a competitive triathlon athlete. He trains almost daily between
lifting, swimming, cycling and running for his numerous competitions, swim races,
triathlons and half and full marathons, including the St. Louis Marathon. When he retires
he wants to train for the Ironman.
Through everything, the native New Yorker has made Charleston his home.
“I felt it was a good fit for me,” Lynch said, “and 30 years later I am positive it was a
perfect fit.”
Stories by Colleen Kitka
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Jeffery Lynch

College of Arts and Humanities

Mary Anne Hanner
College of Sciences

Dean Mary Anne Hanner’s office in Old
Main is in the same building she took psychology and math classes in as an undergraduate
at Eastern many years ago.
The Oakland, Ill., native earned a bachelor’s and master’s degree in speech language
pathology from Eastern in 1972 and 1974.
“I loved going to EIU, and still do,” Hanner
said. “Many days I think how fortunate I am to
be employed right in my own backyard. EIU
provided many avenues for me to contribute.”
After coming to Eastern in 1981 as a
temporary communication disorders and sciences associate professor, she soon became
the director of the Speech-Language-Hearing
Clinic. In 1994 she received her doctorate in
administration from Indiana State University.
As dean, Hanner enjoys the administration
duties, but she still considers herself a speech
pathologist.
“I really enjoyed seeing the young children
become successful in their communication skills
and social skills,” Hanner said. “It was never
dull, lots of energy, and you never know where
that energy will take you.”
Coming from a farm family with five sisters,
she now has a son and daughter of her own
and four granddaughters with a fifth on the way.
With her children and grandkids living in the
Chicago-land area, she enjoys whatever time
she spends with them.
When they do come to visit, Hanner smiled
and said, “They think it is cool I work in a
castle.”

Diane Hoadley

Diane H. Jackman

College of Business and Applied Sciences

College of Education and Professional Studies

Dean Diane Hoadley returned to her home
state of Illinois in 2002 after spending close to
20 years at the University of South Dakota.
She was hired as dean of the Lumpkin
College of Business and Applied Sciences, after
her husband, Michael Hoadley, took a new position at Eastern.
Born and raised in the Chicago-land area,
Hoadley received her undergraduate liberal
arts and economic degree, master’s and a law
degree from the University of Illinois.
Hoadley remembers the culture shock
when she moved to Champaign.
“I had never heard country Western music
until I was 18,” Hoadley admitted.
The dean also met her husband at the university one summer. He was running a motorcycle instruction program. She said her roommate saw an ad in the paper for free motorcycle
lessons, and they decided to try it. He was their
instructor and the rest is history.
Now in her eighth year at Eastern, Hoadley
said she takes pleasure in the good working
dynamics of her colleagues, fellow deans and
the provost in solving.
Since her time here, she has worked to
increase the number of study abroad and international opportunities, increase graduate level
excellence, open the Security Analysis Center
where students learn how to invest on Wall
Street and to install a new commercial kitchen
and remodeled labs in Klehm Hall.
The dean also works on the Student Advisory Board to “keep an ear to the ground with
what students are thinking and doing.”

Ever since Dean Diane Jackman was in
graduate school, she knew she wanted to be a
dean. In July 2006 that dream came true when
she was offered the position to be dean of the
College of Education and Professional Studies
at Eastern.
Jackman said she misses the daily contact
she had with students as an associate dean at
Northern Illinois University, but she knows the
work she does now is important.
“Being a dean I help and work with faculty
to develop high quality programs and new ways
to do things to really help [students] be a professional in their chosen field,” Jackman said.
As dean she helps to raise funds for
the university and discovers ways to extend
Eastern’s campus to other areas of the state to
further educate professionals.
Jackman received her bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in home economics from the
University of Wisconsin at Stout. She earned
her doctorate in education from the University
of Minnesota.
In her free time, Jackman loves to read,
socialize with family and friends and watch
musicals and plays. She also enjoys traveling,
and is only three states away from her goal of
seeing all 50.
When asked what she would do next, she
said “I really enjoy what I am doing so there is
no reason to change.”
“Eastern is a well hidden gem for many
students,” Jackman said, “a great place to work
and for students to prepare for professional
careers.”
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tudy
Studying is a second nature in most students’ lives, but finding a
place that suits a person and is not distracting can be difficult.
Most commonly students find the library home to most of their
study hours, whether it is on the quiet floor, in a study room or in the
lounge.
Study rooms can be helpful to students for group projects or for a
more relaxed form of the library.
Steve Udowitz, senior special education major with dual
certification, finds the study rooms helpful because he can listen to
music and use the dry erase boards. He usually comes to the library
once a day and stays for about two hours each time.
“After all my classes are done, I’ll usually come to the library and I’ll
stay until 1 in the morning,” Udowitz said.
Ali Boyd, a nursing major, especially likes the comfortable chairs in
the lounge on the third level.
She studies at the library opposed to her house because there are
so many distractions at home.
Millie Parikh, an economics graduate student, finds that the second
level quiet section in Booth Library is the best place to study because
there is nobody there.

Along with studying in the library, Parikh will study at Java B&B
occasionally in between classes.
Doudna Fine Arts Center has many places that students can study.
There are chairs and stools all over the building; also the steps provide
a place to study outside.
The Red Room in Doudna is another place to study. Many students
read, sleep and chat there, also.
Some students find themselves studying into the early morning
hours or even pulling an all-nighter. The Vending Lounge, on the first
floor of the MLK Union by Panther Pantry, is open 24 hours, which
makes it an ideal setting for pulling an all-nighter.
Charrell Barksdale, a senior biological sciences major, likes the
Vending Lounge because it has less traffic than the library.
“It’s very quiet in here and it’s really good lighting,” Barksdale said.
Barksdale finds her house distracting because of the fridge,
television, Internet and her bed.
Finding a person’s ideal study area can be hard, but Eastern offers
many places on campus to get away.
Story by Kristin Jording

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

(Left) Martha Flores, a sophomore psychology
major, leans over her books and notes at
Booth Library. She says she prefers to do
her schoolwork in the library instead of her
dorm room for several reasons: Distractions
presented by her roommate, who plays music
while doing homework, as well as the tempting
presence of the television are unavoidable
unless she secludes herself in the library. “If
I’m here I have to do my work,” Flores said.
The option of a cushioned sofa, a hard-backed
chair and a table allow Martha wiggle room as
she concentrates on her studies.
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Photo by Danny Damiani

Student study between classes
in the Red Room located in
Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

(Left) Nicholas Schultz, a senior music education
major, takes advantage of the fairly secluded
‘Red Sea’ found under a walkway in Doudna Fine
Arts Center. Schulze can be found listening to
music and working on his latest assignments.
Above his head, a well-trafficked bridge presents
no distraction to this music education major as
he shoves his earplugs back in. The small study
area is usually not overpopulated, especially
when he comes late at night. He comes to
the same corner cushion “basically everyday”
because not only is it a peaceful place for him to
concentrate, but there is a power outlet available
for his laptop.

Photo by Emily Van Ostran

(Left) Jennifer Odum, a junior
accounting major, studies with
a group of friends and her
roommate decided to study in
the lounge at the Martin Luther
King University Union. As her
first experience in the lounge,
Jennifer said she would most
likely return. Normally she would
study at home, but “I have a dog.”
Justifiably, Odum needs an area
free of the distractions presented
by her beloved pet.

......
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cellular
distractions
text messaging in class
As the world of technology continued to grow,
there was no doubt that cell phones have become a
major distraction in the classroom.
“I actually love new technology which can and will
help us in the classroom; I just can’t find any reason a
cell phone meets these criteria,” said professor Diana
Ingram of the communication studies department.
“The cell phone today is no different than passing
notes. They are a distraction. I have one, I use it every
day, I just am smart enough not to take it to class, as it
does nothing to help me pay attention,” she explained.
“We have enough trouble staying focused without
our friends wanting to know when you will be out of
class or if you want to go out for dinner,” said Ingram.
“We all make choices,” she said. “If it is more
important to text your friend, do it. But, not in class.
Go home.”
The student perspective; however, seemed to be
a little bit of a different story.
“The professors and administration need to
realize that texting is part of our lives and that most
people can text and listen at the same time,” said
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Caitlin Arnold, a freshman kinesiology and
sports studies major.
Another student opposing any classroom
cell phone policy was Jaclyn Bartz, a freshman
family and consumer sciences major.
“Since I am an adult and I am paying for my
education and my cell phone bill, I should have
full access to both,” she said.
Faculty Senate Chairman John Pommier,
who plays the role of being ‘“responsive to
issues that affect the learning climate on
campus,” said there is not official cell phone
policy.
“Only a statement of principle that does not
specify any requirement for syllabi. It explicitly
recognizes the faculty member’s right to define
the classroom expectations, including cell
phone restrictions,” Pommier said. “Ultimately,
though, cell phone use comes down to maturity
and understanding appropriate behavior.”
Story by Jessi Smith

Photo by Molly Bartus
Britney Jones, a sophomore communications
studies major, text messages during her
International Expressions of Dance Class on Feb.
12, 2010 in Mcafee Gym.

......
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weaving
Photos by Danny Damiani

(Top) Junior 2D art major Jennifer Bagwell
works on a project for her weaving class
Jan. 26, 2010.
(Above) Junior art education major Shayna
Stein works on a sample project for her
weaving class Jan. 26, 2010.

ddirty
rttyy hhands
rt
(Above) Senior graphic design
major Aubrey Hauper works on
her basket weave sample project
for her weaving course Jan. 26,
2010.

ceramics II

(Top and above) Kari Wesen, a
sophomore elementary education
major, creates a bowl Jan.. 20, 2010.
(Right) Rose Elleen Dalmaco, a junior
pre-occupational therapy major, works
to create a Celtic cross out of slab
Jan. 20. 2010.
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“It’s a place to kind of...get away...to classes I love,”
Tempesst Washington said about Eastern’s art program.
Washington is one of 250 students currently enrolled in
the program, and also one of the lucky students who has the
opportunity to participate in any of the 21 3D project courses
offered.
The displays show viewers the passion that Eastern
students put into their work. The students developed projects
from scarves to rings, and as Washington said, “The best part
of working on 3D projects is knowing you get to take it home
with you and wear it...or use it.”
It was a general consensus among students that
excitement and inconsistency are drawing them to this
particular area of the department.
“No one knows what’s the next “new thing”, art professor
Jeffrey Boshart said.
Alyssa Gordon, a sophomore, said that the potential
that comes with the 3D courses is what pointed her in that
direction.
“I saw myself using the skills and techniques that are
taught in 3D courses and projects would better prepare me for
my goal occupation in the future,” Gordon said attracted her
to her first 3D course. Gordon said another attribute that she
sees necessary for any Eastern art student is “dedication.”
As Gordon and Boshart said, each art course is generally
two and a half hours and roughly five hours are needed to
complete given projects outside of class.
The 3D courses are offered in ceramics, jewelry
making, weaving, sculpture, as well as an independent study
opportunity. Gordon said the professors give them freedom,
and that is what makes students’ creations so special and
unique.
“Art is ever-changing, and the 3D art is taking art to a new
level and changing the idea of art,” Gordon said as she held
up her recently finished wall decoration. She also said she
values her individuality and Eastern’s art program promotes all
students a chance to pursue theirs.
Story by Emily Corum

(Top) Senior art education major
Wendy Johnson does not mind getting
her hands dirty while working Jan. 20,
2010.

sculpting

intro to jewelery

(Top) Before the students can begin
cutting their images out of metal, they
first have to create holes that their saw
blade can be fed through. The students
enrolled in Intro to Jewelry had to go
through this process Jan. 20, 2010.

(Top) Adjusting the drill Hannah Brinson, a sophomore studio art major, gets ready to create a hole in
her metal image so that she can feed a saw through
later in the process of cutting an image out of metal.
Hannah created this project Jan. 20, 2010.
(Above) Suzanne Drake, a senior 3D art major,
checks her jewelry image Jan. 20, 2010.
(Left) Jamie Kemp, a junior graphic design and 2D
studio art major, goes through the process of making a tapping guide mark on her metal image Jan.
20, 2010.

3D art courses in
Doudna Fine Arts Center

(Top left and above) Working with a
cutting torch, senior 3D studio art
major Jeff Conrad constructs his
section of a piece called “Jazz” Jan.
26, 2010. The concept of “Jazz” was
created by five different students each
of whom contributed to the project.
(Left) Mitch Sempowicz, a senior
industrial technology major, prepares
his equipment before starting on his
sculpture Jan. 26, 2010.
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Story Kristin Jording
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how to make a screen printed shirt

taga
The Technical Association for the Graphic
Arts (TAGA) is a national organization with a
chapter at Eastern, which was started in 2000.
The group takes classroom knowledge and
applies it to their not-for-profit business.
TAGA can screen print clothes, posters,
magnets, banners, fliers, mouse pads and
many other items, but screen printing is their
most popular among students.
In the group there are different jobs. A
student could design or actually make the
shirt.
Molly Frank, senior industrial technology
major, has been in TAGA for three years. Frank
joined TAGA because she wants to do screen
printing in the future and TAGA gives her reallife experience, she said. Her favorite part of
the process is the making and printing of the
shirt.
Anyone or any group can order from TAGA;
since the group is not-for-profit their prices can
be less than big organizations that print shirts,
said TAGA President, Robert Raschke, junior
career and technical education major.
Along with the designing and printing
aspect of TAGA, students also get handson experience with dealing with customers,
handling money and working equipment, like
a small business, said TAGA adviser Gabe
Grant.
“There’s only so much that you can teach
in an hour and forty minutes in our classes, so
we try to give an opportunity outside of class,”
said Grant.
To order, a person should contact any of
the TAGA members or stop in during lab hours
in Klehm Room 1125, and a TAGA member can
help you. There is no maximum order limit.

technical association
for the graphic arts

1

Photos by Emily Van Ostran
TAGA advisers Jean Dilworth and Luke Steinke help Christine Ozier,
graduate student, with a t-shirt design. After the design is done then
it will be printing on a clear piece of paper.

4

After the ink is made, Walsh puts
enough ink on the screen to make
about 10 shirts.

5

Amber Braze, junior family and
consumer sciences major, spreads
the ink so enough can get through to
the shirt. Some shirts may need two
coats.

3

2
Anton Jefferson, a junior communication studies major, sprays
water on the screen after the design was burned onto it. Spraying
the screen will allow ink to go through the screen onto the shirt.

6

After the ink is on the shirt, Braze
squeegees the ink back so more ink
does not fall through when taking the
screen off the shirt.

Emma Walsh, senior industrial technology major, makes sure there
are not any holes outside the design area. She tapes small holes
and the sides so the shirt does not get any unnecessary ink on it.

7

The shirts, which are for Spanish
club, wait to be dried.

8

After the shirts are done then
they need to go a dryer to make
sure the ink does not smear.

......
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Teaching assistants’ duties and what they do for their
professors vary depending on the professor. Some T.A.s are
required to prepare notes, quizzes and exams and grade
papers. T.A.s who grade papers are usually doing it for
the experience. Professors go back and regrade papers.
Some are expected to be a peer among the students in the
class and to relay back to the professor how well students
understand the class content. This will help the professor
to better educate the class. All are required to attend the
classes they are assisting for and to be available outside of
class for students.

benefits

One of the many benefits of being a teaching assistant
is that it looks great on your resume! When employers see
that you have been a teaching assistant they see that as sort
of an internship, and they know you have experience. Being
a teaching assistant gives students leadership experience
as well. Also, it helps the student understand the view point
professors have when they give the tests, notes, quizzes and
assignments that they give.
Professors get benefits as well as the student.
“The biggest benefit,” said David Butts, a communication
studies professor, “is when you see students who are also
enjoying it and are invested.”

in and out
of the classroom

teaching assistants lend a helping hand
Teaching assistants are to professors as a
side-kick is to a hero. They do not yet have the
skills to be an acting professor, but they are on
their way.
A teaching assistant is a student who
is experienced enough in a subject to aid a
professor in the process of educating other
students. Some teach alongside a professor,
while some are around for extra assistance to
students. T.A.s are there for students if they feel
like they cannot go to the professor.
T.A.s are useful to both students and
professors. Being one is not easy though.
Students can be a good teaching assistant only
“...if they're willing to put in the work. All the
work,” said Ashley Gorgan, a senior corporate
communications major.
In addition to a student's regular load, a
teaching assistant has to act as another professor
in an extra class. Gorgan attends classes, has
office hours, reads a couple chapters ahead,
takes notes, uploads quiz information and helps
prepare study guides.
This semester is Gorgan's first time as a
teaching assistant. Communications is a subject
she has always enjoyed and as a result she
has been involved with the department and
her education, so much that her professor,
David Butts, asked Gorgan if she cared to
be his teaching assistant for his Introduction
to Organizational Communication class. She
accepted the offer and is receiving practicum
hours for it.
Butts said having a teaching assistant is
not less work for a professor. He has to prepare

extra work for his teaching assistant, and then
he has to go back and check the work done by a
teaching assistant.
Assistants are very useful in larger classes,
Butts said. In such a class of around 100
students, it is difficult for a single professor to
keep track of and help all of the students.
Stephanie Sorrentino, a communications
major, is a teaching assistant for Shirley Bell in
the communications department. She helps by
providing notes for students who have missed
class, designates hours for students to meet with
her, setting up studying sessions and is an extra
in case another student needs a partner in class.
One of the benefits of being a teaching
assistant is that the student gets to see both
sides of education.
“When you're a T.A.,” Butts said, “you get to
see the other side. As a student you see the end
product.”
In the process of helping their professors
they get to see what it takes to prepare and give
lectures and notes.
Students who are interested in being a T.A.
are always encouraged to become one.
“I would absolutely encourage others to be
a teaching assistant,” Sorrentino said. “You are
automatically a leader. It gives you a little bit
more confidence knowing that you are the one
being held accountable for possible questions, or
even comfort to a student who is freaking before
an exam!”
Story by Nkonye Williams

Photos by Molly Bartus

Ashley Gorgan is a senior communication
studies major and a teaching assistant
for David Butts in the communications
studies department. Gorgan spends her
time training to teach classes, grading
papers and assisting students if they
need help.
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greek life

fade into family

Each student is his or her their own mini portrait, tinted
by life backgrounds, shaped by personalities and
supported by values. When students join a sorority
or fraternity their portraits are blended into a new
bigger picture. It is defined on a larger scale through
their shared values and experiences; the family is
encouraged to grow with their fellow fraternity brothers
and sorority sisters. Each student grows with a family
with deep roots, and historical ties at Eastern. They
fade into family.
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Photo by Eric Hiltner

Sam Barlock and his Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity brothers perform at Greek Week
2009 air band competition on March 28,
2009.
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panhellenic council

PHC

First Row: Cassie Schnarr, Nicole Frasor, Megan Welker, Haley Gilbert; Second Row: Carissa Coon, Stephanie
Ceranec, Meghan Matthies, Brittany Kraft; Not Pictured: Ally Dinkle, Lauren Patterson

alpha gamma delta

AGD
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Roster: Kaci Abolt, Jackie Alexander, Gracie Annoreno, Kelly Apfel, Melissa Arquinego, Ashley Barrett, Alyssa Barron, Brooke Beissel, Morgan Bellettini, Caity BeLow, Robin
Bentley, Erika Beverage, Maggie Bland, Carolyn Bostrom, Danielle Brass, Haleigh Buchanan, Maggie Buoy, Carly Cunningham, Emily Dawson, Gina DiMuzio, Marina Duffy,
Ashley Dunham, Kayla Ensor, Samantha Fedorik, Megan Feit, Hannah Freeman, Abby Gallagher, Maggie Geraci, Alyssa Gifford, Haley Gilbert, Anna Greco, Sam Grosso, Erin
Guza, Kelsey Hayes, Jami Herget, Amber Holland, Brittany Isaak, Jill Jacobs, Lauren Jensen, Carissa Johnsen, Jill Jokisch, Blair Jones, Jenna Jones, Katie Jones, Grace
Kenny, LeAnne Koenig, Kristy Kolzow, Kristi Koszewski, Baylee Kraqczk, Lauren Kreiger, Kali Kroscher, Krystina Lamorte, Lauren Leffler, Jenna Lummis, Angela Mackowiak,
Caitlyn Mauel, Casey Mc Clain, Lacy McAuliffe, Kelley McCann, Emily Meiure, Kelsey Miner, Allie Mitchell, Brittany Mooney, Catherine Morris, Kelsey Mulhausen, Sam Neal,
Meaghan Nesti, Andrea Peterson, Jennifer Ponstein, Amanda Redmond, Hillary Reynolds, Jessica Robinson, Erika Roche, Lauren Ross, Becky Rothblott, Rachel Sabella,
Katelyn Sanders, Kayla Schmidt, Hannah Siemer, Sam Sizemore, March Skylar, Karli Smith, Laura Solomon, Julie Spidale, Alyssa Sterkowitz, Jorie Sutton, Morgan Swinford,
Abbie Switzer, Chelsie Switzer, Alicia Toennies, Kelsy Usselmann, Emily Vest, Katelyn Wabol, Patricia Waibel, Maggie Wilson, Courtney Wodarski

alpha phi

AF

Roster: Amanda M. Adams, Jessica M. Bear, Galina Bilenko, Jessica L. Blatchford, Bridget K. Brennan, Leann J. Browne, Ashley N. Broz, Monica N. Caballero, Kyleigh T. Campbell, Caitlin
E. Carroll, Katherine Cimarolli, Laura A. Clark, Katrina D’Ambrosio, Claire T. Dennis, Pamela M. Dettman , Allyson E. Dinkle, Christina M. Doti, Vanessa A. Dulla, Anna E. Dumelle, Kelly
B. Friel, Alicia E. Funes, Patricia L. Garvey, Lisa K. Gergovich, Alyssa L. Godzicki, Brittany R. Graff, Emily C. Houston, Alicia M. Hudson, Alyssa M. Kahlhammer, Gianna E. Kahlhammer,
Marissa K. Kimzey, Caroline C. Kosiba, Brittany A. Kraft, Kaitlyn M. Krofel, Dana E. Latka, Brittney N. Loucks, Jessica L. Martin, Samantha M. Masterson, Alicia C. Maxwell, Carly L. McCoy,
Katelynn M. McGuire, Abigail A. Nelson, Amanda M. Paluzzi, Lauren E. Patterson, Megan M. Patterson, Samantha T. Plaia, Megan L. Riccetti, Michelle L. Rinck, Caitlin C. Ring, Danielle R
Roemersberger, Meghan C. Ryan, Malgorzata B. Sas, Angela M. Schaefer, Jessica L. Serpico, Morgan L. Slattery, Samantha J. Slowiak, Kylie A. Stecker, Amanda K. Stephens, Kalyn R Sturm,
Chelsey L. Swartzlander, Elizabeth F. Tamulewicz, Ashton E. Temby, Michelle L. Teska, Angelina M. Timm, Amanda M. Tragarz, Tricia M. Urbanowski, Kaitlin A. Van Scooter, Ilse G. Vega,
Angela K. White, Jacee B. Zanton, Kara E Zieler, Breanna L. Blanton, Kristen M. Bradley, Bianca M. Capezio, Mallory R. Clark, Kelly G. Crudell, Jessica R. Etchingham, Brittany L. Fleming,
Lindsay R. Foreman, Kathryn E. Hannon, Amanda N. Harrah, Tessa C. Kraft, Alexandra S Kuhn, Leah M. Lacombe, Nicole M. Latz, Shelby J. Leake, Nora A. Lenburg, Morgan B Mathias, Lisa
M. Minogue, Angela R. Mitchem, Abbi R. Palmer, Nicole L. Preston, Rachel L. Raper, Courtney T. Reiter, Julie E. Rossberger, Samantha L. Ryan, Sarah A. Sacco, Abigail J. Schmitz, Kassidy
B. Seyller, Ashley L. Shereyk, Natalie A. Stanish, Abagail L Stiegemeier, Laura L. Wadas, Hannah E. Wankel, Nicole M. Wenzel

alpha sigma alpha

ASA

Roster: Gina Allegretti, Valencia Anderson, Meaghon Baggot, Kaitlyn Barkowski, Rory Barron, Ashliegh Baytala, Tricia Bevilacqua, Hannah Chamberlin,
Michelle Chrusciel, Kelsey Clifford, Chrysta Cochrane, Erika Collier, Kate Czerkies, Laura Deisher, Megan Dineen, Michelle Donarski, Jessica Duffin, Colleen
Duffner, Ashley Dykstra, Megan Farrell, Christina Feo, Ashley Gartner, Mary Gerhardt, Sarah Greenwald, Megan Griffin, Crystal Grissom, Stephanie Hamby,
Emily Hartwig, Jamie Hildinger, Tiffany Holtgrave, Amy Hopper, Dani Jacques, Colleen Karrigan, Kelly Kemerly, Catie Knobbe, Kara Kooken, Nicole Kornita,
Kristine Libraro, Stephanie Mair, Katie Micheal, Sarah Milen, Melissa Miller, Sam Morrissey, Julia Murphy, Kyrie Park, Sariah Quimby, Michelle Romano,
Jessica Rottman, Cassie Schnarr, Amy Sermersheim, Kathy Smith, Kate Tonra, Erin Walsh, Kathy West, Jenna Wright
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alpha sigma tau

AST

Roster: Heather Angarano, Ashley Arvidson, Allie Badeusz, Ashley Bertocchi, Chelsea Crill, Christie Degrado, Brandi DeYoung,
Johanna Frick, Jill Friend, Sarah Friestad, Emily Froemel, Brittni Garcia, Amy Gostomelsky, Crystal Greco, Kayleigh Hawrysio, Ashley
Hoogstraten, Julie Kliest, Ashley Luther, Emily Manhart, Ashley Maser, Brigitte Mueller, Sabrina Pripusich, Amanda Richardson, Jill
Schreiner, Catherine Smith, Courtney Spidle, Ashlee Stillman, Abby Thompson, Kelly Yamamoto, Krystyn Brice, Heather Derby, Julie
Dutton, Candice Elkins, Lindsey Gasior, Calie Gorski, Diana Hernandez, Brooke Holtz, Whitney Kincheloe, Meghann Kun, Bailey Mast,
Meaghan O’Donovan, Molly Rae Pakosz, Dana Porreca, Robin Rickert, Jessica Schaefer, Jill Strache, Alexia Todd, Sami Wonderlich

delta delta delta

DDD
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Roster: Alyssa Ahern, Alex Ard, Brittny Arthur, Kelly Barry, Stacey Battaglia, Krista Bendeksky, Caitlin Bieda, Ashley Biermann, Ashlee Blankenship, Katie Blumberg, Kathryn
Boland, Jessica Born, Melanie Bradshaw, Jackie Bray, Katelyn Bruski, Carrie Carnaghi, Shawn Clary, Olivia Clemmons, Lauren Clock, Carissa Coon, Megan Cooper, Juliet
Culbertson, Melissa Cunningham, Lauren Dennen, Mallory Devens, Leah Deyoung, Rachel Dihle, Diana Dugdale, Elizabeth Dwyer, Courtney Elliott, Samantha Frooman,
Melany Gant, Gabrelle Gee, Stacy Goldstein, Corie Grider, Lauren Hipelius, Samantha Hoffert, Ashley Hubbard, Danielle Ikemire, Miranda Inboden, Cassidy Johns, Lindsey
Kammer, Amanda Kelm, Seemeen Khan, Meghan Klein, Alison Kostelich, Kelly Kuball, Andrea Kulik, Jessica Lange, Laurel Livingston, Shannon Lott, Maria Lukaszczyk, Katie
Lyons, Diana Magnuson, Megan Majewski, Valerie Mancuso, Ashley Marrinson, Alex Martinez, Natalie Masciopinto, Hannah Mason, Katie McCracken, Claudia Mcdermott,
Audrey Mclain, Emily Miller, Kiri Miller, Alexis Moffitt, Kirsten Morr, Anna Morris, Carrie Murphy, Sam Neil, Dana O’Connell, Corey O’Keefe, Gina Pizzolato, Melissa Pluta,
Jennifer Prillaman, Amy Pulley, Catherine Read, Kimberly Ruzich, Lindsey Sayre, Jillian Schaack, Jenn Scheef, Amber Scott, Gentry Scott, Sara Sobotka, Diana Staudohar,
Lauren Stotts, Christina Szmurlo, Cally Tubbs, Becca Unger, Meghan Ward, Mallory Williams, Kaitlyn Wimmerstedt, Lesley Winslow, Erin Wyrobek, Laura Zotto, Kimberly
Zydek

delta zeta

DZ

Roster: Tricia Addante, Caroline Boye, Lisa Bradley, Ally Brewster, Brittany Broviak, Andrea Brunelle, Megan Callahan, Cristen Campbell, Rachael Caprio, Amanda Carlson,
Jaclyn Carstens, Amber Caruso, Emily Caulk, Jasmin Cervantes, Michelle Cheval, Michelle Christerson, Claire Dau, Christina Dazzo, Elisabeth Deaver, Alexis Diamond, Ansu
Durgut, Erin Ebeling, Sara Ellison, Bianca Esposito, Jordyn Gandolfi, Jessica Gillen, Jayme Glaze, Christine Godbey, Amanda Gonzalez, Halee Harrison, Holly Heilingoetter,
Lindsay Hermer, Sabrina Hoedebecke, Hannah Jahn, Katherine Jenkins, Ashley Jensen, Brittany Kastner, Katherine Kelley, Annie Kellogg, Kaite Kostelny, Carmen Kramer,
Leah Kutches, Abbye Lakin, Aubrie Lalich, Katlyn Lauf, Katherine Levis, Alexa Little, Elizabeth Lutz, Tracy Millsap, Stephanie Millsap, Megan Mirich, Jess Montgomery,
Melissa Myerscough, Nicole Netemeyer, Lauren Newbold, Chelsea Nollau, Ashleigh Nurdin, Colleen O’Donnell, Natalie Peck, Karleen Penninger, Lauren Phillips, Megan
Phillips, Katelyne Raber, Ashton Rauch, Whitney Reichert, Erica Resler, Jaclyn Rinkel, Jennifer Rinkel, Felicia Roland, Stephanie Rosas, Lauren Roseberry, Laura Scheck,
Michele Schiffer, Elizabeth Sloan, Stephanie Spain, Lesleigh Stevens, Emily Studebaker, Kaylee Tarris, Ashley Van Nevel, Albulena Veseli, Olivia Vinyard, Samantha
Wasielewski, Lindsay Wawrzyniak, Carly Weck, Elizabeth Wieser, Alison Witucki, Abigail Wohlhart

kappa delta

KD

Roster: Cassie Ledvina, Kim LaVelle, Emily Horigan, Angelina Montleon, Drea La Jeunesse, Sarah Earnhart, Samantha McKinley, Sarah Harcharik, Megan Altmayer, Sam
Askwith, Meredith Bedwell, Rachel Cronholm, Natalie Ehorn, Michelle Helleson, Maddie Hoercher, Kelly McMahon, Laura Morton, Catherine Valavains, Amanda Bowman,
Whitney Engle, Jessa Fleming, Ali Foster, Kathryn Imburgia, Megan Little, Meghan Matthies, Rachel McDermott, Lauren Rimnac, Liz Sendejas, Kris Vetrovec, Megan Welker,
Ashley Wisniewski, Kelsey Wolk, Andrea Yadron, Emily Bava, Julie Blessman, Ashley Dockins, Chelse Hahn, Kaitlin Long, Jessica Rising, Karla Atchison, Chelsea Backes,
Paulina Chomczyk, Tracy Coon, Colleen Doherty, Jeanne Dolan, Lindsey Hagmeyer, Jill Hanley, Emma Henigman, Kourtney Higgins, Caitlin Horan, Audrey Iverson, Britney
Jones, Elizabeth Moore, Mary Morton, Laura Newman, Morgan Nicol, Lauren Owczaruk, Katie Palmer, Jessica Schroeder, Molly Stewart, Lindsay Wagner, Lace Walton,
Carrie Wojewocki, Laura Zimmerman, Meghan Barrett, Alissa Braun, Kimmy Brown, Kaitlyn Cobb, Felicia Coster, Regan Cronholm, Hali Daniels, Lisa Danner, Jenny Faflik,
Cari Gattuso, Amanda Haeger, Leslee Harrington, Kate Harrison, Carolyn Lacox, Melissa Ledvina, Morgan Luft, Erin Mahan, Heather Marvin, Erin O’Malley, Sarah Palmer,
Marcy Peters, Cristin Prince, Katie Schmitz, Sara Schoolman, Annabeth Shores, Lindsay Sutton, Sara Tassone, Sara Walters, Becca Zuccarelli, Marina Goldshteyn
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sigma kappa

SK

Roster: Mallory Ahrens, Kelly Anderson, Kristy Anderson, Brittany Becker, Kristen Berner, Amber Bilina, Jordan Blankenship, Elyse Borinstein, Emily Brauer, Elizabeth
Brock, Katie Brysch, Sarah Carmody, Samantha Cole, Cara Cosentino, Jaclyn Crowley, Tina DiLallo, Dayna DiVenere, Kristina Donash, Cara Durkin, Lindsey Eairheart,
Kelly Eichberger, Ellen Eichberger, Nicol Feldmann, Meghan Fielmann, Kelsey Flack, Eileen Ford, Maggie Foss, Sara Francis, Nicole Frasor, Sarah Freund, Cara Fumagalli,
Bridget Gavin, Devin Giesel, Katey Goodpaster, Nicole Greenwood, Allie Grotts, Paige Hamilton, Lindsay Harper, Kelsey Hatch, Dana Henrichsen, Michelle Hillerud,
Brittany Hochstetter, Megan Hoebbel, Kristen Jasin, LaDonna Jenkins, Monika Kaechele, Bekki Kazmierczak, Kristen Karpus, Mara Kolze, Alicia Kouri, Elena Lander,
Alyssa Lehman, Valerie Lerro, Megan Loeffler, Lauren Lucio, Bekah Maurer, Alyssa McMahon, Allison McNutt, Meredith Mueller, Tiffany Nation, Haley Nelson, Kristin
O’Kelly, Megan Phipps, Courtney Raupp, Amanda Raz, Amy Rooney, Paige Roth, Taylor Ruprecht, Lisa Schuld, Mallory Seamann, Karyn Skrzypczak, Laura Smoltich, Jenna
Sparacio, Keely Spellman, Chelsey Sprehe, Julie Staffan, Shelby Stammet, Amy Steiert, Erin Supple, Alyssa Swanson, Jennifer Swanson, Sara Swartz, Jorie Trombetta,
Amanda Truttmann, Alexandria Tucker, Becky Vannorsdel, Kim Varland, Cassie Vedros, Brittney Waite, Brooke Waite, Chanel Watts, Taryn Wegener, Adriana Zulanas

sigma sigma sigma

SSS
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Roster: Emily Abel, Kaylee Babbs, Ashlynn Baggett, Tressa Bird, Sarah Blue, Lindsay Bohlin, Sarah Bouchard, Allie Brinkoetter, Teri Brown, Jenny Campbell, Jess
Campbell, Eileen Caron, Dana Casalino, Stephanie Ceranec, Emily Cleary, Amanda Cruse, Sara Cuadrado, , Lea Cummins, Jessica D’Ascanio, Sara Deleo, Sara
DeMartino, Aimee Dihle, Ashley Doucette, Nikki Dumele, Jessie Dwiggins, Brianne Edging, Allison Fenger, Dori Fuhler, Sarah Greer, Jessica Guerrero, , Brittany
Hennessey, Keely Hoch, Brooke Jones, Katie Jones, Alana Kearns, Jennifer Kelly, Laura Lucas, Jenni Maple, Carrie Markus, Jodi Matheny, Taylor McCabe, Laura
McCafferty, Lorie Mercado, Kristin Minarik, Jen Monkman, Megan Morris, Jennifer Mortimer, Jen Mottar, Laura Nicol, Ashley Nolan, Diane Pappas, Emily Peralta,
Sara Pischak, Liz Plonchznski, Kathy Prodehl, Betsy Quin, Kati Rathbun, Katie Robie, Janet Roche, Lauren Rucks, Lauren Schell, Stephanie Scriven, Laura
Skrzypczak, Jenny Smith, Hannah Stericker, Lindsay Strobel, Devin Taylor, Shannon Toland, Emma Troccoli, Karen Tureff, Allison Twaits, Emily Veach, Kayla Vonder
Haar, Racheal Walker, Josie Wallace, Lacey Wehrle, Stephanie Wimmerstedt, Allie Witowicz, Laurie Workman, Ashley Wyss, Tiffany Zuro

interfraternity council

IFC

Roster: Ed Hotwagner, Evan Danner, Andrew Shipp, Corey Norton, Ricky Daniels, Matt Payea, Andrew Braun, Aaron
Wiessing; Not pictured: Brett Glavey

alpha tau omega

ATW

Roster: Matthew Black, Albert Brasel, Daniel Bujwit, Robert Dalaskey, Michael Deg, John Florio, Thomas Gustafson, Alex Haentzler,
Benjamin Johnson Steve Karrow, Robert Kennedy, David Keyworth, Lane Kirby, Joseph Kleiman, Kiel Laidlaw, Dustin Long, Nick
Lore, Scott Lundquist, Ben Mahan, Raymond Marchlewicz, Kevin Mcconkey, Jay Mcdevitt, Christopher Mcgarel, Justin Myers, Kevin
Olifirowicz, Tyler Riggs, Alex Ruth, Jeffrey Rutherford, Corey Self, Benjamin Sheroky, Andrew Simpson, Andrew Smith, Weston
Steinberg, Nick Sykes, Tony Tanner, Kurt Walkenbach, Jonathan Winnie, Max Wisniewski, Robert Zimmerman, Mike Drizik
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beta theta pi

BQP

Roster: Corey Norton, Steve Udowitz, Steve Street, Andrew Crum, Andrew Rosati, Mike Geske, Mike Brotsch, Mike
Johnston, Donald Irwin, Evan Danner, Joey Callen, Nick Neimerg, Sudki Abdullah, Kyle Koslowski, Blake Korte, Alex
Gosser, Tim Patula, Tyler McKeefery, Kolin Straub, Nate Pauley, Chris McShane, Aaron Slaveck, Chase Wingert, Drew
Hawkins, Greg Szczech, Joe Milgi, Neal Hancock, Marquez Woods

delta chi

DC

Roster: Josh Cahill, Matthew Carter, Joe Crouch, Scott Fisher, Alex Granrath, Jeff Hammersmith, Jason Kromar,
Rocco Sabuco, Corey Skoumal, Chris Slater, Matthew Voigt, Phill Stroik, Matthew Pardue, Eric Tyler, Nathan Aue,
Steve Kass, Josh Nugent, Ryan Schoppe
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lambda chi alpha

LCA

Roster: Anthony Adams, Alex Alaniz, John Alvarado, Jeff Anderson, Casey Beck, Dirk Bennett, Brian Bates, Jason Boldig, Rob Bollweg,
Ryan Bottorff, Keith Brosius, Nick Brown, Brendan Cain, Tom Carroll, Tim Cline, Jeremy Covi, Josh Cunningham, Anthony DeLaGarza,
Scott Eichberger, Neil Fifer, Matt Fowler, Brian Geraghty, Ray Gieselmann, John Goryl, Darrin Hayes, Darryl Hayes, Chris Hayward,
Jarred Herrman, Colin Ingrum, Cory Jancik, Neil Jernegan, Jake Juracka, Quinn Krug, Cail Kuester, Pat Leonard, Ben Levin, Mike
McAuliffe, Drew Meyer, Cory Murtaugh, Jeff Ohner, Nick Oraham, Greg Peterson, Jeff Racic, Matt Reynolds, Nate Reynolds, Alan Rohr,
Ryan Roth, Alex Ruwe, Martin Sanchez, Paul Sanders, Chris Sauerwein, Jensen Schambach, Colton Schambach, Rich Schumacher,
Ryan Senesac, Mario Shermack, Brad Skwarski, Stan Sowa, Dave Stevens, Lucas Stortzum, Jim Thompson, Jeff Traub, Scotty Tumang,
Evan Williams, Brandyn Wnukowski

phi kappa theta

FKQ

Roster: Joseph LaHood, Wes Maxheimer, James Glusac, Eric Zagaroli, Matt Albrecht, Andrew Ehrich, John Conway,
Kevin Carlson, YoonKwon Lee, August Luthmann, Brendan Nelson, Colin Plach, Joseph Sausen, Robby Warren,
Zachary McNamara, Brett Miller, Robert Sheahan

ifc 147
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pi kappa alpha

PKA
sigma alpha epsilon

SAE

First Row: David Smith, Craig Wolf, Tommy Nierman, Aaron Wiessing, Dan Rolando, Steve Cation, Chris DeSanto,
Eric Fitts; Second Row: Scott Kmak, Matt Pickham, Vinnie Drake, Jarrod Scherle, Trevor Page, Kevin Kmak, Chris
Degl’innocenti, Brian Seibert, Nick Boerner, Mike Zimmerman, Noe Lara; Third Row: Ben Mapes, Kevin Vessels, Ricky
Daniels, Reed Turke, Sam Chilicki, Andrew Grzelak, Wayne Weimer, K. Ryne Turke, Steve Morck, Steve Mariani; Not
Pictured: Jose Alarcon, Tyler Davis, Ed Gillespie, Matt Levan, Ryan McCain, Tim Olejarz, Paul Stephens
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sigma chi

SC

Sigma Chi Executive Board
Blake Pierce, Ross Bildsten, Alexander Blizniak, Andrew
Braun, Patrick Knutson, John

Roster: Kennan Adi, Aaron Amundsen, Bryan Austin, Mike Bajgert, Tyler Bates, Bryan Bailey, Pat Bronge, Ross Bildsten, Alexander Blizniak, Andrew Braun,
Bradley Bartosz, Gabe Cipkar, Danny Corr, Conner Cox, Tyler Davis, Andrew Day, Marcus Dees, Brandon Downen, Lincoln Estes, Andrew J. Eyre, Jordan
Gamelin, Matthew Golden, Jonathan Grace, John Griffin, Ryan Fosbinder, Anthony Frank, Zachary Hayes, Ronald Hayford, Tyler Herscher, Nate Hines, Chase
Hove, Clayton Hove, Nate Huxtable, George Kalousek, Seth Kendall, Jacob Kimery, Jake Kirts, Zachary Kirts, Zachary Kleiss, Ryan Kloss, Patrick Kniery,
Patrick Knutson, Michael Kraak, Troy Kuziel, Trevor Kulp, Matthew Laskero, Mark Lello, Matthew Litoborski, Matthew Lux, Chris Mclaughlin, Ross Madden,
Connor Maly, Jordan Martin, Jonathan Matthews, Joseph Moca, Dirk Muffler, Tim Needham, Scott Norden, Mike Nozicka, Anurag Palekar, Austin J. Payne,
Gerad Pearce, Tommy Pfaender, Kevin Pranevicius, Blake Pierce, Austin Powley, Nicholas Prorok, Daniel Putlak, Michael Reeter, Anthony Rieck, Jeff Rieck,
Kevin Rutherford, Joseph Salerno, Mike Scotti, Frank Simoncelli, Mike Sorrentino, Daniel Runnion, George Shaw, Jonah Vaughn, Nick Vera, Lucas Willman,
Geoff Youngberg, Farjad Yousaf, Zach Yurichak, John Zappa, John Zaranti

sigma nu

EN

Roster: Nick Krizic, Andre Schafer, Hans Monroy, Logan Jones, Brett Glavey, Andrew Ashe, Marc Genson, Kevin Errek, Ryan Geltz,
Kevin Karlowicz, Chris Black, Rich Konrath, TJ Bielawski, Dom Shin, Jeff Springer, Blake Stahl, Ryan Swanberg, Mike Bond, Andy
Barzda, Joe Shaw, Mike Adams, Jeff Kusnierz, Ray Trevino, Adam Margherio, Matt Dunbar, Kyle Swiderski, Dave Rose, Connor Eling,
Nathan Rasmussen, Ben Stonewall, Travis King, Kevin Musial, Olajuwon Orenuga, Brad Green, Bo Hunt, Vaughn Drozd, Andrew
Savage, Kevin Cantu, Mitch Carber, Matt Hladilek, TJ Doyle, Jimmy Roberto, Steve Klingbeil, Ian Kolmodin, Nick Tovar, Sean Martini,
Patrick Backes, Brett Baird, Johnny Beer, Jonathan Boudreau, Andrew Dunbar, Matt Forst, Tyler Fuchs, Casey Gronbech, Brent
Gruber, Ryan Moore, Mike Murphy, Stephen Sabia, Tom Solis, John Woodyatt
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sigma phi epsilon

SFE

Roster: Kyle Valentine, TJ Tebbe, Spencer Dietrich, Mike Atkinson, Chris Darimont, Stephen Johnson, Paul Cody Gray, Nate Matthies,
Travis McDonald, Mike Bielski, Adam Weaver, Mike Ippolito, Jorge Esquivel, James Roth, Jon Rossi, Pat Slevin, Jon Mendoza, Rich
Rinaldi, Blake Benbow, Elliott McGill, Jake Fehl, Chris Nagorny, Paul Ivnik, Erik Gilly, Eric Krause, Eric Anderson, Mike Thompson,
Adam Gartner, Rich Farias, Sean Tyree, Kyle Puriek, Larry Digiulio, Zack Cassidy, Joey McCue, Adam White, Jim Steele, Ryan Young,
Ryan Martin, Ed Hotwagner, Brian Gidcumb, Nick Hunt, Mitch Deval, Brian Chmura, Mike Nummer, Nick Persin, Ryan Graff, Justin
Zobrist, Justin Lynch, Levi Bulgar

sigma pi

SP
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Roster: Jason Abbate, Jim Adee, Nick Alexander, Bill Allen, Chris Ashman, Eddie Barnes, Alex Bear, Jacques Beezley, Mike Belcaster, Drew Budz, Zack
Buxton, Kris Caldwell, Ritch Castillo, Cameron Chana, Ervis Chino, Kyle Cimbalo, Tim Copeland, Tanner Courtney, Justin Danks, Bill Finlay, Derick Gambro,
Osiel Garduno, Scott Geryol, Brian Gibbons, Jeff Griffard, Rob Hackett, David Hawkins, Patrick Hood, Greg Hough, Jared Jones, Alan Katz, Darby Kehoe,
Dan Kolcz, Kyle Kwoka, David Lebeau, Rob Lemaster, Mike Lewis, Rob Lewis, Jeff Magnussen, Joe Malacina, Dave Mejia, Mike McKenna, Sean Nelson,
Dave Nguyen, Mike Nguyen, Mark Ott, Zac Patterson, Brad Peters, Will Peterson, Nick Petro, David Platt, Andy Pollock, Brent Priola, Dave Regalado, Jack
Ritter, Nick Rossi, Dan Salihar, Matt Samojedny, Matt Sattleberg, Anthony Sbertoli, Andy Schreiber, Ben Schuetz, Mitsu Shah, Mike Sheets, Curtis Simpson,
Sam Sineni, Ryan Smith, Dan Stone, Rob Swartz, Ryan Switzer, Dan Tamayo, Micah Tanner, Kyle Tofte, Erik Tofte, Mike Treddennick, Kyle Ulaszek, Matt
Vancleave, Mitch Welsh, Jake Winkler, Matt Winterbottom, John Witort, Mark Yost, Jonathan Ziemer, Stewart Denny

national pan-hellenic council

NPHC

NPHC Executive Board
First Row: Stacy Council (Second Vice President), Jaleesha
Maury (President), Alexandria Pannell (Secretary); Second
Row: Rashaud Taylor (Parliamentarian), Aaron King (First
Vice President), Brandon T. L. Nelson (Council Adviser),
Devin Allen (Treasurer), Thomas Evans II (Historian)

First Row: LaDonna Martin, Michael Willis, Andre Weaver, Robin Auguste , Ronald Mcclennon, Thomas Evans II, Tashay Myrick,
Alexandria Pannell; Second Row: Jaleesha Maury, Cheryl Mosley, Megan McGhee, Kendra Bradshaw, Aaron King, Brittney Carr, Ronnie
Beathea, Stacy Council, Michelle Adeniyi, Sharese Nelson, Viveca Ford, Cherrell B. Brown; Third Row: DeMarlon Brown, Marcus
Pailler, Rashaud Taylor, Devin Allen, Darryl D. Samuel, James Towns, Will Barrett, Charles Woodruff Jr., Andre Pickens; Fourth Row:
Wondwessn K. Bishu, Stephen Tyler, Shereece Parker, Ashley Jackson, Bruce Reid, Erika Collins Jantelle Horton, Daniell Reynolds

delta sigma theta

DSQ

First Row: Michelle Adeniyi (Recording Secretary), Erika Collins (President), Shereece Parker (First Vice-President),
Jantelle Horton (Second Vice President); Second Row: Sharese Nelson, Dominique Davis (Financial Secretary),
Megan McGhee, Kendra Bradshaw, Shawn D. Peoples (Adviser); Third Row: Stacy Council, Markiana Jackson, Ashley
Jackson, Ebony Frazier (Corresponding Secretary), Ronnie Beathea (Treasurer), Viveca Ford

......
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zeta phi beta

ZFB

First Row: Alicia Hill (First Vice President), Alexandria Pannell (Second Vice President), Cheryl Mosley (President),
Tashay Myrick (Public Relations); Second Row: LaDonna Martin (Treasurer), Cherrell B. Brown, Yolanda Williams
(On-Campus Adviser), Brittney Carr, Jaleesha Maury (Parliamentarian), Daniell Reynolds

alpha phi alpha

AFA

First Row: Dorrian White, Bruce Ratliff; Second Row: Darius L. White (President), Robert A. White II, Sterling V.
McKinley, Wondwessen K. Bishu; Third Row: Khiry J. Brown, Devin C. Allen, George R. Johnson, Thomas Evans II,
DeMarlon Brown (Vice-President)
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kappa alpha psi

KAY

First Row: Alex Tolbert, Charles Woodruff Jr., Jonathan Whigham, Rashaad K. Rigsby; Second Row: Bruce Reid,
Bobson Mercier, Nathan Shortridge, Sean C. Campbell, Marcus Pailler, Patrick R. Jake

phi beta sigma

FBS

First Row: Stephen Tyler, Freddie Perry, Darryl D. Samuel, Aaron J. King; Second Row: Travis Chandler, James Towns,
Will Barrett, Michael Willis, Rashaud Taylor; Third Row: Andre Weaver, Robin Auguste, Ronald Mcclennon, Wayne
Williams, Cedric Watson

......
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greek
week
greeks sing in harmony

greek week 2009 results

.............................

Overall
Alpha Phi

Greek Sing
1st: Delta Delta Delta
2nd: Sigma Sigma Sigma
3rd: Alpha Phi
4th: Delta Zeta
Airband
1st: Delta Zeta
2nd: Sigma Kappa
3rd: Alpha Phi
Collegiate Bowl
1st: Sigma Kappa
2nd: Alpha Gamma Delta
3rd: Alpha Phi
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fraternity

Overall
Lambda Chi Alpha

.............................

sorority

Greek Sing
1st: Sigma Nu
2nd: Sigma Phi Epsilon
3rd: Sigma Pi
4th: Lambda Chi Alpha
Airband
1st: Lambda Chi Alpha
2nd: Sigma Pi
3rd: Alpha Tau Omega
Collegiate Bowl
1st: Sigma Nu
2nd: Sigma Chi
3rd: Lambda Chi Alpha

Photos by Eric Hiltner

Sigma Kappa sorority members Samantha Cole, Valerie Lerro and Katie Brysch perform
in the Greek Week 2009 Greek Sing Competition on March 27, 2009.

......
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greek week
just dance

greek week 2009 awards

...................................

Outstanding Panhellenic Delegate
Alyssa Godzicki – Alpha Phi
Outstanding Panhellenic Cabinet Member
Carissa Coon – Delta Delta Delta
Outstanding New Initiate
Hannah Mason - Delta Delta Delta

fraternity

Outstanding Chapter President of the Year
Heather Magee - Kappa Delta
Highest Annual Sorority GPA
Kappa Delta
Greek Woman of the Year
Andrea La Jeunesse - Kappa Delta
Women’s Empowerment Scholarship
Jess Montgomery - Delta Zeta
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Outstanding Interfraternity Delegate
Mike Bielski – Sigma Phi Epsilon

........................................

sorority

Outstanding Interfraternity
Cabinet Member
Richard Daniels – Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Outstanding New Initiate
Aaron Wiessing - Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Outstanding Chapter President of the Year
Will Sidelmann - Beta Theta Pi
Highest Annual Fraternity GPA
Beta Theta Pi
Greek Man of the Year
Dan Rolando - Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Charles “Tight” Carter Awards
IFC: Mike Bielski - Sigma Phi Epsilon
Student Government: Kyle Collom - Beta Theta Pi,
Community Service: Todd Brown - Delta Tau Delta

Photos by Eric Hiltner

Jake Fehl, Austin Wager, Ryan Martin, Greg Janes and Jeff Scott dance with their Sigma Phi
Epsilon brothers in the Greek Week 2009 Airband Competition on March 28, 2009.

......
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all

19

0-1

91

athletics

intensity of blue

Each color has several hues and numerous
tints, making it its own treasure chest of power.
The color blue represents Eastern, a college full
of varied sports with numerous athletes form
across the state and even across the globe.
Each of the 21 intercollegiate sports teams adds
its own strength, skill and rich character to each
practice, conditioning meeting and competition
event. Each sport is a hue; each athlete is
a vibrant pigment packing the field or court
with raw prowess. We may be small, but the
Panthers are mighty. Be overcome by the raw
intensity of blue that comes forth.

17

6-1

77

Photo by Danny Damiani

Swimmer Michael Bower gets ready to race
Saturday Jan. 30, 2010 during Eastern’s
meet against IUPUI. The Panthers and the
Jaguars hosted “Paint the Pool Pink” day to
raise money for breast cancer research.

......
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pep, pep, pep it up panthers

Photo by Molly Bartus

The guitarist in the EIU Pep Bands cheers on the men’s basketball team. The Pep Band
plays in the stands for all home men’s and women’s basketball games.
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“Ooooohhh I saw you travel ‘n you walk too much!” This was the
cheer that the Panther Basketball Band shouted at the other team when
they were called for a traveling violation.
Fifty-two members strong, the Basketball Band couldn’t wait to flood
the stands of Lantz Arena each week in a sea of blue and white.
“I love that the band is very spirit-oriented to cheer on the Panthers,”
said Marjorie Wilburn, a junior trombone player majoring in secondary art
education.
“You can tell both teams appreciate us being there, plus we get
paid to have fun!” added piccolo player, Becky Dunning, a sophomore
elementary education major.
The band played out of a book with about 60 songs to perform.
Among the favorites were “Holiday” by Green Day and “Heartbreaker” by
Pat Benatar.
“My favorite is “Holiday” because it is a blast to play and is such a
good arrangement compared to the original version,” said trumpet player
Phil Maro, a junior instrumental music education major.
“I like when we play “Heartbreaker”,” said Travis Heaton, a junior
music education major, who plays the trombone for the band. “We play it
at the very end for the other team if the Panthers win.”
Not only did the Basketball Band perform at all of the men’s and
women’s home basketball games, but according to director, Barry
Houser, it also performed for Admitted Student Day with the Admissions
Office, Panther Service Day, and a number of other community service
events.
The band was actually split up into two different bands, one called
the Blue Band and the other called the Gray Band. For one thing, this
created more space for the performers to stand next to the Panther
Nation crowd and join forces, creating a stronger home-court advantage.
Plus, because “each of the bands rotate each game, it reduces the
number of games each person has to attend,” explained Houser. “So,
rather than attending 30 games, each person attends and performs for 15
games.”
As director of the Basketball Band, Houser’s job is completely
voluntary. His “role is to administrate, guide, coordinate, and rehearse
the bands in order to be prepared for creating an exciting atmosphere for
men’s and women’s basketball games.”
“We wouldn’t be where we are today if it weren’t for our director,
Barry Houser,” Heaton said. “In the two years he’s been here, he has
completely changed the way the Basketball Band works and functions,
and all for the better.”
Story by Jessi Smith

in memory of
Photo by Eric Hiltner

Women’s basketball assistant
coach Jacqueline Moore
watches over practice in Lantz
Arena.

Jacqueline Moore

Jeff Hoover

Jacqueline Moore, 28, died
after collapsing while working out on
Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2009. Moore
was a third year assistant coach to
Eastern’s women’s basketball team.
Senior guard Ashley Thomas
worked extensively with Moore
throughout her career at Eastern as
one of Moore’s responsibilities with the
program was working with the guards.
She said Moore was more than a
coach to the team. She was a friend.
“She was someone who believed
in us and pushed us to be our best
every day,” Thomas said. “You never
know how important something like
that is until you don’t have it. We are
going to miss her in so many ways.”

Eastern coach Jeff Hoover
died in a single-car accident while
traveling home with his family from a
football game against Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale on Saturday,
Nov. 20, 2009. He had just finished
his third season as the offensive line
coach and run game coordinator for
the football team.
“Football coaches around the
country turn into a second father for
most of us players and for some of
us our only father figure,” said senior
offensive lineman Chris Vaccaro.
“Coach Hoover was that person to
many of us. He always had an open
door where we could come in and talk
to him about anything at anytime.”

Story by Collin Whitchurch

Photo by Eric Hiltner

Jeff Hoover talks to his unit during a Sept.
15, 2007, home game against Illinois State at
O’Brien Field.

Story by Collin Whitchurch

eiu honors hall of fame legends
Tony Romo, along with five other alumni,
were inducted into Eastern’s Athletics Hall of
Fame at the 2009 Homecoming football game
on Saturday, Nov. 17.
Former basketball player Henry
Domercant, former baseball player Sean
Lyons, former wrestler Don Neece and friend
of athletics Ed Corley were also included in the
ceremony.
Romo (1999-2002), two-time Pro-Bowl
selection for the Dallas Cowboys, is the
Eastern and OVC career record holder for
single season (34) and career touchdown
passes (85).
Domercant (2000-03) finished his
collegiate career as the No. 1 all-time scoring
leader at Eastern and in the OVC.
Lyons (1996-99) was a three-time All-OVC
selection earning first team honors for two
years.
Neece (1962-65) was a 1965 first-team
NAIA All-American, and Corley was honored
for his long support of the EIU Panther Club,
raising more than $31,000 over four years.

Photos by
Danny Damiani

(Far left) President Bill
Perry shook hands with
Henry Domercant’s family
member, who attended
on his behalf. Domercant
was in Italy training with
his team, Montepaschi
Siena, and inductee
Tony Romo stands in the
background.
(Left top) Don Neece is
honored for his wrestling
career while at Eastern
from 1962 to 1965.
(Left bottom) Sean
Lyons posed with Billy
the Panther after being
honored during halftime
of the Homecoming
football game for his
baseball career. Lyons
coached for Eastern
before moving on to
Bradley in 2010.

Story by Brittney Ferris

......
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cheerleaders
pom pom panthers
“Being a panther cheerleader means you have to have passion and
dedication to the sport,” said Tara Frichtl, a freshman journalism major.
“You not only have to have athletic capability, but you also have to have
spirit and confidence.”
For the men and women on the squad, cheerleading was more than
just a bunch of chants and routines.
“My favorite thing about being a cheerleader is setting personal
goals and being able to reach them,” said Scott Raddatz the captain and
a senior marketing major. “I love stunting, so looking up new advanced
stunts and accomplishing them is always rewarding for me.”
Not only did the team mesh well together on the sidelines, but they
found it important to bond outside of practices and sporting events as
well.
“As captain, I help keep the team together,” Raddatz explained.
“Hanging out outside of practice is where a lot of bonding goes on, which
helps, as it is more productive to have everyone working as one unit.”
The Eastern cheer squad put forth their utmost effort almost yearround as all 20 of them cheered for four different sports teams including
football, volleyball and men’s and women’s basketball.
According to freshman art major, Lauren Hayes, “the team practices
for about two hours three times a week and cheers at games almost
every weekend.”
“I can’t imagine life without it,” Frichtl said. “I love everything about
it; being a part of a team, cheering in front of large crowds, and all the
athleticism it takes to tumble and stunt.”
A sentiment Raddatz agrees with.
“Our team works very hard the entire year and we are proud of what
the cheerleading team has been able to accomplish,” Raddatz said.
Story by Jessi Smith

Photo by Molly Bartus

(Top) Eastern’s cheerleading squad
performs during pregame before the
men’s basketball game in Lantz Arena.

Photo by Dion Martorano
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(Right) Kyle McDonough and Scott
Raddatz yell into their cones as they
cheer on Eastern’s men’s basketball
team as it faces UT Martin at Lantz
Arena in Charleston, Ill., on Saturday,
Jan. 23, 2010.

pinks
dancing divas

Photo by Molly Bartus

(Top) The ROTC and the Pink Panthers dancers perform together at the half time
show during the men and women’s basketball game.

Photo by Dion Martorano

(Bottom) Freshman Nicollete Sheridan dances during the pregame celebration for
Homecoming 2009 on Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009.

Ever since the fall of 1964, one team has been dancing its way into
the hearts of everyone in Charleston and the surrounding areas.
That group is the Pink Panthers dance team, or Pinks for short.
While attending football and basketball games, students will see the
Pinks performing all different types of dances ranging from jazz, modern,
pom/kick and hip-hop.
The Pinks are much more than Eastern’s dance team.
“We only perform at football and basketball events, but also perform
at nursing homes around Charleston,” junior Gina Geraci said. “[We also
performed] in Paris [Ill.] at half time for a high school football game.”
Geraci said she and the rest of the Pinks enjoy going out to do other
events. Even the people in the retirement homes get into the routines.
“They really enjoy it because it’s something different and out of the
ordinary for them,” Geraci said. “They also enjoy it because a lot of them
went to EIU. We even saw a former EIU president there, too.”
Geraci is one of the nine women who perform as a Pink Panther.
She is joined by senior Nikki Isaacs, juniors Kristlyn Dalton and Brooke
Bettorf, sophomores Cassie Short, Melissa Pallardy and Jenny Johnson,
and freshmen Angelike “Kiki” Chiligiris and Nicki Sheridan.
Lisa Dallas is their coach and Bettorf and Dalton are the team
captains.
If you’re curious what qualities it takes to be a Pink, coach Dallas
explains what she looks for. “Typical characteristics include being
dependable, respectful, ethical, responsible, dedicated, thoughtful,
humble, conditioned, energetic, positive, flexible, truthful and
enthusiastic.”
Of all of those, dedication is the biggest thing.
“The team practices and trains all year from auditions typically
in April, during the summer, during the fall, over breaks, and through
the spring semester until auditions for the new season,” Dallas said.
“Practices are two hours or more Monday to Friday and early on Saturday
morning for home football games. Conditioning and training outside of
practice is expected in order to keep physically fit and prepared for the
demands of the season.”
While it takes a lot of work to be a Pink, Geraci feels that it is all
worth it.
“I think Pinks are a small family of very close girls who have a crazy
sense of humor,” Geraci said. “Pinks are very special to me because
you get a chance to perform for a lot of people, and you get a chance to
really experience our schools events first hand. It’s a good experience but
requires a ton of dedication and time and effort.”
Story by Dion Martorano

......
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soccer
new coach reaches new goals

First-year head coach Summer Perala had high expectations for the
2009 Eastern women’s soccer team.
The Panthers started off the season with 2-0 win against IndianaPurdue-Indianapolis, a team that would advance to the NCAA
Tournament.
“Holy cow, that game was exciting,” Perala said. “Everybody was
just kind of stunned.”
While the Ohio Valley Conference coaches’ poll did not have high
expectations for the Panthers (picked eighth out of nine teams), the
Panthers finished tied for fourth place and reached the OVC Tournament
for the 11th consecutive year. Eastern remains the only league team
that has qualified for the annual postseason event every year it has
been held. Although the Panthers dropped their final three matches, the
Panthers (7-8-5, 3-3-2 OVC) bested their win total from the 2008 season
(3). And this with a new coach.
“All of them bought into our standards,” Perala said.
The Panthers became more dynamic in their offensive attack, and

women
s
’
2009 results

August:

IPFW (Exhibition)
IUPUI		
Eastern Michigan
Cleveland State

September:
Indiana State
Miami (Ohio)

they finished on scoring opportunities, finishing the season with 23
goals. The Panthers only scored eight goals the season before.
Perala said she and assistant coach Grant Williams were
constructive in their criticism of the team.
“We weren’t there to break them down,” Perala said.
That fueled the winning attitude and the leadership of six seniors
helped the Panthers throughout the season.
Red-shirt junior defender Sam Balek will return to anchor the
defense. Balek was a Second-Team All-OVC honoree for the second
year in a row. Sophomore defender Hillary Blake will also return as she
played every single minute of the season. While junior goalkeeper Kaylin
Lorbert split time in goal with senior Jenny Williams (First Team AllOVC), she led the OVC in saves per game (5.8) and save percentage.
Freshman midfielder Kristin Germann was Eastern’s other OVC
selection. She earned All-OVC Newcomer honors.
Story by Kevin Murphy
3-0
2-0
1-0
2-1

W
W
L
W

1-1 T
2-1 L

Iowa State		
Northern Iowa
Illinois State
Green Bay		
Western Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Evansville		

October:

Austin Peay

1-1
2-0
2-0
2-2
1-0
1-1
2-0

T
W
L
T
OT W
T
L

1-0 W

Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
UT Martin		

November:

Tennessee Tech
OVC Tournament

3-1
2-2
3-0
1-0
1-0
1-0

L
T
W
W
OT L
L

3-2 OT L

panthers compete in first year of round-robin format

Junior forward Alex Harrison served to the
youth this season.
He led the 2009 men’s soccer team with nine
assists and 13 points and helped guide the rest
of the team as the Panthers finished 6-8-3 and
2-6-1 in the first year of the round-robin format
of the Missouri Valley Conference.
Harrison highlighted the Panthers’ MVC
season with a three-assist mark against
eventual MVC regular season champion
Missouri State.
The Bears did not lose another MVC match
the rest of the season.
The Panthers also defeated Bradley for the
first time since 2000 and shut out Creighton for
the first time since 1984.
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Freshmen Kyle Bullock, Jerry Maddi and
Ryan Warren were selected to the MVC AllFreshman Team.
“I was very happy with how things worked
out,” said Eastern head coach Adam Howarth.
“We made some good strides with a young
team. I’m excited for next year.”
The Panthers had only three seniors of the
team.
Maddi was also the league’s only freshman
to earn Honorable Mention All-MVC Team.
Harrison was the league’s honoree with a
Second-Team All-MVC selection.
The Panthers were shutout from the MVC
Tournament as they finished fifth in the sixteam conference, ending their streak of four

consecutive tourney berths.
Central Arkansas and Southern IllinoisEdwardsville are set to join the league next
season as men’s soccer affiliates. The
conference schedule returns to a single roundrobin format with a six-team tournament field.
“I think we had an average start and an
average finish,” Howarth said. “Hopefully, we
can build on that.”
Howarth felt the team should have finished
8-8-1, but with 12 to 13 newcomers, he said it
wasn’t easy.
Eastern is slated to return 18 letter winners
for the 2010 campaign.

Story by Kevin Murphy

Photos by Amir Prellberg

(Above) Wisconsin-Green Bay’s Kelsey
North battles junior forward Kaitlin
Sullivan on Sept. 20, 2009 at Lakeside
Field.
(Far Left) Red-shirt freshmen defender
Austin Andrekus and senior defender
Nick Bonacker collide with a Drake
player on Nov. 4, 2009, at Lakeside
Field. Drake would go on to win the
match 4-1.

men
s
’ ts
2009 resul

(Left) Junior midfielder Kaitlin Sullivan
gets congratulated by her teammates
after her gaming-winning goal in overtime against Western Illinois on Sept.
24, 2009 at Lakeside Field.

August:

St. Xavier (Exhib.) 3-2 W
Intrasquad
3-2 Blue W
Butler (Exhib.)
1-0 W

September:
Valparaiso		
Mercer		
Memphis		

0-2 L
0-0 T
0-2 L

Central Arkansas
Stony Brook
IUPUI		
IPFW		
Evansville		

October:

Missouri State
Evansville		
Creighton		

1-0
2-0
1-1
4-2
0-2

W
W
T
W
L

3-0 W
1-2 L
1-5 L

Bradley		
1-0
No. 24 Drake
0-3
Creighton		
0-0
Asburg College (Ky.) 4-0
Bradley		
0-1

November:

Drake		
Missouri State

W
L
T
W
L

1-4 L
Canceled

......
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indoor track
athletes battle for two seasons at the top

A Southeast Missouri coach approached
Eastern head track and field Tom Akers in
February 2010.
The SEMO coach admired how the Eastern
athletes always battle.
In the 2008-2009 season, Zye Boey and
David Holm did something that no Eastern track
athlete had done since 2000. They were also
the only Ohio Valley Conference athletes at this
meet.
Boey and Holm competed at the NCAA
Indoor National Championships in March at
College Station at Texas A&M.
“It was pretty intense,” Holm said of waiting
to see if they qualified for the national meet. “We
were constantly on the edge of our seat.”
Only the top 14 athletes in each event qualify
to nationals.
Boey dazzled the OVC and burst onto
national radar as a red-shirt freshman. Boey
won the OVC Track Athlete of the Year and the
OVC Freshman of the Year. He was also OVC
Male Athlete of the Championships at the OVC
Championships.
Both teams won the team titles, and the
national championships appearances were a
cap for the men’s and women’s track programs.
Again in the 2009-2010 season, the Panthers

results
2008-2009

battled as the Eastern men’s and women’s
teams captured the Ohio Valley Conference
championships Saturday Feb. 27, 2010, at
the Wilma Rudolph Indoor Track at the Gentry
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
The women’s team edged Eastern Kentucky
142-128 in the team standings, and the men’s
team battled past Southeast Missouri 178150.5.
“We’re going to have our work cut out for
us in the outdoor season,”Akers said. “It was not
an easy victory by any means on either side of
the ball.”
The title is the women’s third team title and
third in the past four years. For the men, the title
is its 12th title in 14 chances.
On the women’s side, senior thrower
Kandace Arnold needed two personal bests
to hold off Southeast Missouri senior Ashley
Brewer as Arnold won both the shot put and
the 20-pound weight throw. She broke her own
school records again with her winning throws.
Her efforts lauded her the OVC Female Athlete
of the Championships, the first of her career.
“I was shocked,” Arnold said. “I didn’t expect
it.”
Arnold’s best throw in the shot put (50 feet,
6 inches) came on her first throw. Her best mark

Men’s Indoor Track
December:
EIU Early Bird
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March:

Arkansas Last Chance
Notre Last Chance
NCAA Indoor Championships

February:

Women’s Indoor Track
December:

Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Iowa State Meet
Iowa State Meet
EIU Friday Night Special
OVC Indoor Championships

Story by Kevin Murphy

OVC Indoor Championships • 1st of 4

January:

EIU Mega Meet
Illinois Intercollegiate • 1st of 3

in the weight throw (61 feet, .75 inches) came
after Brewer threw further than 60 feet.
Red-shirt sophomore Megan Gingerich won
the high jump, 800-meter run and helped the
distance medley relay and the 1,600-meter relay
team to victories. She won the high jump against
16 other competitors and won on a jumpoff.
The men’s team needed a strong Saturday
after a third-place standing on the first day.
“We had some spots where we came up
a little short,” Akers said. “It was a little nerve
racking to tell you the truth. The guys really had
to battle.”
Akers was impressed with both the men’s
and women’s 800-meter competitors. Sophomore
Sean Wiggan led a one through four finish, and
Gingerich helped a one, four through sixth-place
finish for the Eastern women.
Red-shirt freshman Jacob Mitchell captured
the 55-meter dash. Senior Chandra Golden was
second in the 500-meter hurdles. Freshman
Lamarr Pottinger took the 55-meter hurdles title.
Junior Darren Patterson took the 200-meter dash
and followed it up with a third-place showing in
the 400-meter dash. Senior Marcus Williams
was the runner-up in the 400-meter dash.

EIU Early Bird

January:

EIU Mega Meet
Illinois Intercollegiate • 2nd of 5

February:

Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Iowa State Meet
Iowa State Meet
EIU Friday Night Special
OVC Indoor Championships
OVC Indoor Championships • 1st of 8

March:

Arkansas Last Chance
Notre Dame Last Chance

Photo by Amir Prellberg

(Above) Senior sprinter Brandon Jelks gets ready for his heat in the
60-meter dash Jan. 23, 2010 in Lantz Fieldhouse.

Photo by Erin Matheny

(Far Left) Red-shirt freshman Zye Boey sets up for the men’s
200-meter run on Feb. 28., 2009 during the Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor Track and Field Championships in Lantz Fieldhouse.

Photo by Amir Prellberg

(Left) Red-shirt sophomore Gena Nance stretches against the Lantz
Fieldhouse door Jan. 23, 2010 in Lantz Fieldhouse.

results
2009-2010

Men’s Indoor Track
December:
EIU Early Bird

January:

EIU Mega Meet
Illinois Intercollegiate • 2nd of 3

February:

Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Iowa State Meet
Iowa State Meet
EIU Friday Night Special

OVC Indoor Championships
OVC Indoor Championships • 1st

March:

NCAA Last Chance Meet

Women’s Indoor Track
December:
EIU Early Bird

January:

February:

Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Notre Dame Meyo Invite
Iowa State Meet
Iowa State Meet
EIU Friday Night Special
OVC Indoor Championships
OVC Indoor Championships • 1st

March:

NCAA Last Chance Meet

EIU Mega Meet
Illinois Intercollegiate • 2nd of 3

......
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swimming
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results

2009-2010

Men’s Results

January

Saint Louis • 114-107 W

Bob Mowerson Sprints • No
Team Scores
Tunica Invitational • 3rd of 5
Western Illinois • 169-85 W
Millikin • 107-59 W
Butler Invitational • 2nd of 3
IUPUI • 176-79 W

December

February

October

Evansville • 153-109 W
Illinois-Chicago • 108-152 L

November

Ball State • 112.5*169.5 L

Saint Louis • 135-70 W
Summit League
Championships • 3rd

both teams have
mirror seasons

The Eastern men’s and women’s swimming teams adapted to a change.
This change was new head coach – Matt Bos.
Bos took reign of both programs after former head coach Ray Padovan
retired after 42 years as the head skipper.
The men’s squad started out 1-5 in dual meets, but turned around the
season after the programs’ annual winter break trip to Florida.
Senior Brent Noble said the trip energized everyone, and the men’s
squad won their next three meets and dropped only the season finale against
St. Louis.
“We just came together as a team,” Noble said.
The Panthers used their momentum to finish third at the Summit League
Championships, their highest finish since 2007.
Eight individual Panthers earned Second Team All-Summit League
Honors.
On the men’s team, seniors Joe Ethington and Thomas Showers and
sophomores Matt Scaliatine and Cody Showers earned honors.
“I was really happy with everything the way it went,” Noble said.
Noble said having a smaller team and bonding with Bos made this is a
turning point for both programs.
On the women’s team, freshmen Tyler Crittenden, Alex Green, Story
Pumphrey and junior Lauren Zillmer earned honors.
The women’s team finished fifth at the Summit League Championships
for the second year in a row.
The women’s squad also started out 1-5 in dual meets, but turned
around the season after the programs’ annual Winter Break trip to Florida.
The Panthers won their next three meets and dropped only the season finale
against Saint Louis.
The men’s team set four records. Freshman Matt O’Hagan established a
57.63-second mark in the 100-yard breaststroke. Three relays also set records.
Ethington, Cody Showers, senior Elliot McGill and freshman Rich Waszak
established a new mark in the 200-yard freestyle relay. Waszak, O’Hagan,
junior Steven King and Cody Showers established a new mark in the 200-yard
medley relay. Scaliatine, Ethington and both Showers established a new mark
in the 400-yard medley relay.
The women’s team established five records. Junior Kellie Logterman
established a new mark in the 100-yard butterfly. Junior Laura Nilsen
established a new mark in the 100-yard breaststroke. Crittenden, Green,
Pumphrey and Zillmer established a new mark in the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Nilsen, Logterman, Pumphrey and senior Sheila Dugan set the record in the
200-yard medley relay. Nilsen, Logterman, Pumphrey and Zillmer set the
record in the 400-yard medley relay.
Story by Kevin Murphy

Women’s Results

January

Saint Louis • 124-94 W

Bob Mowerson Sprints • No
Team Scores
Tunica Invitational • 3rd of 6
Western Illinois • 166-90 W
Millikin • 105-66 W
Butler Invitational • 3rd of 5
IUPUI • 167-94 W

December

February

October

Evansville • 100-162 L
Illinois-Chicago • 121-138 L

November

Ball State • 102-172 L

Saint Louis • 120-85 W
Summit League
Championships • 5th of 7

Photos by Danny Damiani

(Left) Junior Ian Hoppie gets ready on the starting blocks at a meet
at Ray Padovan Pool Jan. 30, 2010.
(Below) Swimmer Nathan Moritz takes part in the men’s 200-yard
butterfly in the Ray Padovan Pool against Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis
Jan. 30, 2010. Both schools helped hold “paint the pool pink” day
which was to raise money for breast cancer research.
(Far below) The Eastern swim teams faced off against Indiana-PurdueIndianapolis Jan. 30, 2010. The two teams joined together to host
“Paint the Pool Pink” day to raise money for breast cancer research
at Ray Padovan Pool.

......
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baseball
pitchers respect young
assistant pitching coach
A pitching coach who has passion and pride and gets
respect may be hard to find, but the baseball team has found
it.
Skylar Meade was introduced as the pitching coach to
Eastern’s baseball team in the summer of 2007 right after
pitching at Louisville.
Coaching is not that much different than playing, Meade
said.
“Coaching is like you get the feelings of almost pitching,
per se, with every player. So, every guy that is on the mound
you feel like you’re out there with him. That’s a cool feeling,”
Meade said.
He knows his pitchers’ strengths and weaknesses, and he
will play up the strengths of each pitcher, head coach Jimmy
Schmitz said.
“He makes sure my mechanics are sound, makes sure
I’m doing all the little things right and makes sure I’m working
hard,” said sophomore pitcher Josh Mueller.
Meade also teaches pride in his players and believes a
person should have pride in where they are from.
If Eastern loses, you should be embarrassed that they lost
because you’re a part of Eastern, he said.
Respect is one thing that many new coaches lack, but
Meade has gained his pitchers’ respect by working with them,
teaching them and being positive.
“He has so much energy on the field and even off,” said
sophomore pitcher Mike Recchia. “He is the most vocal of
all the coaches during the game. When it’s a close call with
the umpire, you will most likely always hear Skylar yelling
something out.”
Another thing that Meade has helped teach the players is
that they are no different than any other Division I team.
“You walk out and you’re saying, no matter who I’m playing
I’m expecting to win, and I think the more you expect to win the
more you do win,” Meade said.
He knows what it takes to be successful, and “as much as
he’s taught them how to pitch, he has taught them how to be a
great pitcher,” Schmitz said.
Story by Kristin Jording
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record-breaking season
The Eastern baseball team was looking
to capitalize off its 2008 NCAA Tournament
appearance.
The Panthers did so by finishing 31-19,
capturing the Ohio Valley Conference
regular season championship and even
defeating No. 15 Oklahoma during the
regular season.
While the Panthers fell short of the 2009
NCAA Tournament, the Panthers achieved
their first national ranking, and after the
season finished, the Panthers had three
players drafted in the MLB First Year Player
Draft.
Senior outfielder Brett Nommensen
was drafted by the Tampa Bay Rays, junior
pitcher Tyler Kehrer was drafted by the
Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim and senior
Jordan Kreke was drafted by the Atlanta

results

Braves.
The Panthers dominated at the plate.
The team established a new single-season
hits record (644). The Panthers’ 92 home
runs and.362 team batting average both
rank second in program history.
Kreke earned OVC Player of the Year
honors and, along with Kehrer, boosted the
Eastern pitching staff.
Sophomore pitchers Josh Mueller and
Mike Recchia went a combined 16-3 as the
Panthers would also post a 13-game winning streak during the season. Both Recchia and Mueller returned to the mound for
the Panthers during the 2010 season along
with freshman Zach Borenstein, who was a
Louisville Slugger Freshman All-American.
Story by Kevin Murphy

2009

February

Southeastern Louisiana
• 9-6 W, 6-8 L, 5-1 W
Saint Louis • 4-5 L
Butler • 7-6 W

March

Southern Illinois • 5-1 W
Milwaukee • 4-3 W
#25 Louisville • 6-10 L
Milwaukee • 16-4 W
Indiana State • 9-10 L
South Florida • 9-5 W
Bethune-Cookman • 5-3 W
#15 Oklahoma • 8-6 W
Indiana • 6-3 W
Bradley • 1-7 L
Morehead State
• 26-16 W, 6-4 W, 10-1 W
Chicago State • 16-1 W

Illinois State • 9-5 W
Tennessee Tech (DH)
• 25-5 W, 2-0 W
Saint Louis • 12-8 W

April

Chicago State • 16-5 W
Murray State (DH)
• 11-5 W, W 2-1
Indiana State • 25-7 W
UT Martin (DH)
• 10-3 W, 3-13 L
UT Martin • 30-3 W
Illinois • 5-1 W
Blackburn College • 24-4 W
Jacksonville State (DH)
• 8-7 W, 3-13 L
Jacksonville State • 5-10 L
Saint Louis • 10-6 W
Bradley • 8-15 L

Illinois College • 11-1 (8) W
SIU Edwardsville (DH)
• 10-0 W, 4-2 W
SIU Edwardsville • 5-0 W
Missouri • 4-7 L

May

Southeast Missouri (DH)
• 8-7 W, 8-7 W
Butler • 5-7 L
Eastern Kentucky (DH)
• 14-4 W, 4-5 L
Eastern Kentucky • 11-5 W
Jacksonville State • 5-11 L
Murray State • 4-5 L

October

Fall World Series Game 1
• W 11-5 Gray
Fall World Series Game 2
• W 8-0 Gray

Photo by Audrey Sawyer

Junior infielder/pitcher Richie
Derbak slides into second
base during the home game
against Murray State on
Saturday, April 4, 2009, at
Coaches Stadium.

Photo by Dion Martorano

The Eastern baseball team huddles after its wins against Tennessee Tech on March 28, 2009. The Panthers won 25-5 and
2-0.

Photo by Dion Martorano

Senior shortstop/pitcher Jordan Kreke swings during his at-bat
against Illinois State on March 25, 2009. Kreke went 2-for-4, scoring two runs with two RBI’s, and the Panthers won 9-5.

Photo by Dion Martorano

Kreke celebrates with his
teammates after crossing
home plate in game one of a
doubleheader against Murray
State on April 4, 2009.

......
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softball
newcomers spark team to fast start
Sophomore Amber May was an outstanding pitcher. Freshman
Hailee Hanna gave the Eastern softball team an arm behind the plate.
Sophomore third baseman Kiley Holtz was the most consistent at the
plate.
These newcomers helped the Panthers to a fast start, but not
what some would consider a great finish.
The Panthers started off the 2009 season 7-0 and captured the
New Mexico State Tournament Title. But the Panthers went on a 12game losing streak toward the end of the season. They did reach the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament for the third time in four years, but
went 0-2 for the second straight year at the tourney in Jacksonville,
Ala.
During the slide, the Panthers dropped from one of the top teams
in the conference to almost out of contention for the OVC Tournament.
“We just got ahead of ourselves a little bit,” May said. “I think
we expected too much out of us and put the bar too high, and we
flattened out.”
The Panthers finished 25-29 and 9-14 in the OVC and in the final
spot (sixth) in the OVC Tournament.
“A lot of that slide was mental,” May said. “We got to get over that
mental block.”
In six of those 12 games, Eastern only lost by two or less runs.
And two of those losses came in extra innings.
May said the slide was an important lesson for the squad next

results
2009

February

Story by Kevin Murphy

Saint Mary’s (Calif.) • 6-0 W
New Mexico State • 4-3 W
Texas-El Paso • 6-1 W
New Mexico State • 2-1 W
Central Michigan • 7-6 W
Virginia • 11-3 W
Sacred Heart • 2-1 W
South Carolina • 2-4 L
James Madison • 2-3 L
Kennesaw State • 0-1 L
Southern Miss • 3-5 L
N. Carolina Central • 11-2 W

North Dakota State • 0-1 L
Northern Iowa • 0-9 L
Indiana State • 3-0 W
Tennessee State • 4-3 W
Tennessee State • 3-4 L,
6-11 L
Drake • 3-6 L, 5-4 W
IUPUI • 9-0 W, 8-4 W
UT Martin • 2-1 W, 5-4 W
UT Martin • 2-1 W
SIU-Carbondale • 5-1 L
E. Kentucky • 5-0 W, 13-7 W
E. Kentucky • 4-1 L

March

April

Kansas • 2-4 L
North Dakota State • 7-6 W
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season.
She said the team now has to be stronger mentally if they hit a
wall, and that one loss is not the end of the world.
Head coach Kim Schuette said she would like the Panthers to
focus more on mental toughness.
“At the end of the year, it’s hard for everyone to remember the
good,” Schuette said. “It’s kind of hard to swallow. Close doesn’t
matter.”
Part of the slide was the strong finish of other OVC teams.
While Eastern finished sixth in the OVC and did not earn an
NCAA Tournament berth, Tennessee Martin went 0-2 at the NCAA
Tournament after winning the OVC Tournament. Southeast Missouri
lost twice in the OVC Tournament Championship after having
previously won 17 straight games.
Jacksonville State made the biggest statement for the OVC
earning the first at-large berth and then winning an NCAA Regional
and competing in the Super Regionals, a first for the OVC. While the
Gamecocks lost to Alabama in two straight games, they were ranked
in the Top 25 in the final poll of the season.
“I wish it was us out there in Regionals,” May said.
Holtz was named Second Team All-OVC. May and Hanna were
named to the All-Newcomer Team.

Butler • 0-2 L
SIU-Edwardsville • 2-8 L, 1-0 W

Evansville • 6-3 W, 6-3 W
Tennessee Tech • 11-0 W, 2-1 W
Saint Louis • 10-11 L, 2-19 L
Morehead State • 2-3 L, 2-6 L
Morehead State • 2-4 L
Southeast Missouri • 2-6 L, 3-11 L
Jacksonville State • 1-5 L, 0-2 L
Jacksonville State • 0-2 L
Southeast Missouri • 3-8 L

May

Austin Peay • 6-7 L, 11-3 W
Austin Peay • 5-6 L
Morehead State • 4-6 L
Jacksonville State • 4-5 L

Photos by Erin Matheny

(Left) Freshman catcher Hailee Hanna moves to catch a
pop up during the home game against Tennessee State on
March 13, 2009, at Williams Field.
(Top) Senior second baseman Sarah Coppert tries to
apply a tag against a Southeast Missouri player on April
23, 2009 at Williams Field. Eastern lost all three games
against Southeast Missouri during the 2009 season.
(Bottom) The Eastern softball team cheers on sophomore
Kiley Holtz as she reaches home plate after hitting a home
run during the home game against Tennessee State on
March 13, 2009 at Williams Field.

......
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outdoor track
panthers are conference champs again
The Eastern men’s and women’s track teams captured the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships once again.
After capturing the indoor titles, the track teams captured the 2009
outdoor titles. This was only the second time the women’s team captured
an outdoor title in the history of the program.
Red-shirt freshman Zye Boey completed an excellent freshman
season by winning the 100 and 200-meter championships and was
named Athlete of the Championships.
The women’s team made history at the NCAA Regional by scoring
points. The 400-meter relay team finished fifth to score points, a program
first.
Boey placed fifth in the 100-meter dash in 10.25 seconds. The fifthplace finish assured Boey a spot in the prelims at the NCAA National
Championships.
During the indoor season, Boey earned a spot to the NCAA indoor
national championships in the 200-meter dash. He became the first

results
2009

Men’s Outdoor Track
March:

Women’s Outdoor Track
March:

April:

April:

Georgia Relays
Georgia Relays
Indiana State Invite • 2nd of 4

Georgia Relays
Georgia Relays
Indiana State Invite • 2nd of 4

EIU BIG BLUE CLASSIC
EIU BIG BLUE CLASSIC
EIU BIG BLUE CLASSIC
WIU Lee Calhoun • 1st of 10
Memphis Invitational • 1st of 5
Drake Relays
Drake Relays
SIU Edwardsville Invite

EIU BIG BLUE CLASSIC
EIU BIG BLUE CLASSIC
EIU BIG BLUE CLASSIC
WIU Lee Calhoun • 1st of 10
Memphis Invitational • 2nd of 7
Drake Relays
Drake Relays
SIU Edwardsville Invite

May:

May:

Ohio Valley Conference Championships
Ohio Valley Conference Championships
1st of 6
IU Billy Hayes
Louisville Cardinal Twilight
NCAA Mideast Regional
NCAA Mideast Regional • 27th
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Ohio Valley Conference Championships
Ohio Valley Conference Championships
1st of 9
IU Billy Hayes
Louisville Cardinal Twilight
NCAA Mideast Regional
NCAA Mideast Regional • 33rd

Eastern athlete since 2002 to advance to the national meet. Ron White
was the last to do it in the javelin. The last runner to advance was Dan
Steele in 1992 competing in the 400-meter hurdles.
The Panthers won 13 events between both squads to win the OVC.
“It shows that it is a team effort,” Eastern head coach Tom Akers
said. “I was really pleased with the girls’ team and their effort.”
This ended a one-year hiatus of not capturing an outdoor title.
“It was good to bounce back,” Akers said.
Akers relied on the upperclassmen to carry both teams through the
season.
‘We had strong upperclassmen leadership,” Akers said. “That
determines what happens throughout the course of the season.”
The Panthers also captured the Western Illinois Lee Calhoun
Invitational team titles, along with the Memphis Invitational titles as well.
Story by Kevin Murphy

Photo by Kelly Crement

Junior thrower Kandace Arnold practices on
April 22, 2009 at O’Brien Field.

Photo by Erin Matheny

(Left) Freshman sprinter DeMarcus Brooks,
seen here competing in the Big Blue Classic
outdoor track meet on April 4, 2009, at
O’Brien Stadium, was named the Ohio Valley
Conference Male Track Athlete of the Week.

......
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tennis
ovc tournament once again
The 2009 Eastern women’s tennis team faced much more than
the normal amount of adversity.
The Panthers lost then-freshman Amanda Dibbs to an injury and
had to compete without a player. Not only that, the Panthers had to
compete with three other freshmen. The Panthers succeeded.
The women’s team qualified for the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament despite all obstacles in their way.
With Dibbs out with an injury midway through the OVC season,
the team relied on freshmen Shannon Brooks, Annie Egan and
Juliana Frey. Brooks and Frey both finished with above .500 records
in singles dual matches. And Egan finished the season 9-9 in singles
dual matches.
Eastern head coach John Blackburn said Brooks and Egan
made a lot of progress in their style of play.
Sophomore Cara Huck and Frey combined to go 7-4 in doubles
plays, mostly at No. 2 doubles. Frey went 3-3 in three-set matches,
winning her last two three-set matches.
“(The young team) gives us a lot of experience going into this
year,” Blackburn said.
The men’s team also qualified for the OVC Tournament with

results
2009

Men’s Tennis
January

Illinois State • 1-6 L
SIU-Edwardsville • 6-1 W

February

Saint Louis • 1-6 L
Dayton • 5-2 W
Robert Morris • 7-0 W
IPFW • 5-1 W
Northern Illinois • 1-6 L
South Dakota State • 7-0 W
Marquette • 0-7 L

March

Bradley • 4-3 W
Butler • 2-5 L
Western Illinois • 6-1 W
Eastern Kentucky • 1-6 L
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three newcomers thrust into their lineup. While the Panthers had
the strength of seniors Vuk Milicevic, Jordan Nestrud and junior Jeff
Rutherford, they still needed the freshmen and transfers.
Blackburn said Milicevic and Nestrud were on the cusp of being
nationally ranked and had a great season.
The senior duo proved it. The two finished 14-2 overall with a
5-2 mark in the OVC at No. 1 doubles. Milicevic and Nestrud won
their first eight doubles matches together before losing against
Eastern Kentucky. Milicevic and Nestrud also defeated Jacksonville
State’s No. 1 doubles team, which was ranked 74th in the state.
Freshman Drew Grimaldi led the newcomers with a 12-10 record
in singles matches. Freshman Jamie Firth went 9-13, but went 3-1 in
three-set matches. Rutherford earned Second Team All-OVC honors.
Rutherford earned First Team All-OVC honors as a sophomore.
The men’s tennis team finished the season 10-13 and 3-5 (tie
for sixth) in the OVC. The women’s tennis team finished 8-13 and
4-5 (sixth) in the OVC. Both teams lost in the first round of the OVC
Tournament in Murray, Ky.
Story by Kevin Murphy

Morehead State • 3-4 L
Jacksonville State • 1-6 L
Austin Peay • 6-1 W
UT Martin • 5-2 W

April

Indiana State • 3-4 L
Tennessee State • 7-0 W
Tennessee Tech • 0-7 L
Murray State • 3-4 L
SIUCarbondale • 6-0 L
#3 Tennessee Tech • 1-4 L

Women’s Tennis
January

Miami (Ohio) • 0-7 L
Western Michigan • 0-7 L
SIU-Edwardsville • 4-3 W
Northern Illinois • 2-5 L

Robert Morris • 7-0 W
IPFW • 3-4 L
South Dakota State • 7-0 W
Northern Iowa • 3-4 L
Illinois State • 1-6 L

March

Butler • 1-6 L
Western Illinois • 6-1 W
Eastern Kentucky • 0-7 L
Morehead State • 4-3 W
Jacksonville State • 2-5 L
Austin Peay • 4-3 W
UT Martin • 2-5 L

April

Tennessee State • 6-1 W
Tennessee Tetch • 0-7 L

Photos by Karolina Strack

(Above) Freshman Jamie Firth vollies
during a home match against Indiana
State on April 1, 2009 at the Darling
Courts.
(Far Left) Sophomore Vance Davis congratulates his doubles partner freshman Matyas Hilgert after the two won
a set against Indiana State on April 1,
2009 at the Darling Courts.
(Left) Sophomore Cara Huck celebrates after winning her match against
a Morehead State player on March 22,
2009 at Darling Courts.

......
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golf
riordan captures individual title
Former Eastern golfer Carrie Riordan made history for the
Eastern women’s golf program.
She became the first Eastern golfer in both men’s and women’s
history to claim the Ohio Valley Conference Championship at the
par-72, 6,020-yard Crooked Creek Golf Course in London, Ky., in
April 2009.
Riordan did not have an easy road as she battled wrist injuries
during the majority of the spring season and even slipped to second
place on the second day of competition. But on the third day,
Riordan fired a 77 to finish with a 230-stroke count (+14) and edged
her closest competitor by three strokes.
“That was pretty neat,” Eastern head coach Mike Moncel said.
“She improved quite a bit over the past years. She played in pretty
tough conditions. Ball striking was what got her through there. She
didn’t put herself into a whole lot of trouble.”
Moncel said Riordan’s driving accuracy and the ability to hit
the greens in swampy weather is what led to Riordan to her first
collegiate title.
“It was a battle,” Moncel said. “She was a very solid player and
delight to have.”
The individual title capped a distinguished career for Riordan as

results

she earned All-OVC Tournament honors her sophomore year and
was a First Team All-OVC selection during her junior year.
The women’s team finished fifth at the OVCs, but captured the
Loyola of Chicago Invitational during the spring. The Panthers won
the Chicago State Invitational during the fall exhibition season and
also finished second at the three other invites during the fall season.
Then-junior Katie Imburgia won the Dayton Invitational during the
fall season.
The men’s team, however, did not have as much success as the
women’s team.
“We were very young,” Moncel said. “We had our ups and we
had our downs. It was good experience for them.”
The Panthers finished seventh at the OVC Championships.
Freshman Gino Parrodi earned All-OVC Newcomer honors. The
Panthers had one senior and two juniors compete at the OVC
Championships. The rest who competed throughout the season
were underclassmen.
“They took their lumps, and hopefully, they learn from that,”
Moncel said.
Story by Kevin Murphy

2009

Men’s Golf
September:

DePaul Invitational • 13th of 15
Murray State Invitational • 11th of 14
October:
Butler Invitational • 5th of 10
Illinois State Invitational • 8th of 15
Austin Peay Intercollegiate • 9th of 17

March:

Samford Invitational • 12th of 14
Butler Spring Invitational • 5th of 9
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April:

Tennessee State Invitational • 12th of
12
Missouri Invitational • 14th of 14
OVC Championship • 7th of 9

Women’s Golf
September:

Chicago State Invitational • 1st of 7
Westerwind Classic Tie • 2nd of 9

October:

Butler Invitational • 2nd of 10

Austin Peay Intercollegiate • 12th of
17
Dayton Invitational • 2nd of 10

March:

Samford Invitational • 11th of 15
Saluki Invitational • 8th of 15

April:

Bradley Classic • 7th of 14
Loyola (Chicago) Invitational • 1st of 8
OVC Championship • 5th of 8

Photos courtesy by Sandy King

(Above) Junior Francisco Cherizola led all Eastern Illinois golfers with a Top 20 finish at the
two-day Illinois State Intercollegiate, played at the Weibring Golf Club in Normal in October
2009.
(Left) Senior Carrie Riordan fires off a shot. Riordan became the first Eastern golfer to win
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship, either men’s or women’s.

......
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women’s basketball
team lives up to great expectations
It would be easy to judge the Eastern women’s basketball team’s
success during the 2008-2009 season based on its finish at the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament.
But while the Panthers dropped a 69-65 double overtime contest
to their competitor Austin Peay in the championship game, their second
consecutive title game loss, fans should not remember the team for that
alone.
The Panthers entered the season with expectations unlike any
other in program history. Coming off a surprise 19-13 season that
ended with a conference tournament loss to Murray State, big things
were expected, and the Panthers delivered.
The most obvious success was with senior forward Rachel
Galligan. She delivered in each of her first three seasons at Eastern
and her senior year was no different. She cemented her status as
arguably the best women’s basketball player in Eastern history, leaving
with the all-time scoring record, the single-season scoring record and a
bevy of other accomplishments - both on and off the court - that will be
remembered for a very long time.

results

“I don’t know that I can say anything about Rachel that hasn’t been
said,” Eastern head coach Brady Sallee said. “You talk about a kid that
has poured everything she has into a basketball program for four years.
She was incredible.”
Likewise, the Panthers set several program records the team can
take pride in. Their 24 wins are a program record in the Division I era,
and they won 20 straight games in Lantz Arena, a record that also
climbed as high as fourth in the nation at one point.
Development was also a key part of the season. While Eastern’s
roster was senior-dominated, Sallee knew he had to look toward the
future, and the development of freshman guard Pilar Walker and
freshman forward Chantelle Pressley proved critical down the stretch.
Additionally, junior forward Maggie Kloak and junior guard Ashley
Thomas proved their worth as backups ready to step into the starting
lineup for the 2009-10 season.
Story by Collin Whitchurch

2008-2009
November:

Brescia • 86-37 W
St. Joseph’s College • 104-49 W
Miami (Ohio) • 82-74 W
University of Illinois • 45-49 L
Bradley • 69-71 L
SMU • 71-65 W
Savannah State • 62-40 W
Mississippi Valley State • 62-40 W
Cincinnati • 47-52 L

December:

Tennessee State • 83-45 W
Austin Peay • 81-70 W
SIU Edwardsville • 76-58 W
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IPFW • 90-63 W
Indiana State • 51-64 L
Illinois State • 73-75 L

January:

Jacksonville State • 71-58 W
Tennessee Tech • 50-46 W
Southeast Missouri • 51-58 L
Eastern Kentucky • 78-44 W
Morehead State • 70-52 W
Murray State • 51-60 L
UT Martin • 55-49 W
Tennessee Tech • 76-56 W
Jacksonville State • 71-58 W

February:

Illinois-Chicago • 58-48 W
Southeast Missouri • 73-53 W
Morehead State • 64-55 W
Eastern Kentucky • 70-59 W
UT Martin • 63-53 W
Murray State • 69-84 L
Austin Peay • 69-56 W
Tennessee Tech • 89-79 W

March:
OVC Tournament Games:

Tennessee Tech • 71-65 W
Tennessee State • 64-48 W
Austin Peay • 65-69 L

Photos by Dion Martorano

(Left) Senior Rachel Galligan shoots in the
second game of the OVC Championship tournament against Tennessee State on Sunday,
May 3, 2009.
(Top) Junior Dominique Sims starts the offense against Tennessee State. Eastern won
the game 64-48 to continue further in the
OVC tournament.
(Bottom) Senior Ellen Canale plays defense
in Eastern’s last game of the season. The
team lost to Austin Peay 65-69 in Nashville,
Tenn.
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men’s basketball
team takes one huge step forward
Eight straight losing seasons.
The Eastern men’s basketball team had been struggling those
eight years. Even after going 12-18 overall and 8-10 in Ohio Valley
Conference action in 2008-2009, the men knew they wanted more.
And they got more.
In 2009-2010, the Panthers improved to 19-12 and 11-7 in league
play, including a program best eight-game winning streak at the
Division I level. They also vanquished rival Eastern Kentucky 68-61 on
March 2, 2010, for their first playoff victory since 2001.
Heading into Nashville, Tenn., for the OVC Tournament semifinals
on March 5, 2010, Eastern had a scrappy game against league favorite
Murray State and were leading at one point. However, the Racers
pulled off a 55-51 victory with Murray State senior forward Tony Easley
blocking two consecutive shots to clinch the game.
Despite the disappointment, men’s hoops made significant strides
this year.
The Panthers had their first winning record since 2001.
Junior guard Tyler Laser led the team with 13.9 points per game,

results

which was eighth best in the OVC.
Laser was also named to the First Team All-OVC, Eastern’s first
representative since Henry Domercant in 2003.
Red-shirt freshman forward James Hollowell made the AllNewcomer Team. Hollowell averaged 7.2 points per game, 4.8
rebounds a game, and had 36 blocks, fifth most in school history.
Hollowell is on pace to beat legend Kevin Duckworth’s program record
123 stops.
The most improved player was sophomore guard Jeremy Granger,
who was second in scoring with 10.3 points per game. He led the team
with 3.4 assists per game and worked well with Laser in the backcourt.
Eastern did well despite losing senior guard Romain Martin Jan.
19, 2010, for “personal reasons.” Martin was the leading scorer for
three years but could not come back from a knee injury.
Also, Eastern head coach Mike Miller got a two-year contract midseason that runs through 2011-2012.
Story by Bob Bajek

2009-2010
November:

Olivet Nazarene • 72-70 W
Toledo • 72-62 W
IUPUI • 66-69 L
Eureka College • 93-64 W
Chicago State • 82-68 W
Belmont • 62-95 L

December:

Tennessee State • 83-81 W
Austin Peay • 60-73 L
Western Michigan • 58-69 L
Western Illinois • 44-41 W
Belmont • 63-60 W
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Franklin College • 100-40 W
Saint Louis • 42-60 L

January:

Jacksonville State • 50-48 W
Tennessee Tech • 97-93 W
Southeast Missouri • 88-68 W
Murray State • 59-75 L
Eastern Kentucky • 59-67 L
Morehead State • 51-73 L
Murray State • 51-60 L
UT Martin • 51-60 L
Tennessee Tech • 65-75 L
Jacksonville State • 55-70 L

February:

Southeast Missouri • 75-49 W
Morehead State •76-75 W
Eastern Kentucky • 77-54 W
UT Martin • 83-68 W
Northern Illinois • 73-70 W
Austin Peay • 83-73 W
Tennessee State • 66-61 W

March:
OVC Tournament games:

Eastern Kentucky • 68-61 W
Murray State • 51-55 L

Photos by Amir Prellberg

(Left) Senior center Ousmane Cisse goes up for a shot
against Austin Peay Feb. 25, 2010 at Lantz Arena.
(Top) Junior guard Curry McKinney drives to the basket
against Tennessee Tech Jan. 4, 2010 at Lantz Arena.
(Bottom) Sophomore guard Jeremy Granger goes up for a
shot against Austin Peay Feb. 25, 2010 in Lantz Arena.

......
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cross country
o’grady, panthers post top finishes
Former Eastern cross country head coach Geoff Masanet is
optimistic about the women’s cross country team and unsure about the
men’s cross country team.
There’s a lot of optimism considering the Panthers will lose senior
Erin O’Grady to graduation but should return their No. 2-6 runners and
will return junior Caitlin Napoleoni for her senior season.
Leading the pack next season should be Eastern red-shirt
freshman Olivia Klaus. Klaus was the No. 2 runner and was a Second
Team All-Ohio Valley Conference honoree.
Masanet said Klaus could develop into a national caliber runner as
long as she stays healthy.
Klaus was derailed by a cold this season, which limited her
capabilities at the NCAA Regionals and the OVC Championships, even
though she helped the Panthers to a third-place finish, their best since
2006. Klaus, Napoleoni and sophomore Brittany Arthur should serve as
the top runners.
Masanet said the team should still be fairly young as the Panthers
will return all of their runners, but they’re only sophomores.
He said a big difference this season was that O’Grady was
effective on the course and during practice.
“She’s been a good leader from the moment she got here,”
Masanet said.
And O’Grady supplemented that with a sixth-place finish at the
OVC Championships and a First Team All-OVC selection. This caps a
career for O’Grady, who was the OVC Freshman of the Year in 2006.
Masanet said he’ll be looking for leadership from other runners
during the indoor and outdoor track season in preparation for next
season.
On the men’s side, both Masanet and runners acknowledged the
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Story by Kevin Murphy

Men’s Cross Country

Women’s Cross Country

Milikin “5K with a View” • 1st of 5
EIU Panther Open • No team results
Illinois Intercollegiate • 5th

Milikin “5K with a View” • 1st of 5
EIU Panther Open No team results
Illinois Intercollegiate • 5th

September

October

Evansville Invitational • 3rd of 14
OVC Championships • 2nd

November

NCAA Midwest Regional • 24th
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team was inconsistent from practice to the actual race.
The men’s team was able to post its best finish at conference with
a second-place showing, but red-shirt sophomore Brad LaRocque said
they didn’t run to their best ability.
“We couldn’t click out there for some reason,” LaRocque said. “I
don’t know what happened. We just couldn’t get it together.”
The Panthers still managed to finish second at the OVC
Championships, their best finish since 2005.
“We need consistency at a high level,” Masanet said. “We need
consistent, strong races.”
The men’s team had a revolving door at the No. 1 runner position
including LaRocque, senior Aaron Laun and sophomore Matt Feldhake.
Senior David Holm also had the chance to be the team’s No. 1 runner.
The men’s team has a strong pack and had noticed this in practice
every day this season. Masanet said the problem is the men’s team
race plan didn’t unfold during meets, at least, in the past three meets.
“We worked really well in practices, and when it came to races,
some people showed up and some people didn’t,” LaRocque said. “We
all couldn’t click at once.”
The Panthers will count on LaRocque and Feldhake to lead the
team for next season. LaRocque, who battled back from injuries, was
the top runner at the NCAA Midwest Regional and the Evansville
Invitational. Feldhake earned Second-Team All-OVC honors at the OVC
Championships.
The Panthers will have to accomplish all of this without Masanet,
who left the university in January.

September

October

Lucian Rosa Open • 4th of 20
Evansville Invitational • 2nd of 12
OVC Championships • 3rd

November

NCAA Midwest Regional • No Team Results

Photo by Eric Hiltner

(Above) Red-shirt freshman Olivia
Klaus leads a group of Panthers on
Sept. 11, 2009 at the EIU Panther
Open at the Panther Trail. Klaus
finished the 5,000-meter race in
seventh place in 18 minutes, 38.52
seconds. Klaus spent her first season
at Miami (Ohio) and transferred to
Eastern at the end of the outdoor
season last year.

Photo courtesy of eiurunning.com
(Left) Sophomore Connor Kustief
(207) leads a pack of Eastern runners including junior Matt Feldhake
and senior Mario Castrejon at the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships Percy Warner Park in Nashville,
Tenn. Feldhake finished 14th overall
to earn Second Team All-OVC honors.

......
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rugby
another undefeated season
Another undefeated season for the 2009 Eastern rugby team, the
second in a row, and a senior class that has only lost three games in its
career highlights the accomplishments for this season’s team.
But all of that work started last spring with a book and, oddly enough,
also involved the Connecticut 2008-2009 women’s basketball team.
Eastern head coach Frank Graziano and assistant coach Eileen
O’Rouke took turns teaching the rugby team lessons from Jim Collins’
“Good to Great.”
Graziano and O’Rouke treated their Tuesday night weekly sessions
during the spring like a regular class hoping the work would translate to fall
and to the game of rugby for the squad.
Graziano said they would translate those lessons and philosophies
into practice and in the games as the book went everywhere.
“We kept talking about it constantly. Constantly. Maybe that’s how we
won those two games,” Graziano said. “Maybe that’s what allowed us to
win.”
Graziano is talking about the two games Eastern almost didn’t win.
The first game Eastern had a close call and still came out with a win
was Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The Panthers needed a penalty kick as time
expired from junior flyhalf Coartney McKinney to win 29-27.
Then, two weeks later against Northern Iowa, Eastern needed a try in
the final minute from senior wing Crystal Jones to win 22-20.
The rest is history as the Panthers cruised to their second-straight
undefeated season with 10 wins against club teams this season and now
have run their undefeated streak to a program-best 26 games.
In addition to the book this season, the team also carried around a
Connecticut women’s basketball T-shirt that Graziano picked last year at
the Final Four in St. Louis. Graziano had the Eastern players sign it and
used the T-shirt and the focus of going undefeated even when the team
was not playing the best.
The Huskies, however, went 39-0 to claim the National Championship
and won by an average of 10 points and most nights by 20 or more points.
Graziano also said he might consult Eastern assistant volleyball coach
Kate Price about winning even when a team does not play its best for next
year’s rugby team.
Price was part of the Penn State team that won the 2007 national
championship team and now Penn State has won 92 matches in row,
which is tied for the second-longest streak in Division I sports.
The Panthers realized they were not perfect everyday, but they still
strived to achieve that.
“We still knew we could get it done,” said senior No. 8 Stephanie
Militello. “There were some games we weren’t at our greatest. It’s a
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personal thing. A lot of us hate to lose.”
Graziano has had the players pass down an item for each season.
This season the Panthers used the book and the T-shirt.
The Panthers used a lunchbox last season with different notes on
philosophies and maintaining a good rugby program inside of it.
After Saturday’s win against the Midwest College All-Stars, the senior
class handed the game ball to the junior class with its undefeated mark on
it.
“We have something physical already to touch,” Graziano said. “That
ball is part of the theme. It’s part of the culture we’re developing here. It’s
not something that happens every year. We learned how to play great
when we needed to play great.”
Graziano said he’s trying to create that type of environment, but he
said the success of the past two seasons was last year’s class and the five
players who won’t return for next season - all to graduation.
Also, the difference the freshmen made along with sophomore scrumhalf Narissa Ramirez allowed the Panthers to put its third undefeated
season to go along with the 2008 and 2002 season.
“I asked the seniors to play the best that they ever played,” Graziano
said in an attempt to go undefeated. “We knew that was going to be a
challenge this year.”
And they did.
Senior flanker Chase Cain and senior No. 8 Stephanie Militello will go
down as the top tacklers in the history of the program.
Senior center Ashley Jenkins was key with her runs and developing
freshman center Lauren Doyle and the other freshman. Jones was again
key as a top scorer and junior flanker Tiffany Kennedy was key on the
lineouts.
“That’s probably why one of the main reasons are freshmen developed
so well,” said Graziano of his seniors and Kennedy, who will graduate
early.
Graziano said Ramirez ran the offense, not perfectly, but pretty darn
well.
“I’m not sure how good she can get,” Graziano said. “I’m going to
teach her some stuff I haven’t taught since I was with the women’s national
team. It’s her instincts. She’s just a quick study and a quick learner.”
Graziano said he tries to peruse the Internet during Winter Break to
find new ideas. This season it happened to be the book and the T-shirt.
“l’m not different than any other coach,” Graziano said. “I use anything
I can to try to get it across and make them learn.”
Story by Kevin Murphy

Photos by Karolina Strack

(Above) Running toward the goal
line, Ashley Jenkins, senior center,
is grabbed by Grand Valley State’s
Amanda Godfrey who went on to
tackle Jenkins during the match on
Sept. 12, 2009, at Lakeside Rugby
Field. The rugby team played Iowa
State on Sept. 19, 2009, beating
the Cyclones 61-5.
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(Far Left) Crystal Jones, senior
wing, grabs a University of Wisconsin-Millwaukee player preparing
to tackle as she looks for an open
teammate during the game on
Sept. 26, 2009, at Lakeside Rugby
Field. Eastern beat UWM 29-27.

September

Ball State • 90-0 W
Grand Valley State • 32-0 W
Iowa State • 61-5 W
Wisconsin-Milwaukee • 29-27 W

October

Minnesota • 49-0 W

Northern Iowa • 22-20 W
Missouri• 87-6 W
Illinois • 60-0 W
Southern Illinois • 103-0 W

November

Midwest College All-Stars • 85-5 W

(Left) After her successful penalty
kick that brought Eastern the victory, Coartney McKinney, junior
flyhalf, screams in celebration as
teammates surround her on Sept.
26, 2009, at Lakeside Field. EIU
beat Wisconsin-Millwaukee 29-27
in their closest game this season.

......
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volleyball
coaching changes don’t affect spirit
Injuries, coaching changes and more than half a team of
newcomers – the 2009 Eastern volleyball team tried to not let that
stand in the way.
The Panthers finished 11-20 and 4-13 with a eighth-place finish in
the Ohio Valley Conference, an improvement from the five-win season
in 2008.
The Panthers spent the season with new setters (the quarterback
of the offense) and working with seven newcomers, and the team also
had to bring back a senior just to help because of the injuries.
“I think that says something in itself that we improved with all the
major injuries that we had,” said junior outside hitter Kelsey Orr.
Orr was out for most of the season with a foot injury, and junior
outside hitter Erin Hake also spent time on the bench with a foot injury.
Eastern’s kill leader for the entire season, junior outside hitter Alex
Zwettler also missed a match with a stomach injury.
“That says something about our character,” Orr said. “We held our
own against the problems we were fighting this season.”
The Panthers took third place in three non-conference tournaments
and defeated 2009 NCAA Tournament participant Indiana-Purdue-Fort
Wayne at the IPFW Invitational in September.
Zwettler, senior outside hitter Jessica Wheeler and sophomore
libero Brittany Wallace all earned tournament honors at one point.
But while the Panthers will return all but two seniors (including
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Wheeler), they must deal with another coaching change.
The Panthers started and finished the season with first-year head
coach Alan Segal, but he left in January 2010 and the Panthers must
deal with their third head coach in three seasons.
“Unfortunately it takes time to rebuild programs like we are
because of the rough patches that we’ve hit,” Orr said. “It would have
been nice to take off and have a perfect season and go 25-0 or 30-0.”
Orr praised the work of assistant coach Kate Price who helped the
team even in the offseason.
Price, who is also in her first year at Eastern, was an assistant
volleyball coach at Centenary College the previous season and helped
Penn State win the 2007 NCAA National Championship in volleyball.
But now the Panthers are trying to focus and finish out the next
season on a high note.
“We haven’t had any form of tradition for a long time unfortunately,”
Orr said. “That in itself is a setback. If you don’t have those set things
that your program revolves around and that sense of tradition, it really
takes away from a program. Unfortunately, we haven’t had a stable
enough program to really build that. I think we’re finally headed in that
(good) direction.”
Story by Kevin Murphy

2009

August:

Alumni Match (Exhibition) • 3-1 W (26-24, 25-16,
21-25, 25-19)
Kent State • 3-1 W (19-25, 25-15, 25-23, 25-21)
IPFW • 3-1 W (25-21, 25-21, 19-25, 25-16)
Butler • 0-3 L (21-25, 22-25, 17-25)
Drake • 2-3 L (21-25, 28-26, 16-25, 27-25, 12-15)

Chicago State • 3-0 W (25-13,25-11,25-20)
Jacksonville State • 1-3 L (23-25,13-25,25-18,2325)
Tennessee Tech • 3-0 W (28-26,25-23,25-22)
Murray State • 1-3 L (17-25,26-24,19-25,26-28)
Tennessee State • 1-3 L (17-25,19-25,25-18,16-25)
Austin Peay • 0-3 L (21-25,23-25,18-25)

September:

October:

West Virginia • 0-3 L (30-32,21-25,24-26)
Southern Utah • 3-1 W (23-25,25-20,26-24,25-21)
Denver • 0-3 L (20-25,21-25,16-25)
Air Force • 3-0 W (25-22,25-20,26-24)
Illinois-Chicago • 3-1 W (19-25,25-20,25-23,25-22)
Indiana State • 0-3 L (23-25,22-25,25-27)
Ball State • 0-3 L (14-25,22-25,17-25)
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Morehead State • 1-3 L (25-22,20-25,22-25,18-25)
Eastern Kentucky • 1-3 L (25-21,22-25,17-25,2025)
UT Martin • 0-3 L (23-25,23-25,22-25)
Tennessee Tech • 1-3 L (25-19,21-25,19-25,24-26)
Jacksonville State • 1-3 L (26-24,11-25,21-25,2125)

Southeast Missouri • 0-3 L (18-25,18-25,19-25)
SIU-Edwardsville • 3-1 W (26-28,25-21,25-12,2523)
Austin Peay • 0-3 L (18-25,14-25,15-25)
Tennessee State • 3-2 W (20-25,25-20,19-25,2624,15-13)
UT Martin • 3-1 W (21-25,26-24,25-15,25-17)
Murray State • 2-3 L (25-14,25-22,12-25,23-25,1015)

November:

Southeast Missouri • 3-2 W (25-19,21-25,26-24,1425,15-13)
SIU-Edwardsville • 1-3 L (15-25,21-25,25-16,22-25)
Eastern Kentucky • 2-3 L (23-25, 13-25,26-24,2522,8-15)

Photo by Amir Prellberg

(Above) Junior setter Kylie Cavanah
and sophmore middle blocker Melanie
Boykins attempt to block an Austin Peay
kill Sept. 26, 2009 afternoon at Lantz
Arena.

Photo by Eric Hiltner

(Left) Sophomore middle blocker
Melanie Boykins hits the ball during
practice on a Monday afternoon in Lantz
Fieldhouse.

......
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football
panthers capture conference title
Change was a theme for the Eastern football team in 2009.
The Panthers saw a changing of the guard at quarterback as Jake
Christensen, a graduate student who transferred from Iowa, took over
for incumbent starter Bodie Reeder, a senior who led the Panthers to a
5-7 season in 2008.
With Christensen at the helm, the Panthers jumped out to their
best start since 1996 by going 4-0 in the first month of the season.
But while Christensen was the story early on, finishing with 19
touchdown passes, 11 interceptions and 2,204 yards, the defense
made strides from 2008, playing a big role in the team’s success.
Junior cornerback C.J. James led the way for the defense, finishing
with a team-high five interceptions, returning two for touchdowns. He
was named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference First Team.
While the 4-0 start was derailed by arch-rival Eastern Kentucky on
the Oct. 3 Family Weekend game, the Panthers wound up with their
first outright OVC Title, finishing with a 6-2 record in the conference.
The season also saw its share of national exposure for the
Panthers. On Oct. 10 the team traveled to State College, Penn., to
square off against Big Ten powerhouse Penn State. The Eastern
athletic department was paid $400,000 for the trip, which ended with a
52-3 loss to the Nittany Lions.
Eastern’s Senior Night also garnered national exposure as the
Panthers hosted Tennessee State on ESPNU with a chance to clinch
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an outright OVC Title. The Tigers pulled off a 21-10 upset to end the
regular season, but the Panthers held on to the title anyway by virtue of
Jacksonville State’s victory against Eastern Kentucky in the final game
of the season.
The Panthers made their first playoff appearance since 2007
with their regular season OVC Title and faced off against in-state
rival Southern Illinois in the first round of the Football Championship
Subdivision Playoffs.
The Salukis, led by Walter Payton Award candidate Deji Karim, ran
away with a 48-7 victory in Carbondale, ending the Panthers’ season.
The Panthers earned a plethora of postseason awards for their
performance in the OVC during the regular season. Twenty-third-year
head coach Bob Spoo was named the OVC’s Coach of the Year, while
James, senior center Chaz Millard, senior defensive tackle Trevor
Frericks and senior kicker Austin Signor were each named All-OVC
First Team.
Additionally, Christensen, junior running back Mon Williams,
sophomore offensive lineman Willie Henderson, senior offensive
lineman Chris Campbell, sophomore defensive end Perry Burge and
junior cornerback Rashad Haynes were named to the All-OVC Second
Team.
Story by Collin Whitchurch

2009

September:

Illinois State • 31-6 W
Indiana State • 31-0 W
Southeast Missouri • 23-14 W
Austin Peay • 30-20 W
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October:

Eastern Kentucky (Family Weekend)• 31-36 L
Penn State • 3-52 L
Tennessee Tech (Homecoming) • 23-15 W
Jacksonville State • 28-20 W
Murray State • 16-10 W

November:

UT Martin • 49-13 W
Tennessee State • 10-21 L
Southern Illinois (FCS Playoffs) • 7-48 L

Photo by Amir Prellberg

(Above) Junior running back Mon
Williams tries to get past Penn
State defenders Oct. 10, 2009,
at Beavers Stadium. Eastern lost
52-3.

Photos by Eric Hiltner

(Far Left) Junior running back
Chevon Walker runs the ball during
the game against Indiana State
on Saturday, Sept. 12, 2009, at
Memorial Stadium in Terre Haute,
Indiana. Eastern won 31-0.
(Left) Von Wise, a red-shirt freshman wide receiver, catches the ball
during practice Aug. 31, 2009, in
O’Brien Field.

......
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organizations

through the kaleidoscope

Students give life to Eastern’s community, but
organizations help frame it. Like interests ban
together, cast awareness and surge ahead. They
create a unique set of dynamics, shaping the
collegiate experience. A visitor looking from the
outside will see separate group shapes, different
shades of organizations and clubs made from varying
patterns. But if you look through the kaleidoscope,
the mix of associations create an ever- changing
picture, and a colorful design that makes up Eastern.
Look through the kaleidoscope!
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15

Photo by Danny Damiani

Standing behind the Latin American Student
Organization’s table at Pantherpalooza
Aug. 15, 2009, Mark Valencio, a senior
psychology major, informs students about
the organization and recruits new members.
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Photo by Molly Bartus

Lynn Gearica practices her
dance moves before practice.
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Photo by Molly Bartus

Ben Pearcy rehearses with the team for the EIU Dancer pep rally performance.

Photo by Molly Bartus

Allison Brinati dances with the EIU Dancers
at the Homecoming pep rally, Oct. 16,
2009. This was the EIU Dancers’ first
performance of the year.

EIU dancers
Motor memory is what EIU Dancer’s director,
Jeanna McFarland, said helped the dancers learn all
18 different routines for their final production.
“They have been working on it since September
and once you do something repeatedly, so many
times it is just set into your muscles,” McFarland said.
“The repetition helps you to store it in your memory
physically, as well as mentally, so when your brain
goes blank your body still knows what to do.”
EIU Dancers President Kimberly Zydek said the
hardest thing to keep straight is the turn combinations
for each dance. Zydek said some of the dancers write
down on a piece of paper which turn combo g ==oes
with a dance and read that before they go out on
stage.
“With the jumps and stuff it sometimes feels
weird, too, but you just keep practicing until it feels

Photo by Molly Bartus

The EIU Dancers practice weekly
in McAfee Gym to prepare
for performances. Their first
performance of the 2009-2010
school year took place during the
Homecoming pep rally.
Row 1: Lyndsey Weber, Lynn Gearica,
Allison Brinati; Row 2: Krista
Stephens, Carlie Lawrence, Kayla
Butler; Row 3: Tricia Garvey, Kaitlyn
Kavanaugh, Chrissy Lambert;
Row 4: Meggie Hall, Jenna Miglio,
Erica Allsup; Row 5: Ben Pearcy,
Kayne O’Brien; Not Pictured: Kristen
Pierce, Erin Achilles, Valerie Janes,
Casey McClain.

right,” Zydek said. “And then you’ve got it from there
on out.”
The group held auditions in the third week of
the fall semester and started practice for the spring
concert right away.
Zydek said the team practiced about 10 to 12
hours a week and practice different dances each day
in order to help keep them straight.
The last two weeks leading up to the March 6
production were all dress rehearsals. Zydek said
those two weeks were really stressful, but ended up
being worth it.
The spring performance was their biggest
one of the year, McFarland said. The EIU Dancers
participated in the pep rally and had a few other
smaller things throughout the year but the spring
performance was the main focus.
McFarland said because the audience alters,
the group has a wide variety of song selection and
dances to please the diverse crowd.
“There are a lot of different styles,” McFarland
said. “I wouldn’t say one or the other is my favorite, I
have favorite parts in every routine.”
Zydek said while the crowd really likes the pieces
with props like drumsticks and purses, she prefers
the more lyrical pieces or the hip hop ones she
choreographed.
“It is really fun performing the ones you
choreographed, because it is your own personal
style,” Zydek said.
The dancers all had a chance to choreograph at
least one routine and McFarland said it is good that
they could choreograph on their own because she
didn’t have to spend as much time planning dances.
“Not only does it save me time because I am
busy too,” McFarland said. “But a big part of it is
that they are learning different styles of dance. EIU
dancers are very serious students of dance and
learning and adapting to other styles is an important
part of it.”

Story by Brandy Provaznik

......
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Front Row: Ayla Grady,
Rachael Jannusch, Kristina
Schollmeier, Emily Van
Ostran; Second Row: Paul
Wiberg, Keri Carroll, Ethan
Ingram, John Durkin,
Christopher Florido, Jessica
Klaus; Third Row: Danny
Damiani, Stefan Aydt, Katie
Kruger, Mariam Amr, Anne
Koester, Lisa Cerny

Association of International Students

Association of Honors Students

Front Row: Shaukat Mahmood, Praveen Karra, Siva
Kumar Musunuri, Abhiram Myneni, Rajesh Jenne,
Shou-Jen Wang; Second Row: Jorgealberto Zetino,
Santosh Byre, Santhosh Bandari, Jayakrishna
Bobba, Nagendra Nagubandi, Lakshmi Neelesh
Nimmagadda; Third Row: Askal Ayalew Ali, Christelle
Mukazera, Jenn Jennifer Yap, Phuoc Bui, Rohit
Ravva, Prudhvi Garre, Kedarnath Varadi, Pradeep
Telu; Fourth Row: Murat Kadir Aksoy, Kanayo
Ugwu, Victor Lee, Jose Diaz, Sunil Kumar, Orkhan
Abdullayev, Anil Modipalle
(OFFICERS RIGHT) Lakshmi Neelesh Nimmagadda,
Victor Lee, Phuoc Bui, Shaukat Mahmood, Jenn
Jennifer Yap, Askal Ayalew Ali, Jose Diaz

Association of Information
Technology Professionals
Front Row: Vicki Hampton
(Adviser), Cody Carman,
Josh Stout, Rob Flores,
Andrew Brachear, Elias
Sahyouni; Second Row:
Zachariah Caskey, Samson
Hille, Brad Baldridge, Jae
Michels, Steven Baker,
Bryan Cole; Third Row: Sara
Mantis, Stephanie Evenson,
Julie Cornwell, Kaci Ogden,
Jophiel Norman, Melinda
Carruthers
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Front Row: Dave
Muszynski;
Second Row: Valerie
Poerio, Marina
Goldshteyn, Kelsey
Holsapple, Chelsea
Backes;
Third Row: Betsy
Quin, Steve
Mackowiak, Devin
Hickox, Aaron Heldt

Andrews
Hall
Council
Front Row:
Ashley Copple,
Colleen Nelson,
Katie Palzer;
Second Row:
Michelle Carlson,
Victoria Wernle,
Christie Cheatle,
Laura Vietmeyer

Asian
American
Association
Front Row:
Amber King,
Ayaka Hisanaga,
Sweta Joshi;
Second Row:
Patrick Revallo,
Nelson Ho,
Ann Ignalaga,
Joy Ignalaga

organizations

American Marketing Association

Botany Club

Christian Campus House

Front Row: Gerald Presley,
Kateri Tonyan, Joe Wulffe,
Dennis Tiburzi; Second
Row: Chester Dudzik,
Justin Wilcox, Eric
Hendricks, Kim Simon,
Anthony Porreca; Third
Row: Kimberly Lang,
Nancy Coutant, Brad
Daugherty, Stefanie Ervin,
Janice Coons

Daily Eastern News
Ad Staff
Front Row: April Hebron,
Joel Rivard, Lisa Vinyard;
Second Row: Emily Mott,
Kelly Twaits, Amanda Paluzzi,
Kristin Jording; Not Pictured:
Christine Godbey, Brittney
Ferris, Spencer Dietrich,
Anatasios Zervos, Alyssa
Gifford, Randy Gifford, Julie
Kowalski

ABOVE: Tim Aberle, Zach Allen, Landon Arney, Brianna Barger,
Emily Bowers, Eddie Boyer, Logan Bresnahan, Hannah Brinson,
Lydia Caskey, Jodi Cluskey, Kelly Crement, Autumn Cunningham,
Cody Czmyr, Mike Diamond, Emily Donsbach, Naomi Evans,
Hannah Evrard, Stephanis Fanale, Nate Farber, Rachel Franklin,
Abby Hassler, Sarah Haynes, Sarah Henderson, Beth Karraker,
Lyndsay Kirk, Kelsey Klank, Megan Kviztad, Courtney Lafond,
Lauren LaPlante, Mariah Layman, Dillon Lewis, Katie Litherland,
Colleen Martinotti, Danielle McFarlin, Sean McNamara, Andy
Millis, Scott Nichols, Steve Nichols, Randi Nuelle, Kelsey Parks,
Ryan Pearcy, Christina Purcell, Chelsea Puzey, Catherine Read,
Megan Reilly, Alissa Roberts, Emily Sabbath, Wait Sabbath, Alyssa
Sapagnoli, Kristen Schaibly, Eric Scharafin, Mandy Scott, Leah
Shryock, David Small, Rebekah Songer, Anna Southards, Whitney
Speth, Michael Stinson, Sarah Thoren, Emily Wadsworth, Alex
Wagner, Kayla Wagner, Kelsey Warren, Mary Williams, Augie Kim,
Danah Himes, Stanley Himes, Matther Thomas, Sarah Thomas.

Daily Eastern News
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First Row: Cody Rich; Photographer, Bob Bajek;
Associate News Editor, Sam Bohne; Staff Reporter,
Emily Steele; Student Government Editor
Second Row: Kyle Pruden; Online Production Editor,
Rashida Lyles-Cowan; Staff Reporter, Julia Carlucci;
Online Reporter, Sarah Jean Bresnahan; Campus
Editor, Tyler Angelo; Editor in Chief
Third Row: Audrey Sawyer; Assistant Photo Editor,
Krystal Moya; Verge Editor, Karolina Strack;
Photographer, Alycia Rockey; Assistant Online Editor,
Collin Whitchurch; Sports Editor, Chris Lee; Managing
Editor
Fourth Row: Samantha Bilharz; Copy Editor/
Designer, Jane Ruppert; Lead Designer, Emily Zulz;
News Editor, Sarah Ruholl; Administration Editor,
Kayleigh Zyskowski; Activities Editor, Chelsea Grady;
Photographer, Eric Hiltner; Photo Editor, Adam Larck;
Copy Editor/Online Production Editor
Fifth Row: Heather Holm; Staff Reporter, Jose Gonzalez;
Staff Reporter, Kevin Murphy; Copy Editor/Designer,
Dan Cusack; Assistant Sports Editor, David Thill;
Opinions Editor

Front Row: Jenny
Krzyszkowski,
Jaclyn Musser,
Ashley Daly, Rose
Binder;
Second Row: Liz
Johnson, Mark
Bates, Keith
Robison, Ben
Hussey, Jake
Cross

EIU History Club
First Row: Michelle
Donarski, Julie Cole;
Second Row: Lisa
Cerny, Benjamin
Joyner, Rebecca
Berkowicz, Ralph
Ashby (Adviser)

Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Executive Board

Officers: Julie
Cole and Michelle
Donarski; CoPresidents, Lisa
Cerny; Treasurer/
Secretary, Faculty
Advisors Dr.Coit and
Dr.Ashby

First Row: Serena Loranca, Kristin Bowers, Lori Beth Alford, Jessica Brutti, Lindsey
Cottingham, Nickie Mueller, Alex Drown Second Row: Aimee Houchens, Amanda
McCario, Michelle Maurizio, Sarah Braun, Samantha Schultz, Regina Porter and Caitlyn
Buchanan. Third Row: Jennifer Gerardi, Stacy Buck, Jessica Blumm, Randi Rice and
Amber Longtin

organizations

EIU Badminton

Epsilon Sigma Alpha
ABOVE: Lori Beth Alford, Kristin Birkner, Jessica Blumm, Christina Botica, Kristin Bowers, Sarah Braun, Jessica Brutti, Caitlyn Buchanan, Stacy Buck, Katelyn
Burke, Maria Cesario, Christie Cheatle, Veronica Cornejo, Lindsey Cottingham, Lyndsey Curry, Renee Dettling, Alex Drown, Molly Evans, Amy Eyman, Brittany
Fitzgerald, Jennifer Gerardi, Allison Glancy, Kathryn Harner, April Hebron, Jeanine Hoelting, Megan Holzhauer, Aimee Houchens, Kristin Jording, Michelle Kachka,
Lauren Lepchenske, Amber Longtin, Serena Loranca, Michelle Maurizio, Amanda McCario, Kara Mead, Lauren Meek, Nickie Mueller, Gena Nance, Bethany Noller,
Regina Porter, Jenny Prno, Lindsey Reel, Randi Rice, Allison Salo, Samantha Schultz, Sarah Shaw,
Maura Smyth, Shayna Stein, Kiley Strum, Mary Jo Thompson, Emily Vincent, Samantha White, Katherine Wilson, Fall Pledge Class: Samantha Bobbitt, Molly Connon,
Pearl Evangelista, Michelle Gajewski, Holly Gay, Becca George, Valerie Gilroy, Kelsey Holsapple, Dawn Howe, Jenny Kaczmarek, Kelsey Kaski, Kati Kinser, Mary
Lane, Chelsea Malliet, Colleen Nelson, Katie Palzer, Kinyeta Porter, Rachael Quigley, Abby Roeters, Kortnee Russow, Samantha Sarich, Stephanie Sorrentino,
Carrie Swanson, Cydnee Tucker, Nicci Vergara, Lauren Wheeler, Amelia Withrow,

Equestrian Club
Front Row: Christine
Eblin, Maggie Bland,
Annalise LeVeque, Jake
Lane; Second Row: Kyle
Prouse, Kandi Lane,
Christine Komis, Jennifer
Heinemann, Samantha
Drake; Third Row: Christen
Smith, Emily Schrock,
Kestrel Felton, Pat Fewell,
Nicole Conness

Fellowship of
Christian Athletes
Front Row: Nate
Atkinson, Emily Hecht,
Cara Huck, Dr. Andrew
White;
Second Row: Lauren
Covington, Rachel
Daugherty, Christy
Anderson, Kirsten Gee,
Alicia Wittenberg
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Jolie Dance Team

Front Row: Jasmine “Mz. Ladi” McClinton, Najah “Suga”
Shearrill; Second Row: Ashia “Misz Cupcake” Weems, Toni
Porter, Courtney “CoCo” Chambers, Andreya Davis, Larissa
Young, LaShae’ “Kool-aid” Bogan; Third Row: Tiara Randle,
Megan Michell, Alicia “Exxtra” Cook, Veronica Contreras, Ashley
Kolesar

“

”
”

organizations

“

Through our love for dance we want to
provide our audience with an interesting
source of entertainment and enjoyment, to
maintain a strong foundation as a team and
grow from our experiences.
*Jolie’s purpose
To always THINK PRETTY
*Jolie’s Motto

Kappa Omicron Nu
Front Row: Tynisa
Watson, Jennifer Nedbal,
Mary Temples; Second
Row: Amanda Simmons,
Kathleen O’Rourke
(Adviser), Jessica
Bonshire, Karla Browning,
Angela Schaefer; Third
Row: Angelina Berg,
Jennifer Kowalski, Jacob
Scheiwe, Sharon Lewis,
Danielle Haaksma

Kinesiology & Sports
Studies Club
Front Row: Kaitlin
Helms, Joe Johnson,
Justin Tomaska,
Angela Ziemba; Second
Row: Hali Daniels,
Melissa Maffiola, Ryan
Swanberg, Jacob Smith,
Larissa Bickett

*Hosting their 7th Annual Shannon McNamara Run in the Spring 2010 Semester

Lambda Pi Eta

Latin American Student Organziation

Front Row: Carolyn
Markwood, Gina
Sopron, Amanda
Paluzzi, Daniel
Douglas; Second
Row: Dion
Martorano, Crystal
Foor, Katie Glaze,
Kelly Twaits,
Melanie Mills
(Adviser)

Front Row: Gary Pearson, Martha Flores, Alex Lima,
Cynthia Monreal, Mark Valencia, Alice Caceda,
Elizabeth Smith; Second Row: Nydia DeSantos,
Christa Phillips,Brenda Munoz, Marcella Cadena,
Amanda Smith, Veronica Contreras, Sherece Street,
Cyprian Amede, Emeri Shearrill, Dana Barnard,
Cristina Perez, Marcus Pailler, Andre’ Tyler; Third
Row: Jose P. Rodriguez, Mary Ham, Karla Centeno,
Vanessa Villarruel, Selina Rivera, Rosa Varela,
Lilybell Figueroa, Patricia Flores

LunchBox Voodoo
Front Row: Taylor Davis;
Second
Row:
Brian
McElligott, Grant Molen,
Erin Drone, Andy Luttrell,
Chris McLennand; Third
Row: Katie Shaughnessy,
Bridget Shanahan, Korey
Adkins, Katie Kaye, Kaylyn
Engelhardt
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Math Energy
at EIU

Mathematics and
Computer
Science Club
Front Row: John Piccione,
Renee Fietsam, Paul
Ivnik; Second Row: Ashlee
Sharp, Nicole Sangpeal,
Jessica Ringler, Stefan
Aydt; Third Row: Casey
Hannah, Hannah Wilson,
Katie Kruger, Laura
Kirchner, Scott Roszyk

organizations

Front Row: Katy
Hankins, Erika
Collier, Christin
Hartke; Second
Row: Jeremy
Ackman, Amy
Pulley, Heidi
Schlechte, Nicole
Kornita, Jennifer
Fletcher, Bethany
Dunlap; Not
Pictured: Tiffany
Holtgrave, Jen
Kucinsky

Newman Catholic Center

Front Row:
Patrick Wildman,
Nick Savitzky,
Brian Korstanje;
Second Row:
Alison Burge,
Joshua Lawrie,
Moe Samad,
Brittany Kraft

National Residency Hall Honorary

Front Row: Emily
Redmann, Kim Braddock;
Second Row: Michelle
Gawdun, Kara Davis,
Paula Cler, Alisha
Stevens, Megan Kutz;
Third Row: Adam
Schlautman, Dan
Prochaska, Patrick
Wildman, Kevin Martin

The National
Society of
Collegiate
Scholars
Front Row: Kelsey
Leake, Stacie
Zehrer, Laurenn
Jarema;
Second Row: Tim
O’Reilly, Karla
Atchison, Kelly
Twaits, Amanda
Priebe, Richard
Sylvia (adviser)

Professional Convention Management Association
Front Row:
Akihito Kojima;
Second Row:
Amanda
Smith, Bridget
Brennan, Lauren
Holschbach,
Cynthia Monreal,
Alexandra Foster;
Third Row:
Chelsey Fuller,
Sherry Krebs,
Cody Czmyr
(President),
Jaclynn Murray,
Autumn
Cunningham

Phi Beta Lambda

Phi Rho Eta Fraternity, Inc.

Front Row:
Daniel Kolcz;
Second Row:
Kasey Glenn,
Alex Leuty, Tori
Rehahn, Kyle
Pruden,
Amanda Wilson
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Shea E. Brunson, Robert Jones Jr., Gary Pearson

EIU Pride

Front Row: Jen Kucinsky,
Amanda Mangalavite, Sarah
Vetter, Rachel Nodine;
Second Row:Brianna
Makosh, Claire Smith,
Melissa Troc, Emily Dittoe,
Susan Conroy, Emily Kuhn;
Third Row: Emily Redmann,
Nicole Rogers, Kristin
Meyer, Katie Sroka, Daniel
Rolando

organizations

Phi Sigma Pi

Front Row: Tori Bertram, Nick Canaday, Aiden Ethington, Akihito Kojima, Jordan Rozycki; Second Row:
Kirstin Bowns, Sean Callihan, Laura Wussow, Ian Wozny, Jacob Foster, Doug DiBianco; Third Row:
Aaron Porzelius, Justin Sudkamp, Jon Mertes, Mark Hails, Bradley Iberg

PRSSA

(Public Relations
Student Society
of America)

Front Row: Sara Boro,
Crystal Goodwin; Second
Row: Terri Johnson,
adviser, Kyle Piurek,
Megan Reisenbigler,
Kelly Wittenmeier, Ashley
Melhouse; Third Row:
Brian Sowa, adviser, Mike
Leon, Kelly Tompkins,
Tara Rosenbaum, Marissa
Micklewright, Tony Curcuru

Student Association for Recreation
Executive Board
From left: James Connelly, Brittany
Prysock, Steven Panepinto, Michael
Dial; Not Pictured: Amber Nyara

Residence Hall Association
Executive Board
Front Row: Kolin Straub, Julia
Novotny, Daniel Clark;
Second Row: Karla Browning,
Temetria Hargett, Shannon Davis,
Cody Martin, Denika Wilson

SAFCS

(Student Association of Family
and Consumer Sciences)

SCJ (Society for Collegiate Journalists

Front Row: Donna S. Reed,
Amanda Bowman, Autumn
Cunningham; Second Row:
Meghan Thomas, Emily
Braden, Amanda Simmons,
Cassandra Simons, Sara
Duncan, Hannah Hillaker;
Third Row: Sharon Lewis, Dr.
Linda Simpson, Stephanie
Gloede, Melissa Dunk, Danielle
Haaksma, Jennifer Kowalski;
Fourth Row: Margaret Stock,
Danita Pines, Victoria Masellis,
Karen Dye, Sarah Barger,
Karla Browning
Front Row: Christine
Godbey, Jessica Leggin,
Sam Sottosanto,
Stephen Di Benedetto,
Adam Larck; Second
Row: Joe Astrouski,
Brittney Ferris,
Kyle Pruden, Emily
Zulz, Tyler Angelo,
John Twork; Third
Row: Heather Holm,
Barbara Harrington,
Emily Steele, Sarah
Jean Bresnahan, Dan
Cusack, Kevin Murphy;
Not Pictured: Collin
Whitchurch

Society for Human
Resource Management
Front Row: Dr. Denise
Smith, Melissa Hempen,
Dr. Heather Jia; Second
Row: Jessica Sim, Eric
McCallum, Dorrian Devale
White, Da’Lonta James
Hale Jr.
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Sigma Rho Epsilon

organizations

Front Row: Katherine
Weathers, Elizabeth
Brauneis, Rachel
Veach; Second Row:
Cassie Florczyk, Lindsey
Dalesandro, Jill Friend,
Angela Daniels

and enhance the lives of individuals with exceptional learning and behavioral needs.

Front Row: Dan
Obenchain,
James Maines,
Chris Pahl;
Second Row:
Amanda Wood,
Stephanie
Evensen,
Nicole Vergara,
Brandy Ahne;
Not Pictured:
Courtney
Bruner

Student Dietetic Association

Stevenson Hall Council

on Honorary Fraternity that currently has 83 members. Sigma Rho Epsilon is
*dedicSiatedgmatoRhopromotiEpsilonngisfriaeSpecindshiapl,Educati
scholastic achievement, professional growth, leadership, and service. We strive to serve

Front Row: Emily Himpelmann, Lindsey Powers, Laura Morton; Second Row: Abby Gallagher, Emily Wadsworth,
Rachael Jannusch, LaDonna Jenkins, Natalie Rodakowski; Third Row: Kelly Altman, Kristin Bowers, Jennifer
Nedbal, Jamie Sloan, Josie Fehrenbacher, Gloria Brown

Eastern Student Parent Association
Front Row: Angelique Stinson, Noel
Lucero, Isaiah Dye, Tiara Collins, Imani
Muhammad; Second Row: Leah Reeves,
Marsheela Stinson, Rashida LylesCowan, Deborah Syse

Student Athlete Advisory Council
First Row: Erin
O’Grady, Maggie
Kloak, Danielle
Flynn, Zavier
Sanders; Second
Row: Preston
Smith, Cam Strang,
Matt Dettloff, Sean
Dozier, Jamie Firth,
Cory Leman; Third
Row: Alex Zwettler,
Anci Borozan,
Coartney McKinney,
Veronica Bernier,
Pilar Walker,
Megan Nelson,
Cara Huck

Student Veternans of EIU

Front Row:
Jason Adamiec,
Rob Flores,
Zach Albright;
Second
Row: Anna
Boehlefeld,
Stephen
Szigethy, Eric
Hiltner, Joseph
Bartholomew,
Sean Meehan

Taylor Hall Council
Front Row:
Keevá Johnson,
Milagros Ramirez;
Second Row: Roy
Peregrine, Dondre
Keeler, Alex Boyd,
Andrew Lilek
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The Agency

Thomas Hall Council

Front Row: Jessica
Leggin, Krista
Henery, Isaiah
Simmons, Crystal
Alston; Second
Row: Terri Johnson,
adviser, Jacqui
Reinhart, Avery
MacPhee-Drake,
Meredith Mueller,
Cara Fumagalli;
Third Row: Barbara
Harrington, Melissa
Sturtevant, Liz
Edwards, Beth
Steele, Mike Leon

organizations

Technology Education Collegiate Association
Front Row: Kurt Fenzel; Second Row: Patrick Veach, Robbi Howard, August Luthmann

Front Row: Roberto Luna, Tommy Nierman; Second Row: Brian Shields, Samuel Fry, Patrick Veach,
Mitchell Cronk

University Board
Front Row: Otis
Seawood Jr., Tom
Usher, Mike Usher,
Orion Buckingham,
Matt “Capo” Caponera;
Second Row: Alexandra
“Lexi” Hazen, Michelle
Adeniyi, Christina
Botica, Sheila Hurley,
Krystina Lamorte,
Alyssa Anderson,
Lauren Phillips; Third
Row: Brittney Ferris,
Mindy Gayheart,
Chandra Golden,
Mary Ham, Courtney
Heinzmann, Barbara
Harrington

WEIU Hit Mix 88.9

WEIU

Front Row: Jennifer
Meyers, Joe Buglio,
Katie Glaze, Tom
Bickham; Second Row:
Joe Astrouski, John
Twork, Philip Norton,
Orion Buckingham,
Matt Caponera;
Third Row: Bridget
Morris, Sheena Berry,
Kate Kelley, Katie
Schweighart, Keri
McElroy

Front Row: Barbara Harrington, Leah Carter, Katie Glaze, Dion Martorano, Holden Kurwicki; Second Row: Jen
Tossey, Marine Glisovic, Dustin Tylman, Courtney Kerch, Vicki Paisley, Katie Rufener, Rhea Drougas, Sheena
Berry; Third Row: LaMar Holliday, Mike Gismondi, Emily Mieure, Kathleen Jones, Kristan Kelleher, Cameron
Hopman, Kelly Runyon, Maggie Zotti, Derek Manson, Zach Nugent; Fourth Row: Grant Truccano, Maggie Zotti,
Derek Manson, Maverick Atteberry, Zach Nugent; Fifth Row: Joe Astrouski, Rachel Morris, Kevin Jeanes, Avery
Drake, Matt Draus, Greg Bitsky, Kevin Ratermann
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National Freshman Honorary Society

Women’s Studies

ABOVE: First row: Alex Granrath; Lynette
Guthrie; Sarah Gillespie; Peter Ping Liu;
Second row-Brenton Enanuel; Taylor
Lawson; Melinda Jackson; Mitch Quill; Matt
Carter; Melissa Walitschek; Joe Crauch;
Amanda Skillman; Laruen Sheely; Ryan
Schoppe; Eric Tyler; Abbie Feldman; Molly
Hussey; Eric Sutor; Brittney Prysock; Mike
Dial; Alicia B. Cook; Brian Sowa; Cathy
Sowa

Phi Eta Sigma

LEFT: Front Row:
Kristin Menas, Ashley
Wiberg; Second Row:
Tynisa Watson, Amanda
Wildenberg, Becki Rowe

Front Row: Trey Stone; Kimberly Simon; Teresa Cooper; Kristina Campbell; Julie Huber; Kara Davis; Jenna Wise
Second Row: Martell Halloran; Rachel Jennett. William Hurley; Kelly Price; Brittany Flemming; Taylor Evers;
Evelyn Tunison; Ashely Aardsma; Margaret Xenakis; Megan Klutz; Layn Newman; Jaclyn Musser; Julie Huck; Carla
Montgomery; Kiley Sturm; Lauren Gallick; Julia Novotny; Emily Estes; Victoria Paisley; Third Row: Emily Thompson;
Amy Handzik; Kristina Snyder; Kelsey Miner; Serena Nicodeme; Rachael Jannusch; Corey Ingram; Renee Fietsam

student
Photo by Kristin Jording
Brittney Ferris, junior journalism major, works on the pride spread of the
Warbler.

The Warbler

While The Daily Eastern News may be the
newspaper of record for Eastern, The Warbler,
Eastern’s yearbook, provides students with a
single, large document they can look at when
remembering their time in college.
Junior Emily Steele is the Student Life
Section editor for the Warbler for the 2009-2010
academic year and served as the Editor-in-Chief
of the publication during the spring of 2009. She
said the yearbook serves a much different role
than that of a newspaper.
“When people want to look back at their
college careers, they look at a yearbook,” she
said. “They probably won’t go rifling through
stacks of newspapers.”
And The Warbler has been providing
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Eastern’s students with countless memories of
the best years of their lives since its inception in
1919.
Having the distinction of being Eastern’s
second-oldest student publication, the Warbler
has established itself as much more than a
yearbook or simple collection of memories: it is
an Eastern tradition and institution.
“The role (of the Warbler) has changed over
the years,” Steele said. “But you can see from
the very first issues that people cared about it
and still do. You can see from their signatures
and the little messages they left for each other.
It definitely has a place in the history of this
campus,” she said.
She added that when people do research on

Eastern and approach the Eastern archives in
Booth Library, they are often sent to the section
where the Warbler is kept.
And though one may not find a career in
professional yearbooks, the skills learned at The
Warbler still translate to professional possibilities.
“The reason I chose journalism was
the yearbook,” Steele said. “And I think a
corresponding area of yearbooks, professionally,
are magazines. Obviously, hard-hitting news
isn’t really our place, but the profiles and feature
stories and side bars we put together are similar
to what they do in magazines.”
Story by David Thill

publication paradise

Photo by Kristin Jording

Alycia Rockey and Collin Whitchurch, senior journalism majors, help put the Daily Eastern News together in Buzzard
Hall. It takes writers, designers, photographer and editors to produce the five-day a week newspaper.

The Daily Eastern News

The Daily Eastern News is Eastern’s daily
newspaper. Produced under various names
over the years, The DEN has been published
daily for more 30 years. Eastern is one of the
smallest universities in the country to feature
a daily newspaper. The DEN, which features
a circulation of roughly 9,000 copies daily, is
staffed and run entirely by students (as are
most areas of Student Publications and Student
Media).
Tyler Angelo, a senior journalism major,
serves as the Editor-in-Chief for the 2009-2010
school year and said the task of leading such a
storied newspaper can be a bit daunting.
“To be honest, it’s a little frightening,”
Angelo said. “It’s a tough job. The most
important thing is that, as editor, you really can’t

mess around. These are people’s jobs, this will
define their future and I don’t take that lightly.”
Lola Burnham, the editorial adviser to The
Daily Eastern News, said the newspaper is
Eastern’s first and foremost record of history.
“Clearly, on the surface, (the newspaper’s)
function in to cover the campus,” Burnham said.
“We cover what’s important, explain why it’s
important.”
She said the newspaper is also the training
ground for students so they might become
better journalists and Angelo agreed.
“I think it does a world to prepare
(students),” Angelo said. “It teaches them how
to write and what questions to ask.”
The Daily Eastern News has been a part of
Eastern’s history for decades and the important

thing to remember, Burnham said, is that the
newspaper must be relevant.
With the changing of technology and
the natural progression of time, the format of
presenting news may change, Burnham said.
However, people will always need someone to
“explain what’s happening and how it affects
us.”
“What’s going to save journalism is local
news and there is no more local news than that
on a college campus,” she said.
Angelo said he did not know what it would
be like to be a student without The DEN.
“Without it, I definitely don’t think I would
have any job possibilities,” he said.
Story by David Thill
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Photo by Kristin Jording

WEIU TV

At 5:30 p.m. every day, the cry marks the
countdown.
“We’re live in five, four, three, two…” the
director’s voice trails off and the cameras go live
and Eastern’s WEIU-TV NewsWatch is off and
running. The silence lasts only a few moments
though as the eight students in the control room
begin barking cues and orders.
There is little room for error in a live
television broadcast and the crew of NewsWatch
operates with impressive fluidity. From the crew
behind the controls to the camera operators
to the on-camera personalities, watching the
group of students bring the news of communities
surrounding Charleston leaves little doubt as to
how this program won an Emmy Award.
News Director Kelly Runyon has been
behind the scenes for eight years watching and
helping the program, which is run entirely by
Eastern students.
The television station began July 1,
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Avery MacPhee-Drake, junior communcation studies major, Zach Nugent, graduate student, and
Katie Rufener, senior communications studies major, all prepare for their daily NewsWatch show
at 5:30 p.m. MacPhee-Drake reports on sports, while Nugent and Rufener are news reporters.

1986. In the 23 years since, WEIU-TV has
provided Eastern students and the residents
of Charleston with local news and a chance for
students to get their feet wet in a field where
jobs come at a premium and experience is
crucial.
“All the students who work here are
volunteers,” Runyon said. “They are not here
for a class; they are not here for a grade. They
are dedicated, working anywhere from 10 to 25
hours a week. They are here because they want
to be here.”
Katherine Rufener, senior communication
studies major, has worked for the station for
more than two years and said the experience
has been great.
“It’s hard work but to get that experience is
crucial,” Rufener said. “You’re kind of thrown into
it and it’s sink or swim. Sometimes we’ve sunk
but more often we swim. You’ve just got to roll
with the punches.”

And that skill is obvious when one watches
the broadcast from inside the studio.
The director’s voice can be heard through
the headsets worn by the floor manager and
camera operators, notifying all that there have
been changes made and one segment will be
cut while another will be stretched. The anchors
simply nod their understanding and continue on.
Barely a beat is missed.
Runyon said she tries very hard to make
sure people see that these students are more
than just that. Runyon also said having a
student-run television station on campus is
beneficial to the whole campus, not just those
on camera.
“To those that know us, know our mission
(the station) is very important. People are just
wowed by the fact that students have this
opportunity,” she said.
Story by David Thill

publication paradise
Stories by David Thill

.........................
Photo by Kristin Jording

Tom Bickham, senior communications studies major, is
on WEIU-FM from 3 to 5 p.m. every day. He says he likes
how he can talk to so many people and try to make them
laugh.

WEIU FM

The Vehicle

Not all of Eastern’s student
publications are journalism and news
related. Many students study literature,
art and creative writing. And all people
want a voice and a chance to be
heard. The Vehicle, Eastern’s literary
publication, provides an opportunity for
students’ creative endeavors to be seen.
Letitia Moffitt is the adviser for
The Vehicle and said it is a vital part of
Eastern’s community for the sake of its
student artists.
“The Vehicle is Eastern’s only
literary journal, and as such it’s a very
important medium for students to share
their writing and artwork,” Moffitt said. “A
lot of what gets published in The Vehicle
comes from assignments students
work on in classes, but without this
publication, students would be missing
that extra step that comes from taking
work from inside the classroom outside
into the world.”
The Vehicle features poetry, short
stories, essays, photography and
artwork, all of which is generated by
students.
The publication celebrated its
50th birthday in 2009 and held a
reading featuring writings from the five
decades of its existence. Moffitt said
the anniversary marked an important
achievement.

“This reading underscored how
important it has always been and
continues to be for students to be able
to express themselves creatively and
artistically and to share their creative
vision,” Moffitt said. “This is as true 50
years ago as it is today and will be 50
years from now.”
Moffitt also said turning 50 marked
the fact that The Vehicle is not just a
student publication but also a “real
literary journal.” The publication can be
purchased at the university bookstore,
she said.
“It represents a wide range of
viewpoints and writing styles, and it has
staying power: The poems and stories
here are real works of art that could be
read again and again,” she said.
Moffitt said the publication features
many students from writing-intensive
majors but hopes students are aware
that anybody “from any walk of life” can
contribute to it. She said the goal of The
Vehicle is to represent Eastern as a
whole.
And she said she looks forward to
the future —and another 50 years at
Eastern.
“We want to keep getting better and
better,” she said.
Story by David Thill

Driving down the road, flipping through the frequencies
of the radio, one may come upon 88.9 FM. If not for the
reminders during commercial breaks, one may never know
that 88.9 Hit Mix is a student-run organization.
Director Jeff Owens has worked with the students at Hit
Mix for six years and said he feels the radio station plays a
substantial role on Eastern’s campus.
“We are the flagship for Eastern athletics,” he said.
“Also, we are one of the few stations that’s live all the time
and we also stream (online) 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. All of that is what we hang our hat on.”
Hit Mix broadcasts all of Eastern’s major athletic events
as well as some of Charleston High School’s athletic events.
The radio station has existed in its current form since the
mid-80s, Owens said. It has been known as Hit Mix for five
years and Owens said its growth has been great.
And though the station welcomes any and all students
to come aboard and try their hand, it is no simple task to get
on-air.
“Really, it’s a pretty formal system,” Owens said.
“Students must work at (online radio station) The Odyssey
first, then they go to a kind of training program for FM.”
He said students must spend one semester with one of
the on-air personalities learning the technical skills of how to
operate the radio and how to conduct themselves on air.
However, he said, for those who wish to pursue a career
in radio, Hit Mix is the place to start.
“It’s a golden opportunity,” he said. “When students
leave here they are prepared to get a job.”
Having worked for 13 years in commercial radio, Owens
said he knows what it takes to make a living by going on the
air and speaking to people.
“We get the chance to teach students and they get to
learn why (the radio) is so important,” Owens said.
Whether it be on in the background while studying,
in the car on the way home from work, or providing
entertainment while working, Eastern’s Hit Mix radio can be
heard all day, every day and it is the students behind the
glass and behind the controls bringing that entertainment to
Eastern’s community and even the counties the surround
Charleston.
Story by David Thill
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paint the portrait

Students come to Eastern to learn, to break out on
their own and sometimes for the first time. They come
to experience new things, to grow as a more cultured
individual and to discover their deeper and truer self.
They are like a clean white canvas, yearning to be
made into a beautiful masterpiece. Students are waiting
to embrace the culture, life experiences and knowledge
imparted by the instructors, organizations and campus
events, which help color and define each student.
Ultimately, when they leave, they will leave behind a
beautiful picture fully ready to show its true colors. Each
person is part of Eastern’s great masterpiece; each
individual is his or her own picture. Let all people paint
their own portrait for the world to see.
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Photo by Danny Damiani

First year graduate student in music Pamela
Machala closes Open Mic night with two songs on
the piano Feb. 17, 2010 in 7th Street Underground.

......
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Michelle Abbott

CAROL STREAM, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Brandy Ahne

WATERLOO, IL | ACCOUNTING

Brittani Akins

CHARLESTON, IL | FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Devin Allen

CHARLESTON, IL | BUSINESS / FINANCE

Katherine Allen

PALOS PARK, IL | FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Victoria Allen

ROUND LAKE, IL | SPECIAL EDUCATION

Jessica Arendarczyk

HUNTLEY, IL | COMMUNICATIONS

Nancy Aymer

DECATUR, IL | FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Amanda Bach

MOUNT PROSPECT, IL | MATH W/ TEACHERS CERT.

Robert Bajek

NAPERVILLE, IL | JOURNALISM

Charrell Barksdale

EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL | BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Jonathan Batha

WILLOWBROOK, IL | HISTORY

Samantha Bean

TUSCOLA, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Adam Beierle

BEAVER VALLEY, IL | FINANCE

Alexander Blizniak

MUNDELEIN, IL | FINANCE

Jessica Blumm

POPLAR GROVE, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Philip Boehl

CLAREMONT, IL | MATH - TEACHER CERT

Andrew Bolokowicz

MOKENA, IL | BIOCHEMISTRY

Christina Botica

OAK FOREST, IL | FCS W/TEACHER CERT

Kierstin Brandt

DECATUR, IL | ACCOUNTING

Elizabeth Brauneis

ALGONQUIN, IL | SPECIAL EDUCATION

Allison Brinati

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Alex Brooks

O FALLON, IL | MASS COMMUNICATIONS

Nichol Broshous

LA GRANGE, IL | POLITICAL SCIENCE

Teresa Brown

ORLAND PARK, IL | FCS/FAMILY SERVICES

Stacy Buck

SAINT JOSEPH, IL | KSS-TEACHER CERT

Alison Burge

HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL | JOURNALISM

Alice Caceda

MCHENRY, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Marcella Cadena

CHICAGO, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Kristin Cann

CHARLESTON, IL

Melinda Carruthers

RAMSEY, IL | MARKETING

Paige Cavalieri

WEST DUNDEE, IL | SPANISH

Katherine Cimarolli

CALUMET CITY, IL | FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Michael Clarke

VILLA PARK, IL | ENGLISH

Jennifer Clement

LISLE, IL | ACCOUNTING
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Paula Cler

VILLA GROVE, IL | MATH W/ TEACHER CERT

Julie Cole

CENTRALIA, IL | HISTORY W/T.C.

Katherine Conner

PESOTUM, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Christina Crowley

MORTON GROVE, IL | COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Kathryn Czerkies

WEST DUNDEE, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Cody Czmyr

PARK FOREST, IL | HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Angela Daniels

ORLAND HILLS, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUC.

Andreya Davis

EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL | ELEMENTARY ED MIDDLE LEVEL

Natorious Davis
ZION, IL | FINANCE

Laura Deters

EFFINGHAM, IL | ACCOUNTING

Amanda Doubet

PEORIA, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Jams Drollinger

HOOPESTON, IL | ACCOUNTING

Erin Duffield

OHIO, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Amber Duffield

OHIO, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Sarah Earnhart

FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL | ACCOUNTING

Candice Elkins

LINCOLN, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Daniel Eungard

CUSTER PARK, IL | GEOLOGY

Samantha Evans

MANTENO, IL | MATHEMATICS W/ TEACHING CERT

Ariana Falk

PARK FOREST, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Tiffany Fearday

MATTOON, IL | MANAGEMENT

Shushana Fernandez

PARK RIDGE, IL | PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Samuel Fisher

MORRIS, IL | GEOGRAPHY W/ENVIRONMENTAL CONC.

Stacy Fortin

KANKAKEE, IL | CHEMISTRY

Jill Friend

LOMBARD, IL | SPECIAL EDUCATION

Trisha Gaffner

HIGHLAND, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Maria Gajewski

FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Raquel Gantt

CHICAGO, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Annalisa Garetto

CHARLESTON, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Marc Genson

BUFFALO GROVE, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Amanda Glidewel

BRADLEY, IL | SOC SCI TEACHING W/ POLI SCI CONC.

Christine Godbey

BLOOMINGTON, IL | COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Marina Goldshteyn

WHEELING, IL | MARKETING

Jessica Goodman

BEAVERVILLE, IL | FINANCE

Crystal Goodwin

ROSELLE, IL | MARKETING

Calvin Gordon

HAZEL CREST, IL | BIOLOGY

......
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Chiara Graham

COUNTRY CLUB HILLS, IL | COMM. STUDIES

Lindsay Grajek

HOMER GLEN, IL | SPECIAL EDUCATION

Amanda Grawunder

OAK LAWN, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Janet Gray

RANTOUL, IL | BGS

Andrew Grzelak

DEERFIELD, IL | INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Alex Haentzler

BELLEVILLE, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Chelsea Hand

NOKOMIS, IL | POLITICAL SCIENCE

Brittany Hardy

JACKSONVILLE, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Nyisha Hardy

CHARLESTON, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Lashawn Harris

MARKHAM, IL | BIOLOGY

Amber Hatchett

RICHTON PARK, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC.

Lauren Hayes

SWANSEA, IL | COMMUNICATION STUDIES P R

Amber Hazzard

EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL | CORPORATE COMM.

Aaron Heldt

BEECHER, IL | MARKETING

Sade Henderson

CHICAGO, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Sandra Henderson
URBANA, IL | BGS

Aencia Henley

CHICAGO, IL | SOCIOLOGY

Anthony Hesseldenz

CHARLESTON, IL | ENGLISH / PHILOSOPHY

Devin Hickox

CASEY, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Eric Hiltner

CHARLESTON, IL | JOURNALISM

Ayaka Hisanaga

CHARLESTON, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Heather Holm

LAKE ZURICH, IL | JOURNALISM

Elizabeth Hood

CHAMPAIGN, IL | ENGLISH W/TEACHING CERT.

Patrick Hood

PROSPECT HEIGHTS, IL | MARKETING

Aimee Houchens

URBANA, IL | KINESIOLOGY

Jaron Hubbard

CHARLESTON, IL | THEATRE ARTS

Kelly Huston

PARIS, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Emily Immel

CARMI, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Matthew Imrie

ORLAND PARK, IL | ENGLISH

Amy Jackson

NOKOMIS, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Zachary Jacobs

MACON, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Kathleen Jacobsen

ORLAND PARK, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Danielle Jacques

PEOTONE, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD

Sharmaine James

CHICAGO, IL | SOCIOLOGY

Christopher Jay

ATWOOD, IL | INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
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Ashley Jenkins

ELIZABETHTOWN, KY | COMMUNICATIONS

Roneesha Johnson

CHICAGO, IL | COMMUNICATION/P R

Autumn Jones

PALATINE, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Jamie Jones

CHAMPAIGN, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Natasha Jones

GLENWOOD, IL | BIOLOGY

Nicole Joritz

TINLEY PARK, IL | HISTORY

Courtney Kane

MORRISONVILLE, IL | EL/ML EDUCATION

Rebecca Kern

SPRINGFIELD, IL | SEC. EDUC.: SOC. SCIENCES SOCO.

Whitney Kincheloe

LINCOLN, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Amber King

DANVILLE, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Matthew King

EVERGREEN PARK, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Scott Kinney

MATTOON, IL | BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Spencer Kirby

PAWNEE, IL | BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Colleen Kitka

CRETE, IL | JOURNALISM

Kevin Kmak

WESTMONT, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Scott Kmak

WESTMONT, IL | ECONOMICS

Kara Kooken

MEDINAH, IL | EARTH SCIENCE

Julie Kowalski

ORLAND PARK, IL | COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Nicholas Krizic

BOURBONNAIS, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Megan Kvistad

SCHAUMBURG, IL | ENGLISH/EDUCATION

Vionka Leal

SKOKIE, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Brittany Ledford

PALATINE, IL | HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Danielle Legut

NAPERVILLE, IL | FCS: FOCUS ON CONSUMER SERVICES

Danielle Lentz

CHARLESTON, IL | COMM. DISORDERS AND SCIENCES

Annalise Leveque

BRADLEY, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Brooke Lewis

TEUTOPOLIS, IL | SCIENCE W/ TEACHER CERT

Krystina Leyva

PLAINFIELD, IL | ENGLISH

Ryan Lindquist

WILLOWBROOK, IL | SPORTS MANAGEMENT

Lisa Lippe

ORLAND HILLS, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Kellie Logterman

ROCKFORD, IL | ART; 2D STUDIO

Michelle Lopez

WESTMONT, IL | HOSPITALITY

Noel Lucero

CHARLESTON, IL | ENGLISH

Kevin Mahoney

SPRINGFIELD, OH | SOCIOLOGY

Tajanae Mallett

NAPERVILLE, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Julie Manchester

CHICAGO, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

......
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Nicole Mangiaracina

CHATHAM, IL | PUBLIC RELATIONS

Ashley Marshall

RICHTON PARK, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Kevin Martin

DECATUR, IL | ACCOUNTING

Jennifer McCall

CALUMET CITY, IL | MARKETING

Amanda McCario

SORENTO, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Mary McDonald

CHATHAM, IL | ART: GRAPHIC DESIGN

Megan McGhee

TINLEY PARK, IL | CORPORATE COMM

Ashley McHugh

ROSCOE, IL | MUSIC EDUCATION

Unique McIntosh

CHICAGO, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Pamela McLeod

CHICAGO, IL | BIOLOGY

Antiqua McMorris

ELGIN, IL | SOCIOLOGY

Shirlean McMullen

SAVOY, IL | CAREER ORG. LEADERSHIP / T & D

Crystal Means

PARIS, IL | 2-D & 3-D STUDIO ARTS

Jennifer Meyers

CHARLESTON, IL | JOURNALISM BROADCAST

Sarah Milen

ORLAND PARK, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Courtney Milner

PALATINE, IL | SPECIAL EDUCATION

Jennifer Moran

STREAMWOOD, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Richard Morse

CRYSTAL LAKE, IL | CMN STUDIES

Jasmine Mosley

EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Emily Mott

FOX LAKE, IL | BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Jennifer Mottar

CAROL STREAM, IL | BUSINESS/MARKETING

Nicole Mulrooney

SAINT JOSEPH, IL | MATHEMATICS WITH TEACHER CERT

Harmony Naples

LEMONT, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Sheldon Naylor

COUNTRY CLUB HILLS, IL | SPORTS MANAGEMENT

Mollie Neff

BELLEVILLE, IL | MATHEMATICS

Zachary Nelson

CRETE, IL | MUSIC EDUCATION

Kadeshah Nolan

SAINT LOUIS, MO | PSYCHOLOGY

Ashleigh Nurdin

BENLD, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Erin O’Grady

OAKWOOD HILLS, IL | SPANISH W/ TEACHER CERT.

Lauren Owczaruk

NAPERVILLE, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Danyelle Parker

CHATHAM, IL | COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Michelle Petty

BEECHER CITY, IL | ACCOUNTING

Jaimee Phegley

PRAIRIE DU ROCHER, IL | MATH W/ TEACHER CERT

Danita Pines

CHARLESTON, IL | FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Ashley Pipes

CHICAGO, IL | MARKETING
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Valerie Poerio

CALUMET CITY, IL | MARKETING

Demeka Polk

BURNHAM, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Regina Porter

PROSPECT HEIGHTS, IL | FCS

Greg Poznic

VILLA GROVE, IL | ACCOUNTING

Kyle Pruden

SALEM, IL | JOURNALISM

Chelsea Puzey

FAIRMOUNT, IL | COMM. DISORDERS AND SCIENCES

Tiara Randle

BLOOMINGTON, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Mike Ravn-Hansen

BARTLETT, IL | HISTORY

Donna Reed

CHICAGO, IL | FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Megan Reeder

ATWOOD, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Julia Regan

CHAMPAIGN, IL | BGS

Claire Remus

PLAINFIELD, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD, SPECIAL EDUCATION

Lauren Rimnac

OAK FOREST, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

George Rix

SENECA, IL | BIOLOGY

Janet Roche

MINOOKA, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Jaira Rogers

WEST FRANKFORT, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Bryan Rolfsen

GRAYSLAKE, IL | BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Renee Rovey

LITCHFIELD, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Alexander Ruwe

MOUNT VERNON, IL | PHILOSOPHY

Jennifer Saltouros

BARRINGTON, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

David Sanders

DANVILLE, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Paul Sanders

NEW LENOX, IL | CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

Samuel Sanders

DANVILLE, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Angela Schaefer

BELLEVILLE, IL | APP.&TEXTILE DESIGN &MERCHANDISING

Kyle Schoenhofen

MOKENA, IL | INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Allysha Schuster

SCHAUMBURG, IL | MATH

Katie Schweighart

TUSCOLA, IL | COMM STUDIES/ PUBLIC RELATIONS

Elizabeth Scribner
TUSCOLA, IL | CDS

Ashlee Sharp

PEKIN, IL | MATHEMATICS WITH TEACHER CERT.

Sarah Shaw

SPARTA, IL | EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Tatiana Sherrill

CARBONDALE, IL | BIOLOGY

Cassandra Simons
WINDSOR, IL | FCS

Kyle Simpson

CASEY, IL | POLITICAL SCIENCE

Hallie Sinkovitz

CRYSTAL LAKE, IL | ENGLISH

Morgan Slattery

OAK FOREST, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

......
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Amanda Smith

VILLA PARK, IL | CONSUMER STUDIES

Jerelliah Smith

CHICAGO, IL | FINANCE

Kristen Smith

MATTOON, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Marcus Smith

MATTESON, IL | BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Erica Sotelo

EFFINGHAM, IL | SPANISH / W TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Nichole Steber

MATTOON, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Marsheela-Marie Stinson

JOLIET, IL | POLITICAL SCIENCE

Kelsey Stock

HOOPESTON, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Darci Stoecker

TREMONT, IL | ENGLISH / W TEACHER CERT

Chelsey Swartzlander

CENTRALIA, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Stephen Szigethy

OBLONG, IL | HISTORY

Eric Thomas

NAPERVILLE, IL | MARKETING

Cally Tubbs

WESTMONT, IL | ENGLISH

Cydnee Tucker

TREMONT, IL | MATH W/TEACHER CERT.

Nicole Turner

CHATHAM, IL | ACCOUNTING

John Twork

BLOOMINGTON, IL | JOURNALISM

Andre Tyler

CRETE, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Mark Valencia

CHICAGO, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Emily Veach

SCHAUMBURG, IL | FCS FAMILY SERVICES

Jaymie Voorhees

EAST ALTON, IL | BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Ann Voss

MOUNT PROSPECT, IL | COMM. DISORDERS & SCIENCES

Christal Waller

RINARD, IL | COMM. DISORDERS AND SCIENCES

Emma Walsh

WHEATON, IL | INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY W/DPIW CONC.

Kelli Waltrip

ASHMORE, IL | FCS

Tynisa Watson

CHICAGO, IL | FCS FAMILY SERVICES

Jonathan Whigham

CHICAGO, IL | COMMUNICATIONS

Patrick Wildman

MONTICELLO, IL | SOCIAL SCIENCES W/ TEACHER CERT.

Janelle Williams

PIPER CITY, IL | PSYCHOLOGY

Myka Williams

CHICAGO, IL | AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

Nkonye Williams

BOLINGBROOK, IL | JOURNALISM

Cicely Wilson

DOLTON, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Jonathan Winnie

LAKE ZURICH, IL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Matthew Winterbottom

GLEN CARBON, IL | ACCOUNTING

Kelly Witts

OAKLEY, IL | ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Carrie Wojewocki

LOCKPORT, IL | RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
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Elizabeth Woods

MOMENCE, IL | FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Terrian Woods
PARIS, IL | BGS

Ashley Wyss

LEMONT, IL | HEALTH STUDIES

Yodit Yirga

OAKLAND, CA | BIOLOGY

Stacie Zehrer

CRYSTAL LAKE, IL | ENGLISH W/SECONDARY EDUCATION

Brittney Zourkas

DES PLAINES, IL | BIOLOGY W/TEACHER CERT

......
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In memory of...

.......................... .........
Anusha Anumolu, Anitha Lakshmi Veerapaneni and Priya Darshini
Muppavarapu were the best of friends.
“We often joked here in the (International Programs) office that they were
the three musketeers because they would go everywhere together, and they
would come in the office and it would be a lot of laughing and friendliness,”
said Sue Songer, international student adviser.
Anumolu, Veerapaneni and Muppavarapu were international students in
the master’s degree program in technology at Eastern.
All three had dreams and plans for their future.
Anumolu was planning on completing her master’s degree within a year
from now and planned to go to India in July to visit her parents and other
relatives.
Veerapaneni and Muppavarapu both had recently become engaged with
plans to marry in May 2009.
Those plans were shattered after an early March 21, 2009 morning car
accident near St. Louis.
The three students along with Veerapaneni’s fiancé, Netish Adusumilli,
27, of Ballwin, Mo., and Veerapaneni’s cousin, Satya Chinta, 23, of Aurora, Ill.
were on their way home from a night of dinner and bowling.
Adusumilli was driving south on Des Peres Road in Des Peres, Mo., with
the three Eastern students and Chinta when they were struck by a car driven
by an off-duty suburban St. Louis police officer.
Christine L. Miller, 41, of Kirkwood, Mo., was traveling east in the
westbound lanes of Dougherty Ferry Road.
At approximately 1:45 a.m. March 21, Adusumilli attempted to make a
right turn onto westbound Dougherty Ferry Road when Miller struck the right
side of his vehicle.
Veerapaneni, Anumolu and Muppavarapu were pronounced dead at
the scene at 2:15 a.m., according to a Missouri State Highway Patrol crash
report.
Chinta was also pronounced dead at the scene.
Miller and Adusumilli were the only survivors of the crash.
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Anusha Anumolu
Anitha Lakshmi Veerapaneni
Priya Darshini Muppavarapu

&

Authorities believe alcohol may have been involved in the crash that killed three Eastern
students early March 21 morning near St. Louis.
“We have a strong suspicion that this was an alcohol-involved crash, and that (the driver)
was drinking beforehand,” said Sgt. Al Nothum of the Missouri State Highway Patrol.
The news of the death spread throughout the campus community over the next two
days after the crash.
“The loss we feel is very great,” Songer said. “From the students’ classmates to their
faculty members to international programs to their work places … They had such hope and
they were excellent students and it is so tragic we lost the three girls.”
The victims from Eastern were three in a small tight-knit Indian community on campus.
Songer said the university averages 150 international students each semester at Eastern,
and of that, there are currently 42 Indian students.
“There’s a huge outpouring of sorrow amongst the students, and it’s hard to watch them
be in so much pain,” she said. “It’s important that we pull together at a time like this and
that’s what we’re trying to do to support and hold our group together.”
Sandra Sasidharan, a master of business administration student and an international
student, also worked with Anumolu, Muppavarapu and Anitha Lakshmi Veerapaneni at
Tower Dining.
Sasidharan was one of the last ones to see the three before their deaths. She and the
three were playing badminton in the Student Recreation Center Wednesday evening during
break.
“It’s unreal still to me,” she said. “It’s difficult not just for me but to all her friends all the
other international students that had known them.”
Sasidharan said the strange thing is the three were inseparable.
“They always wanted to work the same shift,” she said. “They didn’t want to work apart.
They lived together. Now all three of them are gone.”
Sasidharan said she cannot accept the fact that they are not going to be here.
“I still feel like tomorrow morning when I come to work I’m going to see them, but the
reality is not,” she said. “That’s one of the things that we don’t want to talk about, but the
truth is they’re not coming back.”

Photo courtesy of Sue Songer

Priya Darshini Muppavarapu, left, Anitha Lakshmi Veerapaneni,
center, and Anusha Anumola, right, were killed in a car
accident early morning March 21, 2009 in Des Peres, Mo.
The three women were graduate students at Eastern in the
technology program.

Story by Emily Zulz

......
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warbler
christine godbey, editor in chief,
senior communication studies major

Most likely to be at los potrillos

Q: If you were an animal, what would you be?
A: A baby owl.
Q: If you were an ice cream flavor, which one would you be and why?
A: Mint chocolate chip - sweet, bitter and sophisticated.
Q: If I could be anybody besides myself, I would be...
A: A man. I wonder what that would be like.

emily steele, student life editor, junior journalism major
Most likely to be savior of the DEN

Q: What is one goal you’d like accomplish during your life time?
A: Chase kangaroos on a motorcycle in Australia.
Q: If they made a movie of your life, what would it be about and who would play you?
A: It’d be like Juno (except the pregnant part and more the awkward part). Ellen Degeneres.
Q: Name one of your favorite things about someone in your family?
A: That my mom still sends me packages from home.

brittney ferris, sports editor, junior journalism major

Most likely to marry a baseball player

Q: If you were an animal, what would you be and why?
A: Monkey because they always have fun.
Q: If you were an ice cream flavor, which one would you be and why?
A: Rocky Road because Christine says I’m the best of all worlds.
Q: What are you pet peeves or interesting things about you that you dislike?
A: Feet- I really, really don’t like feet.

danny damiani, photo editor, freshman journalism major
Most likely to shoot someone... with a camera

Q: If I could be anybody else besides myself, I would be...
A: I would be a less awesome version of me, so I could look up to myself.
Q: When you were little who was your favorite super hero and why?
A: Batman because he is prepared for any situation and he can beat anyone.
Q: If you were an ice cream flavor what would you be and why?
A: Rainbow sherbert then Mint Chip then Strawberry.

kyle pruden, academics editor, senior journalism major

Most likely to bowl a perfect game

Q: If you had to describe yourself in three words it would be...
A: Kind, caring, honest.
Q: What’s your favorite cartoon character and why?
A: Mickey Mouse, he gets to hang out with Minnie and all the other characters.
Q: If you were an animal, what would you be and why?
A: A zebra, only two colors, plain and simple.

nkonye wil iams, senior journalism major
Most likley to travel to outer space

Q: What’s your favorite thing to do during the summer?
A: Nap outside.
Q: When you were little, who was your favorite super hero and why?
A: I would be chocolate, because I like chocolate and it’s not a complicated flavor.
Q: What is a unique of quirky habit of yours?
A: I’m a music junkie, and I must have it in the morning like other people need caffeine.
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jessi smith, freshman elementary education major

Most likely to be in a long distance relationship

Q: What is one goal you’d like to accomplish during your lifetime?
A: Visit all 50 states.
Q: What’s your favorite cartoon character, why?
A: Kim Possible because she saves the world!
Q: What are your pet peeves?
A: People repeating themselves or girls calling other girls sweetheart or honey.

kevin murphy, senior journalism major

Most likely to be sports editor of the world

Q: If you were an animal, what would you be and why?
A: Dog- Always man’s best friend.
Q: If you were an ice cream flavor, which one would you be and why?
A: Chocolate- I’m sexy, It’s sexy.
Q: If you had to describe yourself in three words, They would be...
A: Gentle, caring and a friend.

emily van ostran, freshman geography major

Most likely to wrap a panther card in plastic

Q: When you were little, who was your favorite super hero and why?
A: Superheros were for boys.
Q: What’s the ideal dream job for you?
A: Something where I’m helping people, making a difference and traveling.
Q: If I could be anybody besides myself, I would be...
A: Rachel McAdams in “The Notebook.”

kristin jording, sophomore journalism major
Most likely to be editor next year

Q: What is your biggest pet peeve?
A: When people sing in the car, especially when they don’t know the words.
Q: If I could be anybody besides myself, I would be...
A: Blair Waldorf, from Gossip Girl.
Q: What is a quirky habit of yours?
A: I look at my split ends when I’m bored in class.

molly bartus, sophomore journalism major

Most likely to be a fashion photographer

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in the summer?
A: Get in my car, roll the windows down and just drive around with my friends with some good music playing.
Q: What your ideal dream job?
A: A famous photographer. I am not sure in what field, but fashion would be amazing.
Q: What is something unique about you?
A: I can’t be in my room without some type of candle being lit.

colleen kitka, senior journalism major

Most likely to own her own restaurant

Q: If you were an animal, what would you be and why?
A: A dolphin- They are extremely intelligent, social, vocal and can swim.
Q: Are you a morning or night person?
A: Both- late to bed, early to rise. Sleep is overrated.
Q: What is something unique about you?
A: I only have two straight fingers on each hand.

dion martorano, junior communication studies major

Most likely to be at any given sports event

Q: If you could have en endless supply of any food, what would you get?
A: Meatballs.
Q: What’s your favorite cartoon character, and why?
A: Taz, he is always on the move, just like me.
Q: If you were an ice cream flavor, which one would you be?
A: Strawberry. It is the best, and I try to be the best.

......
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Colorize [kuhl-uh-rahyz]
–verb (used with object), -ized, -izing.
To cause to appear in color; enhance with color
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colorize

As the 2009-2010 school year comes to a close, Eastern
students pack their bags and leave for home, summer
vacations and perspective jobs, some for the start of a new
life after college. The bittersweet farewells and see-you-soons
ring in the spring air.
The campus’ hues subtly fade and Eastern’s glisten dulls
as students leave for summer. Old Main’s gray stone walls
wait for the start of a new lively school year.
When the students leave, they not only take with
them memories made, lessons learned, friendships and
connections formed, they also take a richly, multifaceted piece
of Eastern’s campus. Students, faculty and staff colorize the
campus year after year, making Eastern a brighter gem in the
heart of central Illinois than it was the year before.
Students reflect on the impressions, accomplishments
and unique ways they help paint Eastern with different shades
and pigments. And, in turn, Eastern, in return, colorizes us
as well. All students leave as different, more vibrant and
enlightened people than they were when they first walked
through Old Main’s gates.
Memories of class discussions, outings with friends,
experiences in organizations and events on campus enrich
and illuminate our personalities, laughter and thoughts as
special shades of Eastern blue. We will carry those shades
with us throughout the rest of our lives as Eastern alumni,
staff and faculty.
Our staff mission was to define EIU by historically
documenting the year. Our vision was to colorize everything
and everyone who make this campus the gem we know it is.
Without the vivid and multihued students and Eastern’s
vibrant faculty and staff, this mission would not have been
accomplished. But the task is finished and this book will
serve as a colorful portrait to let Eastern’s true colors and
spirit shine!

Photo Illustration by
Christine Godbey and Emily Van Ostran
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Three EIU graduate students from India were killed
in an automobile accident in Des Peres, Mo. Anusha
Anumolu, Anitha Veerapaneni and Priya Muppavarapu
were in the School of Technology.

23

William Weber, Eastern’s interim budget director
since December 2007, was named vice president for
Business Affairs.

25

Diane Hoadley, dean of the Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences, talked about
balancing work and family as part of “Women Tell
Their Stories” during Women’s History and Awareness
Month

26
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Raymond Carver: A
Writer’s Life by Carol
Sklenicka

march

Tree Theater of New York founders Mike Papaleo
‘00 and Bryan Grossbauer ‘98, perform “Road Trips”
at Doudna Fine Arts Center, a benefit for Eastern’s
theater department.

april

1

WEIU-TV won a My Source Community Impact award
for education.

4

Lupe Fiasco performed 17 songs in Lantz Arena to a
crowd of just over 2,200.

6

Michelle Murphy was elected Student Body president;
Mark Olendzki ,student vice president for student
affairs; Tyson Holder, student vice president for
business affairs; and Scott Lambert, student vice
president for academic affairs. Eric Wilber ran
unopposed to retain student executive vice president.
733 votes were cast during the election.

7

Yoram Bauman, a stand-up economist, performed in
the University Ballroom of the union. The department
of economics and the Economics Club sponsored it.

8

Alex’s Lemonade helped raise money to fight
childhood cancer. RHA holds lemonade stands
around campus every April, collecting money to give
to the fundraising efforts to fight cancer.

15 & 16

Writing on the Wall – Brick Painting at South and
Library Quads for Social Justice and Diversity Week.
The EIU community was invited to help RHA decorate
bricks with words or phases that have hurt, offended
or marginalized students. The wall was 44 feet long
and contained 200 cinder blocks.

30

Spring Fling hosted in MLK Union themed “Wild
Safari.” Lots of free T-shirts, Frisbees and key chains
were given out. Students were able to play bingo,
paint Frisbees, see animal shows, etc.

30

Former EIU student, Dan Witry, 21, Charleston, died
at his residence.
news 233
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Hayes, Darryl 147

Hayes, Lauren 162, 220
Hayes, Zachary 149
Hayford, Ronald 149
Haynes, Rashad 182, 190
Haynes, Sarah 44, 198
Hayward, Chris 147
Hazzard, Amber 220
Healy, Kieran 122
Heaton, Travis 160
Hebron, April 198, 200
Hecht, Emily 200
Hedberg, Mitch 35
Hedgar, Annie 68, 69
Heicher, Rachel 60
Heilingoetter, Holly 143
Heinemann, Jennifer 200
Heinzmann, Courtney 210
Heldt, Aaron 70, 71, 197, 220
Heller, Brandon 50
Helleson, Michelle 143
Helms, Kaitlin 201
Hempen, Melissa 206
Henderson, John 124
Henderson, Sade 220
Henderson, Sandra 220
Henderson, Willie 182, 190
Hendricks, Eric 198
Henery, Krista 209
Henigman, Emma 143
Henley, Aencia 220
Hennessey, Brittany 144
Henrichsen, Dana 144
Hermer, Lindsay 143
Hernandez, Diana 142
Herrman, Jarred 147
Herscher, Tyler 149
Hesseldenz, Anthony 220
Hickman, Ryan 28
Hickox, Devin 197, 220
Higelmire, Gordon 119
Higgins, Kourtney 143
Hightower, Christopher 37
Hildinger, Jamie 141
Hilgert, Matyas 177
Hillaker, Hannah 206
Hillerud, Michelle 144
Hille, Samson 196
Hiltner, Eric 198, 208, 220
Himes, Danah 198
Himes, Stanley 198
Himpelmann, Emily 207
Hines, Nate 149
Hines, Victoria 84
Hipelius, Lauren 142
Hisanaga, Ayaka 197, 220
Hladilek, Matt 149
Hoadley, Diane 127
Hoadley, Michael 119, 127
Hoch, Keely 144
Hochstetter, Brittany 144
Hoebbel, Megan 144
Hoedebecke, Sabrina 143
Hoelting, Jeanine 200
Hoercher, Maddie 143
Hoffert, Samantha 142
Holdefer, Jenny 59
Holliday, Lamar 124
Holliday, LaMar 210
Holloway, Ambrea 102
Holloway, Linda 113
Holly, Donald 51

Holm, David 166, 184
Holm, Heather 198, 206, 220
Holsapple, Kelsey 197, 200
Holschbach, Lauren 204
Holtgrave, Tiffany 141, 203
Holtz, Brooke 142
Holtz, Kiley 172, 173
Holzhauer, Megan 200
Ho, Nelson 197
Hood, Elizabeth 220
Hood, Patrick 150, 220
Hoogstraten, Ashley 142
Hoover, Jeff 161
Hopman, Cameron 210
Hopper, Amy 141
Hopper, Michelle 18
Hoppie, Ian 169
Horan, Caitlin 143
Horigan, Emily 143
Horton, Jantelle 151
Hotwagner, Ed 145, 150
Houchens, Aimee 199, 200, 220
Hough, Greg 150
Houser, Barry 160
Hove, Chase 149
Hove, Clayton 149
Howard, Robbi 209
Howarth, Adam 164
Howe, Dawn 200
Hubbard, Ashley 142
Hubbard, Jaron 220
Hubbard, Mary Lou 96
Huber, Julie 211
Huck, Cara 70, 176, 177, 200,
208
Huck, Julie 92, 211
Hunt, Angie 42
Hunt, Bo 149
Hunt, Nick 150
Hurley, Sheila 38, 210
Hurley, William 211
Hussey, Ben 199
Hussey, Molly 211
Huston, Kelly 220
Hutchinson, John 93
Hutson, Shawn 26
Huxtable, Nate 149

i

Iberg, Bradley 205
Ignalaga, Ann 197
Ignalaga, Joy 197
Ignalaga, Krishna 54
Ikemire, Danielle 142
Imburgia, Kathryn 143
Imburgia, Katie 178
Immel, Emily 220
Imrie, Matthew 220
Inboden, Miranda 142
Ingram, Corey 211
Ingram, Diana 130
Ingram, Ethan 196
Ingram, Kyle 34
Ingrum, Colin 147
Ippolito, Mike 150
Irwin, Bonnie 102
Irwin, Donald 146
Isaacs, Nikki 163
Isacson, Norman 113

Top 10 movies 2009
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Star Trek

An Education

A Serious Man

Precious

In The Loop

District 9

Iverson, Audrey 143
Ivnik, Paul 150, 203

j

Jackman, Diane 127
Jackson, Amy 220
Jackson, Ashley 151
Jackson, Douglas 44
Jackson, Joshua 96
Jackson, Louise 61
Jackson, Markiana 151
Jackson, Melinda 211
Jacobsen, Kathleen 220
Jacobs, Zachary 220
Jacques, Dani 141
Jacques, Danielle 220
Jahn, Hannah 143
James, Sharmaine 220
Jancik, Cory 147
Janes, Greg 157
Janes, Valerie 195
Jannusch, Rachael 70, 196,
207, 211
Jarema, Laurenn 204
Jasin, Kristen 144
Jay, Christopher 220
Jeanes, Kevin 210
Jeffries, Jasmin 54
Jelks, Brandon 167
Jenkins, Ashley 77, 186, 187,
221
Jenkins, Katherine 143
Jenkins, LaDonna 144, 207
Jenne, Rajesh 196
Jennett, Rachel 211
Jensen, Ashley 143
Jernegan, Neil 147
Jia, Heather 206
Johns, Cassidy 142
Johnson, Benjamin 145
Johnson, Jenny 163
Johnson, Joe 201
Johnson, Liz 199
Johnson, Roneesha 221
Johnson, Shane 29
Johnson, Stephen 150
Johnson, Taylor 37
Johnson, Terri 205, 209
Johnson, Wendy 132
Jones, Autumn 221
Jones, Britney 68, 110, 143
Jones, Brooke 144
Jones, Crystal 186, 187
Jones, Jamie 221
Jones, Jared 150
Jones, Jonathan 95
Jones, Kathleen 210
Jones, Katie 144
Jones, Logan 149
Jones, Madison 50
Jones, Natasha 221
Jones, Sonja 50
Jording, Kristin 198, 200
Joritz, Nicole 221
Joshi, Sweta 197
Joyner, Benjamin 199
Judge, Clint 25
Judge, Kyle 24
Juracka, Jake 147

k

Kachka, Michelle 200
Kaczmarek, Jenny 200
Kaechele, Monika 144
Kalousek, George 149
Kammer, Lindsey 142
Kane, Courtney 221
Karim, Deji 182, 190
Karlowicz, Kevin 149
Karpus, Kristen 144
Karraker, Beth 198
Karra, Praveen 196
Karrigan, Colleen 141
Karrow, Steve 145
Kaski, Kelsey 200
Kass, Steve 122, 146
Kastner, Brittany 143
Katz, Alan 150
Kavanaugh, Kaitlyn 195
Kaye, Katie 202
Kazmierczak, Bekki 144
Kearns, Alana 144
Keeler, Dondre 208
Kehoe, Darby 150
Kehrer, Tyler 170
Kelleher, Kristan 210
Kelley, Kate 210
Kelley, Katherine 143
Kellogg, Annie 143
Kelly, Jennifer 144
Kelm, Amanda 142
Kemerly, Kelly 141
Kendall, Seth 149
Kennedy, Robert 145
Kennedy, Tiffany 186
Kerch, Courtney 210
Kern, Rebecca 221
Keyworth, David 145
Khan, Seemeen 142
Kim, Augie 198
Kimery, Jacob 149
Kincade, Therese 77
Kincheloe, Whitney 142, 221
King, Aaron 151
King, Amber 197, 221
King, Matthew 221
King, Steven 169
King, Travis 149
Kinnaird, Dave 90
Kinney, Scott 221
Kinser, Kati 200
Kirby, Lane 145
Kirby, Spencer 221
Kirchner, Laura 203
Kirk, Lyndsay 198
Kirts, Jake 149
Kirts, Zachary 149
Kistner, Elizabeth 100
Kitka, Colleen 221
Klank, Kelsey 198
Klaus, Jessica 196
Klaus, Olivia 184, 185
Kleiman, Joseph 145
Klein, Meghan 142
Kliest, Julie 142
Klingbeil, Steve 149
Kloak, Maggie 180, 208
Kloss, Ryan 149

Klutz, Megan 211
Kmak, Kevin 221
Kmak, Scott 221
Kniery, Patrick 149
Knight, Jacob 18
Knobbe, Catie 141
Knolhoff, Seth 70
Knutson, Patrick 149
Koester, Anne 51, 196
Kojima, Akihito 204, 205
Kolcz, Dan 150
Kolcz, Daniel 204
Kolesar, Ashley 201
Kolmodin, Ian 149
Kolze, Mara 144
Komis, Christine 200
Konrath, Rich 149
Kooken, Kara 141, 221
Kornita, Nicole 141, 203
Korstanje, Brian 203
Korte, Blake 146
Koslowski, Kyle 146
Kostelich, Alison 142
Kostelny, Kaite 143
Kouri, Alicia 144
Kowalski, Jennifer 201, 206
Kowalski, Julie 198, 221
Kraak, Michael 149
Kraft, Brittany 140, 203
Kramer, Carmen 143
Krause, Eric 150
Krebs, Sherry 204
Kreke, Jordan 170, 171
Krizic, Nicholas 221
Kromar, Jason 146
Kruger, Katie 196, 203
Krug, Quinn 147
Krzyszkowski, Jenny 199
Kuball, Kelly 142
Kucinsky, Jen 203, 205
Kuester, Cail 147
Kuhn, Emily 205
Kulik, Andrea 142
Kulp, Trevor 149
Kumar, Sunil 196
Kun, Meghann 142
Kurwicki, Holden 210
Kusnierz, Jeff 149
Kustief, Connor 185
Kutches, Leah 121, 143
Kutz, Megan 66, 203
Kuziel, Troy 149
Kvistad, Megan 221
Kviztad, Megan 198
Kwoka, Kyle 150

l

Lacox, Carolyn 143
Lafond, Courtney 198
LaHood, Joseph 147
Laidlaw, Kiel 145
La Jeunesse, Andrea 156
La Jeunesse, Drea 143
Lakin, Abbye 41, 143
Lalich, Aubrie 143
Lambert, Chrissy 195
Lambert, Katie 68
Lamorte, Krystina 210

1-3

Celebration: A Festival of the Arts was held in the
Library Quad and Doudna Fine Arts Center. Several
musical and theatrical performances were held in
Doudna, along with several outside in front of the
library. Food vendors, along with arts and crafts
vendors, withstood the rainy weather on Friday, but
the sun on Saturday and Sunday brought crowds out.

2

The Vehicle, a literary magazine, celebrated its 50th
anniversary at Celebration with a special reading.
Students and faculty members read entries submitted
in the past five decades. Letitia Moffitt is the adviser.

9
15

Spring Commencement was held at Lantz Arena.

30

Cameron Chana, a business administration major,
along with Justin Sleezer, Yorkville, died of head
injuries caused by a accident on Interstate 57.

Anvil! The Story of
Anvil

Andrew Galo, senior political science major,
Northbrook, died in a car accident while visiting home

june

4

Visitation for Cameron Chana, 22, Claredon Hills,
was held at the Halloway & James Funeral Home in
Countryside.

15

The Student Success Center moved from its
temporary location at 1125 McAffee to the new
addition of Ninth Street Hall.

23

A portion of Grant Avenue, from University Drive to
Fourth Street, was renamed “Panther Way” by the
Charleston City Council.

25

Vice president for External Relations Jill Nilsen
announced her retirement, effective Dec. 31, 2009.

25

One of the most influential music artists of the past 50
years, Michael Jackson, died at the age of 50.

july
1

The Illinois minimum wage increased from $7.75 to $8
an hour.

1

Dana Barnard hired as assistant director of Student
Life.

20
Coraline

may

Jerry Donna appointed as the new Financial Aid
director at EIU.

Inglourious Basterds

......

news 235

LaMorte, Krystina 32
Lander, Elena 144
Lane, Jake 200
Lane, Kandi 200
Lane, Mary 200
Lange, Jessica 142
Lang, Kimberly 198
Lanham, Roy 49, 66, 67
LaPlante, Lauren 198
Larck, Adam 198, 206
LaRocque, Brad 184
La Rue, Marcus 84
Laskero, Matthew 149
Lauf, Katlyn 143
Laun, Aaron 184
LaVelle, Kim 143
Lawrence, Carlie 195
Lawrie, Joshua 203
Lawson, Elizabeth 19
Lawson, Taylor 211
Layman, Mariah 198
Leake, Kelsey 204
Leal, Vionka 221
Lebeau, David 150
Ledford, Brittany 221
Ledvina, Cassie 143
Ledvina, Melissa 143
Lee, Chris 198
Lee, Victor 196
Lee, YoonKwon 147
Leggin, Jessica 206, 209
Legut, Danielle 221
Lehman, Alyssa 144
Lello, Mark 149
Leman, Cory 208
Lemaster, Rob 150
Lentz, Danielle 221
Leonard, Pat 147
Leon, Mike 41, 205, 209
Lepchenske, Lauren 200
Lerro, Valerie 144, 155
Leuty, Alex 114, 204
LeVeque, Annalise 200, 221
Levin, Ben 147
Levis, Katherine 143
Levy, Dawn Eve 60
Lewis, Brooke 221
Lewis, Dillon 198
Lewis, Mike 150
Lewis, Rob 150
Lewis, Sharon 201, 206
Leyva, Krystina 221
Libraro, Kristine 141
Lilek, Andrew 14, 208
Lima, Alex 202
Lindquist, Ryan 221
Lions, Nittany 182, 190
Lippe, Lisa 221
Litherland, Katie 198
Litoborski, Matthew 149
Little, Alexa 143
Little, Megan 143
Liu, Peter Ping 211
Livingston, Laurel 142
Loeffler, Megan 144
Logterman, Kellie 169, 221
Long, Dustin 145
Long, Kaitlin 143
Longtin, Amber 199, 200
Lopez, Michelle 221
Loranca, Serena 199, 200
Lorbert, Kaylin 164

Lord, Blair 118
Lore, Nick 145
Lott, Shannon 142
Love, Cordeous 54
Lucas, Laura 144
Lucero, Noel 208, 221
Lucio, Lauren 144
Ludlow, Jeannie 42
Luft, Morgan 143
Luhring, Alex 70
Lukaszczyk, Maria 142
Luna, Roberto 209
Lundquist, Scott 145
Luther, Ashley 142
Luthmann, August 147, 209
Luttrell, Andy 35, 202
Lutz, Elizabeth 143
Lyles-Cowan, Rashida 198, 208
Lynch, Jeffery 126
Lynch, Stacia 126
Lyons, Katie 142
Lyons, Sean 161

m

Machala, Pamela 217
Mackowiak, Steve 197
MacPhee-Drake, Avery 209,
214
Madden, Ross 149
Maddi, Jerry 164
Madison, James 172
Madrid, Christian 101
Mae, Lilly 33
Maestro, Joe 34
Maffiola, Melissa 201
Magee, Heather 156
Magnuson, Diana 142
Magnussen, Jeff 150
Mahan, Ben 145
Mahan, Erin 143
Mahmood, Shaukat 196
Mahoney, Kevin 221
Maines, James 207
Mair, Stephanie 141
Majewski, Megan 142
Majka, Lauren 68, 69
Makosh, Brianna 205
Malacina, Joe 150
Mallett, Tajanae 221
Malliet, Chelsea 200
Malmen, Amy 93
Maly, Connor 149
Manchester, Julie 221
Mancuso, Valerie 142
Mangalavite, Amanda 205
Mangiaracina, Nicole 222
Manhart, Emily 142
Mann, Amaya 64
Manson, Derek 210
Mantis, Sara 196
Maple, Jenni 144
Marchlewicz, Raymond 145
Margherio, Adam 149
Marin, Andrew 120
Markus, Carrie 144
Markwood, Carolyn 202
Maro, Phil 160
Marrinson, Ashley 142
Marshall, Ashley 222
Martin, Cody 206

Martinez, Alex 142
Martini, Sean 149
Martin, Jordan 149
Martin, Kent 12
Martin, Kevin 203, 222
Martin, LaDonna 151, 152
Martinotti, Colleen 198
Martin, Ryan 157
Martorano, Dion 202, 210
Marvin, Heather 143
Marzullo, Brittany 97
Masanet, Geoff 184
Masciopinto, Natalie 100, 142
Masellis, Victoria 206
Maser, Ashley 142
Mason, Hannah 142, 156
Mast, Bailey 142
Masters, Andy 34
Matheny, Jodi 144
Matthews, Jonathan 149
Matthies, Meghan 140, 143
Matthies, Nate 150
Maurer, Bekah 144
Maurizio, Michelle 199, 200
Maury, Jaleesha 151, 152
Maxheimer, Wes 147
May, Amber 172
Mayer, John 34
Mays, Scarlet 59
Mazo, Anna 79
McAuliffe, Mike 147
McCabe, Taylor 144
McCafferty, Laura 144
McCall, Jennifer 222
McCallum, Eric 206
McCario, Amanda 199, 200,
222
McClain, Casey 195
Mcclennon, Ronald 151, 153
Mcconkey, Kevin 145
McCormack, Lindsey 62
McCracken, Katie 142
McCue, Joey 150
Mcdermott, Claudia 142
McDermott, Rachel 143
Mcdevitt, Jay 145
McDonald, Mary 222
McDonald, Travis 150
McDonough, Kyle 162
McElligott, Brian 202
McElroy, Keri 210
McFarland, Jeanna 195
McFarlin, Danielle 198
Mcgarel, Christopher 145
McGhee, Megan 151, 222
McGill, Elliot 169
McGill, Elliott 150
McGuire, Molly 60
McHugh, Ashley 77, 222
McIntosh, Unique 222
McKeefery, Tyler 146
McKenna, Mike 150
McKinley, Samantha 143
McKinney, Coartney 186, 187,
208
McKinney, Curry 183
Mclain, Audrey 142
Mclaughlin, Chris 149
McLennand, Chris 202
McLeod, Pamela 222
McLure, James 59
McMahon, Alyssa 144

Top 10 video games 2009

McMahon, Kelly 143
McMorris, Antiqua 222
McMullen, Shirlean 222
McNamara, Sean 198
McNamara, Zachary 147
McNulty, Ryan 24
McNutt, Allison 144
McShane, Chris 146
Meade, Skylar 170
Mead, Kara 200
Means, Crystal 222
Means, Mitchell 44
Meehan, Sean 208
Meek, Lauren 200
Mejia, Dave 150
Melhouse, Ashley 205
Menas, Kristin 211
Mendoza, Jon 150
Mercado, Lorie 144
Mercier, Bobson 153
Mertes, Jon 205
Messinger, Ryan 83
Meyer, Drew 147
Meyer, Kristin 205
Meyers, Jennifer 210, 222
Micheal, Katie 141
Michell, Megan 201
Michels, Jae 196
Micklewright, Marissa 205
Mieure, Emily 210
Miglio, Jenna 195
Mikell, Taisha 102, 117
Mildren, Courtney 97
Milen, Sarah 141, 222
Milgi, Joe 146
Milicevic, Vuk 176
Militello, Stephanie 186
Millard, Chaz 182, 190
Miller, Brett 147
Miller, Carol 114
Miller, Emily 142
Miller, Kiri 142
Miller, Melissa 141
Millis, Andy 198
Millsap, Stephanie 143
Millsap, Tracy 143
Mills, Melanie 60, 202
Milner, Courtney 222
Milo, Jack 77
Minarik, Kristin 144
Miner, Kelsey 211
Mirich, Megan 143
Mitchell, Christopher 60
Mitchell, Jacob 166
Moca, Joseph 149
Modipalle, Anil 196
Moffitt, Alexis 142
Moffitt, Letitia 215
Molen, Grant 202
Moncel, Mike 178
Monkman, Jen 144
Monreal, Cynthia 202, 204
Monroy, Hans 149
Montgomery, Carla 211
Montgomery, Jess 143, 156
Montleon, Angelina 143
Moore, Elizabeth 143
Moore, Jacqueline 161
Moore, Linda 109
Moore, Ryan 149
Morales, Sofia 120
Moran, Jennifer 222

Moritz, Nathan 169
Morris, Anna 142
Morris, Bridget 210
Morris, Megan 144
Morris, Rachel 210
Morris, Robert 176
Morrissey, Patrick 62
Morrissey, Sam 141
Morr, Kirsten 142
Morse, Richard 222
Mortimer, Jennifer 144
Morton, Laura 143, 207
Morton, Mary 143
Moser, Cindy 75
Mosley, Cheryl 151, 152
Mosley, Jasmine 222
Motsinger, Christine 70
Mottar, Jen 144
Mottar, Jennifer 222
Mott, Emily 198, 222
Mott, Rory 118
Mowerson, Bob 169
Moya, Krystal 198
Mueller, Brigitte 142
Mueller, Josh 170
Mueller, Meredith 144, 209
Mueller, Nickie 199, 200
Muffler, Dirk 149
Muhammad, Imani 208
Mukazera, Christelle 196
Mulrooney, Nicole 222
Munoz, Brenda 202
Muppavarapu, Priya Darshini
226, 227
Murad, Koralie 61
Murphy, Carrie 142
Murphy, Demetrius 87
Murphy, Julia 141
Murphy, Kevin 198, 206
Murphy, Michelle 104
Murphy, Mike 149
Murray, Jaclynn 92
Murtaugh, Cory 147
Musial, Kevin 149
Musser, Jaclyn 199, 211
Muszynski, Dave 197
Myerscough, Melissa 143
Myers, Justin 145
Myneni, Abhiram 196
Myrick, Tashay 151, 152

n

Nadler, Dan 78, 115
Nagorny, Chris 150
Nagubandi, Nagendra 196
Nance, Gena 167, 200
Naples, Harmony 222
Napoleoni, Caitlin 184
Nation, Tiffany 144
Naylor, Sheldon 83, 222
Nedbal, Jennifer 201, 207
Neece, Don 161
Needham, Tim 149
Neff, Mollie 222
Neil, Sam 142
Neimerg, Nick 146
Nelson, Brendan 147
Nelson, Colleen 87, 197, 200
Nelson, Haley 144
Nelson, Megan 208

Nelson, Sean 150
Nelson, Sharese 151
Nelson, Zachary 222
Nestrud, Jordan 176
Netemeyer, Nicole 143
Newbold, Lauren 143
Newman, Layn 211
Nguyen, Dave 150
Nguyen, Mike 150
Nichols, Scott 198
Nichols, Steve 198
Nicodeme, Serena 211
Nicol, Laura 144
Nicol, Morgan 143
Nierman, Tommy 209
Nilsen, Laura 169
Nimmagadda, Lakshmi Neelesh
196
Noble, Brent 169
Nodine, Rachel 205
Nolan, Ashley 144
Nolan, John 124
Nolan, Kadeshah 222
Nollau, Chelsea 143
Noller, Bethany 200
Nommensen, Brett 170
Norden, Scott 149
Norman, Jophiel 196
North, Kelsey 165
Norton, Corey 145, 146
Norton, Philip 210
Novotny, Julia 67, 206, 211
Nozicka, Mike 149
Nuelle, Randi 198
Nugent, Josh 146
Nugent, Zach 210, 214
Nummer, Mike 150
Nurdin, Ashleigh 143, 222
Nyara, Amber 205

o

Obenchain, Dan 104, 105, 207
O’Brien, Katie 62
O’Brien, Kayne 195
O’Connell, Dana 142
O’Conner, Maggie 110
O’Connor, Kerrianne 26
O’Connor, Maggie 68
O’Donnell, Colleen 143
O’Donovan, Meaghan 142
Odum, Jennifer 129
Oertling, John 77
Ogden, Kaci 196
O’Grady, And 184
O’Grady, Erin 82, 184, 208,
222
O’Hagan, Matt 169
Ohner, Jeff 147
O’Keefe, Corey 142
O’Kelly, Kristin 144
Olifirowicz, Kevin 145
O’Malley, Erin 143
Oraham, Nick 147
O’Reilly, Tim 204
Orenuga, Olajuwon 149
O’Rouke, Eileen 186
Orr, Kelsey 188
Ossler, Amanda 71
Oswalt, Paton 35
Ott, Mark 150
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Halo Wars

Resident Evil 5 (PS3)

Call of Duty: World
at War

Killzone 2 (PS3)

Resident Evil 5 (XBOX
360)

Mario Kart Wii

Owczaruk, Lauren 143, 222
Owens, Jeff 215
Ozier, Christine 134

p

Pahl, Chris 207
Pailler, Marcus 151, 153, 202
Paisley, Vicki 210
Paisley, Victoria 211
Pakosz, Molly Rae 142
Palekar, Anurag 149
Pallardy, Melissa 163
Palmer, Katie 143
Palmer, Sarah 143
Paluzzi, Amanda 198, 202
Palzer, Katie 197, 200
Panepinto, Steven 205
Pannell, Alexandria 151, 152
Pappas, Diane 144
Papp, Nicole 63
Pardue, Matthew 146
Parikh, Millie 128
Parker, Danyelle 222
Parker, Shereece 54, 151
Park, Kyrie 141
Parks, Kelsey 198
Parrodi, Gino 178
Pasquesi, Pat 51
Patterson, Darren 166
Patterson, Lauren 140
Patterson, Zac 150
Patton, Marty 90
Patula, Tim 146
Pauley, Nate 146
Payea, Matt 145
Pearce, Gerad 149
Pearcy, Ben 194, 195
Pearcy, Ryan 198
Pearson, Gary 202, 204
Peck, Natalie 143
Penninger, Karleen 143
Pepperdine, Diana 72
Perala, Summer 164
Peralta, Emily 144
Peregrine, Roy 208
Perez, Cristina 202
Perry, Bill 116, 161
Perry, Freddie 153
Persin, Nick 150
Peters, Brad 150
Peters, Marcy 143
Peterson, Greg 147
Peterson, Jennifer 111
Peterson, Will 150
Petro, Nick 150
Petty, Michelle 222
Pfaender, Tommy 149
Phegley, Jaimee 222
Phelps, Fred 122
Phillips, Christa 202
Phillips, Lauren 143, 210
Phillips, Megan 143
Phipps, Megan 144
Piasecki, Ann 49
Piasecki, Lisa 48, 49
Piccione, John 203
Pickens, Andre 151
Pierce, Blake 149
Pierce, Kristen 195

Pokemon Platinum
Version

Pines, Danita 206, 222
Pipes, Ashley 222
Pischak, Sara 144
Piurek, Kyle 205
Pizzolato, Gina 142
Plach, Colin 147
Platt, David 150
Plonchznski, Liz 144
Pluta, Melissa 142
Poerio, Valerie 197, 223
Polk, Demeka 223
Pollock, Andy 150
Porreca, Anthony 198
Porreca, Dana 142
Porter, Kinyeta 200
Porter, Regina 199, 200, 223
Porter, Toni 201
Porzelius, Aaron 205
Pottinger, Lamarr 166
Poulter, Brian 124
Powers, Lindsey 207
Powley, Austin 149
Poznic, Greg 223
Pranevicius, Kevin 149
Presley, Gerald 198
Pressley, Chantelle 180
Price, Craig 88
Price, Kelly 211
Priebe, Amanda 204
Prillaman, Jennifer 142
Prince, Cristin 143
Priola, Brent 150
Pripusich, Sabrina 142
Prno, Jenny 200
Prochaska, Dan 203
Prodehl, Kathy 144
Prorok, Nicholas 149
Prouse, Kyle 200
Pruden, Kyle 198, 204, 206,
223
Prysock, Brittany 205
Pulley, Amy 142, 203
Pumphrey, Story 169
Purcell, Christina 198
Puriek, Kyle 150
Putlak, Daniel 149
Puzey, Chelsea 198, 223

q

Quigley, Rachael 200
Quill, Mitch 211
Quimby, Sariah 141
Quin, Betsy 144, 197

r

Raber, Katelyne 143
Racic, Jeff 147
Raddatz, Scott 162
Ramirez, Milagros 208
Ramirez, Narissa 186
Ramsey, Dave 94
Randle, Tiara 201, 223
Raschke, Robert 134
Rasmussen, Nathan 149
Ratermann, Kevin 210
Rathbun, Kati 144
Rathe, Allan 14

Wii PLAY

Wii FIT

Ratishauser, Brant 4
Ratliff, Bruce 152
Rauch, Ashton 143
Rauen, Jack 101
Raupp, Courtney 144
Ravn-Hansen, Mike 223
Ravva, Rohit 196
Raz, Amanda 144
Read, Catherine 142, 198
Recchia, Mike 170
Redmann, Emily 203, 205
Reed, Donna 223
Reeder, Bodie 182, 190
Reeder, Megan 223
Reed, Gary 14
Reel, Lindsey 200
Reeter, Michael 149
Reeves, Leah 208
Regalado, Dave 150
Regan, Julia 223
Rehahn, Tori 204
Reichert, Whitney 143
Reid, Bruce 151, 153
Reilly, Megan 198
Reinhart, Jacqui 209
Reisenbigler, Megan 205
Remus, Claire 223
Resler, Erica 143
Revallo, Patrick 197
Reynolds, Daniell 151, 152
Reynolds, Matt 147
Reynolds, Nate 147
Rice, Randi 199, 200
Richardson, Amanda 142
Rich, Cody 198
Rickert, Robin 142
Rieck, Anthony 149
Rieck, Jeff 149
Riggs, Tyler 145
Rimnac, Lauren 143, 223
Rinaldi, Rich 150
Ringler, Jessica 203
Rinkel, Jaclyn 143
Rinkel, Jennifer 143
Riordan, Carrie 178, 179
Rising, Jessica 143
Ritter, Jack 150
Rivard, Joel 198
Rivera, Selina 202
Rix, George 223
Roa, Erica 12
Roberto, Jimmy 149
Roberts, Alissa 198
Robie, Katie 144
Robison, Keith 199
Roche, Janet 144, 223
Rockey, Alycia 198, 213
Rodakowski, Natalie 207
Roeters, Abby 200
Rogers, Jaira 223
Rogers, Nicole 205
Rohr, Alan 147
Roland, Felicia 143
Rolando, Dan 156
Rolando, Daniel 205
Rolfsen, Bryan 34, 223
Romano, Michelle 141
Rooney, Amy 144
Rosas, Stephanie 143
Roseberry, Lauren 143
Rose, Dave 149
Rosenbaum, Tara 113, 205

august
20

New Student Mixer - Mix It Up was held on the
South Quad. University Board gave out free T-shirts,
snowcones and popcorn. Other snacks were available
throughout the night. Students were able to participate in games and listen to music all night.

21

Up All Night: Fantasy Factory was held in the MLK
Union with around 2,000 students participating in a
variety of games.

22

Comedian Theo Von performed in the Union’s 7th
Street Underground. He was supposed to perform
at Up All Night the evening before, but a big crowd
showed for Saturday.

22

Quakin’ The Quad - Jammin’ Jamaica held in the
South Quad. An estimated 3,000 students were able
to hold snakes, run through an obstacle course, climb
a rock-climbing wall, create sand art, play bingo and
other games, have free pizza and Jamaican-style
food, along with other activities.

september

4

The Student Success Center moved into its new
permanent location at 9th Street Hall and held an
open house and ribbon cutting to welcome students
and faculty into their area.

9

Jypsi performed in the Library Quad. The four-person
family band brought a mix of pop, blues, jazz, rock,
old country and bluegrass to campus. The event was
hosted by University Board.

10

Scott McKenna performed at Doudna Performance
Courtyard, the first ever performance in the Courtyard.
Students filed into the area that afternoon to listen to
his music.

23

Career Network Day - Job Fair was held in the MLK
Union Grand Ballroom. Hundreds of juniors and
seniors visited the various job stations.

october

1

Hundreds of students participated in Take Back The
Night 2009 at the Campus Pond Pavilion to show they
do not want sexual assault, domestic violence, racism
and homophobia to continue in their community.

2-4

Family Weekend 2009 on campus. EIU football
played against Eastern Kentucky with nearly a sell-out
crowd, Styxx performed in Lantz Arena on Saturday
night, and plenty of children’s activities were held in
the Union all weekend. Hotels were booked up in the
area weeks before.

2

The Charleston Fire Department demonstrated
fire safety by showing two “dorm rooms”: one had
sprinklers and one did not. Both were set on fire to
show the importance of sprinklers inside a bedroom.
Several students, faculty and staff gathered to watch
the demonstration.
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“Watcha Say” by
Jason Derulo
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“Fireflies” by Owl City

“Right Round” by
Flo Rida

“My Life Would Suck
Without You” by
Kelly Clarkson

“Use Somebody” by
Kings of Leon

“I Gotta Feeling” by
The Black Eyed Peas

“Poker Face” by
Lady Gaga
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3

WEIU News Watch was awarded a Mid-America
Emmy for best student news production during the
2009 Mid-America Emmy Gala in St. Louis.

y

9

President Barack Obama was awarded Nobel Peace
Prize.
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11-17

Homecoming 2009 Week. The Homecoming Parade
route was changed to make it longer, several alumni
were honored at the Homecoming game against
Tennessee Tech, including Tony Romo. Activities were
held around campus all week for students.

mid-October
to early
November

Asian beetles were spotted all around campus, especially in and around residence halls. The beetles were
looking for places to live in the winter, including cracks
in the walls.
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The Daily Eastern News online site, dennews.com,
was honored with a Pacemaker award from the
Associated Collegiate Press during the weekend at
the National College Media Convention in Austin, TX.

4

Jackie Moore, EIU assistant women’s basketball
coach, died while working out. Her memorial service
was held in Lantz Arena on Nov. 8.

8

In commemoration of the 40-year anniversary of
the show “Sesame Street,” Kiwanis Park Road in
downtown Charleston has been renamed Sesame
Street. WEIU was part of the celebration.

10

In honor of Veterans’ Day, the Eastern Wind
Symphony saluted veterans past and present with
‘The Call to Duty.’

14

The Green Room in the Doudna Fine Arts Center
was dedicated to honor the late Lucy ‘Gabby’
Gabbard.

20

A ceremonial groundbreaking was help for Eastern’s
Renewable Energy Center on 18th Street and Edgar
Drive.

28

Jeff Hoover, EIU football offensive line coach, died as
the result of a car-deer accident near Effingham on his
way back to Charleston from a game at SIUC.

Nov. 30 –
Dec. 4

“Replay” by Iyaz

“Down” by Jay Sean

“You Belong With Me”
by Taylor Swift

november

december

As part of NRHH Fall Recognition Week, the
organization recognized people who make a daily
impact in the residence halls, including secretaries,
BSWs, Das, and RAs, as well as dining hall workers
and students who are active in the organization.

3

The Red Show, an evening of fashion, music and
more in honor of World Aids Day, was held in Union
Grand Ballroom.

4-6

Two student directed one-act plays, “Bourbon and
Laundry” and “The Spotted Man” were performed in
the Movement Studio of Doudna.

6

Eastern’s Symphony Orchestra and Chorus
performed Handel’s Messiah in the Dvorak Concert
Hall of Doudna.
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news 2010
janurary

8
9
12
13

The building that housed Villa Pizza in Mattoon burned.
Several fundraisers have been held, with money being
raised to try and rebuild the Villa Pizza building.
Alumni Day was held at Lantz Arena.

typography
Basic fonts used in the book are Arial Narrow 11 pt. for stories and main
copy. AWPC fonts such as David, 10 and 9 pt. used for captions, Numbscull,
OneChild, Sleepwalker, and Pesky, used for headlines and subheads, were
used throughout the book.

20

The Eastern Board of Trustees set a 6.25 percent living
increase for fall 2010 on-campus residents. A 3 percent
increase will be in place for University Court apartments.
The rate increases were a result of major renovation
projects, including sprinkler systems and bathroom
upgrades.

february

Super Bowl 44 in Miami, Florida. New Orleans Saints vs.
Indianapolis Colts. Saints win their first ever Super Bowl.
Career Network Day in the MLK Union. Nearly 50
employers showed up offering jobs and internships to
students. A steady flow of students attended throughout
the day.

Top 10 music videos 2009
www.aolradioblog.com

“Sweet Dreams” by
Beyonce
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copy
All copy was written by staff reporters, Daily Eastern News affiliates and
journalism students. Divider introductions were written by Colleen Kitka, senior
journalism major and staff editor.

A 4-inch fire standpipe froze and burst inside Lumpkin
Hall, causing classes that are on the 1000 level of
Lumpkin to be canceled and moved to other locations on
campus. The long duration of cold weather for a period of
about two weeks is believed to have caused the pipe to
freeze.

Bonnie Irwin was selected as the new dean of the College
of Arts and Humanities. Irwin was the dean of the Honors
College. She began her new job on Jan. 30.

10

photography
The majority of the photographs were taken by the photography staff with
Canon Rebel XTi and Cannon 30d digital cameras. Photos were edited using
Adobe Photoshop CS3. Senior Portraits were taken by DaVor Photography.
A few photos used in illustrations were taken from www.flickr.com Creative
Commons, connect provided to the public to use commercially, to modify, adapt
or build upon.

A 7.0 magnitude earthquake struck Haiti, leaving
thousands dead and others stranded with nothing.
Students held fundraisers throughout campus.
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7

The 2009-2010 Warbler Yearbook Volume 91 was created entirely by a student
staff, with cover design assistance from Walsworth Publishing. The Warbler
yearbook has been the official Eastern Illinois University yearbook since 1919.

printing
The 2,000 copies of the 240 page yearbook were printed on legend gloss
#100 stock paper. The cover was printed on Smyth Sewn hard cover. The
endsheets were printed on standard white endleaf sheets.

Alpha Phi Alpha Martin Luther King, Jr.
March and Candlelight Vigil from Thomas Hall to the MLK
Jr. Union was held in honor of Mr. King.
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warbler colophon

“Fallin’ for You” by
Colbie Caillat

“Use Somebody” by
Kings of Leon

“Already Gone” by
Kelly Clarkson

“Watcha Say” by
Jason DeRulo

production
The 2009-2010 Warbler was produced on 4 Macintosh computers using Adobe
Indesign CS3, Adobe Photoshop CS3 and Adobe Illustrator CS3, and Microsoft
Office Word 2004. The book was printed by Walsworth Publishing in Brookfield,
Mo.
cost
The cost of the yearbook is incorporated into student fees for full-time Eastern
students. Yearbooks are distributed by the yearbook staff to graduating seniors
picking up their caps and gowns for spring commencement 2010, at the MLK
Union and Textbook Rental.
contact
The Warbler Yearbook
Student Publications
1811 Buzzard Hall
600 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 581-2815
warbler@eiu.edu
http://www.eiu.edu/~warbler/text/home.html
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“Party in the U.S.A” by
Miley Cyrus

“3” by Britney Spears

“Fireflies” by Owl City

“Paparazzi” by
Lady Gaga

“Down” by Jay Sean
ft. Lil Wayne

